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Abstract

Although logic and proof theory have been successfully used as a framework for the speci�cation of
computation systems, there is still an important gap between the systems that logic can capture and
the systems used in practice. This thesis attempts to reduce this gap by exploiting, in the context
of the computation-as-proof-search paradigm, two non-canonical aspects of sequent calculus, namely
the polarity assignment in focused proofs and the linear logic exponentials. We exploit these aspects
in three di�erent domains of computer science: tabled deduction, logical frameworks, and algorithmic
speci�cations.

This thesis provides a proof theoretic explanation for tabled deduction by exploiting the fact that
in intuitionistic logic atoms can be assigned arbitrary polarity. A table is a partially ordered set of
formulas and is incorporated into a proof via multicut derivations. Here, we consider two cases: the
�rst case is when tables contain only �nite successes and the second case is when tables may also
contain �nite failures. We propose a focused proof system for each one of these cases and show that,
in some subsets of logic, the only proofs and open derivations available in these systems are those
that do not attempt to reprove tabled formulas. We illustrate these results with some examples, such
as simulation, winning strategies, and let polymorphism typechecking.

We show that linear logic can be used as a general framework for encoding proof systems for
minimal, intuitionistic, and classical logics. First, we demonstrate that with a single linear logic
theory, one can faithfully account for natural deduction (normal and non-normal), sequent calculus
(with and without cut), natural deduction with general elimination rules, free deduction and tableaux
proof systems by using logical equivalences and di�erent polarity assignments to meta-level literals.
Then we exploit the fact that linear logic exponentials are not canonical and propose linear logic
theories that faithfully encode di�erent proof systems; for example, a multi-conclusion system for
intuitionistic logic and several focusing proof systems.

For the last contribution of this thesis, we investigate what type of algorithms can be expressed
by using linear logic's non-canonical exponentials. In particular, we use di�erent exponentials to
�locate� multisets of data, and then we show that focused proof search can be precisely linked to a
simple algorithmic speci�cation language that contains while-loops, conditionals, and insertion into
and deletion from multisets. Finally, we illustrate this result with several graph algorithms, such as
Dijkstra's algorithm for �nding the shortest distances in a positively weighted graph and an algorithm
for checking if a graph is bipartite.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is unfortunate that computer artifacts are often constructed in such an ad hoc fashion. Software
is usually just built to run e�ciently without too many errors. Other important concerns, that are
essential for the quality of large, complicated, and expensive systems, are left aside or when addressed,
they are not handled with formal and precise methods: for example, correctness � if programs really
compute what was intended; modularity � if di�erent programs can be composed without a�ecting
their individual behaviors; readability � if one can easily understand the logic used in a program
to solve a problem; interoperability � if programs can be used on di�erent machine architectures;
etc. As logic and proof theory have a long tradition of dealing with formal languages and provide
powerful tools for reasoning over logic speci�cations, computer scientists have successfully used logic
to specify computation systems. For instance, in the past decades, proof theory has been widely
used in the design of programming languages along two lines of research related to the Curry-Howard
isomorphism [Howard 1980] and the computation-as-proof-search paradigm.

Although in the past years many techniques and fundamental results about logic have been dis-
covered, allowing one to specify a wider range of computational behaviors, there is still an important
gap between the systems that logic can formally capture and the systems used in practice. For exam-
ple, in the context of computation-as-proof-search, logic interpreters, such as Prolog, often contain
non-logical elements, like tabling mechanisms [Ramakrishna 1997, Pientka 2005], that are necessary
for expressing more algorithms or for increasing proof search e�ciency. In order to �ll this gap,
one needs to further investigate and better understand logic and proof theory. In particular, we are
interested in some of their non-canonical aspects that provide us with an opportunity to specify more
computations. In this thesis, we exploit two such non-canonical aspects, namely the polarity assign-
ment in focused proofs and the linear logic exponentials, by using the computation-as-proof-search
paradigm in di�erent domains of computer science.

At the heart of the connection between proof search and computation lies the sequent calculus,
proposed by Gentzen in 1935 [Gentzen 1969]. A sequent calculus system is a collection of inference
rules that derives multisets of formulas called sequents1. The computation-as-proof-search paradigm
connects computation with the search for sequent calculus proofs as follows: logic formulas represent
program instructions; sequents represent states of the world ; and sequent calculus proofs represent
computation traces. The sequent at the root of a sequent calculus derivation represents the initial
state of the world and the sequents at its open leaves represent the states of the world that result
from performing a sequence of computation steps. Therefore, from this perspective, one is usually
interested in specifying a computation, say an algorithm, in such a way that the proofs obtained
from its logic speci�cation correspond to its execution runs and vice versa. However, sequent calculus
systems without any particular discipline on how inference rules are applied allow too many proofs
to be useful for specifying interesting behaviors. One needs to consider some type of canonical
proofs that have some proof search discipline. Andreoli [Andreoli 1992] proposed such a discipline,
called focusing, where proofs are structured in two alternating focusing phases and formulas are
classi�ed as positive and negative according to which phase the introduction rules for their main
connectives belong to. However, as the atomic formulas do not have inference rules, they are classi�ed
arbitrarily as positive or negative. This non-canonical aspect in focusing can be exploited by computer

1In fact, Gentzen originally de�ned sequents as a sequence of formulas.
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scientists. For example, changing the polarity assignment for atoms allows one to mix forward and
backward chaining style proof search and this can be used to capture di�erent computational behaviors
[Liang 2008, Liang 2007, Miller 2007a, Jagadeesan 2005, Nigam 2008b].

Linear logic is a substructural logic proposed by Girard [Girard 1987], which has been widely
used in both proof theory, as the logic behind logics, and computer science, as the logic of resources.
Di�erently from classical logics, the structural rules for weakening and contraction are not allowed
for all formulas, but only those formulas marked with the so called exponentials. However, these
exponentials are not canonical in the sense that one could create di�erent colored exponential-like
connectives, say red exponentials and blue exponentials, that are not equivalent. In fact, it is possible
to have as many exponential-like operators, called subexponentials, as one would like: they may or
may not allow weakening and/or contraction and they can be organized into a preorder that speci�es
which operator logically entails others [Danos 1993].

In this thesis, we exploit the non-canonical aspects discussed above in the three following domains
of computer science:

Tabled Deduction � Consider attempting to prove the conjunctive query B ∧ C from a logic
program Γ. This attempt can be reduced to �rst attempting to prove B from Γ and then C from
Γ. It might well be the case that during the attempt to prove C, many subgoals need to be proved
that were previously established during the attempt to prove B. Of course, if proved subgoals can be
remembered from the �rst conjunct to the second, then it might be possible to build smaller proofs
and these might be easier to �nd and to check for correctness. Some implemented logic programming
systems introduce tables as a device to store proved literals so that their provability can be used in
later attempts to prove goals. Systems such as XSB [Ramakrishna 1997] and Twelf [Pientka 2005]
make it possible to specify that some predicates should be tabled: that is, whenever an atomic formula
with such a predicate is successfully proved, that atomic formula is remembered by placing it in a
global table. In this way, if the prover attempts to reprove an atom that is already tabled, then the
proof process can be immediately stopped with a success. Besides this aspect of not proving formulas,
tabling systems improve proof-search considerably by also remembering �nite failures. Whenever a
goal is shown not be provable, it is also stored in a table, and if the interpreter attempts to prove a
tabled �nite failure, it does not proceed.

Although it is clear that one can build implementations with tabling mechanisms, a more inter-
esting question is whether we can avoid reproving formulas and avoid proceeding when a �nite failure
is encountered by proof theoretic means, that is, enforce in the logic that all available proofs and
open derivations are those that do not attempt to prove tabled formulas. We exploit the fact that
polarities of atoms in intuitionistic logic can be assigned as positive and negative to specify focusing
disciplines that accomplish this goal. First we consider the case when a table contains only atomic
formulas denoting �nite successes. Then, we consider a second case where we also allow tables to
contain �xed point literals and universally quanti�ed �xed point literals denoting �nite successes and
�nite failures.

Logical Frameworks � Logics and type systems have been exploited in recent years as
frameworks for the speci�cation of deduction in a number of logics. The most common such
meta-logics and logical frameworks have been based on intuitionistic logic (see, for example,
[Felty 1988, Paulson 1989]) or dependent types (see [Harper 1993, Pfenning 1989]). Such intuitionistic
logics can be used to directly encode natural deduction style proof systems.

In a series of papers [Miller 1996, Pimentel 2001, Miller 2002, Miller 2004, Pimentel 2005], Miller
& Pimentel used classical linear logic as a meta-logic to specify and reason about a variety of sequent
calculus proof systems. Since the encodings of such logical systems are natural and direct, the meta-
theory of linear logic can be used to draw conclusions about the object-level proof systems. For
example, in [Miller 2002], a decision procedure was presented for determining if one encoded proof
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system is derivable from another. In the same paper, necessary conditions were presented (together
with a decision procedure) for assuring that an encoded proof system satis�es cut-elimination. This
last result used linear logic's dualities to formalize the fact that if the left and right introduction rules
are suitable duals of each other then non-atomic cuts can be eliminated.

In this thesis, we continue this line of research in two di�erent ways. First, we exploit the
fact that the linear logic literals can be assigned arbitrary polarities, and we show that, by us-
ing a single linear logic theory, one can faithfully account for natural deduction (normal and
non-normal), sequent calculus (with and without cut) [Gentzen 1969], natural deduction with gen-
eral elimination rules [von Plato 2001], free deduction [Parigot 1992] and tableaux proof systems
[D'Agostino 1994, Smullyan 1968a]. In the second direction, we exploit the fact that the linear logic
exponentials are not canonical and propose theories that encode di�erent proof systems, for example
a multi-conclusion system for intuitionistic logic [Maehara 1954] and several focusing proof systems
[Herbelin 1995, Dyckho� 2006, Liang 2008].

Algorithmic Speci�cations � A major obstacle to describing algorithms using linear logic pro-
grams, in the sense that the set of proofs and of computations runs are in one-to-one correspondence,
is that data encoded into contexts does not support enough tests on data. While it is possible in
linear logic to detect that the whole multiset of linear formulas, that is, formulas that cannot contract
or weaken, is empty, it is not possible to perform this test on some particular subset. Consider, for
example, that we encode in linear logic a graph with nodes N and adjacency relation A with the
following multisets of linear logic atoms:

{node x | x ∈ N} ∪ {adj x y | 〈x, y〉 ∈ A},

where node and adj are predicates. Linear logic provides a simple mechanism to detect that both the
set of nodes and the adjacency information are empty, but the logic does not provide means to check
emptiness of just N or just A.

We exploit the fact that the linear logic exponentials are not canonical to �locate� data by using
subexponentials. These subexponentials provide linear logic speci�cations with enough checks on data
to allow for a range of algorithms to be emulated exactly via (focused) proof search. We illustrate
this claim by specifying a simple programming language, called Bag, containing loop instructions,
conditionals and operations that insert into and delete from a multiset, which is powerful enough
to specify complicated algorithms, such as Dijkstra's algorithm for �nding the shortest distances
in a positively weighted graph. We then show that for any Bag program there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of its (partial) computations and the set of (open) focused derivations
of its logic interpretation.

1.1 Outline

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the basic concepts and vocabulary used throughout this thesis. It intro-
duces sequent calculus proof systems for classical, intuitionistic and linear logics, highlighting some
non-canonical aspects present in these formalisms. In this chapter, we also discuss focusing which is
one of the cornerstones of this thesis.

Chapter 3 contains the results related to the declarative speci�cation for tabled deduction. We
start this chapter by introducing the focused proof system for intuitionistic logic LJF [Liang 2008,
Liang 2007], which will be used to derive specialized proof systems that adopt the di�erent focusing
disciplines mentioned above. As cuts play an important role in incorporating tables into proofs,
we discuss the design of focused proofs with cuts. We then propose the �rst focused proof system
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enforcing that the only proofs available are those that do not reprove atoms that are in a table.
Later, we introduce a proof theory for �xed points and propose the second focused proof system
enforcing that �xed point literals and universally quanti�ed �xed points in a table are not reproved
and that derivations attempting to prove a negative �xed point are not allowed. We illustrate these
results with several examples, including winning strategies, simulation, and a declarative speci�cation
for let-polymorphism type checking [Milner 1978]. Parts of this chapter appeared in the conference
papers [Miller 2007a] and [Nigam 2008a].

Chapter 4 contains some of the results related to the speci�cation of Logical Frameworks. In this
chapter, we describe how object-logic formulas, sequents and inference rules can be encoded in linear
logic. Here, we also distinguish three increasing levels for adequacy: the level of relative completeness
� when two proof systems prove the same theorems; the level of full completeness of proofs � when
two proof systems have the same proofs; and the level of full completeness of derivations � when
two systems have the same (open) derivations. Later, we construct from a single linear logic theory
equivalent theories that encode with the strongest level of adequacy di�erent proof systems, namely
natural deduction (normal and non-normal), sequent calculus (with and without cut) [Gentzen 1969],
natural deduction with general elimination rules [von Plato 2001], free deduction [Parigot 1992] and
tableaux proof systems [D'Agostino 1994, Smullyan 1968a]. A direct consequence of the strong level
of adequacy obtained and the fact that these theories are equivalent is the relative completeness of the
encoded proof systems; for example, we show that sequent calculus and natural deduction systems for
intuitionistic logic prove the same theorems. Parts of this chapter appeared in the conference paper
[Nigam 2008b] and in its extended version [Nigam 2009b].

Chapter 5 investigates the proof system for linear logic with subexponentials called SELL. In
particular, we review the conditions on the preorder of subexponentials needed to show that the cut-
elimination theorem holds for SELL [Danos 1993]. Then, we proceed by proposing a focused proof
system for SELL starting �rst by considering the case when there are no relevant formulas, that is,
there are no formulas that can contract but not weaken. Later, we describe two di�erent focused
systems for the general case. Finally, we also propose a new logic that allows for the creation and
modi�cation of subexponentials. Parts of this chapter appeared in [Nigam 2009a].

Chapter 6 revisits the concerns related to Logical Frameworks, discussed in Chapter 4, exploiting
the increase of expressiveness obtained by the addition of subexponentials to linear logic. In partic-
ular, we propose linear logic theories that encode di�erent proof systems with the strongest level
of adequacy, namely a multi-conclusion system for intuitionistic logic [Maehara 1954] and several
focusing proof systems [Herbelin 1995, Dyckho� 2006, Liang 2008].

Chapter 7 studies what algorithms can be expressed in linear logic with subexponentials. In
particular, we use subexponentials to assign locations to multisets of formulas within a linear logic
programming setting. Treating locations as subexponentials greatly increases the algorithmic expres-
siveness of logic. To illustrate this new expressiveness, we show that focused proof search can be
precisely linked to a simple algorithmic speci�cation language that contains while-loops, conditionals,
and insertion into and deletion from multisets, called Bag. We illustrate this result with several graph
algorithms, such as Dijkstra's algorithm for �nding the shortest distances in a positively weighted
graph and an algorithm for checking if a graph is bipartite. We also illustrate in this chapter that
by changing focusing annotations, such as delay operators, we can capture di�erent intended opera-
tional semantics, which can greatly a�ect the behavior of programs. Parts of this chapter appeared
in [Nigam 2009a].

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by summarizing its main contributions.



Chapter 2

Non-canonical aspects of the Sequent

Calculus

Proof theory is the �eld of mathematics that investigates the properties and the structure of formal
proofs. Although the idea of proof in mathematics is very old, its precise formalization dates back only
a past hundred years or so, with Hilbert's axiomatic proof system. Since then many have contributed
with di�erent formalisms that can be used for the study of proofs. In this chapter, we introduce one
such formalism, proposed by Gentzen in 1935 [Gentzen 1969], called Sequent Calculus, which also has
deep connections with computer science. Here, we also highlight some of its non-canonical aspects.
This is in no way an exhaustive exposition of these topics, but just a gentle introduction, focusing
only on the concepts needed in the following chapters. Nevertheless, the reader can �nd more details
in the following references [Kleene 1968, Troelstra 1996, Girard 1989].

We start by introducing the notion of canonical forms. Given a set of objects, S, with an equiv-
alence relation, we say that some objects in S are the canonical forms of S if all objects in S are
equivalent to exactly one canonical form. Intuitively, the canonical forms of a set S can be seen as
the representative objects of the equivalence classes speci�ed by the given equivalence relation. In the
following sections, we point out many aspects of the sequent calculus, such as �rst order quanti�ers
and di�erent focused proofs obtained from di�erent polarity assignments for literals, that do not have
a unique canonical form, but distinct canonical representations for such aspects.

This chapter is structured as follows: after introducing the syntax of formulas in Section 2.1, we
explain, in Section 2.2, the main vocabulary for the Sequent Calculus, by introducing the sequent
calculus system LK for classical logic. Section 2.3 introduces the sequent calculus system LJ for
intuitionistic logic and Section 2.4 introduces the sequent calculus system LL for linear logic. Finally,
in Section 2.5, we describe focusing and introduce the focused proof system, LLF, for linear logic.

2.1 Syntax

We use a similar approach for syntax as in Church's type theory [Church 1940]. Instead of using a
single type, i, for individuals, we allow terms to have any simple type, that does not contain the type
o, which is reserved for propositions. Moreover, we generally assume that terms are in βη-long forms.
For example, the types for the classical logic connectives are as follows:

>,⊥ : o
⇒,∧,∨ : o→ o→ o

∃γ ,∀γ : (γ → o)→ o

Here, renaming and substitution of variables are handled by using the standard α-conversions and
β-reductions in the λ-calculus. Notice as well that in this setting the universal and the existential
quanti�cations do not have a unique canonical form, as there is a pair of quanti�ers for each type γ
di�erent from o. In most of the cases, it will be clear from the context which type of quanti�er we
are using, and therefore we will elide the subscript γ in these connectives. To ease notation, we also
write quanti�ed formulas, such as ∀λx.P and ∃λx.P , as ∀xP and ∃xP .
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2.2 Sequent Calculus

Introduced by Gentzen in 1935 [Gentzen 1969], the Sequent Calculus, together with Natural Deduction
[Gentzen 1969, Prawitz 1965], has been used as the main tool for the study of the structure of proofs.
A sequent calculus system is a collection of inference rules that derives sequents. For example, the
sequent calculus for classical logic LK, shown in Figure 2.1, derives sequents of the form Γ ` ∆, where
both Γ, denoting assumptions, and ∆, denoting propositions, are multisets of formulas. Intuitively,
a sequent Γ ` ∆ denotes that the conjunction of the formulas in Γ entails (denoted by the symbol `
called turnstyle) the disjunction of the formulas in ∆. We use the sequent calculus LK to specify the
main vocabulary used throughout this thesis.

In a sequent calculus rule, we call the sequent(s) appearing above the horizontal line its premise(s)
and the sequent appearing below the horizontal line its conclusion. For example, the initial rule I
has no premises, while the rule ∧r has two premises. The principal formula of a rule is the formula
distinguished in its conclusion, and the active formulas of a rule are the subformulas of the principal
formula in its premises and its principal formula. For example, the active formulas of the rule ∧r are
P,Q and the principal formula P ∧Q. The remaining formulas are the side-formulas. We often say
that a formula that appears to the left (respectively right) of the turnstyle is on the left-hand-side
(respectively right-hand-side) of the sequent. The rules in a sequent calculus system can be classi�ed
into three groups: (1) the identity rules are the rules that require to check if two formulas are the
same. In LK, the axiom rule is applicable if, in its conclusion, there is a formula on the right that is
the same as a formula on the left of the turnstyle. On the other hand, the cut rule is applicable only
if the same formula appears in the left-hand-side of its left premise and in the right-hand-side of its
right premise. Notice that the cut rule is the only rule in LK where the formulas in the premises are
not subformulas of formulas in the conclusion. We shall return to this observation when we describe
the cut-elimination theorem and the subformula property. (2) The structural rules are rules that do
not operate on any logical connective, but on sequents directly. For example, the structural rules in
LK just express that the formulas, appearing in the left and right side of the turnstyle, can be seen as
sets of formulas. In fact, all the systems considered in this thesis have exchange rules, and, therefore,
we no longer consider these rules explicitly. However, later in this chapter, we specify substructural
logics that do not allow weakening and contraction rules to be applied to all formulas and those rules
still remain of interest. (3) The logical rules are the rules that decompose logical connectives.

A sequent calculus derivation is a tree structure in which all of its nodes are decorated with valid
sequents and for any sequent, when seen as the conclusion of a rule, and its children, when seen as the
premises of a rule, constitute a valid instance of a rule in the system. The premises of a derivation
are the sequents at the open leaves of the tree. The sequent at the root of the tree is called the
endsequent of the derivation. A sequent calculus proof is a derivation that does not contain premises.
For example, the object to the left is an LK proof of the excluded middle and the object to the right
is an LK proof of one of the De Morgan's laws:

A ` A [I]

` A⊥, A
[¬r]

` A ∨A⊥, A
[∨r2]

` A ∨A⊥, A ∨A⊥
[∨r1]

` A ∨A⊥
[Cr]

A ` A [I]

` A⊥, A
[¬r]

` A⊥ ∨B⊥, A
[∨r1]

B ` B [I]

` B⊥, B
[¬r]

` A⊥ ∨B⊥, B
[∨r2]

` A ∧B,A⊥ ∨B⊥
[∧r]

(A ∧B)⊥ ` A⊥ ∨B⊥
[¬l]

` (A ∧B)⊥ ⇒ (A⊥ ∨B⊥)
[⇒r]

In fact, because of LK's symmetry, all De Morgan's laws, listed below, are provable in LK:
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• (P ∧Q)⊥ ≡ P⊥ ∨Q⊥; • (P ∨Q)⊥ ≡ P⊥ ∧Q⊥;
• (∃x.P )⊥ ≡ ∀x.P⊥; • (∀x.P )⊥ ≡ ∃x.P⊥;
• (A⇒ B)⊥ ≡ A ∧B⊥;

where P ≡ Q is an abbreviation for the sequent ` P ⇒ Q ∧ Q ⇒ P . These laws allow the use of
a more concise presentation for LK, where sequents are one sided, that is, sequents where formulas
appear only in one side of the turnstyle. Intuitively, we replace a two sided sequent Γ ` ∆ by the one
sided sequent ` Γ⊥,∆. We consider the negation of a formula as its negation normal form obtained
by pushing the negation inside the formula, via De Morgan's laws, until negations only appear before
atoms. Moreover, for atoms, A, we rewrite A⊥⊥ as A. The one sided system for LK is depicted
in Figure 2.2. Notice that not all systems have a one sided version; the most notorious example
being the proof system LJ for intuitionistic logic, where sequents have at most one formula in the
right-hand-side of the turnstyle. When possible, we prefer to use the one-sided version of a system
because of its simplicity.

In most of the sequent calculus systems, the initial rule can be restricted to only atomic principal
formulas without the loss of completeness, that is, being able to prove the same set of theorems.

Proposition 2.1 A formula F is provable in LK if and only if it is provable in LK by using only
instances of atomic initial rules.

We can reduce instances of non-atomic initial rules to instances of atomic initial rules by repeatedly
applying transformations of the form:

P ∧Q ` P ∧Q [I]
 

P ` P [I]

P ∧Q ` P [∧l]
Q ` Q [I]

P ∧Q ` Q [∧l]

P ∧Q ` P ∧Q [∧r]

We now return to the cut rule. The cut rule di�ers from all others rules in LK because it introduces
in the proof a new formula, called cut formula. This formula can be seen as an auxiliary lemma that
when introduced in a proof, has to be proved in the left premise of a cut rule and can be used in
the proof of the right premise. As the cut formula does not appear in the conclusion of the cut rule,
there is some ingenuity involved to discover which cut formula to use. However, Gentzen showed that
any proof containing cuts can be transformed into a proof that does not contain cuts, called cut-free.
This result is called the Hauptsatz and gave birth to the �eld of Structural Proof Theory. The proof
of this theorem can be found in many references, e.g. in Chapter 4 of Troelstra and Schwichtenberg's
book [Troelstra 1996].

Theorem 2.2 The cut rule is admissible in LK: any proof containing cuts can be transformed into
a cut-free proof with the same end-sequent.

Two important consequences of the cut-elimination theorem are the subformula property and the
consistency of the logic. The former consequence is stated as follows:

Proposition 2.3 All formulas appearing in a cut-free proof are subformulas of formulas appearing
at its endsequent.

The latter consequence states that it is not possible to prove both a formula and its negation.

Proposition 2.4 For any formula P , it is not the case that both sequents ` P and ` P⊥ are provable
in LK.
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Identity Rules

P ` P [I]
Γ1 ` P,∆1 Γ2, P ` ∆2

Γ1,Γ2 ` ∆1,∆2
[Cut]

Logical Rules

⊥,Γ ` ∆
[⊥]

Γ ` ∆,> [>]

Γ ` ∆, P
Γ, P⊥ ` ∆

[¬l]
Γ, P ` ∆

Γ ` P⊥,∆
[¬r]

Pi,Γ ` ∆
P1 ∧ P2,Γ ` ∆

[∧li]
Γ ` P,∆ Γ ` Q,∆

Γ ` P ∧Q,∆ [∧r]

P,Γ ` ∆ Q,Γ ` ∆
P ∨Q,Γ ` ∆

[∨l]
Γ ` Pi,∆

Γ,` P1 ∨ P2,∆
[∨ri]

Γ1 ` P,∆1 Q,Γ2 ` ∆2

P ⇒ Q,Γ1,Γ2 ` ∆1,∆2
[⇒l]

Γ, P ` Q,∆
Γ ` P ⇒ Q,∆

[⇒r]

P [c/x],Γ ` ∆
∃x.P,Γ ` ∆

[∃l]
Γ ` P [t/x],∆
Γ ` ∃x.P,∆ [∃r]

P [t/x],Γ ` ∆
∀x.P,Γ ` ∆

[∀l]
Γ ` P [c/x],∆
Γ ` ∀x.P,∆ [∀r]

Structural Rules

P, P,Γ ` ∆
P,Γ ` ∆

[Cl]
Γ ` P, P,∆

Γ ` P,∆ [Cr]

Γ ` ∆
P,Γ ` ∆

[Wl]
Γ ` ∆

Γ ` P,∆ [Wr]

Γ, Q, P,Γ′ ` ∆
Γ, P,Q,Γ′ ` ∆

[El]
Γ ` ∆, Q, P,∆′

Γ ` ∆, P,Q,∆′
[Er]

Figure 2.1: The identity, logical and structural rules of the two sided presentation for LK, a sequent
calculus system for classical logic. In the rules ∀r and ∃l, the eigenvariable c does not appear free in
Γ nor ∆.
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Identity Rules

` P, P⊥
[I] ` P,∆1 ` P⊥,∆2

` ∆1,∆2
[Cut]

Logical Rules

` ∆,> [>]

` Pi,∆
` P1 ∨ P2,∆

[∨i]
` P,∆ ` Q,∆
` P ∧Q,∆ [∧]

` P⊥, Q,∆
` P ⇒ Q,∆

[⇒]

` P [t/x],∆
` ∃x.P,∆ [∃]

` P [c/x],∆
` ∀x.P,∆ [∀]

Structural Rules

` P, P,∆
` P,∆ [C] ` ∆

` P,∆ [W ]

Figure 2.2: The identity, logical and structural rules of the one sided presentation for LK, a sequent
calculus system for classical logic. In the rule ∀, the eigenvariable c does not appear free in ∆.

Proof Assume by contradiction that a formula, P , and its negation, P⊥, are both provable in LK.
Then the empty sequent could be proved by using two consecutive cuts:

Ξ1

` P⊥
[Cut]

Ξ2

` P [Cut] ` P, P⊥
[I]

` P [Cut]

` [Cut]

However, as there is clearly no cut-free proof for the empty sequent, this leads to a contradiction. 2

The cut-elimination theorem has also important connections with computer science, namely it
is connected to two programming paradigms: functional programming and logic programming. The
former connection is the Curry-Howard isomorphism that establishes the correspondence between
proof systems and models of computation, such as λ-calculus: a program corresponds to a proof and
the formula a proof proves corresponds to the type of the program. Proofs are run by performing a
step of the cut-elimination procedure, which in λ-calculus corresponds to β-reduction. The canonical
proofs for this paradigm are the cut-free proofs obtained by applying the cut-elimination algorithm.
The latter connection comes from the computation-as-proof-search point of view. Sets of logic formulas
represent logic programs, sequents represent states of the world, and cut-free sequent calculus proofs
represent computation traces. The idea is that, when a clause in a logic program is used (from
bottom-up), the conclusion of the derivation corresponds to the initial state of the world, and its
premises to the states obtained after a computation step is performed. We discuss in Section 2.5 the
canonical proofs for this paradigm, called focused proofs. In this thesis, we concentrate mainly on the
latter paradigm.
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2.3 Intuitionistic Logic

The main di�erence between intuitionistic logic and classical logic is that the former only allows for
constructive proofs, that is, proofs that also demonstrate how to construct the objects in the proof.
Consider, for example, the following classical logic non-constructive proof of the following theorem:

there exist two irrational numbers, a and b, such that ab is rational.

We know that
√

2 is irrational. Consider the number
√

2
√

2
: either it is rational or irrational. In

the former case, it would mean that there are two numbers a = b =
√

2 for which ab is rational.

For the latter case, if
√

2
√

2
is irrational, we show that if a =

√
2
√

2
and b =

√
2 then ab is rational:

ab =
√

2
(
√

2×
√

2)
=
√

2
2

= 2, proving the theorem.
This proof would not be valid in intuitionistic logic as one cannot construct from this proof two

irrational numbers a and b such that ab is rational. Its non-constructiveness comes from the use of
the law of excluded-middle ∀A.A ∨ A⊥ (in the proof, the cases either it is rational or irrational),
which is not true in intuitionistic logic.

The proof system for intuitionistic logic LJ is shown in Figure 2.3, where we de�ne intuitionistic
negation ¬A as A ⊃ ⊥. Di�erently from classical logic, the right-hand-side of sequents is allowed
to contain at most one formula. Because of this restriction, the De Morgan's laws are not provable
in intuitionistic logic, and, therefore, there is no one-sided presentation for LJ. Moreover, as the
cut-elimination theorem holds for intuitionistic logic, LJ is consistent and admits the subformula
property.

In the two last sections, we gave a very brief introduction to the sequent calculus for classical
and intuitionistic logics. Later in Chapters 4 and 6, we show and discuss other sequent calculus
systems for these logics. Now we proceed to linear logic, a substructural logic introduced by Girard
[Girard 1987], where di�erently from classical logic weakening and contraction cannot be applied to
all formulas.

2.4 Linear Logic

In a classical or intuitionistic logic proof, because of the contraction and the weakening rules, hy-
potheses can be used as many times as necessary or even not be used at all. In linear logic the story
is di�erent. As contraction and weakening cannot be applied to all formulas, some hypotheses must
be used and be used only once.

The syntax for linear logic formulas is given below and its rules are depicted in Figure 2.4:

P ::= A | P ⊗ P | P ⊕ P | 1 | 0 | !P | ∃x.P |
A⊥ | P & P | P O P | ⊥ | > | ?P | ∀x.P

Weakening and contraction can only be applied to formulas whose main connective is a question mark.
This connective acts like a guard keeper: seeing from bottom up, the ? allows structural rules to be
applied to formulas, and when enough copies of a formula are made, the question mark can be removed
by using the dereliction rule D?. We classify the formulas that do not allow neither contraction nor
weakening as linear and the formulas that allow contraction and weakening as unbounded . Because
of this control over structural rules in linear logic, disjunction and conjunction appear in two di�erent
forms: the multiplicative ones, ⊗ (called tensor) and O (called par), and the additive ones, & (called
with) and ⊕ (called plus). This was not the case in classical logic because one type of conjunction
(respectively disjunction) could be derived from the other. The following derivations illustrate how
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Identity Rules

P −→ P
[I]

Γ1 −→ P Γ2, P −→ C

Γ1,Γ2 −→ C
[Cut]

Logical Rules

⊥,Γ −→ · [⊥] Γ −→ t
[tr]

Pi,Γ −→ C

P1 ∧ P2,Γ −→ C
[∧li]

Γ −→ P Γ −→ Q

Γ −→ P ∧Q [∧r]

P,Γ −→ C Q,Γ −→ C

P ∨Q,Γ −→ C
[∨l]

Γ −→ Pi
Γ −→ P1 ∨ P2

[∨ri]

Γ1 −→ P Q,Γ2 −→ C

P ⊃ Q,Γ1,Γ2 −→ C
[⊃l]

Γ, P −→ Q

Γ −→ P ⊃ Q [⊃r]

P [c/x],Γ −→ C

∃x.P,Γ −→ C
[∃l]

Γ −→ P [t/x]
Γ −→ ∃x.P [∃r]

P [t/x],Γ −→ C

∀x.P,Γ −→ C
[∀l]

Γ −→ P [c/x]
Γ −→ ∀x.P [∀r]

Structural Rules

P, P,Γ −→ C

P,Γ −→ C
[Cl]

Γ −→ C
P,Γ −→ C

[Wl]
Γ −→ ·
Γ −→ P

[Wr]

Figure 2.3: The identity, logical and structural rules for LJ, a sequent calculus system for intuitionistic
logic. In the rules ∀r and ∃l, the eigenvariable c does not appear free in Γ nor C, and C denotes
either a formula or no formula.
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Identity Rules

` P, P⊥
[I] ` Γ, P⊥ ` ∆, P

` Γ,∆
[Cut]

Logical Rules

` 1
[1] ` Γ,> [>] ` Γ

` Γ,⊥ [⊥]

` Γ, Pi
` Γ, P1 ⊕ P2

[⊕i]
` Γ, P ` Γ, Q
` Γ, P &Q

[&]

` Γ, P,Q
` Γ, P O Q

[O]
` Γ, P ` ∆, Q
` Γ,∆, P ⊗Q [⊗]

` Γ, P [t/x]
` Γ,∃x.P [∃]

` Γ, P [c/x]
` Γ,∀x.P [∀]

` Γ, P
` Γ, ?P

[D?]
` ?Γ, P
` ?Γ, !P

[!]

Structural Rules

` Γ, ?P, ?P
` Γ, ?P

[C] ` Γ
` Γ, ?P

[W ]

Figure 2.4: Rules for the one sided version of linear logic. In the rule ∀, the eigenvariable c does not
appear free in Γ.

to derive in LK the additive conjunction, ∧a, from the multiplicative one, ∧m.

` Γ,∆, P ` Γ,∆, Q
` Γ,∆, P ∧a Q

[∧a]  

` Γ,∆, P ` Γ,∆, Q
` Γ,Γ,∆,∆, P ∧m Q

[∧m]

` Γ,∆, P ∧m Q
[n× C]

Similarly, there are di�erent connectives for truth and false, called units: > and 1 for truth and ⊥
and 0 for false.

As the reader might have already noticed, there is a one sided version for linear logic, since there
are linear logic proofs for the De Morgan's laws depicted below. Hence, we can push negation inside
a formula until we obtain a formula in negation normal form.

• (P ⊗Q)⊥ ≡ P⊥ O Q⊥; • (P O Q)⊥ ≡ P⊥ ⊗Q⊥;
• (P &Q)⊥ ≡ P⊥ ⊕Q⊥; • (P ⊕Q)⊥ ≡ P⊥ &Q⊥;
• (∃x.P )⊥ ≡ ∀x.P⊥; • (∀x.P )⊥ ≡ ∃x.P⊥;
• (?P )⊥ ≡ !P⊥; • (!P )⊥ ≡ ?P⊥.

where the linear equivalence P ≡ Q denotes the linear logic sequent ` (P −◦ Q) ⊗ (Q −◦ P ), −◦ is
the linear implication and A−◦B denotes the linear logic formula A⊥ O B. These equivalences also
illustrate the dualities in the logic: the pairs of connectives (⊗,O), (⊕,&), and (?, !) are duals. For
the units the equivalences >⊥ ≡ 0 and 1⊥ ≡ ⊥ are also provable.

The connectives ? (called question-mark) and ! (called bang) are, commonly, called exponentials
because of the equivalences below, that are provable in linear logic and look like the equality: ex+y =
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ex × ey.
• !(P &Q) ≡ (!P )⊗ (!Q); • ?(P ⊕Q) ≡ (?P ) O (?Q).

An important di�erence between the exponentials and the remaining connectives is that while the
latter have canonical forms, for example the tensor is canonical, the former do not have canonical
representations. Consider two di�erent types of exponentials, say, one colored as blue, ?b and !b, and
the other as red, ?r and !r. Moreover, consider that their introduction rules, called dereliction rule
for question-marks and promotion rule for bangs, are speci�ed as follows :

` ?bΓ, F

` ?bΓ, !bF
[!b]

` Γ, F

` Γ, ?bF
[D?b] ` ?rΓ, F

` ?rΓ, !rF
[!r]

` Γ, F
` Γ, ?rF

[D?r]

It is easy to check that the formula !bF ≡ !rF is not provable in this system for any formula F , thus the
two types of exponentials are not canonical. In fact, there are in�nitely many distinct exponentials.
This was investigated by Danos et al. in [Danos 1993], where they propose a system with possibly
in�nitely many colors for ? and !. We return to this system in Chapter 5, when we propose a focused
version for it. We then exploit this non-canonical aspect of linear logic in Chapters 6 and 7.

Girard proved that the cut-elimination theorem also holds for linear logic:

Theorem 2.5 The cut elimination theorem holds for linear logic.

Andreoli showed [Andreoli 1992] that the dyadic representation for linear logic, shown in Figure
2.5, is sound and complete with respect to linear logic. Dyadic sequents are of the form ` Θ : Γ,
which can be read as the linear logic sequent ` ?Θ,Γ. This alternative representation simpli�es the
handling of exponentials and structural rules. Unbounded formulas are contracted before a tensor
and a cut rule and weakened before an initial rule. We often refer to the context Θ as the unbounded
context and the context Γ as the linear or bounded context. We return to this representation in the
next section.

Form the computation-as-proof-search paradigm, linear logic can be seen as the logic of resources.
Linear logic sequents represent states of the world; the linear formulas present in the sequent represent
the number of resources available; and linear logic proofs represent computations where the resources
available might change. For example, in the sequent ` ?(euro⊥ ⊗ coffee), euro, the linear atom
speci�es that an agent has only one euro, and the unbounded formula speci�es the action of exchanging
a euro for a co�ee. Hence, this agent could consume its euro and obtain a coffee, represented by
the sequent ` ?(euro⊥ ⊗ coffee), coffee. From a proof theoretic perspective, linear logic is used as the
logic behind logics to understand and study other logics, such as classical and intuitionistic logics.
For example, Girard showed that one could capture intuitionistic logic in linear logic by using the
following translation from intuitionistic formulas to linear logic formulas [Girard 1987], where A is an
atom:

pP ∧Qq ≡ pPq& pQq pP ∨Qq ≡ !pPq⊕ !pQq
p>q ≡ > p⊥q ≡ 0

pP ⊃ Qq ≡ ?pPq⊥ O pQq pAq ≡ A

p∃x.Pq ≡ ∃x.pPq p∀x.Pq ≡ ∀x.pPq

We explore the proof theoretic perspective in Chapters 4 and 6 and the computer science perspective
in Chapter 7.

We continue, in the next section, with one of the cornerstones of this thesis: focusing.

2.5 Focusing

The systems that we have considered so far do not have a strong proof search discipline. Proofs
are constructed in a small step fashion: one applies any applicable rule until no open leaves remain.
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Identity Rules

` Θ : P, P⊥
[I] ` Θ : Γ, P⊥ ` Θ : ∆, P

` Θ : Γ,∆
[Cut]

Logical Rules

` Θ : 1
[1] ` Θ : Γ,> [>] ` Θ : Γ

` Θ : Γ,⊥ [⊥]

` Θ : Γ, Pi
` Θ : Γ, P1 ⊕ P2

[⊕i]
` Θ : Γ, P ` Θ : Γ, Q
` Θ : Γ, P &Q

[&]

` Θ : Γ, P,Q
` Θ : Γ, P O Q

[O]
` Θ : Γ, P ` Θ : ∆, Q
` Θ : Γ,∆, P ⊗Q [⊗]

` Θ : Γ, P [t/x]
` Θ : Γ,∃x.P [∃]

` Θ : Γ, P [c/x]
` Θ : Γ,∀x.P [∀]

` Θ, P : Γ, P
` Θ, P : Γ

[D?] ` Θ : P
` Θ : !P

[!]

Structural Rules

` Θ, P : Γ
` Θ : Γ, ?P

[?]

Figure 2.5: Rules for the dyadic version of linear logic. In the rule ∀, the eigenvariable c does not
appear free in Γ.
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The problem of this weak discipline is that it has a great deal of non-determinism in proof search,
as one can choose any formula in the sequent that a rule can be applied to. Thus, there are too
many proofs available in such systems to express, from the computation-as-proof-search perspective,
relevant computational behaviors. We need canonical proofs that have a better proof search behavior.
Andreoli provided such proofs by introducing the focusing discipline [Andreoli 1992] where proofs are
constructed, instead, in a big step fashion.

Andreoli proved the completeness of the focused proof system for linear logic, LLF, given in
Figure 2.6. Focusing proof systems involve applying inference rules in alternating phases. For this
we �rst classify connectives and formulas as synchronous and asynchronous, as follows:

De�nition 2.6 The connectives O,&, ?,>,⊥ and ∀ (respectively ⊗,⊕, 1, 0, ! and ∃) are classi�ed
as asynchronous (respectively synchronous). Formulas whose main connective is asynchronous (re-
spectively synchronous) are classi�ed as asynchronous (respectively synchronous). Inference rules
that introduce an asynchronous (respectively synchronous) connective are classi�ed as asynchronous
(respectively synchronous).

This classi�cation is rather natural in the sense that all right introduction rules for asynchronous
formulas are invertible, while such introduction rules for synchronous formulas are not necessarily
invertible. However, this classi�cation does not apply well to literals. We use, instead, the adjectives
positive and negative polarity. Moreover, we say that a formula is positive if it is synchronous or a
positive literal, and negative if it is asynchronous or a negative literal. In the asynchronous phase,
composed by sequents in tryadic form ` Θ : Γ ⇑ L, rules are applied only to negative formulas
appearing in the list of formulas L, while positive formulas are moved to one of the multisets, Θ or Γ,
on the left of the ⇑, by using the R⇑ or ? rules. When L is empty, the synchronous phase begins by
using one of the decide rules D1 or D2 to select a single formula on which to �focus�: the judgment
` Θ : Γ ⇓ F denotes such a sequent which is focused on F . Rules are then applied hereditarily to
subformulas of F until a negative subformula is encountered, at which time, the release rule R⇓ is
used and another asynchronous phase begins.

We write `llf Θ : Γ ⇑ to indicate that the sequent ` Θ : Γ ⇑ has a proof in LLF; `llf Θ : Γ ⇓ to
indicate that the sequent ` Θ : Γ ⇓ has a proof in LLF; and `ll Γ to indicate that the sequent ` Γ is
provable in linear logic.

The following proposition can be proved by a simple induction on the structure of focused proofs.

Proposition 2.7 Let Θ, Γ, and ∆ be multisets of formulas and let L be a list of formulas and F a
formula. If ` Θ : Γ ⇑ L has a proof then ` Θ,∆ : Γ ⇑ L has a proof of the same height. If ` Θ : Γ ⇓ F
has a proof then ` Θ,∆ : Γ ⇓ F has a proof of the same height.

The two-phase structure of LLF proofs allows us to collect introduction rules into �macro-rules�
that can be seen as introducing �synthetic connectives�. For example, if the formulas A1, A2, A3 are
negative formulas, then we can view the positive formula A1 ⊕ (A2 ⊗ A3) as a synthetic connective
with the following two �macro-rules� below:

` Θ : Γ ⇑ A1

` Θ : Γ ⇓ A1 ⊕ (A2 ⊗A3)

` Θ : Γ1 ⇑ A2 ` Θ : Γ2 ⇑ A3

` Θ : Γ1,Γ2 ⇓ A1 ⊕ (A2 ⊗A3)

That is, within the LLF proof system, there are only these two ways to conclude a sequent focused on
this formula without the possibility to interleave other introduction rules (�micro-rules�) with those
that comprise these two macro rules. Furthermore, we can compose a synchronous phase and the
following asynchronous phase to build larger connectives called bipoles. In the example above, if A1

is the formula (A ⊗ B) O (∃xC), then we can replace the �macro-rule� to the left by the extended
�macro-rule�, introducing a bipole:

` Θ : Γ, A⊗B, ∃xC ⇑
` Θ : Γ ⇓ [(A⊗B) O (∃xC)]⊕ (A2 ⊗A3)
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Asynchronous Phase

` Θ : Γ ⇑ L
` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,⊥ [⊥] ` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,> [>]

` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,F,G
` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,F O G

[O]
` Θ, F : Γ ⇑ L
` Θ : Γ ⇑ L, ?F [?]

` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,F ` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,G
` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,F &G

[&]
` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,F [c/x]
` Θ : Γ ⇑ L,∀xF [∀]

Synchronous Phase

` Θ :⇓ 1
[1]

` Θ : Γ ⇓ F ` Θ : Γ′ ⇓ G
` Θ : Γ,Γ′ ⇓ F ⊗G

[⊗] ` Θ :⇑ F
` Θ :⇓ !F

[!]

` Θ : Γ ⇓ Pi
` Θ : Γ ⇓ P1 ⊕ P2

[⊕i]
` Θ, F : Γ ⇓ F [t/x]
` Θ : Γ ⇓ ∃xF [∃]

Reaction, Identity, and Decide rules

` Θ : A⊥p ⇓ Ap
[I1] ` Θ, A⊥p :⇓ Ap

[I2]
` Θ : Γ, S ⇑ L
` Θ : Γ ⇑ L, S [R⇑]

` Θ : Γ ⇓ P
` Θ : Γ, P ⇑ [D1]

` Θ, P : Γ ⇓ P
` Θ, P : Γ ⇑ [D2]

` Θ : Γ ⇑ N
` Θ : Γ ⇓ N [R⇓]

Figure 2.6: The focused proof system for linear logic [Andreoli 1992]. Here, L is a list of formulas, Θ
is a multiset of formulas, Γ is a multiset of literals and positive formulas, i ∈ {1, 2}, Ap is a positive
literal, N is a negative formula, P is not a negative literal,and S is a positive formula or a literal.

Andreoli [Andreoli 1992] proved the focusing theorem: for any arbitrary (global) assignment of
polarity to literals, a formula is provable in linear logic if and only if it is provable in LLF. Andreoli
considered only global assignments of polarity, that is, if a literal A is assigned positive polarity then
all occurrences of A are positive and all occurrences of A⊥ are negative. We do not show Andreoli's
proof but a more enlightening and modular proof due to Miller & Saurin [Miller 2007b], showing that
any linear logic proof can be transformed into a focused one by permuting inference rules. We are
going to use this modular proof in Chapter 5 to show the completeness of other focused systems.

Theorem 2.8 Let F be a linear logic formula. Then, ` F is provable in linear logic i� ` · : · ⇑ F is
provable in LLF.

Proof

To prove completeness of the focused system, we consider the dyadic version of linear logic and
use the method introduced by Miller and Saurin [Miller 2007b], based on permutation lemmas and
focalisation graphs, for which we will need some auxiliary de�nitions and lemmas.

De�nition 2.9 Let α and β be two rules and let S be a sequent that could be the conclusion of α
or β. We say that α permutes over β, denoted as α/β, if, whenever there is a proof of S where α is
the last rule, there is proof of S where β is the last rule.

Lemma 2.10 Let α be an inference rule and β be an asynchronous rule. Then α/β.
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Proof This is clear from the invertibility of the asynchronous rules. We only show the case for
⊗/&.

` Θ : Γ, F,A ` Θ : Γ, F,B
` Θ : Γ, F,A&B

[&] ` Θ : ∆, G
` Θ : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,A&B

[⊗]

The ⊗ rule permutes over the & rule as follows:

` Θ : Γ, F,A ` Θ : ∆, G
` Θ : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,A [⊗]

` Θ : Γ, F,B ` Θ : ∆, G
` Θ : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,B [⊗]

` Θ : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,A&B
[&]

2

Lemma 2.11 If α and β are synchronous rules then α/β.

Proof This is also a standard proof of permutations of synchronous rules. We show some of the
cases, and we invite the reader to Chapter 9 of Saurin's PhD thesis [Saurin 2008] for the remaining
cases.

• (⊕/⊗):

` Θ : A,F,Γ1 ` Θ : B,Γ2

` Θ : A⊗B,F,Γ1,Γ2
[⊗]

` Θ : A⊗B,F ⊕G,Γ1,Γ2
[⊕1]  

` Θ : A,F,Γ1

` Θ : A,F ⊕G,Γ1
[⊕1] ` Θ : B,Γ2

` Θ : A⊗B,F ⊕G,Γ1,Γ2
[⊗]

• (⊗/∃):

` Θ : A,F [t/x],Γ1

` Θ : A,∃x.F,Γ1
[∃] ` Θ : B,Γ2

` Θ : A⊗B, ∃x.F,Γ1,Γ2
[⊗]

 

` Θ : A,F [t/x],Γ1 ` Θ : B,Γ2

` Θ : A⊗B,F [t/x],Γ1,Γ2
[⊗]

` Θ : A⊗B, ∃x.F,Γ1,Γ2
[∃]

• (∃/⊕):
` Θ : A,F [t/x],Γ1

` Θ : A⊕B,F [t/x],Γ
[⊕1]

` Θ : A⊕B, ∃x.F,Γ [∃]
 

` Θ : A,F [t/x],Γ
` Θ : A,∃x.F,Γ [∃]

` Θ : A⊕B, ∃x.F,Γ [⊕1]

2

De�nition 2.12 Let α be a rule with active formula F and G be a formula produced by α. Then we
say that G is the immediate descendant of F and that all other formulas appearing in the premises
of α are immediate descendants of the same formula appearing in α's conclusion. In a derivation, the
transitive and re�exive closure of the immediate descendant relation speci�es the descendant relation.

De�nition 2.13 Let Ξ be a proof of a sequent S. The positive trunk of Ξ is its largest derivation,
with root S, composed only of synchronous rules such that promotion rules produce leaves of the
trunk. The border of a trunk is the set of its leaves, denoted as B(Ξ).

We distinguish each occurrence, F , created by a dereliction rule, by assigning to it a di�erent
number i, as in (F, i).

De�nition 2.14 Given a positive trunk, Π, of the sequent ` Θ : Γ, we assign to every occurrence of
a dereliction rule, D?, in Π, a unique index (F, i) to the occurrence of formula F created. The active
formulas in Π are the active formulas in Γ and the indexed formulas (F, i).
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De�nition 2.15 Let Π be a positive trunk of a proof with root sequent S, let ∆ be the set of all
active formulas in Π, and let F and G be any two formulas in ∆. Then F ≺f G i� there exists a
sequent in Π containing a negative descendant of F and a positive descendant of G.

The key observation of Saurin & Miller [Miller 2007b, Saurin 2008] is that whenever F ≺f G then
one can safely focus on F before focusing on G. Hence, the main question is whether the relation
≺f has minimal elements or in other words, if the relation ≺f is acyclic. If so, then one can use the
relation ≺f to determine which formulas to focus on �rst.

Lemma 2.16 The relation ≺f is acyclic.

Proof We prove this lemma by induction on the height of the positive trunk Π. Consider that S is
the root sequent of Π. The base case is trivial since the asynchronous formulas in S are the minimal
elements of ≺f .

Inductive cases: We show that, after an application of any synchronous rule, the relation ≺f is
still acyclic. The case for the rule 1 is easy since there are no premises. Hence, the relation ≺f is
empty and trivially acyclic. For the synchronous rules with only one premise, i.e., the rules ⊕i,∃ and
!, we distinguish two cases: (i) if the immediate descendant of the active formula, F , is a minimal
element, then it is easy to see that it must be the case that F is a minimal element of the relation
≺f ; (ii) otherwise, any minimal element of the premise continues to be a minimal element in the
conclusion. For the synchronous rules that have more than one premise, i.e., the ⊗ rule, we prove by
contradiction: the application of this rule does not generate a cycle, since if it was the case that a cycle
is generated, then it would have to be that the side-formulas and the subformulas of the principle
formula, that are involved in the cycle, belong to the same branch, and hence it would be the case
that in this branch ≺f also contains a cycle, which is a contradiction to the induction hypothesis.

It is easy to check that the dereliction rule does not cause any problem. Since all synchronous
rules permute over dereliction rules, we can permute these rules eagerly in a positive trunk, until all
dereliction rules, appearing in the trunk, are at the bottom of the trunk, as illustrates the following
derivation, where ∆ is a set indexed formulas:

Π′
` Θ : Γ,∆

...
` Θ : Γ

[n×D?]

The original positive trunk will have a cycle if and only if Π′ contains a cycle, which is already ruled
out from the discussion above. 2

The corollary below follows immediately from the proof above.

Corollary 2.17 If F is a minimal element in a positive trunk Π, then, in the premises of any
synchronous rule, its subformulas are also minimal elements in their respective branches.

Now that we formalized the focalisation graphs, we use permutation lemmas to transform any
linear logic proof into a focused one, where a minimal element of the graph is focused on �rst.

Lemma 2.18 Let Π be a positive trunk, S be the root sequent of Π such that that it cannot be the
conclusion of any asynchronous rule, and F be a minimal element in Π. Then, if F is a formula
created by a dereliction, then there is a proof of S where F is created and a rule is applied to it last.
Otherwise, if F is not created by a dereliction, then there is a proof where a rule is applied to F last.

Proof Since F is minimal, it must be the case that only synchronous rules separate the synchronous
rule applied to F and the last rule. Furthermore, since we know that synchronous rules permute over
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each other, we can permute the synchronous rule that is applied to F down so that it is applied last.
If F is a formula created by a dereliction then we just permute �rst this rule down, and then the rule
applied to F . 2

Now we have all the pieces to complete the completeness proof. Given a linear logic proof, we
check if it is possible to apply any asynchronous formula. If so, from the permutation lemmas, we can
obtain a proof where this asynchronous rule is applied last. We repeat this process to its premises,
until we are not able to apply any other asynchronous rule. At this point, from Lemma 2.18, we
obtain a proof where a rule is applied to a minimal element in the resulting leaves. Repeat this
process, until an asynchronous rule is applicable, and then start from the beginning of this procedure
until there are no more open leaves. The resulting proof is a focused proof. 2

Andreoli's completeness theorem states that, for any assignment of polarities to atoms, a formula
F is provable in LLF if and only if it is provable in linear logic. Although the polarity assignment
of literals does not a�ect provability, it does a�ect what synthetic connectives are available and,
therefore, the shape and size of focused proofs. The polarity of literals a�ects the structure of proofs
because the rules I1 and I2 explicitly refer to the polarity assigned to literals. Consider, for example,
focusing on the positive formula A⊥ ⊗N where formula N and atom A are both negative: this leads
to the construction of two macro-rules for this synthetic connective

` Θ, A : · ⇓ A⊥
[I1]

` Θ, A : Γ ⇑ N
` Θ, A : Γ ⇓ N [R⇓]

` Θ, A : Γ ⇓ A⊥ ⊗N
[⊗]

` Θ : A ⇓ A⊥
[I2]

` Θ : Γ ⇑ N
` Θ : Γ ⇓ N [R⇓]

` Θ : Γ, A ⇓ A⊥ ⊗N
[⊗]

Thus, in order for focusing on the formula A⊥ ⊗ N to yield a successful derivation, it must be the
case that the formula A is present in either the unbounded or bounded context. On the other hand,
if the atom A is assigned positive polarity then the synthetic connective of A⊥ ⊗N is introduced by
a derivation of the form:

` Θ : Γ1 ⇑ A⊥

` Θ : Γ1 ⇓ A⊥
[R⇓] ` Θ : Γ2 ⇑ N

` Θ : Γ2 ⇓ N
[R⇓]

` Θ : Γ1,Γ2 ⇓ A⊥ ⊗N
[⊗]

Here, there is no restriction imposed on A occurring in either the bounded or unbounded contexts.
One use of polarity assignment known in the literature is its relationship to forward and back-

ward reasoning [Chaudhuri 2008b, Danos 1995, Dyckho� 2007, Liang 2007] in intuitionistic logic. In
particular, as illustrated in [Liang 2007], if all atoms are given negative polarity, the resulting proof
system models backward chaining proof search and includes uniform proofs [Miller 1991]. If positive
atoms are permitted as well, then forward chaining steps can also be accommodated. Consider, for
example, the following two Horn clauses that speci�es, in intuitionistic logic, the Fibonacci numbers:

∆ = {�b(0, 0), �b(1, 1), ∀n∀x∀y [�b(n, x) ∧ �b(n+ 1, y) ⊃ �b(n+ 2, x+ y)]}

where �b(n,N), denotes that N is the nth Fibonacci number. Moreover, consider that we attempt to
prove from ∆ that the 12th Fibonacci number is 144, denoted by �b(12,144). If we assign to all �b
atoms negative polarity, then there is a unique focused proof, it is exponential in size and it has a
goal-directed/backchaining behavior. On the other hand, if we assign to all �b atoms positive polarity,
then there are in�nitely many focused proofs, all of them have a forward-chaining behavior, and the
smallest one is linear in size.

Although Andreoli considered only global polarity assignments, where all occurrences of a literal
have the same polarity, Miller & Saurin noticed that the completeness proof also works with more
�exible polarity assignments. They consider, for example, an occurrence based polarity assignment
where only the occurrences of a literal that are in the same (sub)tree have necessarily the same
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polarity. This implies that one can assign di�erent polarities to di�erent occurrences of the same
literal. For example, in two di�erent branches of a cut rule, with a literal cut formula, A, one can
assign A as negative in the left branch and A as positive in the right branch:

` Θ : Γ1 ⇑ A ` Θ : Γ2 ⇑ A⊥
` Θ : Γ1,Γ2 ⇑ ·

[Cut]

In Chapters 3 and 4 we will exploit the fact that by changing the polarity assignment for literals
we obtain di�erent canonical proofs.

Another important observation about focused proofs is that equivalent formulas can have com-
pletely di�erent focusing behaviors. For example, one can show that the formulas A and A O ⊥ are
equivalent in linear logic. However, the latter formula is always negative, independent on the polarity
of A. As adding O ⊥ to formulas forces the polarity of a formula to be negative, we call it a negative
delay operator . Similarly, ⊗ 1 is a positive delay operator. Sometimes, one might be interested in
stopping a focusing phase so that a synthetic connective does not become too big, that is, it is not
introduced by many types of macro-rules. In these cases, it is useful to add such delay operators to
subformulas. We use delay operators in Chapter 7.

We end this section by pointing out that there are many other systems, in di�erent logics, that,
as in LLF, provide a big-step reading of formulas. Later we will return to some such system, but for
now, we invite a more interested reader to read [Liang 2008] and its references.



Chapter 3

Incorporating tables into proofs

We consider the problem of automating and checking the use of previously proved lemmas in the
proof of some main theorem. In particular, we call the collection of such previously proved results a
table and use a partial order on the table's entries to denote the (provability) dependency relationship
between tabled items. Tables can be used in automated deduction to increase proof search e�ciency,
by storing previously proved subgoals, and in interactive theorem proving to store a sequence of
lemmas introduced by a user to direct the proof system towards some �nal theorem. We incorporate
tables into sequent calculus proofs by performing two steps. First, cuts are used to incorporate tabled
items into a proof: one premise of the cut requires a proof of the lemma and the other premise has
the lemma inserted into the set of assumptions. Second, to ensure that lemmas are not reproved, we
exploit the non-canonicity of focusing systems and specify two speci�c focusing disciplines for tabled
formulas.

1. We allow only atomic formulas in tables. Then, by exploiting the fact that, in focusing systems,
atoms can be assigned positive or negative polarity, we impose the following polarity discipline:
atoms that are in the table are given positive polarity and those not in the table are given
negative polarity.

2. We restrict tabled formulas to �xed point literals, that is, �xed points and their negations,
and universally quanti�ed �xed point literals, denoting both �nite successes and �nite failures.
Then, by exploiting the fact that �xed points can be frozen and be treated like atoms, we impose
a second focusing discipline: �xed points that are instances of a tabled formula are frozen and
those that are not instances of a tabled formula are not frozen.

We show that, in some fragments of �rst-order-logic, the only existing proofs and open derivations
are those that do not attempt to (re)prove a tabled formula: for the �rst discipline, we use the
hereditary Harrop formulas fragment [Miller 1987] of intuitionistic logic and for the second discipline,
we use the fragment of intuitionistic logic with �xed points used in [Tiu 2005], where only formulas
constructed from positive connectives appear in the left-hand-side of sequents and all �xed points are
noetherian.

References: Parts of this chapter appeared in the conference paper [Miller 2007a] and in the
informal proceedings [Nigam 2008a].

3.1 Introduction

A sequence of well chosen lemmas is often an important part of presenting a proof in, at least, informal
mathematics. In some situations, one might feel that the sequence of lemmas itself could constitute
an actual proof, particularly if the reader of the proof has signi�cant mathematical means to �ll in
the gaps between the lemmas. Of course, as lemmas at the beginning of the list are proved, they can
be used to help prove lemmas later in the list.

Although generating lemmas is a well known and critical activity in mathematical proof, most
automated provers in the area of, say, logic programming, deductive databases, and model checking
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usually search for proofs that do not contain lemmas: that is, when proofs are modeled using sequent
calculus, these automated systems search for the so-called cut-free proofs. None-the-less, lemmas (and
the corresponding cut rule) can play an important role in improving the search for or the presentation
of proofs even in these kinds of systems.

Consider attempting to prove the conjunctive query B ∧C from a logic program Γ. This attempt
can be reduced to �rst attempting to prove B from Γ and then C from Γ. It might well be the
case that during the attempt to prove C, many subgoals need to be proved that were previously
established during the attempt to prove B. Of course, if proved subgoals can be remembered from
the �rst conjunct to the second, then it might be possible to build smaller proofs and these might be
easier to �nd and to check for correctness. Some implemented logic programming systems introduce
tables as a device to store proved literals so that their provability can be used in later attempts to
prove goals. Systems such as XSB [Ramakrishna 1997] and Twelf [Pientka 2005] make it possible
to specify that some predicates should be tabled: that is, whenever an atomic formula with such a
predicate is successfully proved, that atomic formula is remembered by placing it in a global table. In
this way, if the prover attempts to reprove an atom that is already tabled, then the proof process can
be immediately stopped with a success. Besides this aspect of not proving formulas, tabling systems
improve proof-search considerably by also remembering �nite failures. Whenever a goal is shown not
be provable, it is also stored in a table and if the interpreter attempts to prove a tabled �nite failure,
then it does not proceed.

In this chapter, we consider a general notion of table and attempt to show how proof theory can
account for the following two salient aspects of tables.
(i) Entering tabled formulas into the proof context. Tables will be a partially ordered collections of
formulas and proofs will be modeled using sequent calculus. The cut-rule will be used in a straight-
forward fashion to state the obligation to prove a tabled formula as well as insert that formula into
the main proof context.
(ii) Avoiding proving of tabled formulas. It is easy to provide algorithmic means for making certain
that formulas are not reproved or for not attempting to prove a �nite failure (for example, prior to
attempting a proof of a formula, check if that formula is in the table). More challenging is to �nd
a purely proof theoretic solution in which the only proofs and open derivations that can be built
are those that do not attempt to (re)prove formulas. We achieve this by imposing speci�c focusing
disciplines. We distinguish two di�erent cases. In the �rst case, we consider restricting tables to
atomic formulas. Then, we exploit the fact that, in focusing systems for intuitionistic logic, atoms
can be assigned positive or negative polarity and propose the following focusing discipline: tabled
atoms are assigned positive polarity and the remaining atoms negative polarity. The idea will be that
positive atoms are always present in the context. In the second case, we assume that tables contain
only �xed point literals and universally quanti�ed �xed point literals, denoting �nite successes and
�nite failures. Then, we exploit the fact that �xed points can be frozen, that is, such �xed points
cannot unfold, thus behaving like atoms, and propose the following focusing discipline: instances of
tabled formulas are always frozen and the remaining �xed points are not frozen. Now, the intuition
is that the provability of a frozen �xed point is decided, that is, it is already known if a �xed point is
provable or not.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 presents some examples that help to motivate
particular connections between tables and proofs. Section 3.3 illustrates how tables can be inserted
into proofs by using the multicut inference rule (a simple generalization of the cut rule). Section 3.4
presents the focused system LJF for intuitionistic logic that will be used as starting point for the
construction of systems that can incorporate tables. In Section 3.5, we discuss di�erent designs for
focused proofs with cuts. In Section 3.6, we specify the �rst focusing discipline for tabled formulas,
which is later used in Section 3.7 to ensure that tabled formulas are not reproved in some fragments
of �rst-order-logic. In Section 3.8, we give a short introduction to a proof theoretic notion of �xed
points. Section 3.9 presents the focused system LJFµ that extends LJF with �xed points. In Section
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Figure 3.1: A directed graph: the ellipses represents a section of the graph with a large number of
paths from a3 to a4.

3.10, we propose a focusing discipline for tabled �xed points which ensures that these formulas are
not reproved. In Section 3.11, we speculate the use of tables as proof-objects. Finally in Sections
3.12 and 3.13, we illustrate the main results with some examples and conclude by pointing out some
future works.

3.2 Some motivating examples

Consider the graph depicted in Figure 3.1 and assume that its arcs are represented by atomic facts
of the form (adj N1 N2) where N1 and N2 are adjacent nodes in the graph. The following two Horn
clauses can be used to describe when there is a path in this graph: ∀x (path xx) and ∀x∀y∀z (adj x z∧
path z y ⊃ path x y).

Now consider attempting a proof of the conjunctive query path a1 a4 ∧ path a2 a4. The usual
goal-directed logic interpreter will attempt to prove the two conjuncts independently. After making
suitable backchaining steps, both independent attempts will give rise to the same subgoal path a3 a4.
The logic interpreter will then proceed to construct two (possibly identical) proofs of this subgoal.
Clearly, a superior approach to proving this conjunctive goal would be to �rst prove the �lemma�
path a3 a4 and then make that lemma available to the proof of the original conjunctive goal.

A basic question here is: how does one ensure that the assumed lemma is not reproved? If there
are special algorithmic connections between the logic interpreter and a tabling mechanism, as exist
in, say, XSB [Ramakrishna 1997] and Twelf [Pientka 2005], then there are simple solutions to this
problem of reproving lemmas. The question we are concerned with here, however, is whether or not
there is an implementation independent and proof-theoretic solution to this problem of �reproof�.

For a second example, consider the following possible approach to memoization that one could
attempt to use in logic programming languages, such as λProlog, that contain implicational goals
[Miller 1989]. Assume that the formula A is atomic and that we wish to prove the conjunction A∧G,
for some general goal formula G. Since the attempt to prove G can reduce to several attempts to
prove A, one might be tempted to rewrite the original conjunctive goal as the logically equivalent goal
A∧(A ⊃ G). In this rewritten goal, the assumption A is available during the attempt to prove G and,
hence, if A appears as a subgoal to attempt, then the assumption is available to immediately close
the proof. Unfortunately, when moving from A∧G to A∧ (A ⊃ G), one is making proof search more
non-deterministic since for every proof that proves A by matching with the assumed version of A,
there is another proof where A is, in fact, reproved. As a result, this naive approach to memoization
has never been successfully used in λProlog.

This example also allows us to notice that our concern for not reproving previously proved formulas
is di�erent from the concerns of relevance logic [Anderson 1975], a logic in which the nature of
implication is changed so that hypotheses are necessary for the proof of conclusions. In the example
above, if the attempt to prove G succeeds without using the assumption A, the implication A ⊃ G is
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still provable even if the assumption A is not �relevant� to the conclusion G.
Both of these examples illustrate a need for not only making proved formulas available for reuse

but also enforcing that they are not reproved.
For a third example, consider again the graph depicted in Figure 3.1, but this time assume that

we attempt to prove the goal path a2 a5. By performing backchaining steps, an interpreter will
attempt to prove either the subgoal path a3 a5 or the subgoal path a5 a5. While the latter subgoal
is easily provable, the former subgoal is not provable and to check this fact, the interpreter would
need to traverse all paths from a3 to a4. So depending on which backchaining step the interpreter
performs, it would need more or less work to �nd a proof for this query. However, if an interpreter
already had the knowledge (by looking in a table) that the subgoal path a3 a5 is not provable, it
could avoid proving it, increasing, hence, proof search e�ciency. In this chapter, we also investigate
proof-theoretic solutions to this problem of avoiding proving formulas known to be not provable.

3.3 Table as multicut derivation

In its most general form, a table is a partially ordered �nite set of formulas.

De�nition 3.1 A table is a tuple T = 〈A,�〉, where A is some �nite set of formulas and � is a
partial order relation over the elements of A.

A table is thus intended to be a structured collection of formulas, which are all provable from
some �xed context. The relation B � C means that the formula B is provable and is used during
a proof attempt of C: if the attempt to proof C leads to an attempt to prove B, that attempt can
immediately stop successfully.

The following inference rule, called the multicut rule, is often used as a technical generalization to
the cut rule to help prove cut-elimination theorems (see, for example, [Gentzen 1969, Slaney 1989]).

Γ −→ B1 · · · Γ −→ Bn B1, . . . , Bn,Γ −→ C

Γ −→ C
[mc (n ≥ 0)]

Notice that if n = 1, this rule reduces to the usual cut-rule (for a single conclusion calculus), and
if n = 0, this rule is essentially a simple �repetition.� If n ≥ 1, this rule can be seen as encoding n
separate applications of the cut-rule. We say that the formulas B1, . . . , Bn are the cut-formulas of
this instance of this multicut rule.

The following de�nition describes how a table can be translated to a collection of multicut inference
rules.

De�nition 3.2 Let T = 〈A,�〉 be a table. The multicut derivation for T and the sequent S =
Γ −→ G, written as mcd(T ,S), is de�ned inductively as follows: if A is empty, then mcd(T ,S) is the
derivation containing just the sequent S. Otherwise, if {A1, . . . , An} is the collection of �-minimal
elements in A and if Π is the multicut derivation for the smaller table 〈A \ {A1, . . . , An},�〉 and the
sequent Γ, A1, . . . , An −→ G, then mcd(T ,S) is the derivation

Γ −→ A1 · · · Γ −→ An
Π

Γ, A1, . . . , An −→ G

Γ −→ G
[mc]

Multicut derivations are always open derivations: if the table T contains m elements, then a multicut
derivation using T must have m+ 1 open premises. A proof of a multicut derivation is any (closed)
proof that extends that open derivation.
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To illustrate this de�nition, consider the graph example in Section 3.2: let Γ contain the encoding
of the original adjacency information as well as the speci�cation of the path predicate, and consider
the table that contains just the atomic formula path a3 a4 and the trivial partial order on that formula.
The following is the multicut derivation for that table and the sequent Γ −→ path a1 a4∧path a2 a4:

Γ −→ path a3 a4 Γ,path a3 a4 −→ path a1 a4 ∧ path a2 a4

Γ −→ path a1 a4 ∧ path a2 a4
[mc]

By using the cut, it was possible to introduce the lemma path a3 a4 in the context of the rightmost
branch. The left premise requires showing that there is, in fact, a path from a3 to a4, while the right
branch attempts to show the original conjunctive goal under the assumption that this path exists.
As we pointed out earlier, there are proofs of the right-most premise where this lemma is not reused
but reproved. In the next sections, we exploit the notions of focusing and polarity in order to provide
method for enforcing reuse.

In the rest of this chapter, we shall impose some restrictions to tables, namely, in Section 3.7,
tables contain only atoms; and later, in Section 3.10, tables contain �xed points, negated �xed points,
universally quanti�ed �xed points, and universally quanti�ed negated �xed points, where negation is
intuitionistic, that is, ¬F is de�ned as F ⊃ ⊥.

3.4 Focusing and polarities via LJF

We present here the LJF focused proof system for intuitionistic logic of Liang & Miller [Liang 2007,
Liang 2008]. The connectives of �rst-order intuitionistic logic will be the usual ones except that we
shall use two conjunctions, written as ∧+ and ∧−: these two conjunctives are logically equivalent but
their role in proof search will be di�erent. (In particular, ∧+ resembles the linear logic multiplicative
conjunction ⊗, while ∧− resembles the additive conjunction &.) We shall classify the connectives ∧−,
⊃, and ∀ as asynchronous (their right introduction rules are invertible), while the connectives ∧+, ∨,
∃, true and ⊥ are classi�ed as synchronous (their right introduction is not necessarily invertible).

As in linear logic, the synchronous/asynchronous dichotomy of non-atomic formulas will also be
extended to atomic formulas: some atoms are to be considered as part of the asynchronous phase and
the rest will be considered as synchronous. In the LJF proof system, a global and �xed assignment
of positive or negative polarity to atomic formulas is assumed: such a mapping can give all atoms
positive polarity or all atoms negative polarity, or, in fact, some atoms can be given positive polarity,
while the others are given negative polarity.

The LJF focused proof system for intuitionistic logic is given by collecting together the inference
rules in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. These �gures use the following syntactic variables: An denotes a negative
atom, Ap a positive atom, P a positive formula, N a negative formula, Na an atom or a negative
formula, and Pa an atom or a positive formula. Also Γ and Θ are both multisets of formulas and Γ
contains only negative formulas and positive atoms. Finally, i is either 1 or 2 and y is not free in any
formula of the conclusion of rules ∃l and ∀r. The LJF proof system also has four types of sequents.

1. The sequent [Γ],Θ −→ R is an unfocused sequent. Here, Γ contains negative formulas and
positive atoms, and R is either a formula R or a bracketed formula [R];

2. The sequent [Γ] −→ [R] is an instance of the previous sequent where Θ is empty;

3. The sequent [Γ]−B→ is a right-focusing sequent (the focus is B);

4. The sequent [Γ] B−→ [R]: is a left-focusing sequent (with focus on B).

As an inspection of the inference rules of LJF reveals, the search for an intuitionistic focused proof
is composed of two alternating phases, as in linear logic. The asynchronous phase applies invertible
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Asynchronous Phase

[Γ],Θ,⊥ −→ R
[falsel]

[Γ],Θ −→ R
[Γ],Θ, t −→ R

[tl]
[Γ],Θ, B,C −→ R

[Γ],Θ, B ∧+ C −→ R
[∧+
l ]

[Γ],Θ −→ B [Γ],Θ −→ C

[Γ],Θ −→ B ∧− C
[∧−r ]

[Γ],Θ, B −→ R [Γ],Θ, C −→ R
[Γ],Θ, B ∨ C −→ R

[∨l]

[Γ],Θ, A −→ B

[Γ],Θ −→ A ⊃ B
[⊃r]

[Γ],Θ, B −→ R
[Γ],Θ,∃yB −→ R

[∃l]
[Γ],Θ −→ B

[Γ],Θ −→ ∀yB
[∀r]

Synchronous Phase

[Γ]−t→
[tr]

[Γ]−Bi
→

[Γ]−B1∨B2→
[∨r]

[Γ]−B→ [Γ]−C→
[Γ]−B∧+C→

[∧+
r ]

[Γ] Bi−−→ [R]

[Γ] B1∧−B2−−−−−→ [R]
[∧−l ]

[Γ]−A→ [Γ] B−→ [R]

[Γ] A⊃B−−−→ [R]
[⊃l]

[Γ]−B[t/x]→
[Γ]−∃xB→

[∃r]
[Γ]

B[t/x]−−−−→ [R]

[Γ] ∀xB−−−→ [R]
[∀l]

Figure 3.2: LJF rules for introducing logical connectives.

[N,Γ] N−→ [R]
[N,Γ] −→ [R]

[Dl]
[Γ]−P→

[Γ] −→ [P ]
[Dr]

[Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ] P−→ [R]
[Rl] [Γ] −→ N

[Γ]−N→
[Rr]

[Γ, Na],Θ −→ R
[Γ],Θ, Na −→ R

[[]l]
[Γ],Θ −→ [Pa]
[Γ],Θ −→ Pa

[[]r] [Γ] An−−→ [An]
[Il]

[Γ, Ap]−Ap
→

[Ir]

Figure 3.3: The LJF structural rules.
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(asynchronous) rules until exhaustion: no backtracking during this phase of search is needed. The
asynchronous phase uses the �rst type of sequent above (the unfocused sequents): in that case, Θ
may contain positive and negative formulas. The proof system for LJF processes the formulas in Θ as
follows: if a given member of Θ is a negative formula or a positive atom, then that formula is moved
to the Γ context (by using the []l rule), also called the bracketed context of a sequent; otherwise, the
formula is a positive non-atomic formula and an introduction rule (either ∧+

l ,∨l,∃l or falsel) is used
to decompose it. The end of the asynchronous phase is represented by the second type of sequent.
Such a sequent is then established by using one of the decide rules, Dr or Dl. The application of one
of these decide rules then selects a formula for focusing and switches proof search to the synchronous
phase, represented by the third and the fourth type of sequents. This phase then proceeds by applying
sequences of inference rules on the unique focused formula: in general, backtracking may be necessary
in this phase of search. Moreover, we classify the rule ∧+

l ,∧−r ,∨l,∃l, falsel,⊃r,∀r, [·]l, [·]r, Rl and Rr
as asynchronous rules since they initiate the switch from focused to unfocused sequent (the Rl and
Rr rules) or they propagate unfocused sequents upwards. The remaining rules are called synchronous
rules.

Theorem 3.3 Assume some arbitrary but �xed polarity assignment to atomic formulas. Let B be an
intuitionistic logic formula and let B′ be a formula that results from replacing di�erent occurrences
of ∧ in B with either ∧+ or ∧−. The formula B is provable in intuitionistic logic if and only if B′ is
provable in LJF.

Proof Here, we just sketch the proof given by Liang & Miller in [Liang 2008]. The soundness
direction is straightforward, as it su�ces to drop the focusing annotations. For the completeness
direction, Liang & Miller use the grand tour through linear logic, illustrated by the following diagram:

To prove that a (focused) system, denoted by `O, is complete with respect to LJ, denoted by `I ,
one must provide two translations, 0/1 and -1/+1. The former translation is from unfocused intu-
itionistic logic formulas to focused linear logic. The latter translation is from the focused system (in
this case LJF) to focused linear logic. Then, one �nishes the proof by showing that any intuitionistic
formula provable in linear logic when using the encoding 0/1 is also provable when using the encoding
-1/+1. The translation 0/1 for LJ is depicted in Figure 3.4. A more interested reader can �nd also
the -1/+1 translation for LJF in [Liang 2008]. 2

3.5 Focused Proofs with Cuts

We now move our attention to focused proofs containing cuts. We distinguish two di�erent types of
cuts: intraphase cuts that can appear anywhere inside (intra) focusing phases and interphase cuts
that can only appear between (inter) two focusing phases. The original LJF cuts, proposed by Liang
& Miller [Liang 2008], are examples of intraphase cuts:

[Γ],Θ −→ P [Γ],Θ′, P −→ R
[Γ],Θ,Θ′ −→ R [Cut+]

[Γ],Θ −→ Na [Γ, Na],Θ′ −→ R
[Γ],Θ,Θ′ −→ R [Cut−]
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B B1 B0 (B0)⊥

atom A A A A⊥

t 1 > 0
⊥ 0 0 >

P ∧Q !(P 1&Q1) !P 0& !Q0 ?(P 0)⊥ ⊕ ?(Q0)⊥

P ∨Q !P 1 ⊕ !Q1 !P 0 ⊕ !Q0 ?(P 0)⊥&?(Q0)⊥

P ⊃ Q !(?(P 0)⊥ O Q1) !P 1 ( !Q0 !P 1&?(Q0)⊥

∃xP ∃x !P 1 ∃x !P 0 ∀x?(P 0)⊥

∀xP !∀xP 1 ∃x !P 0 ∃x?(P 0)⊥

Figure 3.4: The 0/1 translation used to encode LJ proofs into linear logic.

[Γ] B−→ [P ] [Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ] B−→ [R]
[Cut←1 ]

[Γ] −→ N [Γ, N ] B−→ [R]

[Γ] B−→ [R]
[Cut←2 ]

[Γ]−Na→ [Γ, Na]−R→
[Γ]−R→

[Cut→]

The cut rules Cut+ and Cut− can appear in the middle of asynchronous phases, while the remaining
cut rules can appear in the middle of synchronous phases. As Liang & Miller were mostly interested
in showing that the cut-elimination theorem holds in LJF, they needed this collection of cuts as a
technical device to construct the cut-elimination algorithm by permuting cuts upwards.

Although they are useful to formalize the cut-elimination procedure, intraphase cuts seem to have
the wrong focusing �avor, from a proof search perspective. In focused systems with intraphase cuts,
one can no longer perform a big-step reading of formulas, as one can introduce a synthetic connective
(or a bipolar) with a derivation containing cuts, and, hence, the corresponding macro-rules would
not only depend on the formulas in the conclusion sequent, but also on the cut-formulas introduced
above by intraphase cuts.

On the other hand, interphase cut rules, appearing between focusing phases, do have a better
focusing �avor, as one can still perform a big step reading of formulas.

[Γ] −→ [P ] [Γ], P −→ [R]
[Γ] −→ [R]

[Cutp]
[Γ] −→ N [Γ, N ] −→ [R]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cutn]

These rules cannot be used inside a synchronous phase, since neither their premises nor their conclu-
sions have a focused formula, nor can they be used inside an asynchronous phase, since their conclusion
does not have any unbracketed formula. Moreover, one of their premises must be the conclusion of
an asynchronous phase and the other premise must be either the conclusion of a synchronous phase
or of another interphase cut rule. Hence, in general, any focused proof is now composed of three al-
ternating phases: seeing from bottom-up, an asynchronous phase, where only asynchronous rules are
applied, a cut phase, where only interphase cut rules are applied, and then two phases in parallel, a
synchronous phase, where only synchronous rules are applied, and the following asynchronous phase.

Since tables are used to reduce the overall size of proofs, by eliminating redundant subproofs of
the same goal, and we incorporate tables into proofs by using (multi)cut rules, we would like to use
cut rules that do not limit how much we can �compress� proofs. We show that, in a fragment of
logic, we can safely use interphase cuts, instead of intraphase cuts, and still obtain proofs of the same
size. More precisely, for any given LJF proof that contains intraphase cuts, but no occurrences of the
rules ∧−r and ∨l, there is an LJF proof of the same sequent and of the same size that contains only
interphase cuts.
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De�nition 3.4 Let Ξ be an LJF proof. The size of Ξ is the number of occurrences of logical and
identity rules in Ξ.

Lemma 3.5 All LJF synchronous rules permute over the cut rules Cut→, Cut←1 and Cut←2 , without
increasing the size of the proof.

Proof We begin with the permutability cases with the Cut→ rule:

[Γ]−Na→ [Γ, Na]−A→
[Γ]−A→

[Cut→]
[Γ]−B→

[Γ]−A∧+B→
[∧+
r ]
 

[Γ]−Na→
[Γ, Na]−A→ [Γ, Na]−B→

[Γ, Na]−A∧+B→
[∧+
r ]

[Γ]−A∧+B→
[Cut→]

[Γ]−Na→ [Γ, Na]−Ai→
[Γ]−Ai→

[Cut→]

[Γ]−A1∨A2→
[∨r]

 

[Γ]−Na→
[Γ, Na]−Ai→

[Γ, Na]−A1∨A2→
[∨r]

[Γ]−A1∨A2→
[Cut→]

[Γ]−Na→ [Γ, Na]−A[t/x]→
[Γ]−A[t/x]→

[Cut→]

[Γ]−∃xA→
[∃r]

 

[Γ]−Na→
[Γ, Na]−A[t/x]→
[Γ, Na]−∃xA→

[∃r]

[Γ]−∃xA→
[Cut→]

Now we show the permutability cases with the Cut←1 rule:

[Γ]
Ai−−→ [P ] [Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ]
Ai−−→ [R]

[Cut←1 ]

[Γ]
A1∧−A2−−−−−−→ [R]

[∧−l ]

 

[Γ]
Ai−−→ [P ]

[Γ]
A1∧−A2−−−−−−→ [P ]

[∧−l ]

[Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ]
A1∧−A2−−−−−−→ [R]

[Cut←1 ]

[Γ]
B−→ [P ] [Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ]
B−→ [R]

[Cut←1 ]
[Γ]−A→

[Γ]
A⊃B−−−→ [R]

[⊃l]
 

[Γ]
B−→ [P ] [Γ]−A→

[Γ]
A⊃B−−−→ [P ]

[⊃l]
[Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ]
A⊃B−−−→ [R]

[Cut←1 ]

[Γ]
A[t/x]−−−−→ [P ] [Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ]
A[t/x]−−−−→ [R]

[Cut←1 ]

[Γ]
∀xA−−−→ [R]

[∀l]
 

[Γ]
A[t/x]−−−−→ [P ]

[Γ]
∀xA−−−→ [P ]

[∀l]
[Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ]
∀xA−−−→ [R]

[Cut←1 ]

Finally the permutability cases with the Cut←2 cut rule:

[Γ] −→ N [Γ, N ]
Ai−−→ [R]

[Γ]
Ai−−→ [R]

[Cut←2 ]

[Γ]
A1∧−A2−−−−−−→ [R]

[∧−l ]

 

[Γ] −→ N

[Γ, N ]
Ai−−→ [R]

[Γ, N ]
A1∧−A2−−−−−−→ [R]

[∧−l ]

[Γ]
A1∧−A2−−−−−−→ [R]

[Cut←2 ]

[Γ]−A→

[Γ] −→ N [Γ, N ]
B−→ [R]

[Γ]
B−→ [R]

[Cut←2 ]

[Γ]
A⊃B−−−→ [R]

[⊃l]
 

[Γ] −→ N

[Γ, N ]−A→ [Γ, N ]
B−→ [R]

[Γ, N ]
A⊃B−−−→ [R]

[∧−l ]

[Γ]
A⊃B−−−→ [R]

[Cut←2 ]

[Γ] −→ N [Γ, N ]
A[t/x]−−−−→ [R]

[Γ]
A[t/x]−−−−→ [R]

[Cut←2 ]

[Γ]
∀xA−−−→ [R]

[∀l]
 

[Γ] −→ N

[Γ, N ]
A[t/x]−−−−→ [R]

[Γ, N ]
∀xA−−−→ [R]

[∀l]

[Γ]
∀xA−−−→ [R]

[Cut←2 ]

2
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Lemma 3.6 The cut rules Cut+ and Cut− permute, without increasing the size of the proof, over
all LJF asynchronous rules except the rules ∧−r and ∨l.

Proof The permutation cases are similar to those used in the standard proof of cut-elimination.
We show here some cases:

[Γ], A, B, Θ −→ P

[Γ], A ∧+ B, Θ −→ P
[∧+
l ]

[Γ], Θ′, P −→ R
[Γ], A ∧+ B, Θ, Θ′ −→ R

[Cut+]
 

[Γ], A, B, Θ −→ P [Γ], Θ′, P −→ R
[Γ], A, B, Θ, Θ′ −→ R

[Cut+]

[Γ], A ∧+ B, Θ, Θ′ −→ R
[∧+
l ]

[Γ], A, Θ −→ Na

[Γ], ∃x.A, Θ −→ Na

[∃l]
[Γ, Na], Θ′ −→ R

[Γ],∃x.A, Θ, Θ′ −→ R
[Cut−]

 

[Γ], A, Θ −→ Na [Γ, Na], Θ′ −→ R
[Γ], A, Θ, Θ′ −→ R

[Cut−]

[Γ],∃x.A, Θ, Θ′ −→ R
[∃l]

[Γ], Θ −→ Na

[Γ, Na], Θ′, A −→ B

[Γ, Na], Θ′ −→ A ⊃ B
[⊃r]

[Γ], Θ, Θ′ −→ A ⊃ B
[Cut−]

 

[Γ], Θ,−→ Na [Γ, Na], Θ′, A −→ B

[Γ], Θ, Θ′, A −→ B
[Cut−]

[Γ], Θ, Θ′ −→ A ⊃ B
[⊃r]

2

The rules ∨l and ∧−r cause a problem because of their additive behavior. So if we attempt
to permute a cut over them, we need to copy proofs, as illustrates the following transformation:

[Γ], A, Θ −→ Na [Γ], B, Θ −→ Na

[Γ], A ∨B, Θ −→ Na

[∨l]
[Γ, Na], Θ′ −→ R

[Γ], A ∨B, Θ, Θ′ −→ R
[Cut−]

 

[Γ], A, Θ,−→ Na [Γ, Na], Θ′ −→ R
[Γ], A, Θ, Θ′ −→ R

[Cut−]
[Γ], B, Θ −→ Na [Γ, Na], Θ′ −→ R

[Γ], B, Θ, Θ′ −→ R
[Cut−]

[Γ], A ∨B, Θ, Θ′ −→ R
[∨l]

In the derivation to the right, the proofs for the premises are duplicated increasing the size of the
proof. Later, we restrict the language of logic programs so that ∨l and ∧−r rules are not used or
restrict cuts to appear only at the bottom of proof trees.

Theorem 3.7 Let Ξ be an LJF proof of a sequent S that contains intraphase cuts, but no occurrences
of the rules ∧−r and ∨l. Then, there is a proof of S of the same size that only contains interphase
cuts.

Proof We proceed by induction on the number of intraphase cuts. From the previous lemmas
and the following transformations, we can construct from Ξ a proof of the same size as the original
proof, but that contains only interphase cuts. We �rst permute all the cuts that appear inside a
synchronous (respectively asynchronous) phase down (respectively up) to the beginning (respectively
end) of the phase and then apply the transformations below, that replace instances of intraphase cuts
by interphase cuts. Notice that these transformations do not increase the size of proofs.

[Γ]
B−→ [P ] [Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ]
B−→ [R]

[Cut←1 ]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Dl]

 

[Γ]
B−→ [P ]

[Γ] −→ [P ]
[Dl]

[Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cutp]

[Γ] −→ N [Γ, N ]
B−→ [R]

[Γ]
B−→ [R]

[Cut←2 ]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Dl]

 

[Γ] −→ N

[Γ, N ]
B−→ [R]

[Γ, N ] −→ [R]
[Dl]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cutn]
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[Γ] −→ Na

[Γ]−Na→
[Rr]

[Γ, Na]−R→
[Γ]−R→

[Cut→]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Dr]

 

[Γ] −→ Na

[Γ, Na]
B−→ [R]

[Γ, Na] −→ [R]
[Dl]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cutn]

[Γ]−Na→
[Ir]

[Γ, Na]−R→
[Γ]−R→

[Cut→]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Dr]

 

[Γ] −→ Na

[[]r, Dr, Ir]
[Γ, Na]

B−→ [R]

[Γ, Na] −→ [R]
[Dl]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cutn]

[Γ] −→ [P ]

[Γ] −→ P
[[]r] [Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cut+]

 

[Γ] −→ [P ] [Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cutp]

[Γ] −→ Na [Γ, Na] −→ [R]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cut−]

 

[Γ] −→ Na [Γ, Na] −→ [R]

[Γ] −→ [R]
[Cutp]

2

3.6 A speci�c polarity discipline for tabling

3.6.1 How to provide an atom with a polarity?

We now return to the Fibonacci example discussed at the end of Chapter 2. Consider, for example,
the Horn clause speci�cation of the Fibonacci numbers fn composed of the three formulas:

∆ =
{
�b(0, 0), �b(1, 1), ∀n∀x∀y

[
�b(n, x) ∧+ �b(n+ 1, y) ⊃ �b(n+ 2, x+ y)

]}
If all atomic formulas are given negative polarity, then there exists only one focused proof of the
sequent [∆] −→ �b(n, fn): that proof has size exponential in n and can be classi�ed as a �backward
chaining� proof. On the other hand, if all atomic formulas are given positive polarity, then there
are an in�nite number of focused proofs all of which are classi�ed as �forward chaining� proofs: the
smallest among these proofs is of size linear in n. Such exponential di�erences in size are clearly
important when one is searching for proofs, as in, say, logic programming and automated reasoning.
To see why there are bottom-up proofs of arbitrary size, let j ≥ 1 and let Fj be the set of atomic
formulas {�b(0, 0), �b(1, 1), . . . ,�b(j, fj)} and consider the following derivation within LJF.

[∆,Fj ]−�b(i,g)→
[Ir] [∆,Fj ]−�b(i+1,h)→

[Ir]
[∆,Fj ,�b(i+ 2, g + h)] −→ �b(100, f100)

[∆,Fj ]
�b(i+2,g+h)−−−−−−−−→ �b(100, f100)

[Rl]

[∆,Fj ]
∀n∀x∀y[�b(n,x)∧+�b(n+1,y)⊃�b(n+2,x+y)]
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ �b(100, f100)

[∀l,⊃l]

[∆,Fj ] −→ �b(100, f100)
[Dl]

In this derivation, the decide rule selected the clause providing the recursive calls of the logic program.
After instantiating the binders n, x, and y with integers i, g, and h, we are forced (by polarity
considerations) to declare that �b(i, g) and �b(i + 1, h) are members of Fj . Thus, 0 ≤ i ≤ j − 1.
Furthermore, proof search continues by proceeding up the right-most branch of the proof: thus, the
e�ect of focusing on the clause for recursion is that the sequent [∆,Fj ] −→ �b(100, f100) is reduced
to the sequent [∆,Fj , �b(i+ 2, g+ h)] −→ �b(100, f100). If i = j − 1 then this latter sequent is equal
to [∆,Fj+1] −→ �b(100, f100) and in this case, we have made process in computing more of the table
of Fibonacci numbers. However, in the case that 0 ≤ i ≤ j − 2, then Fj ∪ {�b(i+ 2, g + h)} = Fj , in
which case, no progress has been made in that computational e�ort. Of course, such non-progressing
inference steps can be repeated arbitrarily. (We return to this issue in Section 3.6.3.).
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An example of mixing polarity assignments was given by Jagadeesan, Nadathur, and Saraswat
[Jagadeesan 2005]. They describe a proof system that allows one to dictate the use of backward
and forward chaining in di�erent parts of a proof system. Backward chaining was used to model
proof search in logic programming (particularly, in λProlog) and forward chaining was used to model
constraint based reasoning (as in concurrent constraint programming). Their proof system can be
embedded and generalized within LJF [Liang 2007] by assigning to the atoms that represent con-
straints a positive polarity and to the other atoms that represent the rest of the logic program a
negative polarity.

In this chapter, we consider another approach to polarity assignment that can be motivated
operationally as follows: a typical logic programming interpreter has, at any moment, a number of
goals to attempt conjunctively. If the interpreter succeeds in proving one of these goals, that goal can
be �tabled�; that is, remembered as a success that can be used to help prove other goals. We shall
link polarity of atoms with membership in the table: an atom has negative polarity if it is not in the
table (the default assumption when the search for a proof starts) and has positive polarity once it is
proved and added to the table. Another aspect of this operational description is that the polarity of
some atoms can change from negative to positive. The examples mentioned before were based on a
global and rigid polarity assignment.

3.6.2 The LJFt proof system

We now need to translate the operational intuition for polarity assignment given above to a more
declarative and proof theoretic one. We do this by building the proof system LJFt from the system
LJF that attempts to incorporate a table.

Since polarity assignment is not �xed, we will have every sequent carry its own polarity assignment.
In particular, we add to the sequents of LJF a set, written usually with the syntactic variable P, that
contains the atoms that have been declared to have a positive polarity. The three kinds of sequents
in LJFt are given as follows:

P; [Γ],Θ −→ R P; [Γ]−B→ P; [Γ] B−→ [R]

An occurrence of an atom within a given sequent is declared as positive if it occurs in P and is
declared as negative otherwise.

The inference rules of LJF are modi�ed as followed to yield the LJFt proof system: in each case,
the inference rule of the LJFt proof system takes the same name from the corresponding rule in LJF.

1. The introduction rules in Figure 3.2 and the bracket rules []r and []l translate directly to the
corresponding inference rules in LJFt by simply adding the �P;� pre�x to all sequents in the
rule.

2. The decide rules Dl, Dr, the release rules Rl, Rr, and the initial rules Il and Ir in Figure 3.2
are similarly modi�ed by the addition of the �P;� pre�x. In these cases, however, the notion of
negative and positive formula may require checking if an atomic formula is or is not a member
of the P declaration. For example, the two initial rules are given explicitly as the following two
inferences.

P; [Γ] A−→ [A]
[Il, provided A /∈ P]

P; [A,Γ]−A→
[Ir, provided A ∈ P]

Besides these rather obvious and direct embellishments of sequents and inference rules using this
new declaration, we add one more inference rule. In particular, we add a �polarized� version of the
atomic interphase multicut rule mc given below, where A1, . . . , An are atomic formulas:

P; [Γ] −→ A1 · · · P; [Γ] −→ An P ∪ {A1, . . . , An}; [Γ, A1, . . . , An] −→ [R]
P; [Γ] −→ [R]

[mc,]
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In that inference rule, the atomic formulas A1, . . . , An are proved in the left-premises from the same
set of assumptions Γ, containing the same table (i.e., positive polarity assignment P). If we read that
inference rule bottom-up, then the search for a proof of the formula R moves from one with table P
to one with table P ∪ {A1, . . . , An}. Notice that if a proof has no occurrences of the multicut rule
then the context �P;� is the same in all sequent occurrences in that proof.

Lemma 3.8 Let Ξ be a cut-free LJFt proof of the sequent S, whose polarity context is P, and let S ′
be an arbitrary sequent in Ξ. Then, the polarity context of S ′ is equal to P.

Proof Simple induction on the height of cut-free proofs. 2

As a rule, we always consider that the polarity context of the endsequent of an LJFt proof is
empty, that is, its table is empty. To incorporate a table into a LJFt proof, we use the multicut
derivation obtained from it as described in Section 3.3. Only that we now use the polarized multicut
rule above to construct these derivations. Given these constraints, it is easy to check that it is always
the case that in every sequent of a proof the polarity context is contained in the bracketed context.

Lemma 3.9 Let Ξ be an LJFt proof of the sequent ∅; [·] −→ F and let S be an arbitrary sequent in
Ξ with polarity context P and bracketed context Γ. Then, P ⊆ Γ.

Proof Simple induction on the height of proofs. The polarity context can only change when the
polarized multicut rule mc is used. 2

Proposition 3.10 Let B be some intuitionistic formula and let B′ be a formula that results from
replacing di�erent occurrences of ∧ in B with either ∧+ or ∧−. Then, the set of atoms P intuition-
istically entails the formula B if and only if the sequent P; [P] −→ B′ is provable in LJFt.

Proof The soundness direction is straightforward. We just need to remove all focusing annotations.
For the completeness direction we use the completeness result for LJF (Theorem 3.3): since the
polarity assignment of atoms in LJF does not a�ect provability and LJF is complete and admits cut
elimination, there is a cut-free LJF proof of the sequent [P] −→ B′ where all atoms in P are assigned
with positive polarity and the remaining atoms with negative polarity. Now, we just add the polarity
context P to all sequents in this LJF proof and obtain a proof of P; [P] −→ B′ in LJFt. 2

3.6.3 Dropping the release-left rule

There is, however, a serious problem remaining to be addressed regarding �reproving�: recall again
the Fibonacci example of Subsection 3.6.1. When doing forward chaining from a database, any atom
that is inferred via forward chaining can be continually reproved and added again and again to the
left-hand-side context. We now address this source of reproving.

Given the polarity discipline maintained in LJFt proofs, there is a connection between the notion
of polarity assignment, which involves (prior) provability of an atomic formula, and general (focused)
provability, which uses polarity assignments to decide the shape of proofs. This linkage provides us
with an opportunity to make an optimization to the LJFt proof system. Consider an instance of the
�release-left� rule, namely,

P; [Γ, P ] −→ [R]
P; [Γ], P −→ [R]

[[]l]

P; [Γ] P−→ [R]
[Rl]

where P is a positive polarity atomic formula. The assumption that P is a positive atom means that
P ∈ P and combining this with the invariant P ⊆ Γ means that Γ ∪ {P} = Γ. Thus, whenever the
left-focus is on a positive atom, we can be guaranteed that we have made no progress in proof search,
since that atom is already part of the set of hypotheses. Hence, to disallow reproving a positive
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polarity atom via forward-chaining steps, we ensure that proof search in this case fails: one way to do
that is to remove all occurrences of the release-left rule Rl in which the focus is on a positive atom.
In particular, let LJFt− proof system to be the result of deleting those occurrences of the release-left
rule Rl from LJFt.

Notice that one could also imagine disallowing []l to bracket positive polarity atoms. However,
this restriction would be too strong, as it would disallow not only forward chaining proofs, but also
desired proofs, such as when a goal has a positive polarity atom as an hypothetical assumption. For
example, the sequent {A}; [A] −→ A ⊃ G would not be provable if we restrict the rule []l in the way
described before.

In order to prove the completeness of LJFt− (Proposition 3.12), we need the following lemma,
which is proved by a simple induction on the structure of LJFt proofs.

Lemma 3.11 The border of the positive trunk of an LJFt-proof of P; [Γ] F−→ [G] contains at most one

left-focusing sequent and that sequent is of the form P; [Γ] B−→ [G], for some formula B. The border
of the positive trunk of an LJFt-proof of a right-focusing sequent contains no left-focusing sequent.

Proposition 3.12 Let B be some intuitionistic formula and let B′ be a formula that results from
replacing di�erent occurrences of ∧ in B with either ∧+ or ∧−. Then, the set of atoms P intuition-
istically entails B if and only if there is an LJFt− proof of P; [P] −→ B′.

Proof Soundness is again straightforward. We just need to remove all focusing annotations. For
completeness, assume that P is a �nite set of atoms and that they intuitionistically entail B. Then,
by the completeness of LJFt proof (Proposition 3.10), there is an LJFt proof Ξ of P; [P] −→ B′.
We now proceed by induction on the number of occurrences in Ξ of Rl inference rules applied to
positive atoms. If that number is 0, then Ξ is also an LJFt− proof. Otherwise, an occurrence of the
Rl inference rule on a positive atomic formula A must occur on the border of the positive trunk of
a left-focused sequent of a sequent, say P; [Γ] −→ [G], in Ξ. Such an occurrence has the following
shape, modulo the order of the premises.

Ξ0

P; [Γ, A] −→ [G]

P; [Γ] A−→ [G]
[Rl, []l] Ξ1

P; [Γ]−G1→ · · ·
Ξn

P; [Γ]−Gn→

P; [Γ] F−→ [G]
[⊃l,m× ∧+

r ]

P; [Γ] −→ [G]
[Dl]

Here, n ≥ 0. Given that P ⊆ Γ, it is the case that Ξ0 is also a proof of the root sequent P; [Γ] −→ [G]:
hence, the entire proof �gure above can be replaced by Ξ0. As a result, the number of occurrences of
the Rl rule applied to positive atoms has been reduced by at least one. 2

3.7 Tables of �nite successes

3.7.1 The Horn clause case

Consider the following description of two classes of (annotated) formulas.

G := A | true | G1 ∧+ G2 | G1 ∨G2 | ∃xG
D := A | D1 ∧− D2 | G ⊃ D | ∀xD

Here, A-formulas are atomic formulas, D-formulas are Horn clauses, and G-formulas are the goals or
queries that are used as the body of the Horn clauses. Notice that the G-formulas allow arbitrary
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occurrences of right-synchronous connectives (that is, a connective whose right-introduction rules
is a right-focus rule in Figure 3.2). Similarly, the top-level connectives of D-formulas are the left-
synchronous connectives (that is, a connective whose left-introduction rules is a left-focus rule in
Figure 3.2). The G-formulas are encoded using synchronous connectives only, while the D formulas
are encoded using asynchronous connectives only: since a G-formula can occur negatively within a D
formula, the synchronous connectives of the embedded G-formula add to D-formulas asynchronously.
Therefore, LJFt− positive trunks concluding a sequent which focuses on a D-formula on the left have
to be of the following form, modulo the order of the premises:

P; [Γ] A−→ [R] P; [Γ]−A1→ · · · P; [Γ]−An
→

P; [Γ] D−→ [R]
[⊃l,m× ∧+

r ]

Here, n ≥ 0 and A,A1, . . . , An are atomic formulas. Moreover, when it comes to sequents [Γ] −→ B

that we shall consider in this Horn clause case, the formula B will always be a goal formula and Γ will
always be a set of Horn clauses. As a result, proofs involving Horn clauses will have asynchronous
phases that are essentially empty.

Proposition 3.13 Let P be a set of atomic formulas, let A be an atom, and let Γ be a �nite set of
Horn clauses. Let Ξ be any LJFt− proof of the sequent P; [Γ] −→ A. Then every sequent occurring in
Ξ is either of the form

P ′; [P ′,Γ] −→ A′, P ′; [P ′,Γ] −→ [A′], P ′; [P ′,Γ]−G→, or P ′; [P ′,Γ] D−→ A′,

where A′ is some atomic formula and P ′ is the disjoint union of P and some set P ′′ of atomic
formulas.

This proposition is proved by a simple induction over the structure of LJFt− proofs. It is interesting
to notice the following about restricting our attention to Horn clauses.

1. There are no occurrences of asynchronous inference rules in Ξ: that is, if Ξ contains the sequent
P ′; [Γ′],∆ −→ B then ∆ is empty and B is atomic.

2. Finite sets of Horn clauses Γ can be restricted to just a single Horn clause, namelyH =
∧−
D∈ΓD.

If this is done, the decide-left rule Dl, when used to prove the sequent P ′; [P ′,Γ] −→ [A′], picks
between an atom in the �table� P ′ and the (entire) logic program H. The ∧−l is then used to
select which member of Γ to (continue to) use as its focus.

3. When moving from conclusion to premise, if the left-hand context changes, then the inference
rules where that change occurs is an instance of the mc rule. In cut-free proofs, the left-hand
sides of all sequents occurrences are �xed.

We now show that when an atom is tabled, that is, it is assigned positive polarity and is in the
bracketed context of the endsequent, then the only possible proofs are those for which any subproof
of this tabled atom is bounded by a small number of decide rules.

De�nition 3.14 The decide-depth of a focused proof Ξ is the maximum number of occurrences of
decide rules (i.e., Dr and Dl) on any path from the root to a leaf in Ξ.

Proposition 3.15 Let Γ be a �nite set of Horn clauses, G be a G-formula, P be a set of atoms,
and A ∈ P be an atom. Let Ξ be an arbitrary LJFt− cut-free proof of the sequent P; [P,Γ] −→ G.
Then all occurrences of the sequent P; [P,Γ] −→ A and P; [P,Γ]−A→, in Ξ, are the conclusion of a
derivation of decide-depth of at most one.
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Proof We check all possible ways one can prove the sequent P; [P,Γ] −→ A. The other case, for
the sequent P; [P,Γ]−A→, is similar.

Seen bottom-up, the �rst rule must be []r since the atom A is positive. Now we check what are the
possible ways to conclude the sequent P; [P,Γ] −→ [A]. There are two alternatives, either focus on
the left on a D-formula, or on the right. Let us consider the former case �rst. As described above, if
we focus on the left on a D-formula, this formula is completely decomposed, yielding a premise where
an atom is focused on the left. However, it cannot be the case that this premise is the conclusion of
any rule in LJFt−: it cannot be the conclusion of the initial left rule because the atom A is on the
right-hand-side and has positive polarity; nor can it be the conclusion of the Rl rule because Rl is
restricted to non-atomic formulas. The only remaining option is to focus, instead, on the right, which
can then only be the conclusion of the initial rule Ir. 2

The proof theory that we have been presenting here deals directly only with the use of tables
within proofs and not with their discovery. We now consider brie�y an example of how a table can
be built in the case of Horn clauses. Assume that all atoms are given a negative polarity and let Ξ be
a cut-free LJF proof of [Γ] −→ [G], where Γ is a �nite set of Horn clauses and G is some G-formula.
Notice that if Ξ contains the unfocused sequent [Γ′] −→ [G′] for G-formula G′, then Γ′ = Γ. Let table
T be the ordered set of atoms 〈A,�〉 where A is the set of atomic formulas A such that [Γ] −→ [A]
occurs in Ξ and where � is de�ned as follows: let �′ be the order relation de�ned on occurrences of
atoms that is given by the post-order traversal (i.e., process a node's premises before processing the
node) of Ξ. Then, A � A′ is de�ned to hold if and only if there is an occurrence of atom A that is
�′-related to all occurrences of atom A′.

The following proposition shows that it is trivial to extend a multicut derivation that is built from
such a table.

Proposition 3.16 Let Γ be a set of Horn clauses and let Ξ be a LJF cut-free proof of [Γ] −→ [G],
where all atoms have negative polarity. Let T be a table obtained from Ξ using the post-order traversal
described above. There exists a proof for mcd(T , [.]; Γ −→ G) such that all of its added subproofs have
decide-depth of at most one.

Proof Proof by induction on the length of the table's longest chain. In the base case, such a chain
contains just one atomic formula, yielding a multicut M containing only one cut. To complete the
open premises ofM, one would need to decide on an atom that is already present in the context of
the proof, and, therefore, completingM with derivations containing only one decide rule.

Now the inductive step: Consider that the sequent P; [Γ ∪ P] −→ [Ai] is a sequent branch in the
multicut derivationM. We can �nd a proof for this sequent, with one decide left rule, by proceeding
as follows: we check in Ξ the formula F that was focused on to prove Ai. After this rule is performed,
it has to be the case that the body of F is decomposed and �nishes with previously proved atoms,
that is, a positive atom, focused on the right, and, therefore, the proof must �nish with initial right
rules. 2

We can extend, in a straightforward way, the table extraction algorithm, described before, to also
extract tables from LJF proofs that have an arbitrary polarity assignment. The key observation is
that we can simulate forward chaining steps in an LJF proof by using multicuts in the corresponding
LJFt− proof, as illustrates the following transformation, where the atom A has positive polarity on
the derivation on the left and P ′ = P ∪ {A}:

[Γ]−G→

Ξ
[Γ, A] −→ [G′]

[Γ] A−→ [G′]
[Rr, []l]

[Γ] G⊃A−−−→ [G′]
[⊃l]

[Γ] −→ [G′]
[Dl]  

P; [Γ]−G→ P; [Γ] A−→ [A]
[Il]

P; [Γ] G⊃A−−−→ [A]
[⊃l]

P; [Γ] −→ A
[[]r, Dl] P ′; [Γ, A] −→ [G′]
P; [Γ] −→ [G′]

[mc]
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We modify the algorithm above by also checking in the LJF proof for forward chaining steps, that is,
when Rl rule is applied to a positive atom A. In this case, to construct the partial ordering �′, we
process A before we process the nodes in Ξ.

As an example of building such a table, consider the Fibonacci example from Section 3.6.1. By
assigning all atomic formulas negative polarity, a cut-free proof of �b(n, fn) has size exponential in
n. The table constructed from that proof, however, has size linear in n: in fact, the table encodes
the list

�b(0, 0),�b(1, 1), . . . ,�b(n, fn).

The multicut-derivation built from that table has n+ 1 subproofs, all of which are essentially trivial
proofs that validates that, for example, �b(i + 2, Fi+2) follows from �b(i + 1, Fi+1) and �b(i, Fi) by
a simple addition.

To further illustrate, consider the example in Section 3.2, where the subgoal path a3 a4 is tabled:
that is, path a3 a4 ∈ P. Any proof of the rightmost branch of the multicut derivation obtained will
never reprove the lemma path a3 a4:

P; [Γ, path a3 a4]
adj a1 a3−−−−−→ [adj a1 a3]

[Il]

P; [Γ, path a3 a4] −→ [adj a1 a3]
[Dl]

P; [Γ, path a3 a4]−adj a1 a3→
[Rr] P; [Γ, path a3 a4]−path a3 a4→

[Ir]

P; [Γ, path a3 a4]−adj a1 a3∧+path a3 a4→
[∧+
r ]

P; [Γ, path a3 a4] −→ [path a1 a4]

The memoization example of Section 3.2 can be addressed similarly: instead of doing the goal reduc-
tion illustrated on the left below, we use a multicut as is illustrated on the right:

Γ −→ A Γ −→ G
Γ −→ A ∧G

P; [Γ] −→ A P ∪ {A}; [Γ, A] −→ [A ∧+ G]
P; [Γ] −→ [A ∧+ G]

[mc.]

In this way, all attempts to prove A on the right will be bounded derivations of decide-depth of one.
One might consider that a table extracted from a proof is, in fact, a legitimate proof object since it

is relatively easy to check that a table encodes a proof by �rst building a multi-cut derivation for it and
then extending it to a proof. For example, within the proof carrying code framework [Necula 1997],
it might be less expensive to transmit an ordered collection of atoms in order to represent a proof
than to send some more complex representation of a sequent calculus proof tree. We will return to
this aspect of tables in Section 3.11.

3.7.2 More than Horn clauses

The Horn clause subset described above is a natural class to consider since it involves only synchronous
inference rules. Some asynchronous inference rules can also be accommodated in a similar fashion
and this allows us to consider tabling in a richer setting than Horn clauses. In particular, consider
allowing logic speci�cations (logic programs) to be the D-formula speci�ed by the following grammar.

N := A | N1 ∧− N2 | G ⊃ N | ∀xN
G := true | A | G1 ∧+ G2 | G1 ∨G2 | ∃xG | ∀xG | D ⊃ G
D := A | N | D1 ∧+ D2 | ∃xD

The class of all �rst-order hereditary Harrop formulas [Miller 1991] can be seen as being N -formulas as
long as the positive occurrences of conjunctions in N are annotated as negative (that is, as ∧−). The
notion of uniform proofs (goal-directed proofs) with respect to �rst-order hereditary Harrop formulas
for this subset of intuitionistic logic corresponds to using LJF with all atoms given a negative polarity.
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Since focused proofs are more general and �exible than uniform proofs, we will be able to consider
the relationship between proof search and tabling in a larger subset of intuitionistic, with existential
quanti�ers and positive conjunctions on the left. Notice that these positive connectives appearing in
D-formulas are decomposed in the asynchronous phase, by left-asynchronous rules, until there are
only N -formulas present in the context. Moreover, all LJFt− positive trunks concluding a sequent
focused on the left on a N -formula have the following form, modulo the order of the premises:

P; [Γ] A−→ [R] P; [Γ]−G1→ · · · P; [Γ]−Gn
→

P; [Γ] N−→ [R]

Here, n ≥ 0, A is an atomic formula and G1, . . . , Gn are G-formulas. From the �gure above, it should
be clear that if all atoms have negative polarity, then LJFt− proofs obtained from N -formula logic
speci�cations and uniform proofs coincide: the left-most-premise must be the conclusion of an initial
left rule, Il, and R must be A. Therefore, these derivations correspond to the backchaining steps used
in uniform proofs.

The restricted syntax for the formulas presented above translates to the following invariants re-
garding sequent occurrences within LJFt− proofs involving these formulas.

Lemma 3.17 Let Ξ be an LJFt− proof of the sequent P; [P,Γ],Θ −→ G, where Γ is a �nite set of
N -formulas, Θ is a �nite set of D-formulas, P is a �nite set of atoms and G is a G-formula. Sequents
that occur in Ξ are of the following three kinds:

1. an unfocused sequent P ′; [P ′,Γ′],Θ′ −→ G′ or P ′; [P ′,Γ′],Θ′ −→ [G′′],

2. a right-focusing sequent P ′; [P ′,Γ′]−G′→, or

3. a left-focusing sequent P ′; [P ′,Γ′] N−→ [G′′],

where P ′ is a set of atoms that contains P, Γ′ is a set of N -formulas that contains Γ, Θ′ is a set
of D-formulas (no relationship to Θ implied), G′ is some G-formula, and G′′ is a positive or atomic
G-formula.

We show that if an atom is tabled, then the only possible proofs are those for which all the
subproofs of this atom are bounded by a small number of decide rules.

Proposition 3.18 Let Γ be a �nite set of N -formulas, Θ and Θ′ be �nite sets of D-formulas, P be
a set of atoms, G be a G-formula and A ∈ P be an atom. Let Ξ be a cut-free proof of the sequent
P; [P,Γ],Θ −→ G. Then all occurrences of the sequent P; [Γ′],Θ′ −→ A and P; [Γ′]−A→ in Ξ are
the conclusion of a derivation of decide-depth of at most one.

Proof We again check all possible ways to prove the sequent P; [Γ′],Θ′ −→ A. The other case, for
the sequent P; [Γ′]−A→, is similar.

The reasoning is close to the one done in the proof of the Proposition 3.15. Seeing from bottom
up, one must apply asynchronous rules, decomposing Θ′, until the asynchronous phase ends. Since
no branching occurs in this phase, the resulting premise is of the form P; [Γ′′] −→ [A], where Γ′′ is
a set of N -formulas containing Γ′. Now, there are two alternatives, either focus on the left, on a
N -formula, or on the right. Let us examine the former case. If we focus on a N -formula on the left,
then, as described above, the resulting synchronous derivation must contain a premise focused on the
left on an atom. This premise is not a conclusion of any rule in LJFt− because A has positive polarity
and the rule Rl is restricted to non-atomic formulas. Hence, there are no proofs by focusing on the
left. Therefore, one must focus on the right and �nish with an initial right rule. 2

Before, in the Horn theory case, as the asynchronous phases of proofs were empty, there were no
occurrences of the rules ⊃r,∃l, and ∀r. Since these are the only rules that can introduce a new formula
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Figure 3.5: The left �gure illustrates the algorithm that extracts a tmcd from an LJF proof tree. The
right �gure depicts the general architecture of a completed tmcd proof. The triangles represent mcds
and the dashed lines represents end of asynchronous phases.

or constant in the context of the sequent � the �rst rule introduces an hypothetical assumption, and
the latter two, a new eigenvariable � we could assume that all elements of a table are provable from
the bracketed context of the endsequent, and, therefore, insert a multicut derivation, constructed
from a table, already on the bottom of the tree. Now with the case of logic speci�cations composed
of hereditary Harrop formulas, the story is di�erent. We cannot assume that all elements of a table
are provable from the endsequent's context. This leads to the question: where to insert multicuts?
Since we want to avoid reproving, it is better to insert multicut derivations as early as possible, that
is, as early as the elements of a table are provable. So instead of extracting a table from a LJF proof,
we will now extract a tree of multicut derivations (tmcd).

As its name suggests, a tmcd is a tree whose nodes are multicut derivations and whose branches
connect one open premise of a multicut derivation to the endsequent of a sub-tmcd. Formally, a tmcd
is speci�ed as follows:

De�nition 3.19 A tmcd, T , is a �nite set of one or more multicut derivations such that:

• there is a specially designated multicut derivation,MT , called the root of T ; and

• the remaining multicut derivations can be partitioned in N possibly empty disjoint sets, Si,
where N is the number of open premises inMT , and such that

• for all Si 6= ∅, the elements of Si can be further partitioned into m ≥ 1 (ordered) subsets,
T1, . . . , Tm, and each of these sets is a tmcd.

Intuitively, the �rst partition of the set speci�es the edges in the tmcd, connecting one of the
premises of the root multicut derivation and the endsequents of the tmcds speci�ed by the (second)
partition of the subsets Si. The order of these subtrees speci�es the branching order of the tree.

We now describe an algorithm to extract a tmcd from an LJF proof, Π, where all atoms are
assigned negative polarity. We �rst pre-process Π by adding the empty polarity context to all of its
sequents and transforming it into an LJFt− proof, Π′. For the algorithm, we only consider the sequents
in Π′ of the form P; [Γ] −→ [F ]. We use the Figure 3.5 to illustrate how this algorithm works, where
the three di�erent kinds of nodes (�lled squares, ellipses, and blanked squares) denote sequents with
di�erent bracketed contexts. (1) We extract the maximal subtree, Ξ, at the bottom of the tree with
the same bracketed context (in the example the subtree with �lled squares) and construct from it the
multicut derivation M0, by using a similar postorder traversal procedure described in the previous
subsection, just that, since sequents have a polarity context, P, representing tabled atoms, we do
not table these atoms again. Assume that 〈A0,≺〉 is the table of M0. Then, (2) by traversing Ξ,
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we determine the children subtrees, Ξ1, . . .Ξn, of Ξ (in the example, the trees with blank squares
and ellipses), and at the same time, we determine which sequent of the form [Γ] −→ [F ], where
F ∈ A0 ∪ {R}, is the closest to the endsequent of the each Ξi and the order, from left to right, a
subtree appears, denoted by a natural number, j. At the end, we obtain tuples of the form 〈j, Fi,Ξi〉.
In the example, we associate the same formula to the subtrees with ellipses and blank squares, but
we associate to the former tree the order index 1 and to the latter subtree the order index 2. Now,
(3) for each tuple 〈j, Fi,Ξi〉, we determine the set Pi = {A | A ≺ Fi}; (3.1) add this set to the
bracketed context and polarity context of all the sequents in Ξi; and (3.2) replace all subderivations
in Ξi concluding a sequent of the form P; [Γi] −→ [A], where A ∈ Pi, by the derivation composed of
the rules Dr and Ir, obtaining the derivation Ξ′i. It is easy to check that Ξ′i is still a valid LJFt− proof.
Then, (4) we collect into a list all the subtrees Ξ′i that have the same associated formula, Fi, taking
into account the order of the associated order index. We obtain pairs of the form (Fi, [Ξ1

i , . . . ,Ξ
n
i ]).

We now apply the algorithm recursively over the elements of the list. The formula Fi denotes the
open premise of the tmcd 's root multicut derivation for which the tmcds obtained from Ξ1

i , . . . ,Ξ
n
i

are connected to.

Proposition 3.20 Let Γ be a �nite set of D-formulas, let G be a G-formula, and let Ξ be an LJF cut-
free proof of [·]; Γ −→ G, where all atoms are assigned negative polarity. Let Υ be the tree of multicut
derivations obtained from Ξ by using the algorithm described before. Then Υ can be completed to a
proof by adding derivations containing at most one occurrence of Dl rule.

Proof By induction on the height of the tree of multicut derivations.

Base Case: Suppose that the height of Υ is 0, that is, there is only one multicut derivation,M,
in Υ. We prove the base case by another induction on the height ofM. The base case is trivial, since
it would mean that the multicutM contains only one cut, and this cut would have to use an atom
that is already present in the context of the proof. Therefore, it would require only one decide rule
to complete the derivation to a proof.

Now the inductive step: Consider that the sequent P; [Γ ∪ P] −→ Ai is a premise of the multicut
derivation M. We can �nd a proof for this sequent with one decision left rule by proceeding as
follows: We check in Ξ the formula F that was focused on to prove Ai. After this decision is made,
one performs decide right-rules and decomposes the G-formula on the right-hand-side. Because of
how the tables are constructed (A ≺ B, then A is a subgoal of B), when these subgoals are completely
decomposed, it must be the case that it encounters a previously proved atom, that is, a positive atom,
and, therefore, another decision right �nishes the proof with an initial right rule.

Inductive Step: We now have to show that there is a derivation between a branch sequent of a
multicut derivation and its direct descendant multicut derivations that contains at most one decision
left rule. This is similar to the base case. It su�ces to decide in the same formula as in Ξ, and
after performing a synchronous phase and later a possible asynchronous phase, there are two possible
outcomes: 1) the formula on the right-hand-side is not a positive atom and, hence, there must be a
descendant multicut for this goal; or 2) this formula is a positive atom, and, hence, a right decision
rule is enough to �nish the proof for this branch of the multicut derivation. In both cases, there is
only one decision left rule. 2

Notice that to �nd more e�ciently the derivations that complete a tmcd, one also needs to agree
on the names of the eigenvariables generated in the asynchronous phase. One possible way to do so
is to consider the unbracketed context in the left-hand-side of sequents as lists, instead of multisets,
similarly as with the asynchronous-sequents in LLF. Then, one could enumerate the eigenvariable
according to the number of eigenvariables introduced in the path from where the variable is introduced
to the endsequent.
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3.8 A Proof Theoretic Notion for Fixed Points

The study of proof theoretic notions for �xed points dates back to Girard and Schroeder-Heister
in [Girard 1992, Schroeder-Heister 1993]. Their initial motivation was to provide a proof theoretic
explanation to negation-as-failure in the context of logic programming. We use the �xed point
operator µ, in a similar way as in [Baelde 2007b, Baelde 2008], to specify �xed points.

The �xed point operator µ has type (τ → τ) → τ , where τ is a type of the form γ1 → γ2 →
· · · γn → o, each γi is a type of a term, n is the arity of the �xed point and o is the type of formulas.
Its introduction rules are shown below:

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ C

Γ, µB~t −→ C
[µl]

Γ −→ B(µB)~t

Γ −→ µB~t
[µr]

Γ, µB~t −→ µB~t
[Iµ]

We refer to the term B, in a �xed point µB~x, as the �xed point's body or de�nition. Its left and right
introduction rules, above, just unfold the de�nition of a �xed point, while the third inference rule is
the identity rule for �xed points.

Before we illustrate �xed points with some examples, we specify the proof theoretic ap-
proach to equality between terms, also due to Girard and Schroeder-Heister [Girard 1992,
Schroeder-Heister 1993]. We will often need equalities in the body of �xed points. The left and
right introduction rules of equality are as follows:

{Γθ −→ Rθ | θ = mgu(s, t)}
Γ, t = s −→ R [=l] Γ −→ s = s

[=r]

While the right introduction rule is clear: one can introduce a equality composed of the same terms;
the left introduction rule is more subtle. It contains a premise for each uni�er θ of the terms s and
t. Since we are dealing only with �rst-order logic terms, either this rule has only one premise if the
terms s and t have a most general uni�er, or it has no premise if s and t are not uni�able. Also
notice that eigenvariables in the conclusion can also be substituted in its premise. We call the system
obtained by adding to LJ the rules above for �xed points and equalities as LJµ.

Now we can represent logic programs as �xed points. Consider for example the program described
in Section 3.2 that speci�es when a node is reachable from another node. We represent this program
by the �xed point below, denoted by path:

µ(λpathλxλy. x = y ∨ ∃z(adj x z ∧ path z y))

The left disjunct corresponds to the clause in the program stating that a node is connected to itself,
and the right disjunct corresponds to the second clause of the program, with the recursion. The
adj x y predicate is also speci�ed as a �xed point with de�nition

∨
(a,b)∈E (x = a ∧+ y = b), where E

is the set of pairs with a graph's edges.
Consider again the graph in Figure 3.1, it is easy to show that the �xed point path a0 a5 is

provable. One just needs to unfold the �xed points on the right and chose the correct disjunct until
one �nishes the proof by applying right introduction rules for equality and conjunction, as illustrates
the following derivation:

−→ (a0 = a0 ∧ a1 = a1)
[∧r,=r,=r]

−→ (a0 = a0 ∧ a1 = a1) ∨ (a0 = a1 ∧ a1 = a3) ∨ · · ·
[n× ∨r]

−→ adj a0 a1
[µr] −→ path a1 a5

−→ adj a0 a1 ∧ path a1 a5
[∧r]

−→ a0 = a5 ∨ ∃z(adj a0 z ∧ path z a5)
[∨r,∃r]

−→ path a0 a5
[µr]
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This derivation also illustrates that the right introduction rule for unfolding, together with the right
introduction rule for equality, behaves closely to the backchaining rule in logic programming.

The main novelty of using �xed points and equalities lies on their left introduction rules. With
these rules, we can prove, for example, the formula ¬path a1 a2, which denotes that there is no path
from the node a1 and a2. The proof follows by �rst applying an implication right rule, and then
successive applications of the left introduction rules for �xed points, disjunctions and equality, as
illustrates the following derivation.

a0 = a5 −→ ⊥
[=l]

(a0 = a0 ∧ Z = a1) ∨ (a0 = a1 ∧ Z = a3) ∨ · · · , path Z a5 −→ ⊥
adj a0 Z,path Z a5 −→ ⊥

[µl]

a0 = a5 ∨ ∃z(adj a0 z ∧ path z a5) −→ ⊥
[∨l,∃l,∧l]

path a0 a5 −→ ⊥
[µl]

−→ ¬path a0 a5
[⊃r]

By successive applications of the rules ∨l,∧l and =l, the right branch reduces to several premises
where the eigenvariable Z is replaced by a node adjacent to a1 and where one still needs to prove
that there is no path from Z to a2. The proof �nishes by checking all possible paths in the graph
that start from the node a1. Notice that, as the size of this proof depends on the graph, this proof
can be enormous. In practice, however, one uses tabling mechanisms to avoid proving twice the same
formula, deriving, hence, smaller proof objects that do not contain redundant subproofs.

In order to preserve consistency, we assume that the body of �xed points are monotonic, that
is, there are no negative recursive occurrences of the de�ned predicate. This is necessary for the
termination of the cut-elimination algorithm for LJµ. We do not show the cut-elimination theorem
here, but, instead, we point out some other references, including works that prove this theorem for
even more powerful logics, with induction and coinduction: McDowell & Miller in [McDowell 2000]
proposed a proof system that also allows induction over natural numbers and proved that the cut-
elimination theorem holds for this system. Tiu and Momigliano [Momigliano 2003, Tiu 2004] proposed
the system LINC that includes rules for induction and coinduction. They also proved that the
cut-elimination theorem holds for this logic. Later, Baelde and Miller [Baelde 2007b, Baelde 2008]
investigated the focusing behaviors of systems with �xed points. Based on these logics, several proof
assistants and tools have been proposed. Bedwyr [Baelde 2007a] is an implementation of a proof
search strategy for a fragment of �rst-order logic with �xed points [Tiu 2005], which uses the rules
above for introducing �xed points. We shall further explore this strategy in the next sections. Several
(interactive) theorem provers that use similar notions of �xed points have also been proposed, for
example, Abella [Gacek 2008] and Tac [Baelde 2008].

3.9 LJFµ

We now exploit the non-canonical focusing treatment of �xed points investigated by Baelde & Miller
[Baelde 2007b, Baelde 2008]. They showed that there are complete focusing systems for linear logic
with �xed points, where �xed points can be frozen, that is, their de�nition can no longer be unfolded
and be treated as atoms. Thus, we can assign arbitrarily �xed points with negative or positive polarity.
In particular, positive �xed points, when focused on, are used in initial rules, provided that there is a
matching frozen �xed point in the context. In particular, we propose the intuitionistic system LJFµ,
which allows �xed points to be assigned negative or positive polarity and is obtained by extending
LJF in two di�erent ways: �rst, we add to its sequents two declarations, N and F , called the polarity
and the frozen contexts. We consider that if a �xed point, µB~t, is an instance of an element in N ,
denoted by the in�x symbol ∈θ, then it has negative polarity, otherwise it has positive polarity; and
if µB~t ∈θ F then µB~t cannot be unfolded, but only be used in the initial rule. We classify these �xed
points as frozen. They will play a major role to further control the shape of proofs. Second, we add
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the rules for �xed points and equality shown in Figure 3.6. Initially, we assume that the polarity and
frozen declarations are both empty, and they only change when a table is incorporated into the proof
by using multicut rules (which will be introduced in the following sections).

As the path example above illustrates, by unfolding �xed points on the left, we can check if a
property is satis�ed in all paths. In fact, Tiu et al. in [Tiu 2005] propose a proof search strategy for
proving G-formulas, speci�ed in the grammar below, which consists on eagerly unfolding �xed points
on the left. This strategy was implemented as a tool called Bedwyr [Baelde 2007a].

G ::= t | ⊥ | s = t | µ(λpλ~x.G)~t | G1 ∧+ G2 | G1 ∨G2 | P ⊃ G | ∃x.G | ∀x.G | A
P ::= t | ⊥ | s = t | µ(λpλ~x. P )~t | P1 ∧+ P2 | P1 ∨ P2 | ∃xP | A

Notice that G-formulas appear always on the right-hand-side of the sequent, while P -formulas appear
on the left-hand-side of the sequent. Moreover, P formulas contain only synchronous connectives,
and, therefore, they are entirely decomposed in the asynchronous phase.

The proof strategy proposed by Tiu et al. is not complete because one never freezes a �xed point.
Hence, if a �xed point that speci�es an in�nite �xed point de�nition, such as the natural numbers, is
on the left-hand-side of the sequent, then one would unfold inde�nitely many times. However, if we
only consider noetherian de�nitions, that is, �xed point de�nitions whose unfoldings terminate, such
as the graph example above, then we restore completeness. The proofs obtained through this proof
search strategy correspond to the LJFµ proofs that do not contain instances of initial rules Iµl and
Iµr . In this chapter, we assume that all �xed points are noetherian and only consider the proofs of
G-formulas above.

Proposition 3.21 All asynchronous rules permute over all other rules, except the following pairs of
rules:

(∨l/µr), (∨l/µl), and (∧r/µl)

Proof Here we show some of the cases only:
• ∨r/µl:

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ P

Γ, µB~t −→ P
[µl]

Γ, µB~t −→ P ∨Q
[∨r]

 

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ P

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ P ∨Q
[∨r]

Γ, µB~t −→ P ∨Q
[µl]

• ⊃l /µl:

Γ1, B(µB)~t −→ P

Γ1, µB~t −→ P
[µl]

Γ2, Q −→ C

Γ1,Γ2, P ⊃ Q,µB~t −→ C
[⊃l]

 

Γ1, B(µB)~t −→ P Γ2, Q −→ C

Γ1,Γ2, P ⊃ Q,B(µB)~t −→ C
[⊃l]

Γ1,Γ2, P ⊃ Q,µB~t −→ C
[µl]

• ∨r/ =l:

{Γθ −→ Pθ | θ = mgu(s, t)}
Γ, s = t −→ P

[=l]

Γ, s = t −→ P ∨Q [∨r]  

{
Γθ −→ Pθ

Γθ −→ Pθ ∨Qθ [∨r] | θ = mgu(s, t)
}

Γ, s = t −→ P ∨Q [=l]

• ∨r/ =l:

{Γθ −→ Pθ | θ = mgu(s, t)}
Γ, s = t −→ P

[=l]

Γ, s = t −→ P ∨Q [∨r]  

{
Γθ −→ Pθ

Γθ −→ Pθ ∨Qθ [∨r] | θ = mgu(s, t)
}

Γ, s = t −→ P ∨Q [=l]
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2

The problem with the rules ∧r and ∨l is that, in principle, one cannot ensure that a �xed point is
unfolded in both premises. However, if this is the case, then the permutations work well, as illustrates
the following transformation:

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ P

Γ, µB~t −→ P
[µl]

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ Q

Γ, µB~t −→ Q
[µl]

Γ, µB~t −→ P ∧Q
[∧r]

 

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ P Γ, B(µB)~t −→ Q

Γ, B(µB)~t −→ P ∧Q
[∧r]

Γ, µB~t −→ P ∧Q
[µl]

From the following proposition, proved by induction on the height of derivations, we can infer that
the polarity and frozen contexts do not change in a cut-free proof. In the next section, we investigate
how to manipulate these declarations by using multicut inference rules.

Proposition 3.22 Let Ξ be an LJFµ cut-free proof of N ;F ; [·] −→ G, where G is a G-formula and
N and F are declarations. Then all sequents in Ξ are of the form:

N ;F ; [Γ] P−→ [G′′] N ;F ; [Γ],∆ −→ G′ N ;F ; [Γ] −→ [G′′] or N ;F ; [Γ]−G′→

where Γ is a set of P -�xed points and atoms, ∆∪ {P} is a set of P -formulas, G′ is a G-formula and
G′′ is a positive or a �xpoint G-formula.

The soundness and completeness theorem for LJFµ follows next.

De�nition 3.23 If C is a G-formula or a P -formula, then Ĉ is the formula obtained by replacing all
occurrences of ∧+ by ∧. If Γ is a set of G-formulas and P -formula, then Γ̂ = {Ĉ | C ∈ Γ}.

Theorem 3.24 Let G be a G-formula and let N be an arbitrary polarity context. Assume all �xed
points are noetherian. Then, the sequent −→ Ĝ is provable in LJµ if and only if the sequent
N ; ∅; [·] −→ G is provable in LJµ.

Proof Soundness is straightforward, as it su�ces to remove all focusing annotations.
For completeness, we just need to show that when a LJµ sequent, −→ Ĝ, is provable in LJµ, then

the sequent that does not contain frozen �xed points N ; ∅; [·] −→ G is provable in LJFµ. Given that
LJF is sound and complete with respect to LJ, we just need to consider the rules for the �xed points.
The only interesting case is with the unfolding rule µal , as its principal formula is not contracted, but
consumed in the premise. The proof is similar to the one in [McDowell 2003, Proposition 14]. We
extend Girard's translation (see end of Section 2.4) with the translation of intuitionistic �xed points
to linear �xed points pµP~tq ≡ µ !pPq~t and between equalities ps = tq ≡ s = t. It is easy to check
that this encoding is correct:

Γ, P (µP )~t −→ C

Γ, µP~t −→ C  

!pΓq, !pPq(µ !pPq)~t ` pCq
!pΓq, µ !pPq~t ` pCq
!pΓq, !µ !pPq~t ` pCq

As pointed out by Schellinx [Schellinx 1991], faithfulness is more involved because of introduction
rules that can close a premise whose right-hand-side has more than one formula, such as the left
introduction rules for 0 and =. Adding �xed points, however, does not a�ect Schellinx's proof:
unfolding a �xed point on the right yields a formula whose main connective is a !. Either this formula
is erased by these introduction rules or the ! is introduced, which implies that the right-hand-side
contains only one formula.
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N ;F ; [Γ, µB~t],Θ −→ R
N ;F ; [Γ],Θ, µB~t −→ R

[[]µl ]
N ;F ; [Γ],Θ −→ [µB~t]

N ;F ; [Γ],Θ −→ µB~t
[[]µr ]

if µB~t ∈θ N if µB~t /∈θ N

N ;F ; [Γ]
µB~t−−→ [µB~t]

[Iµl ]
N ;F ; [Γ, µB~t]−µB~t→

[Iµr ]

if µB~t /∈θ F

N ;F ; [Γ]
B(µB)~t−−−−−→ [R]

N ;F ; [Γ]
µB~t−−→ [R]

[µsl ] N ;F ; [Γ],Θ −→ B(µB)~t

N ;F ; [Γ],Θ −→ µB~t
[µar ]

N ;F ; [Γ],Θ, B(µB)~t −→ R
N ;F ; [Γ],Θ, µB~t −→ R

[µal ]
N ;F ; [Γ]−B(µB)~t→
N ;F ; [Γ]−µB~t→

[µsr]

Equality Rules

{N θ;Fθ; [Γθ],Θθ −→ Rθ | θ = mgu(s, t)}
N ;F ; [Γ],Θ, t = s −→ R

[=l] N ;F ; [Γ]−s=s→
[=r]

Figure 3.6: The rules in LJFµ that introduce the �xed point operator, µ, and equality.

Now given this translation, the key observation is that, when �xed points are noetherian and they
have P -formulas as body de�nitions, �xed points are left-permeable, that is, µ !pPq~t ≡ !(µ !pPq~t).
This implies from cut-elimination that structural rules are admissible in the left-hand-side of the
sequent:

µ !pPq~t ` !(µ !pPq~t) Γ, !(µ !pPq~t) ` C
Γ, µ !pPq~t ` C

[Cut]

The proof of µ !pPq~t ` !(µ !pPq~t) relies on the fact that �xed points are noetherian and that a
�xed point appearing on the left-hand-side of the sequent has a completely positive formula. We
introduce eagerly the formulas in the left by applying asynchronous rules and unfolding �xed points
until we obtain premises of the form ` !(µ !pPq~tθ), where θ is the substitution derived from applying
=l rules. Now, to prove a particular premise, we just need to introduce the ! and simulate the path
used to reach this premise from the endsequent, by applying the duals of the rules used in the path
to reach this premise.

Finally, since unfolding of a �xed point can be done in either asynchronous or synchronous phase,
the polarity assignment does not a�ect provability. 2

The following proposition justi�es the completeness of the proof search strategy adopted by Tiu
et al. [Tiu 2005], which consists in not bracketing any �xed point, but always unfolding them.

Proposition 3.25 Let G be a G-formula, and assume that all �xed points are noetherian. Then, for
any polarity context N , if the sequent N ; ∅; [·], · −→ G is provable in LJFµ, then there is an LJFµ

proof with no occurrences of []µl .

Proof We prove by induction on the number of []µl in an LJFµ proof Ξ of N ; ∅; [·], · −→ G. We
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perform the following transformation:

Ξ
[Γ, µP~t],∆ −→ G

[Γ],∆, µP~t −→ G
[[]µl ]  

Ξ1

[Γθ1],∆θ1 −→ Gθ1 · · ·
Ξn

[Γθn],∆θn −→ Gθn

[Γ],∆, µP~t −→ G

where the polarity and freezing declarations are elided. Instead of applying []µl to the �xed point µP~t
we fully decompose it. This terminates because we are assuming that all �xed points are noetherian
and P -formulas are completely asynchronous on the left. Ξi is obtained from Ξ by removing from the
bracketed context the formula µP~t, applying the substitution θi, replacing all occurrences of initial
rules involving µP~t by the derivation where the right-hand-side is proved, similarly as done in the
proof of Theorem 3.24, and �nally, adapting the =l rules adequately with the correct uni�ers. 2

It is worth noticing that, because one can bracket a �xed point and use it in a initial rule,
LJFµ is more expressive than the logic behind Bedwyr. For example, one can prove the following
statement about natural numbers: ∀x(natx ⊃ nat (s x)), where nat is de�ned as the �xed point
µ(λnatλx (x = z) ∨ ∃x′(x = (s x′) ∧+ natx′)). As one can unfold nat on the left inde�nitely many
times, one must bracket the occurrence of nat on the left and use it in an initial rule in order to prove
this theorem.

3.10 A speci�c freezing discipline for tabling with �xed points

Proofs that contain �xed points can be enormous because they potentially contain redundant sub-
proofs. For example, consider once more the graph in the Figure 3.1. If one attempts to prove the
query ¬path a1 a2 ∧+ ¬path a3 a2 in a logic interpreter, then it would prove the subgoal ¬path a3 a2

twice. As discussed before, since proving this literal involves checking all the paths in the graph that
start with a3, such proofs are as big as the graph itself. In implementations such as Bedwyr, one uses
tabling mechanisms not only for atoms, but also for literals, to improve proof search performance. We
will describe in the following subsection a freezing discipline for when �xed points and negated �xed
points are tabled, and in the subsequent subsection, we extend this discipline for when universally
quanti�ed �xed points and negated �xed points are tabled.

3.10.1 Tables with �xed point literals

Instead of using polarity to denote membership of an atom in a table, we propose the following
connection between freezing and tabling: when a �xed point is frozen it denotes that it is decided if
this �xed point is positively or negatively proved. As before, we incorporate a table into a proof by
using multicut rules, more speci�cally the mcµ rule below. Here, the polarity of �xed points is not
altered, but all of the instances of the introduced �xed points are frozen. We use the more general
term �xed point literal for either a �xed point or its negation.

N ;F ; [Γ] −→ L1 · · · N ;F ; [Γ] −→ Ln N ;F ∪ΘL; [Γ,∆L] −→ [R]
N ;F ; [Γ] −→ [R]

[mcµ]

where for all i, Li is a �xed point literal, ∆L = {L1, . . . , Ln}, and ΘL = {F | F ∈ ∆L or ¬F ∈ ∆L},
where F is a �xed point.

Notice that, since P -formulas can be constructed with disjunctions, we cannot guarantee that the
proofs with interphase cuts are of the same size as the ones with intraphase cuts, as permuting cuts
upwards might increase proofs. However, in all the examples considered, the elements of the tables
are always provable from the context of the endsequent, which allows us to incorporate tables already
at the bottom of the tree.
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We consider that initially (at the endsequent) all �xed points are positive and not frozen, that is,
the polarity context N and F are both empty. The polarity context does not play a major role in
this subsection, but it will play a role in the next subsection, when we table universally quanti�ed
�xed point literals.

Although the following soundness and completeness result is only for when tabling P -�xed point
formulas, we show, later in Section 3.12, some examples where one can also table G-�xed point
formulas.

Proposition 3.26 Let G be a G-formula and F be a set of P -�xed point-formulas, such that, for all
µP~t ∈ F , there is a proof of · −→ µP̂~t in LJµ. Assume all �xed points are noetherian. Then, for any
polarity context N , the sequent F̂ −→ Ĝ is provable in LJµ if and only if the sequent N ;F ; [F ] −→ G

is provable in LJFµ.

Proof Soundness is trivial, as it su�ces to remove all focusing annotations.
From Proposition 3.25 and Theorem 3.24, we can assume that there is an LJFµ proof for

N ; ∅; [·],F −→ G that does not contain instances of []µl . We �rst remove all occurrences of un-
foldings on the left-hand-side appearing in this proof by induction on the number of µal rules over
frozen �xed points. As we assume that �xed points are always unfolded, we can permute rules on the
left until a �xed point, µP~t, is completely decomposed last:

Ξ1

[Γθ1],∆θ1 −→ Gθ1 · · ·
Ξn

[Γθn],∆θn −→ Gθn

[Γ],∆, P (µP )~t −→ G

[Γ],∆, µP~t −→ G
[µal ]

However since µP~t is provable, it must be the case that at least one of the substitutions above, θi,
is the identity substitution. Thus, we can replace the derivation above for the one that applies []µl
over µP~t and then complete the derivation with the proof obtained from Ξiθi by adding µP~t to the
bracketed context of all of its sequents. At the end, we will have an LJFµ proof of N ; ∅; [F ] −→ G

that does not unfold any �xed point on the left. Now to remove the unfolding on the right, we just
permute µr rules over asynchronous rules, so that all unfoldings on the right are done on sequents
of the form N ; ∅; [F ] −→ µP~t, where µP~t ∈ F . We then replace the derivation concluding these
sequents by a derivation composed of []µr and an initial rule. Finally, we replace in all sequents the
empty freezing context by F . 2

There is also a soundness and completeness result for when we table not only �xed points, but
also negated �xed points. If ¬µP~t is in the bracketed context, then one does not need to unfold an
occurrence of µP~t on the left because, as the context is inconsistent, one just needs to rely on this
inconsistency (by focusing for example on ¬µP~t). Moreover, if there is an unfolding of µP~t on the
right, then it must be the case that both ¬µP~t and µP~t are provable, which implies that the context
is again inconsistent.

By using the mcµ rule above, we freeze in the right-most-branch the introduced �xed points,
which on the other hand are proved in the left branches. This enforces that the only existing proofs
for the right-most-premise are those that do not reprove �nite failures or �nite successes, denoted
respectively by negated �xed points and �xed points. We start by showing the case for �nite successes
and then the case for �nite failures.

Proposition 3.27 Let Ξ be an arbitrary LJFµ cut-free proof of the sequent N ;F ; [Γ] −→ G, where
the �xed point µP~t ∈ F ∩ Γ has positive polarity, N ⊆ F , Γ is a set of �xed points and G is a
G-formula. Then every occurrence of the sequents N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µP~t or N ;F ; [Γ′]−µP~t→ is the
conclusion of a derivation of decide depth of at most one.
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Proof We show the case for when the sequent is N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µP~t. The other case follows
immediately from it. From Proposition 3.22 we can infer that it must be the case that Γ′ is a
set of �xed points. Now, we have to check all possible ways for which we can prove the sequent
N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µP~t. The �rst rule must be []µr , since µP~t is frozen. Then, one must prove the sequent
N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ [µP~t]: if one focuses in the left, it must be the case that this �xed point has negative
polarity. However, it fails immediately since one cannot apply neither the rule µsl because N ⊆ F
and, hence, the �xed point is frozen; nor the rule Iµl since this �xed point is di�erent from µP~t

because the latter has positive polarity, while the former has negative polarity; nor can we apply the
Rl rule since the focused �xed point has negative polarity.

Now, the only remaining option is to focus on the right, which is possible since µP~t has positive
polarity. Then, we cannot apply the rule µsr because µP~t is frozen; nor can we apply the rule Rr
because the �xed point is positive. The only remaining option is to apply Iµr . This succeeds because
µP~t belongs to Γ, and, therefore, it must be the case that it also belongs to Γ′. Hence, the only way
to conclude this sequent is with a derivation with decide depth of at most one. 2

Returning to our path example, we can now table path �xed points so that the only existing
proofs are those that do not reprove the atom path, as illustrates the following derivation.

[path a3 a4]−adj a1 a3→ [path a3 a4]−path a3 a4→
[Iµr ]

[path a3 a4]−adj a1 a3∧+path a3 a4→
[∧+
r ]

[path a3 a4]−a3=a4∨∃z.adj a1 z∧+path z a4→
[∨r,∃r]

[path a3 a4] −→ a3 = a4 ∨ ∃z.adj a1 z ∧+ path z a4

[[]r, Dr]

[path a3 a4] −→ path a1 a4
[µar ]

Here the polarity and frozen declarations are elided. Consider that the �xed point path a3 a4 has
positive polarity and is frozen, while the �xed point path a1 a4 has positive polarity but is not frozen.
Intuitively, the �xed point path a3 a4 is introduced by a multicut rule mcµ. We do not show the
derivation introducing the sequent [path a3 a4]−adj a1 a3→, but one can easily check that it is a
completely synchronous derivation obtained by selecting the correct disjunctions.

Notice, however, that, since asynchronous phases can be enormous, the number of decide rules in
a derivation does not directly re�ect the computational e�ort needed to �nd this derivation. In the
path example, one still needs to check all possible paths. But nevertheless, performing a bounded
proof search on the number of decide rules does reduce the amount of backtracking needed to search
for a proof, reducing the overall computational e�ort. Moreover, as we show next, one can avoid that
such asynchronous computations are performed twice by tabling negated �xed points.

Until now, there was no novelty, as we only dealt with the case when �nite successes are tabled.
We now proceed to the case when �nite failures can also be tabled. We again use instances of mcµ
cut rules to introduce negated �xed points, ¬µB~t, into the proof. In the left branches, these formulas
must be proved, while in the right-most-branch this formula is added to the bracketed context and
all instances of these �xed points are frozen.

Lemma 3.28 Let Ξ be an arbitrary LJFµ proof of the sequent N ; ∅; [·] −→ G, where G is a G-
formula, and let N ;F ; [Γ] −→ [R] be a sequent in Ξ. Then for all formulas ¬µP~t ∈ Γ, it must be the
case that µP~t ∈ F .

Proof From Proposition 3.22, we can infer that, in any proof of a G-formula, the only way to
introduce a negated �xed point to the bracketed context is by using an instance of the cut-rule mcµ.
Since once a �xed point is added to the frozen declaration it can no longer be removed, it must be
the case that this �xed point is frozen. 2
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Proposition 3.29 Let Ξ be an arbitrary LJFµ cut-free proof of the sequent N ;F ; [Γ] −→ G, where
the formula ¬µP~t ∈ Γ and µP~t ∈ F has positive polarity, N ⊆ F , Γ is a set of �xed points literals, and
G is a G-formula. Then every occurrence of the sequent N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ ¬µP~t or N ;F ; [Γ′]−¬µP~t→ is
the conclusion of a derivation of decide depth of at most one.

Proof We proceed in a similar way as in Proposition 3.27, by checking all possible ways to conclude
the sequent N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ ¬µP~t. The other case is similar.

The �rst rule must be ⊃r, followed by []µl , []r, because µP~t is frozen. Now, one has to focus on
the left. Since all negative �xed points on the left are frozen, they would not yield a proof, as we
already discussed in Proposition 3.27. Therefore, one must focus on a negated �xed point, ¬µP2~t,

apply the rule ⊃l, resulting on premises of the form: N ;F ; [Γ′] ⊥−→ [⊥] and N ;F ; [Γ′]−µP2~t
→. The

former premise is then the conclusion of a derivation composed of the rules Rl and falsel. The latter
premise can only be the conclusion of an initial rule, as, from Lemma 3.28, µP2~t must be frozen.
This means that both ¬µP2~t and µP2~t belong to Γ ∪ {µP~t}. Moreover, this derivation always exists
because we could always choose to focus on the left on ¬µP~t since µP~t belongs to Γ∪{µP~t}, for any
Γ. 2

We now are able to ensure, by using multicuts mcµ, that the only proofs allowed are those for
which a �nite failure is not reproved. Let us return to the path example described before. Consider
that we have introduced the negated literal ¬path a1 a2 in the proof via a multicut. Then the proof
of ¬path a0 a2 has to be of the following shape, where the polarity and frozen declarations are elided
and the �xed point path a1 a2 is frozen and positive.

[¬path a1 a2, path a1 a2]−path a1 a2→
[Iµr ]

[¬path a1 a2, path a1 a2],⊥ −→ ⊥
[falsel]

[¬path a1 a2, path a1 a2] ⊥−→ ⊥
[Rl]

[¬path a1 a2,path a1 a2]
¬path a1 a2−−−−−−−−→ ⊥

[⊃l]

[¬path a1 a2,path a1 a2] −→ ⊥
[Dl]

[¬path a1 a2], path a1 a2 −→ ⊥
[[]µl ]

....
· · · [¬path a1 a2], adj a0 Z, path Z a2 −→ ⊥

[¬path a1 a2], a0 = a2 ∨ ∃z.adj a0 z ∧+ path z a2 −→ ⊥
[∨l,∃l,∧+

l ]

[¬path a1 a2], path a0 a2 −→ ⊥
[µal ]

[¬path a1 a2] −→ ¬path a0 a2
[⊃r]

Here the horizontal ellipses represent the left branch of the ∨l rule, which contains only an instance
of =l. The vertical ellipses represent the derivation obtained by unfolding and decomposing the �xed
point adj a0 Z, where Z is an eigenvariable.

Once we have already proved a �nite failure, ¬A, whenever we encounter A as a subgoal in proof
search, we would like to fail quickly, that is, disallow proof search to continue, or if the context is
inconsistent, to �nish the proof quickly. Because, whenever we introduce a �nite failure with a cut
rule, we freeze the �xed point constructing the literal, we can also simulate this behavior.

Proposition 3.30 Let Ξ be an arbitrary cut-free (open) derivation of the sequent N ;F ; [Γ] −→ G,
where the formula ¬µP~t ∈ Γ, µP~t ∈ F has positive polarity, N ⊆ F , Γ is a set of �xed points literals
and G is a G-formula. Then every occurrence of the sequent N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µP~t or N ;F ; [Γ′]−µP~t→
is the conclusion of a derivation of decide depth of at most one.

Proof We again check all possible ways to conclude the sequent N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µP~t. The other
case is similar.
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The �rst rule must be []µl , as the rule µ
a
r is not applicable because the �xed point µP~t is frozen.

Now there are two options: focus on the right or on the left. If we focus on the right, then we can
only proceed by completing the proof with an initial rule if µP~t ∈ Γ, since it has positive polarity
and is frozen. This would imply that the context is inconsistent, as ¬µP~t is also in Γ. If we decide
on a formula in the left, then it must be the case that we decide on a negated �xed point, ¬µB~t2,
and not in a �xed point because N ⊆ F . One then applies the rule ⊃l. The resulting left premise is
a sequent focused on a frozen positive �xed point which can only be the conclusion of a initial rule.
The right premise is the conclusion of the closed derivation composed of Rl and falsel. In all cases,
the derivation concluding the sequent N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µP~t has decide depth of at most one. 2

Let us return to the third motivating example, described in Section 3.2, where an interpreter
attempts to prove the goal path a2 a5, but now we assume that path is the �xed point described
in Section 3.8 and that the formula ¬path a3 a5 is tabled. If the interpreter attempts to prove the
subgoal path a3 a5, then it will not be allowed to traverse through all paths from a3 to a4, but it will
fail immediately. This is illustrated by the following derivation where the polarity context, ∅, and the
frozen context, {path a3 a5}, are elided.

[¬path a3 a5]−adj a2 a3→ [¬path a3 a5]−path a3 a5→
[¬path a3 a5]−adj a2 a3∧+path a3 a5→

[∧+]

[¬path a3 a5]−a2=a5∨∃z.adj a2 z∧+path z a5→
[∨r,∃r]

[¬path a3 a5] −→ a2 = a5 ∨ ∃z.adj a2 z ∧+ path z a5

[[]r, Dr]

[¬path a3 a5] −→ path a2 a5
[µar ]

The interpreter cannot proceed proving the open premise as no rules are applicable: it cannot unfold
path a3 a5 because it is frozen; nor can it release focus because path a3 a5 is positive; nor can it apply
the initial rule because path a3 a5 is not present in the context. Hence, the interpreter is forced to
backtrack and instantiate the existential variables with the correct witnesses.

The extraction of tables with �xed point literals from proofs is not much more elaborated than
the one described before for Horn clauses. Given an LJFµ proof that does not contain []µl , such as,
the proofs obtained from Tiu et al.'s strategy, we table negated �xed points with the same postorder
traversal algorithm, described in Subsection 3.7.1, but now we also include ¬A in the partial order
�′, whenever we encounter sequents of the form [·];A −→ ⊥.

3.10.2 Tables with universally quanti�ed �xed point literals

Now, we go a step further and table not only �xed points literals, but also universally quanti�ed �xed
point literals which denote that every instance is either a �nite success or a �nite failure. For this we
use the more general cut rule mc∀µ, shown below.

N ;F ; [Γ] −→ L1 · · · N ;F ; [Γ] −→ Ln N ∪ΨL;F ∪ΘL; [Γ,∆L] −→ [R]
N ;F ; [Γ] −→ [R]

[mc∀µ]

where for all i, Li is a �xed point literal or a universally quanti�ed �xed point literal, ∆L =
{L1, . . . , Ln}, ΨL = {F | ∀~x.F ∈ ∆L}, and ΘL = {F | F ∈ ∆L or ¬F ∈ ∆L or ∀~x.F ∈ ∆L or
∀~x.¬F ∈ ∆L}, where F is a �xed point.

As before, when a �xed point is frozen, it denotes that it is decided if it is provable or it is not
provable. One can show that this freezing discipline is sound and complete in a similar way as done
in the previous subsection in Proposition 3.26: the argument is the same, just that we consider all
instances of a tabled �xed point as frozen.

The polarity of �xed points plays an important role to ensure that the only existing proofs are
those that always reprove a frozen �xed point with a bounded number of decide rules. This is done
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by assigning the polarity of �xed points in such a way that, when the tabled formula is focused on, it
is completely decomposed in the synchronous phase. Thus, when inserting into a proof a universally
quanti�ed �xed point, we change the polarity of all instances of the corresponding �xed points, so
that when this formula is focused on the proof �nishes immediately. Another consequence of such
focusing discipline is that we cannot perform forward-chaining steps and, therefore, we do not have
to restrict the reaction left rule Rl, as we did in Subsection 3.6.3.

Lemma 3.31 Let Ξ be an arbitrary LJFµ proof of ∅; ∅; [·] −→ G, where G is a G-formula, and let
N ;F ; [Γ] −→ [R] be a sequent in Ξ. If ∀~x.µB~x ∈ Γ, then µB~x ∈ N ∩ F and if ∀~x.¬µB~x ∈ Γ, then
µB~x ∈ F .

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.28. 2

Notice that, from the lemma above, we cannot always guarantee that all instances of the �xed
point constructing a universally quanti�ed negated �xed point have positive polarity. It can happen
that, in a proof, the polarity of some instances are changed to negative by using an instance of the cut-
rule mc∀µ with a universally quanti�ed �xed point, changing the focusing behavior of these instances
and, thus, changing the focusing behavior of universally quanti�ed negated �xed points in the context.
However, if this is the case, it means that the table we used to construct the multicut derivation is
not consistent, as it contains formulas whose instance and of its negation are both provable. Here,
we assume that tables are consistent. In fact, we only need the weaker condition, stated below,
that sequents are polarized consistently, which implies that the tables used do not contain universally
quanti�ed formulas of �xed point, A, and of a negated �xed point, ¬B, for which A and B are
uni�able.

De�nition 3.32 A sequent N ;F ; [Γ] −→ G is polarized consistently if and only if for all formulas of
the form ∀~x.¬µB~x ∈ Γ, all instances of µB~x have positive polarity and for all formulas of the form
∀~x.µB~x ∈ Γ, all instances of µB~x have negative polarity.

Lemma 3.33 Let Ξ be an LJFµ cut free proof of a polarized consistently sequent N ;F ; [Γ] −→ G,
where G is a G-formula and Γ is a set of �xed points literals and universally quanti�ed �xed point
literals. Then, every sequent in Ξ is also polarized consistently.

Proof Simple proof by induction on the height of proofs. Since Ξ is cut-free and only cut-rules
can modify the polarity and frozen contexts and insert universally quanti�ed �xed point literals in
the context, it must be the case that all sequents in Ξ are polarized consistently. 2

As before, the only possible proofs are those where reproving a �nite success and a �nite failure
is bounded by derivations of decide-depth one.

Proposition 3.34 Let Ξ be an LJFµ cut free proof of a polarized consistently sequent N ;F ; [Γ] −→
G, where G is a G-formula, ∀~x.µB~x ∈ Γ, µB~x ∈ N ∩F , N ⊆ F and Γ is a set of �xed points literals
and universally quanti�ed �xed point literals. Then every occurrence of the sequents N ;F ; [Γ′] −→
µB~t or N ;F ; [Γ′]−µB~t→ is the conclusion of a derivation of decide-depth of at most one.

Proof We again check all the derivations that can conclude the sequent N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µB~t. The
other case is similar.

The �rst rule is []µr , as the rule µ
a
r is not applicable because µB~x ∈ N ∩F . Then we must decide

on a formula on the left, as all instances of µB~x are negative. One then can either focus on a negated
�xed point or a universally quanti�ed �xed point literal. For the cases when we decide on a negated
�xed point or a universally quanti�ed negated �xed points, the resulting synchronous derivation will
contain as premise a sequent focused on a frozen and positive �xed point on the right, which can only
be the conclusion of an initial rule, and a sequent focused on false on the left, which is the conclusion
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of a derivation composed of the rules Rl and falsel. Now the case for when we focus on a universally
quanti�ed �xed point only succeeds if we focus on a formula that can be instantiated by applying ∃l
rules to µB~t, such as, deciding on the formula ∀~x.µB~x ∈ Γ because from Lemma 3.33 the sequent is
polarized consistently. In all cases, the derivation that concludes the sequent N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µB~t has
decide-depth of at most one. 2

Proposition 3.35 Let Ξ be an LJFµ cut free proof of a polarized consistently sequent N ;F ; [Γ] −→
G, where G is a G-formula, ∀~x.¬µB~x ∈ Γ, µB~x ∈ F , N ⊆ F and Γ is a set of �xed points literals and
universally quanti�ed �xed point literals. Then every occurrence of the sequents N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ ¬µB~t
or N ;F ; [Γ′]−¬µB~t→ or N ;F ; [Γ′] −→ µB~t or N ;F ; [Γ′]−µB~t→ is the conclusion of a derivation of
decide-depth of at most one.

Proof The proof is a similar to the proofs of Propositions 3.29, 3.30, and 3.34. 2

We now return to the problem of �nding the elements of a table. In particular, we now describe
a method to determine how to universally quantify a �xed point, µB~x. This method uses the logical
variables introduced by a logic interpreter like Prolog. Logic interpreters use logical variables to
postpone the decision of providing witnesses for the bounded variable in the ∃r and ∀l rules. The
decision is made later by solving a uni�cation problem, which yields a substitution for the logical
variables. Applying such substitution to the proof object returned by the interpreter yields a valid
proof in the logic. For example, if we use the logic program encoding the path example described
before and ask the query ∃x pathx a3, then the interpreter would replace the existential variable x by
a new logical variable X and return a substitution for it. In this case, there are three proof objects
where the X is replaced by a0, a1 or a3, respectively.

Since interpreters �nd the most-general-uni�ers, it might be the case that the substitution found
by the interpreter replaces a logical variable, X, with a term containing other logical variables ~X. In
these cases, the logical variables, ~X, behave like eigenvariables, that is, one can instantiate, in the
proof obtained by the interpreter, any variable in ~X by any term, and the resulting object is still a
valid proof. Hence, to determine how to universally quantify a �xed point, µB~x, we ask the query
∃~xµB~x to an interpreter, obtaining a substitution θ. Then, we can safely universally quantify over
the logical variables, ~X, appearing in (µB~x)θ.

Notice however, that we cannot use the same method to determine how to universally quantify
negated �xed points, ¬µB~x, as these �xed points make use of equalities on the left. It is not yet
clear how to proceed when these equalities contain logical variables. Consider, for example, the query
∃x.(x = 0 ⊃ ⊥). The interpreter would have to �nd a substitution for x that does not satisfy the
uni�cation problem x = 0, which is a problem of a di�erent nature. Bedwyr, for example, does not
allow logical variables to appear in the left-hand-side of the sequent.

3.11 Table as proof object

We have illustrated how tables can be incorporated into proofs. To what extent can we think of tables
as proofs themselves? Of course, this question is best addressed when one knows what one will do
with a proof.

In the proof carrying code setting [Necula 1997], proof objects are transmitted together with mobile
codes to assure that some (safety) properties are satis�ed by these programs. Before a client executes
the transmitted code the client checks that the proof that the code is carrying proves the program's
safety. Thus, proof objects must be engineered so that they are not too large (in order to reduce
transmission costs) and not too complex to check (in order to reduce resource requirements on client
proof checkers).

Tables might well be a good format for proofs in this setting for several reasons. First, tables
represent declarative information and not procedural information: in particular, tables only describe
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what is provable and do not go into detail about how things are proved. Proof checking can then
be organized around simple proof search engines that implement, for example, LJFt−. The trade-o�s
between proof size and proof checking time are fairly clear: if the producer of a proof tables all
successfully proved atoms (as in Proposition 3.16), then tables can be large but proof checking can
be simple (only proofs of decide-depth 1 must be considered in extending a multicut derivation). On
the other hand, if some atomic formulas are not tabled, then the client may have to reprove them:
clearly, reproving some atomic formulas might be rather straightforward and something that a client
might be willing to do to help reduce the size of a transmitted proof.

In [Roychoudhury 2000], Roychoudhury et.al. propose using tables to build justi�cations that can
be seen as a kind of proof. In their setting, these proof objects serve to explain why a logic program
can or cannot prove a given atom. They argue that their justi�cation can be used within model
checkers and parsers. It seems likely that our use of tables as proofs can be used in these settings as
well.

In the next section, we describe some tables that represent proof objects.

3.12 Examples

Example 3.36 We now return to the example of the Fibonacci sequence. Let the table, T , contain
the Fibonacci sequence up to the N th Fibonacci number, denoted as �b(N, �bn), and the partial
order, �, be such that �b(X,Y ) � �b(X + 1, Z) for all �b(X,Y ) ∈ T . Moreover, let M be the
multicut derivation obtained from T and used to prove that �b(N, �bn). Then, M has a unique
proof that is linear in size. This contrasts with the previous cases obtained by changing the polarity
of �b atoms: either there are in�nitely many proofs, where the smallest is linear in size, or there is a
unique proof, but it is exponential in size.

Example 3.37 Similarly to [McDowell 2003], we use the �xed point de�nition step below, that
speci�es a transition from the state P to the state Q by performing the action A:

µ(λstepλPλAλQ.

∃P ′.[P = A.P ′ ∧+ Q = A.P ′]∨
∃P ′Q′R.[P = (P ′ | R) ∧+ Q = (Q′ | R) ∧+ stepP ′AQ′]∨
∃P ′Q′R.[P = (R | P ′) ∧+ Q = (R | Q′) ∧+ stepP ′AQ′]∨
∃P ′R.[P = (P ′ +R) ∧+ (stepP ′AQ ∨ stepRAQ)])

where A.P , P + Q and P | Q represent a process pre�xed by an action A, the choice, and the
parallel composition, respectively. Although we only show a fragment of the concurrent language CCS
[Milner 1989], larger fragments could also be easily accommodated, as in [McDowell 2003]. Notice
that the �xed points step are completely positive, thus if focused on the right, these �xed points are
fully decomposed.

McDowell et.al. showed in [McDowell 2003] that the �xed point de�nition sim, de�ned below,

µ(λsimλpλq.∀A∀P ′step pAP ′ ⊃ [∃Q′.step q AQ′ ∧+ simP ′Q′])

can be used to compute the simulation relation. In particular, a process P is simulated by a process
Q if and only if the atomic formula simP Q is provable. (Bisimulation can be encoded using a
slightly more complex de�nition.) Moreover, if Ξ is a cut-free proof of that atomic formula and if
S is the set of all pairs 〈t, s〉 such that Ξ contains a subproof of sim t s, then S is a simulation.
Furthermore, let � be the post-order relation on S derived from Ξ as described in Section 3.7. Notice
that it is now a simple matter to check that S is, in fact, a simulation by treating it as a table
and considering extending its induced multicut derivation to a complete proof. In particular, let
〈p, q〉 ∈ S and let F = {sim t s | 〈t, s〉 ∈ S, and sim t s � sim p q}. An attempt to extend the sequent
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∅;F ; [F ] −→ sim p q yields a proof of the form, where the polarity and freezing declarations are
elided:

· · ·

[F ]−step q a q′→ [F ]−sim p′ q′→
[Iµr ]

[F ]−step q a q′∧+sim p′ q′]→
[∧+
r ]

[F ] −→ [∃Q′. step q a Q′ ∧+ sim p′Q′]
[Dr,∃r]

· · ·
...

[F ], step p A P ′ −→ [∃Q′. step q A Q′ ∧+ simP ′Q′]

[F ] −→ ∀A, P ′. step p A P ′ ⊃ ∃Q′. step q A Q′ ∧+ simP ′Q′
[2× ∀r,⊃r, []r]

The vertical ellipses represent the asynchronous phase obtained by unfolding and decomposing the
�xed point step pAP ′, and the horizontal ellipses represent the other premises resulting from this
unfolding. At the end of this asynchronous phase, the eigenvariables A and P ′ are replaced by the
action a and the state p′. Notice that there is only one Dr rule in this proof and that if the �xed point
step pAP ′ is frozen, instead of unfolded, the goal is no longer provable because, for any instance of
Q′, one cannot prove the �xed point step q AQ′.

Example 3.38 Consider a game between two players, named 1 and 2, who alternate in playing
(consider tic-tac-toe) and that one player wins when the other player cannot move. We assume that
the state of the game is encoded as a term in the logic and that the �xed point moveP Q encodes the
fact that there is move from position P to Q (similar to the adj �xed point). Furthermore, assume
that there are no in�nite plays. Then there is a winning strategy for player 1 from the position P if
and only if the �xed point winP , where win is the �xed point de�nition

µ(λwinλP.∀P ′ moveP P ′ ⊃ ∃Q [moveP ′Q ∧+ winQ])

As with the previous example, let Ξ be a proof of the �xed point win p, let W be the set of atoms
of the form winP that are proved in subproofs of Ξ, and let � be the post-order traversal ordering
of W based on Ξ. It is now a simple matter to verify that W encodes a winning strategy: simply
build the multicut derivation associated to the table W and extend it to a complete proof. This later
step is essentially the same kind of restricted proof search that is presented for the previous example
based on simulation.

Example 3.39 Consider a simple functional programming language, with abstractions, applications
and let constructors. We use the following �xed point de�nition, denoted by of, to typecheck programs
in this programming language:

µ(λ ofλΓaλΓlλUλT.
[member (U, T ) Γa]∨
[member (U,M) Γl ∧+ of Γa ΓlM T ]∨
∃R, T1, T2.[U = absR ∧+ T = arrT1 T2 ∧+ ∀X.of ((X,T1) :: Γa) Γl (RX)T2]∨
∃M,N, T1.[U = appM N ∧+ of Γa ΓlM (arrT1 T ) ∧+ of Γa ΓlN T1]∨
∃M,N, T1.[U = (letM N)∧+

∀X.(of Γa (X,M) :: ΓlX T1 ∧+ of Γa (X,M) :: Γl (N X)T )])

The �xpoint of Γa Γl U T denotes that the term U has type T in the contexts Γa and Γl. Terms are
constructed by using the function symbols: abs of type (term→ term)→ term, denoting abstractions;
app of type term → term → term, denoting application of terms; and let of type term → (term →
term)→ term, denoting let terms. Types are constructed by using the function symbol arr, denoting
function types. The context Γa is a list of pairs, (X,T ), where the �rst element, X, is an eigenvariable
and the second element, T , is a term denoting the type of the variable X. Intuitively, these variables
denote the new variables in the context that are introduced when typechecking abstractions. Finally,
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the context Γl is also a list of pairs, (X,M), where X is an eigenvariable and M a term, which stores
the let binding variables together with the term they represent.

The �rst disjunct, in the de�nition of the �xed point of, checks if the pair (U, T ) is a member of
the list Γa, denoted by the �xed point member, which is speci�ed by the usual �xed point used to
check membership in a list. The second disjunct checks if the pair (U,M) is in the context Γl, which
means that we are typechecking a let binding variable associated to the term M . If this is the case,
then one checks if the type of M is T . The third and fourth disjuncts correspond, respectively, to the
typechecking of an abstraction and of an application, where :: is the usual list constructor. Notice
that, for typechecking an abstraction, one must create a new eigenvariable X and insert it together
with its type into the Γa context. Finally, the �fth disjunct is used to typecheck let programs of the
form let M N . Notice that when this formula is focused on, then focus is lost and the asynchronous
phase starts by performing the rule ∀r, which creates a new eigenvariable for the let binder and adds
it together with the term M in the context Γl. Then one checks if X has a type T1 and if the term
N X has type T .

Although one can use the �xed point of to typecheck the types of programs, its performance
is impractical as the cut-free proofs obtained from it might contain too many redundancies. In
fact, the great success of traditional typechecking algorithms, such as the one proposed by Milner
[Milner 1978], is that it avoids such redundancies by using polymorphic types containing type variables
that can be instantiated to any type. For example, consider the following program let λx.x N . Instead
of substituting all occurrences of the binder of N by the term λx.x, one �nds the most general type
for λx.x, which is ∀α.α → α. Then, one continues by checking the type of Nf , assuming that the
type of f is ∀α.α → α. Whenever needed, one instantiates the type of f , by instantiating the type
variable α.

In our setting, polymorphic types are speci�ed by formulas of the form:

∀~α,Γ′a,Γ′l.of (Γ′a :: Γa) (Γ′l :: Γl) U T

denoting that the type of U is T for any instance of the type variables ~α and any increments, Γ′a and
Γ′l, to the contexts Γa and Γl. To enforce that these formulas are used and not reproved, we use the
multicut rule mc∀µ to introduce them into the proof before we check the type of the terms, M and
N , in a let term. Consider, for example, the proof of the sequent ∅; ∅; [·] −→ of Γa Γl (letmn) t. One
unfolds the �xed point, then focuses on the right-hand-side, selects the last disjunct, by successive
applications of ∨r rule, instantiates the existential variables and decomposes the positive conjunction.
We obtain two premises: one focused on the equality letmn = letmn, which ends with =r, and the
other premise is the conclusion of the the following derivation, where the polarity and frozen contexts
are both empty and are elided:

[·] −→ [of Γa (X,m) :: ΓlX t1 ∧+ of Γa (X,m) :: Γl (nX) t)]

[·] −→ ∀X.(of Γa (X,m) :: ΓlX t1 ∧+ of Γa (X,m) :: Γl (nX) t)
[∀r, []r]

[·]−∀X.(of Γa (X,m)::Γl X t1∧+of Γa (X,m)::Γl (nX) t)→
[Rr]

At this point, we use the multicut rule mc∀µ to introduce into the proof the formula F =
∀~α,Γ′a,Γ′l.of (Γ′a :: Γa) (Γ′l :: (X,m) :: Γl)X Tα, denoting the polymorphic type for the term m.
As discussed at the end of Subsection 3.10.2, we can use a logic programming interpreter to deter-
mine which are the universally quanti�ed variables in F 1. We can use the same proof obtained from
this interpreter to prove the left-premise of the cut. Now the right-premise of the cut rule must be

1In fact, in order to obtain the correct answer set substitution, one needs an extra term, say var, to denote both
let and abstraction variables. More speci�cally, one needs to replace, in the third and �fth disjuncts, all occurrences of
universally quanti�ed variables, X, by var X, and in the �rst two disjuncts, one must also check that the term being
typechecked is a variable, var U .
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the conclusion of the following derivation, where the polarity and frozen contexts contain only the
formula of (Γ′a :: Γa) (Γ′l :: (X,m) :: Γl)X Tα:

[F ] F−→ [of Γa Γxl X t1]
[3× ∀l, Iµl ]

[F ] −→ [of Γa Γxl X t1]
[Dl]

[F ]−of Γa Γx
l X t1→

[Rr, []
µ
r ?]

Ξ
[F ]−of Γa Γx

l (nX) t)]→
[F ]−of Γa Γx

l X t1∧+of Γa Γx
l (nX) t)]→

[∧+
r ]

[F ] −→ [of Γa Γxl X t1 ∧+ of Γa Γxl (nX) t)]
[Dr]

where Γxl = (X,m) :: Γl. Notice that in ? one has to release focus because all instances of the �xed
point of (Γ′a :: Γa) (Γ′l :: (X,m) :: Γl)X Tα are negative. Moreover, in Ξ all attempts to check the
type of X will be the conclusion of a similar derivation as the derivation above of the left-premise.

3.13 Conclusions and future works

In this chapter, we investigated how to give a declarative answer to the question of reusing and not
reproving previously proved lemmas. We proposed two focusing disciplines for tabled formulas which
ensured that the only existing proofs are those that reuse tabled formulas. The �rst focusing discipline
consisted in assigning positive polarity to tabled atoms. It was then applied in some fragments of
�rst-order-logic, namely when logic speci�cations are hereditary Harrop formulas and when tables
contained only atomic formulas. The second focusing discipline consisted in freezing �xed points that
are tabled. It was applied to small fragments of �rst-order-logic, where all �xed points are noetherian
and when tables contained only �xed point literals and universally quanti�ed �xed point literals.
Finally, we illustrated their use with some examples, such as simulation of two processes, winning
strategies and let polymorphism typechecking.

We now point out some future work directions:

• Tabling more than universally quanti�ed �xed points � One could imagine tabling formulas that
have implications, such as formula of the form ∀~x[(µB1~x∧+ . . .∧+ µBn~x) ⊃ µB~x]. In this case,
if we consider the focusing discipline where all/some instances of the formula µB~x are frozen
and with negative polarity, then one could ensure that the lemma above is used whenever there
is an instance of µB~x on the right-hand-side of the sequent, obtaining derivations of the form:

[Γ]−µB1~t
→ · · · [Γ]−µBn~t

→

[Γ] −→ [µB~t]

The challenge is to �nd the conditions for which such focusing discipline is complete and how
to �nd or extract such tabled formulas.

• Tables as proof objects � Here, we have just speculated that one could use tables as proof objects
in the proof carrying code framework. One still has to understand the trade-o�s between the
amount of information in the table and the �work� necessary for completing a table to a proof.
This is also connected to the process of cut-introduction that consists in introducing cuts into
a (cut-free) proof to obtain smaller proofs.

• Not only noetherian �xed points � Here, we have always assumed that all �xed points are
noetherian. It seems possible to generalize some of the results obtained here to the more
general setting. The �rst task is to prove the completeness of systems that consume �xed
points whenever they are unfolded in the asynchronous phase. For this one has to show that
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by only contracting positive formulas the contraction of �xed points is admissible. One could
try, for example, to encode LJµ in linear logic in similar way as in [Liang 2008].

Tabling such �xed points is also related to avoiding cyclic proofs, which is another important
use of tabling systems. For example, consider that we have a graph that contains cycles. If
we attempt to prove that a node a is not connected to another node b, then it might happen
that, while searching for a proof, the interpreter encounters a cycle in the graph. This would
generate a cycle in proof search. Systems like Bedwyr [Baelde 2007a] use tabling mechanisms
to �nd such cycles, and depending if the cycle is with a greatest or a least �xed point the proof
search fails or succeeds.





Chapter 4

A framework for proof systems

Meta-logics and type systems based on intuitionistic logic are commonly used for specifying natural
deduction proof systems. We shall show here that linear logic can be used as a meta-logic to specify
a range of object-level proof systems. In particular, we show that by providing di�erent polarizations
within a focused proof system for linear logic, one can account for natural deduction (normal and non-
normal), sequent proofs (with and without cut), and tableaux proofs. Armed with just a few, simple
variations to the linear logic encodings, more proof systems can be accommodated, including proof
systems using generalized elimination and generalized introduction rules. In general, most of these
proof systems are developed for both classical and intuitionistic logics. By using simple results about
linear logic, we can also give simple and modular proofs of the soundness and relative completeness
of all the proof systems we consider.

References: parts of this chapter appeared in the conference paper [Nigam 2008b] and appeared
in the extended and improved version of this paper [Nigam 2009b].

4.1 Introduction

Logics and type systems have been exploited in recent years as frameworks for the speci�cation of
deduction in a number of logics. The most common such meta-logics and logical frameworks have
been based on intuitionistic logic (see, for example, [Felty 1988, Paulson 1989]) or dependent types
(see [Harper 1993, Pfenning 1989]). Such intuitionistic logics can be used to directly encode natural
deduction style proof systems.

In a series of papers [Miller 1996, Pimentel 2001, Miller 2002, Miller 2004, Pimentel 2005], Miller
& Pimentel used classical linear logic as a meta-logic to specify and reason about a variety of sequent
calculus proof systems. Since the encodings of such logical systems are natural and direct, the meta-
theory of linear logic can be used to draw conclusions about the object-level proof systems. For
example, in [Miller 2002], a decision procedure was presented for determining if one encoded proof
system is derivable from another. In the same paper, necessary conditions were presented (together
with a decision procedure) for assuring that an encoded proof system satis�es cut-elimination. This
last result used linear logic's dualities to formalize the fact that if the left and right introduction rules
are suitable duals of each other then non-atomic cuts can be eliminated.

In this chapter, we again use linear logic as a meta-logic but make critical use of the completeness
of focused proofs for linear logic. In particular, we exploit the fact that literals can be assigned
with arbitrary polarity and that di�erent polarity assignments may yield di�erent linear logic proofs.
The earlier works of Miller & Pimentel assumed that all atoms were given negative polarity: this
assignment resulted in an encoding of object-level sequent calculus. As we shall show here, if we
vary that polarity assignment, we can get other object-level proof systems represented. Thus, while
provability is not a�ected, di�erent meta-level focused proofs are built and these encode di�erent
object-level proof systems.

Our main contribution in this chapter is illustrating how a range of proof systems can be seen
as di�erent focusing disciplines on the same or (meta-logically) equivalent sets of linear logic spec-
i�cations. Soundness and relative completeness of the encoded proof systems are generally derived
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via simple arguments about the structure of linear logic proofs. In particular, we present exam-
ples based on sequent calculus and natural deduction [Gentzen 1969], Generalized Elimination Rules
[von Plato 2001], Free Deduction [Parigot 1992], the tableaux system KE [D'Agostino 1994], and
Smullyan's Analytic Cut [Smullyan 1968a]. The adequacy of a given speci�cation of inference rules
requires �rst assigning polarity to meta-level literals used in the speci�cation: then adequacy is
generally an immediate consequence of the focusing theorem of linear logic.

Comparing two proof systems can be done at three di�erent levels of �adequacy�: relative complete-
ness claims simply that the provable sets of formulas are the same, full completeness of proofs claims
that the completed proofs are in one-to-one correspondence, and full completeness of derivations
claims that (open) derivations (such as inference rules themselves) are also in one-to-one correspon-
dence. All the proof systems that we shall encode will be done with this third, most re�ned level of
adequacy.

This chapter is structured as follows: in Section 4.2, we describe how object-level formulas and
sequents are encoded in linear logic, and we introduce the three levels of adequacy for encodings
mentioned above. In Section 4.3 we show how to encode sequent calculus systems for minimal,
intuitionistic and classical logic. Then, in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we encode natural deduction systems
for minimal and intuitionistic logics, with and without generalized elimination rules. Section 4.6
shows the encoding of Parigot's Free Deduction system [Parigot 1992] for classical logic. In Sections
4.7 and 4.8, we encode the tableaux systems for propositional classical logic proposed by D'agostino
et al. [D'Agostino 1994] and Smullyan [Smullyan 1968a]. Finally in Sections 4.9 and 4.10, we end this
chapter by commenting some related works and pointing out some future work directions.

4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1 Encoding object-logic formulas and proof contexts

The proof systems that we encode have (partial) proofs that involve formulas in two sense. For
example, in the process of building a natural deduction proof, some formulas are hypothesis (one
argues from such formulas) and some formulas are conclusions (one argues to such formulas). In the
process of building a sequent calculus proofs, some formulas are on the left of the sequent arrow and
some are on the right. Tableaux proofs similarly use signed formulas (with either a T or F sign
[Smullyan 1968b]) or places formulas on the left or right of a turnstile [D'Agostino 1994].

Informally, we will think of a proof context as being a collection of object-level formulas that are
each present in these two senses. Thus, when encoding natural deduction, this collection can be a
set or a multiset of object-level formulas marked as either being an hypothesis or the conclusion. In
order to provide a consistent presentation of proof contexts throughout the range of proof systems, we
introduce the two meta-level predicates b·c and d·e of type form→ o: the meta-level atomic formulas
bBc and dBe are then used to denote these two di�erent senses of how the object-level formula B
is used within a proof context. The meta-level focused sequent ` Θ : Γ ⇑ · can then be used to
collect together atomic formulas into a set via the unbounded context Θ or into a multiset via the
bounded context Γ. Thus, the object-level sequent B1, . . . , Bn ` C1, . . . , Cm can be encoded as the
LLF sequent ` · : bB1c, . . . , bBnc, dC1e, . . . , dCme ⇑ · if both the left and right side of the object-level
sequent are multisets. If, say, the left side is a set and the right side is a multiset, then this sequent
could be represented as ` bB1c, . . . , bBnc : dC1e, . . . , dCme ⇑ ·. Here, formulas on the left of the
object-level sequent are marked using b·c and formulas on the right of the object-level sequent are
marked using d·e. For convenience, if Γ is a (multi)set of formulas, bΓc (resp. dΓe) denotes the
multiset of atoms {bF c | F ∈ Γ} (resp. {dF e | F ∈ Γ}).

The theory L given in Figure 4.1 will be used throughout this chapter in order to axiomatize
the two senses for all the connectives in both intuitionistic and classical logic. For example, the
conjunction connective appears in two formulas: once in the scope of b·c and once in the scope of
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(⇒L) bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊗ bBc) (⇒R) dA⇒ Be⊥ ⊗ (bAc O dBe)
(∧L) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc ⊕ bBc) (∧R) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe& dBe)
(∨L) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc& bBc) (∨R) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊕ dBe)
(∀L) b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ bBxc (∀R) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀xdBxe
(∃L) b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀xbBxc (∃R) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ dBxe
(⊥L) b⊥c⊥ (tR) dte⊥ ⊗>

Figure 4.1: The theory L used to encode various proof systems for minimal, intuitionistic, and classical
logics.

(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) bBc ⊗ dBe (Id′2) bBc ⊗ !dBe
(StrL) bBc⊥ ⊗ ?bBc (StrR) dBe⊥ ⊗ ?dBe (WR) dCe⊥ ⊗⊥

Figure 4.2: Speci�cation of the identity rules (cut and initial) and of the structural rules (weakening
and contraction).

d·e. Notice that this axiomatization is independent of the proof systems that this theory is used to
describe. When we display formulas in this manner, we intend that the named formula is actually
the result of applying ? to the existential closure of the formula. Thus, the formula named (∧L) is
actually ?∃A∃B[bA∧Bc⊥⊗ (bAc⊕ bBc)]. Furthermore, for intuitionistic and minimal logics, we use,
instead, the two following formulas for the meaning of the implication:

(⊃L) bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ bBc) (⊃R) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (bAc O dBe)

The bang in the formula (⊃L) will be important to correctly encode the structural restriction for
these logics, where sequents contain at most one formula in their right-hand-side. We denote by LJ
the set obtained from L by replacing the formulas (⇒L) and (⇒R) by (⊃L) and (⊃R), and we denote
by LM the set obtained by removing the formula (⊥L) from LJ .

The formulas in Figure 4.2 also play a central role in presenting proof systems. The Id1 and Id2

formulas can prove the duality of the b·c and d·e predicates: in particular, one can prove in linear
logic that

` ∀B(dBe ≡ bBc⊥) & ∀B(bBc ≡ dBe⊥), Id1, Id2

These two formulas are used, for example, to encode the initial and cut rules when we shall encode
object-level sequent calculi (Section 4.3). To correctly encode the structural restrictions of intuition-
istic and minimal logics, however, we use the clause Id′2, instead of Id2. Notice that one can no longer
prove the equalities above from the formulas Id1 and Id′2, and hence the dualities between b·c and d·e
formulas do not hold in minimal and intuitionistic logics.

The formulas StrL and StrR allow us to prove the equivalences bBc ≡ ?bBc and dBe ≡ ?dBe. The
last two equivalences allow the weakening and contraction of formulas at both the meta-level and
object-level. For instance, in the encoding of minimal logics, where structural rules are only allowed
in the left-hand-side, one should include only the StrL formula; while in the encoding of classical
logics, where structural rules are allowed in both sides of a sequent, one should include both StrL and
StrR formulas. The formula WR encodes the weakening right rule and is used to encode intuitionistic
logics, where weakening, but not contraction, is allowed on formulas on the right-hand-side of a
sequent.

From the StrL clause we can derive the equivalence bBc⊥ ≡ !bBc⊥ by negating the equivalence
bBc ≡ ?bBc obtained from this clause. This equivalence allows us to insert the ! before negative
occurrences of b·c. The presence of bangs in theories will play an important role in encoding correctly
the structural rules of logics, such as minimal and intuitionistic logics, which require that right-hand-
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sides of sequents do not contain more than one formula. Although these equivalences do not a�ect
provability, applying them can change focusing behavior signi�cantly.

4.2.2 Adequacy levels for encodings

When comparing deductive systems, one can easily identify several �levels of adequacy.� For example,
Girard in [Girard 2006, Chapter 7] proposes three levels of adequacy based on semantical notions:
the level of truth (level -1), the level of functions (level -2), and the level of actions (level -3). Here,
we also identify three levels of adequacy but from a proof-theoretical point-of-view. The weakest
level of adequacy is relative completeness (level -1) which considers only provability: a formula has
a proof in one system if it has a proof in another system. A stronger level of adequacy is of full
completeness of proofs (level -2): the proofs of a given formula are in one-to-one correspondence with
proofs in another system. We can consider an even stronger level of adequacy. We use the term full
completeness of derivations (level -3) if the derivations (such as inference rules themselves) in one
system are in one-to-one correspondence with those in another system.

For each of the object-logic proof systems that we consider here, we propose a meta-level theory,
say L′, that can be used to encode that system at the strongest level of adequacy. In all cases, we
obtain L′ from the formulas in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 by some combination of the following steps.

1)Applying equivalences. As we have shown, some equivalences are derivable from the identity
and structural rules. Hence, we will at times replace occurrences of, for example, bF c⊥ with dF e.

2) Incorporating structural rules into introduction rules. Although the formulas StrL and
StrR provide an elegant speci�cation of the weakening and contraction structural rules for the two
di�erence senses for object-level formulas, they do not provide a good focusing behavior since the
equivalences they imply can yield loops in a speci�cation. Therefore, we incorporate the structural
rules into a theory by adding ? and ! in its formulas. This transformation to a theory is usually
formally justi�ed using an induction of the height of proofs.

3) Switching between multiplicative and additive introduction rules. Given the presence
of ? and ! within the speci�cation of inference rules and the linear logic equivalences ?(A⊕B) ≡ ?A O
?B and !(A&B) ≡ !A⊗ !B it is possible to replace, for example, the �additive� version of the rules
(∧L), (∧R), (∨L), (∨R) in L with their �multiplicative� version, namely with

dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊗ dBe) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc O bBc)
bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊗ dBe) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe O bBc).

Formal justi�cation of this step will also be done using an induction on the height of proofs.

When we build L′ from L and the rules in Figure 4.2 based on these steps, it will be a simple matter
to prove that the new theory L′ proves exactly the same formulas as the original theory. However,
before we can formally say that a theory L′ describes a proof system, we must assign polarity to
the meta-level atomic formulas b·c and d·e. Only then can we claim that the �macro-rules� that
result from focusing on formulas in that theory match exactly the inference rules of the corresponding
encoded object-logic proof system. This polarity assignment may di�er between di�erent proof system
encodings.

Although we concentrate on obtaining encodings of proof systems at the highest levels of adequacy,
it is worth noticing that one might still be interested in theories that are adequate only at the level of
(complete) proofs. For example, following the Curry-Howard isomorphism, functional programs are
complete proofs and their execution involves the construction of cut-free proofs out of these programs.
In that domain, one may not require adequacy at the level of (open) derivations.
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Γ, A ⊃ B ` A Γ, A ⊃ B,B ` C
Γ, A ⊃ B ` C [⊃ L]

Γ, A ` B
Γ ` A ⊃ B [⊃ R]

Γ, A1 ∧A2, Ai ` C
Γ, A1 ∧A2 ` C

[∧Li]
Γ ` A, Γ ` B

Γ ` A ∧B [∧R]

Γ, A ∨B,A ` C Γ, A ∨B,B ` C
Γ, A ∨B ` ∆

[∨L] Γ ` Ai
Γ ` A1 ∨A2

[∨Ri]

Γ,∀xA,A{t/x} ` C
Γ,∀xA ` C [∀L]

Γ ` A{c/x}
Γ ` ∀xA [∀R]

Γ,∃xA,A{c/x} ` C
Γ,∃xA ` C [∃L]

Γ ` A{t/x}
Γ ` ∃xA [∃R]

Γ, A ` C Γ ` A
Γ ` C [Cut]

Γ, A ` A [I]
Γ ` t [tR]

Figure 4.3: The sequent calculus, LMc, for minimal logic. Here, c is not free in Γ∪{C} and i ∈ {1, 2}.

Γ,⊥ ` · [⊥L]
Γ ` ·
Γ ` C [WR]

Figure 4.4: The rules to add to LMc to obtain the sequent calculus, LJc, for intuitionistic logic.

Γ, A⇒ B ` A,∆ Γ, A⇒ B,B ` ∆
Γ, A⇒ B ` ∆

[⇒ L]
Γ, A ` A⇒ B,B,∆

Γ ` A⇒ B,∆
[⇒ R]

Γ, A1 ∧A2, Ai ` ∆
Γ, A1 ∧A2 ` ∆

[∧Li]
Γ ` A ∧B,A,∆ Γ ` A ∧B,B,∆

Γ ` A ∧B,∆ [∧R]

Γ, A ∨B,A ` ∆ Γ, A ∨B,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∨B ` ∆

[∨L]
Γ ` A1 ∨A2, Ai,∆

Γ ` A1 ∨A2,∆
[∨Ri]

Γ,∀xA,A{t/x} ` ∆
Γ,∀xA ` ∆

[∀L]
Γ ` ∀xA,A{c/x},∆

Γ ` ∀xA,∆ [∀R]

Γ,∃xA,A{c/x} ` ∆
Γ,∃xA ` ∆

[∃L]
Γ ` ∃xA,A{t/x},∆

Γ ` ∃xA,∆ [∃R]

Γ, A ` ∆ Γ ` A,∆
Γ ` ∆

[Cut]
Γ, A ` A,∆ [I]

Γ ` t,∆ [tR]
Γ,⊥ ` ∆

[⊥L]

Figure 4.5: The sequent calculus, LKc, for classical logic. Here, c is not free in Γ∪{C} and i ∈ {1, 2}.
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(⊃L) bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ ?bBc) (⊃R) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O dBe)
(∧L) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc ⊕ ?bBc) (∧R) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe& dBe)
(∨L) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc& ?bBc) (∨R) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊕ dBe)
(∀L) b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ ?bBxc (∀R) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀xdBxe
(∃L) b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀x?bBxc (∃R) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ dBxe

(tR) dte⊥ ⊗>
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id′2) ?bBc ⊗ !dBe

Figure 4.6: The theory Llm encodes the sequent calculus proof system LMc.

(⊥L) b⊥c⊥ (WR) dCe⊥ ⊗⊥

Figure 4.7: Adding these two clauses to Llm yields Llj, which is used to encode the sequent calculus
proof system LJc.

(⇒L) bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (?dAe ⊗ ?bBc) (⇒R) dA⇒ Be⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O ?dBe)
(∧L) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc ⊕ ?bBc) (∧R) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (?dAe& ?dBe)
(∨L) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc& ?bBc) (∨R) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (?dAe ⊕ ?dBe)
(∀L) b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ ?bBxc (∀R) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀x?dBxe
(∃L) b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀x?bBxc (∃R) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ ?dBxe
(⊥L) b⊥c⊥ (tR) dte⊥ ⊗>
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) ?bBc ⊗ ?dBe

Figure 4.8: The theory Llk encodes the sequent calculus proof system LKc.

4.3 Sequent Calculus

Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively, contain three sequent calculi for minimal (LMc), intuitionistic
(LJc), and classical logic (LKc), where contractions are implicit in the logical rules. A linear logic
encoding for these systems is given by the theories, Llm, Llj and Llk shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and
4.8. These sets di�er in the presence or absence of ? in front of d·e, in the presence or absence of
the formula (⊥L) and in the formula encoding the left introduction for implication. In particular,
in the LMc encoding, no structural rule is allowed for right-hand-side formulas; in the LJc encoding,
the right-hand-side formulas can be weakened; and in the LKc encoding, contraction is also allowed
(using the exponential ?). The formula (⊥L) only appears in the encodings of LJc and LKc. In the
theories for LMc and LJc, the formulas encoding the left introduction rule for implication and the
formula Id′2 contain a ! before a positive occurrence of d·e atom. As we shall see, these occurrences of !
are necessary for preserving the invariant that in minimal and intuitionistic logics the right-hand-side
of sequents do not contain more than one formula.

A key ingredient in capturing object-level sequent calculus inferences in a focused linear meta-logic
is the assignment of negative polarity to all meta-level atomic formulas. To illustrate why focusing is
relevant, consider the encoding of the left introduction rule for ⊃: selecting this rule at the object-level
corresponds to focusing on the formula F = ∃A∃B[bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ bBc)] (which is a member of
Llm). The focused derivation in Figure 4.9 is then forced once F is selected for the focus: for example,
the left-hand-side subproof must be an application of initial � nothing else will work with the focusing
discipline. Notice that this meta-level derivation directly encodes the usual left introduction rule for
⊃: the object-level sequents Γ, A ⊃ B,B ` C and Γ, A ⊃ B ` A yields Γ, A ⊃ B ` C. Moreover, the
! enforces that in all branches there is at most one d·e atom.

If we �x the polarity of all meta-level atoms to be negative, then focused proofs using Llm, Llj, and
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` K :⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥
[I2]

` K : dAe ⇑
` K :⇓ !dAe

[!, R⇑]
` K, bBc : dCe ⇑
` K : dCe ⇓ ?bBc

[R⇓, ?]

` K : dCe ⇓ !dAe ⊗ ?bBc
[⊗]

` K : dCe ⇓ F
[2× ∃,⊗]

` K : dCe ⇑ ·
[D2]

Figure 4.9: Here, the formula A ⊃ B ∈ Γ and K denotes the set Llm, bΓc.

Llk yield encodings of the object-level proofs in LMc, LJc, and LKc. We use the judgments `lm,`lj,
and `lk to denote provability in LMc,LJc, and LKc.

Proposition 4.1 Let Γ∪∆∪{C} be a set of object-level formulas. Assume that all meta-level atomic
formulas are given a negative polarity. Then

1) Γ `lm C i� `llf Llm, bΓc : dCe ⇑
2) Γ `lj C i� `llf Llj, bΓc : dCe ⇑
3) Γ `lk ∆ i� `llf Llk , bΓc, d∆e : · ⇑

Furthermore, adequacy for derivations also holds between the respective proof systems.

Proof First, one shows that focusing (deciding) on formulas within the linear logic theories Llm,
Llj, and Llk encodes exactly the corresponding sequent calculus inference rule. In all cases, this
correspondence is shown with steps similar to the one o�ered above for the left-introduction of⊃. Once
this level of adequacy for the encoding is established, the other results concerning the equivalences of
provability follow immediately. See also [Miller 2002, Pimentel 2001] for similar proofs related to the
encoding of sequent calculus proofs. 2

If one removes the formula Id2 and Id′2 from the sets Llm, Llj, and Llk , obtaining the sets Lf
lm, Lf

lj,
and Lf

lk , respectively, one can restrict the encoded proofs to cut free (object-level) proofs, represented
by the judgments `flm for minimal logic, `flj for intuitionistic logic, and `flk for classical logic. The
following proposition is an immediate consequence of the proof of Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 4.2 Let Γ ∪∆ ∪ {C} be a set of object-level formulas. Then

1) Γ `flm C i� `llf Lf
lm, bΓc : dCe ⇑ 2) Γ `flj C i� `llf Lf

lj, bΓc : dCe ⇑
3) Γ `flk ∆ i� `llf Lf

lk , bΓc, d∆e :⇑

Furthermore, adequacy for derivations also holds between the respective proof systems.

Now that we have succeeded to �nd linear logic theories that encode the sequent calculus inference
rules for minimal, intuitionistic, and classical logics at our strongest level of adequacy, we turn to
showing how these theories are related back to the more elementary and modular sets of formulas
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The equivalences that appear in the following three propositions are
all at the most shallow level of adequacy: the equivalence of provability.

Proposition 4.3 Let Γ and ∆ be sets of object logic formulas. Then

`ll L, Id1, Id2, StrL, StrR, ?bΓc, ?d∆e i� `ll Llk , ?bΓc, ?d∆e.

Proof From the structural rules, StrL and StrR, we know that bCc ≡ ?bCc and dCe ≡ ?dCe. Since
the only di�erence between Llk and L∪{Id1, Id2} is that the former has ? before positive occurrences
of b·c and d·e, it is the case that Llk is a consequence of L ∪ {Id1, Id2, StrL,StrR}, proving the ⇐
direction.
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For the ⇒ direction, we need to show that the structural rules are admissible. We use focusing
to help. In particular, we show that if `llf L, Id1, Id2, StrL, StrR,F1 : F2 ⇑ then `llf Llk ,F1,F2 : · ⇑,
where F1 and F2 are multisets of meta-level atoms (of which all are given a negative polarity). This is
proved by induction on the height of focused proofs (the proof follows the same lines as in [Miller 2004,
Proposition 4.2]). We show the inductive case for (⇒L): all the others cases are done similarly. Thus,
assume that our proof ends with a decide rule that selects an instance of the (⇒L) formula from
Figure 4.1. Thus, the proof ends with the following derivation, where K = L, Id1, Id2, StrL, StrR,F1

and F2 = F1
2 ∪ F2

2 (here, F1 and F2 are multisets of atomic formulas).

` K : · ⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥
[I2]

` K : F1
2 , dAe ⇑

` K : F1
2 ⇓ dAe

[R⇓, R⇑]
` K : F2

2 , bBc ⇑
` K : F2

2 ⇓ bBc
[R⇓, R⇑]

` K : · ⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊗ bBc)
[2×⊗]

` K : F2 ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Thus, bA ⇒ Bc ∈ F1, and by the induction hypothesis, we have proofs of the sequents ` Llk ,F1 :
F1

2 , dAe ⇑ and ` Llk ,F1 : F2
2 , bBc ⇑. By Proposition 2.7, the sequents ` K′, dAe : · ⇑ and ` K′, bBc :

· ⇑ are also provable, where K′ = Llk ,F1,F2. Thus, the desired proof using the theory Llk but with
focusing on the (⇒L) formula in Llk is

` K′ : · ⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥
[I2]

` K′, dAe : · ⇑
` K′ : · ⇓ ?dAe

[R⇓, ?]
` K′, bBc : · ⇑
` K′ : · ⇓ ?bBc

[R⇓, ?]

` K′ : · ⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (?dAe ⊗ ?bBc)
[2×⊗]

` K′ : · ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

The ⇒ direction is a direct consequence of this intermediate result and the focusing theorem. 2

Proposition 4.4 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas. Then

1) `ll LM , Id1, Id
′
2, StrL, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Llm, ?bΓc, dCe.

2) `ll LJ , Id1, Id
′
2, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Llj, ?bΓc, dCe.

Proof In the⇒ direction, we proceed in the same fashion as in Proposition 4.3. We prove that, for
say minimal logic, if `ll LM , Id1, Id

′
2, StrL,F1 : F2, dCe ⇑ then `ll Llm,F1,F2 : dCe ⇑, where F1 ∪ F2

is a multiset of b·c meta-level atoms and C is any object-logic formula. The main interesting case
is when the proof of ` K : F2, dCe ⇑ starts by focusing on (⊃L), where K = LM , Id1, Id

′
2, StrL,F1.

There is only one resulting focused derivation, due to the presence of the bang in (⊃L), and it has
two open premises of the form ` K : F1

2 , bBc, dCe ⇑ and ` K : F2
2 , dAe ⇑, in which case the proof

proceeds the same as in Proposition 4.3. 2

Proposition 4.5 Let Γ ∪∆ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas. Then

1) `ll LM , Id1, StrL, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Lf
lm, ?bΓc, dCe

2) `ll LJ , Id1, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Lf
lj, ?bΓc, dCe

3) `ll L, Id1, StrL,StrR, ?bΓc, ?d∆e i� `ll Lf
lk , ?bΓc, ?d∆e.

Proof This proposition is proved in a similar way as the Propositions 4.3 and 4.4. 2

It is well known that for the sequent calculus systems LMc, LJc, and LKc the cut-elimination
theorem holds. A direct consequence is the admissibility of the Id2 rule in the theories considered for
these sequent calculus systems, as states the following proposition.
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Corollary 4.6 Let Γ ∪∆ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas. Then

1) `ll LM , Id1, StrL, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll LM , Id1, Id
′
2, StrL, ?bΓc, dCe

2) `ll LJ , Id1,StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll LJ , Id1, Id
′
2, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe

3) `ll L, Id1, StrL, StrR, ?bΓc, ?d∆e i� `ll L, Id1, Id2, StrL, StrR, ?bΓc, ?d∆e.

The proof of this corollary follows from the admissibility of the cut rule [Gentzen 1969] and the
encoding of the cut-free sequent calculus (Proposition 4.2). To see a setting in which the admissibility
of the cut can be shown by directly considering the linear logic speci�cation of inference rules, see
[Miller 2002, Pimentel 2005].

4.4 Natural Deduction

The proof system depicted in Figure 4.10 is the ∀, ∧, and ⊃ intuitionistic fragment of the classical
system in [Sieg 1998], presenting natural deduction using a sequent-style notation: sequents of the
form Γ ` C ↑ are obtained from the conclusion by a derivation (reading bottom-up) where C is not
the major premise of an elimination rule; and sequents of the form Γ ` C ↓ are obtained from the
set of hypotheses by a derivation (from top-down) where C is extracted from the major premise of
an elimination rule. These two types of derivations meet with either the match rule M or the switch
rule S. These two types of sequents can be used to distinguish general natural deduction proofs
from normal form proofs [Prawitz 1965]: normal proofs are those in which the major premise of an
elimination rule is not the conclusion of an introduction rule. Within the proof system in Figure 4.10,
such proofs are exactly those that do not allow occurrences of the switch rule S. To the rules in
Figure 4.10 we can add the introduction and elimination rules for ∨ and ∃ given in Figure 4.11. In
those rules, occurrences of ↑(↓) denote either ↑ or ↓ with the proviso that all occurrences of ↑(↓) in a
given inference rule are resolved the same way. Characterizing normal form proofs involving ∨ and ∃
is more involved to describe and we shall not consider such normal forms here.

We write Γ `nj C to indicate that the natural deduction sequent Γ ` C ↑ has a proof in NJ and
write Γ `nnj C to indicate that the natural deduction sequent Γ ` C ↑ has a normal proof in NJ: in
this latter case, we shall restrict the formulas in Γ ∪ {C} to have no occurrences of ∨ and ∃.

The theory Lnj in Figure 4.12 encodes natural deduction for intuitionistic logic. The formula
StrL is incorporated in the theory by adding ? to some positive occurrences of b·c atoms and to
maintain the invariant that there is always at most one formula in the right-hand-side of sequents,
we add ! to negative occurrences of b·c⊥. The judgment Γ ` C ↑ is encoded as the meta-level sequent
` Lnj, bΓc : dCe and the judgment Γ ` C ↓ is encoded as the sequent ` Lnj, bΓc : bCc⊥. In order for
this encoding to be adequate at the level of derivations, we simply change the polarity assignment
from what was used with sequent calculus: in particular, we assign atoms of the form b·c with
positive polarity and atoms of the form d·e with negative polarity. This change in polarity changes
left-introduction rules (within the sequent calculus) to elimination rules (within natural deduction).
For example, the formula (⊃L) now encodes the implication elimination rule as is illustrated by the
following derivation (here, (⊃L) ∈ K):

` K : bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⇑
` K :⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥

[R⇓, R⇑]
` K : dAe ⇑
` K :⇓ !dAe

[!, R⇑]
` K : bBc⊥ ⇓ bBc

[I1]

` K : bBc⊥ ⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ bBc)
[2×⊗]

` K : bBc⊥ ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

The change in the assignment of polarity also causes the formula Id′2, which behaved like the cut
rule in sequent calculus, to now behave like the switch rule, as illustrated by the following derivation,
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Γ ` A ⊃ B ↓ Γ ` A ↑
Γ ` B ↓ [⊃ E]

Γ, A ` B ↑
Γ ` A ⊃ B ↑ [⊃ I]

Γ ` F ∧G ↓
Γ ` F ↓ [∧E]

Γ ` F ↑ Γ ` G ↑
Γ ` F ∧G ↑ [∧I]

Γ ` ∀xA ↓
Γ ` A{t/x} ↓

[∀E]
Γ ` A{c/x} ↑

Γ ` ∀xA ↑ [∀I]

Γ, A ` A ↓ [I]
Γ ` A ↓
Γ ` A ↑ [M]

Γ ` A ↑
Γ ` A ↓ [S]

Γ ` t ↑ [tI]
Γ ` ⊥ ↓
Γ ` C ↑ [⊥E]

Figure 4.10: The rules for the ⊃, ∀, and ∧ fragment of intuitionistic natural deduction NJ.

Γ ` A ∨B ↓ Γ, A ` C ↑(↓) Γ, B ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[∨E] Γ ` Ai ↑
Γ ` A1 ∨A2 ↑

[∨I]

Γ ` ∃xA ↓ Γ, A{c/x} ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[∃E]
Γ ` A{t/x} ↑

Γ ` ∃xA ↑ [∃I]

Figure 4.11: The rules for ∨ and ∃ for intuitionistic natural deduction. In ∨L, i ∈ {1, 2}.

(⊃E) bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ bBc) (⊃I) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O dBe)
(∧E) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc ⊕ bBc) (∧I) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe& dBe)
(∨E) !bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc& ?bBc) (∨I) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊕ dBe)
(∀E) b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ bBxc (∀I) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀xdBxe
(∃E) !b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀x?bBxc (∃I) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ dBxe
(⊥) b⊥c⊥ (tI) dte⊥ ⊗>

(⊥E) dCe⊥ ⊗⊥
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) bBc ⊗ !dBe

Figure 4.12: The speci�cation Lnj for intuitionistic natural deduction.
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where Id′2 ∈ Σ.

` Σ, bΓc : bCc⊥ ⇓ bCc
[I1]

` Σ, bΓc : dCe ⇑
` Σ, bΓc :⇓ !dCe

[!, R⇑]

` Σ, bΓc : bCc⊥ ⇓ bCc ⊗ !dCe
[⊗]

` Σ, bΓc : bCc⊥ ⇑
[D2,∃]

These two examples can be developed for all inference rules in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 and for
focusing on all formulas in Figure 4.12. As the last example above suggests, we can capture normal
natural deduction proofs if we remove instances of Id′2 from Lnj. More speci�cally, let Lf

nj be the set
of formulas Lnj except that we drop Id′2 and the formulas encoding the introduction rules for ∨ and
∃. As a result, it is an easy matter to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 4.7 Let Γ∪{C} be a set of object-level formulas and assume that all d·e atomic formulas
are given a negative polarity and that all b·c atomic formulas are given a positive polarity. Then
Γ `nj C if and only if `llf Lnj, bΓc : dCe ⇑. Also, if the formulas in Γ∪ {C} contain neither ∨ nor ∃,
then Γ `nnj C if and only if `llf Lf

nj, bΓc : dCe ⇑.

Proof The proof is by structural induction over the height of trees. Most of the cases are included
in the Appendix A.1 to further illustrate how these encodings work. 2

Now that we have adequately encoded natural deduction derivations via the theory Lnj, we can
show how some (known) meta-theory results of intuitionistic logic can be achieved using these en-
codings. For example, we show in Proposition 4.10 below that sequent calculus proofs and natural
deduction proofs prove the same formulas. First, the next two lemmas relate Lnj and Lf

nj with the
formulas in Figure 4.1 and 4.2.

Lemma 4.8 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas. Then

`ll LJ , Id1, Id
′
2, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Lnj, ?bΓc, dCe.

Proof The proof follows the same lines as the proof of the Proposition 4.3. The main di�erence
in the ⇐ direction is that we also use the equivalence bCc⊥ ≡ !bCc⊥ obtained from StrL.

In the ⇒ direction, we �rst prove the following equivalence, by induction on the height of proofs
and by assigning negative polarity to all d·e atoms and positive polarity to all b·c atoms:

`llf Lnj, bΓc : dCe ⇑ i� `llf Lnj, StrL, bΓc : dCe ⇑

The case for when StrL is focused on is the most interesting one. There are two cases, either (1)
the resulting premises are of the form ` Lnj, StrL, bΓc : bBc⊥ ⇑ and ` Lnj, StrL, bΓ, Bc : dCe ⇑, for
which case we can use a linear-logic cut rule with cut formula ?bBc: one premise is provable due
to the induction hypothesis, and the other is provable also by the induction hypothesis, but by �rst
introducing the ! in the cut formula !bBc⊥; or (2) the premises are of the form ` Lnj, StrL, bΓc :
bBc⊥, dCe ⇑ and ` Lnj, StrL, bΓ, Bc : · ⇑. In this case, because the elimination rules permute over
introduction rules in natural deduction, we can assume that the proof of ` Lnj, StrL, bΓc : bBc⊥, dCe ⇑
�nishes with a derivation that focuses only on formulas encoding (natural deduction) introduction
rules and has premises of the form ` Lnj, StrL, bΓ′c : bBc⊥ ⇑. Here, there must be no other linear
formula in the context, otherwise this sequent is not provable by applying only the encodings of
(natural deduction) elimination rules, as these derivations would always contain a premise with at
least two linear formulas, and hence one is never able to apply the initial rule. We then proceed as
in the �rst case, but with the di�erence that we postpone the introduction of the bang of the cut
formula, !bBc⊥, until when these premises are reached.

From the StrL formula we derive the equivalence bCc⊥ ≡ !bCc⊥, which allows us to obtain the
equivalent theory, L′nj, from Lnj by replacing all occurrences of !bCc⊥ by bCc⊥. Now, we show
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the following intermediate result by induction on the height of proofs and using the same polarity
assignment as before:

`llf L′nj, StrL,F1,F2 : dCe ⇑ i� `llf LJ , Id1, Id
′
2,StrL,F1 : F2, dCe ⇑

where F1 and F2 are sets of b·c atoms and C an object-logic formula. This direction follows imme-
diately from this intermediate result and the focusing theorem. 2

The proof of the following lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.8.

Lemma 4.9 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas that do not contain occurrences of ∨ and
∃. Then

`ll LJ , Id1, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Lf
nj, ?bΓc, dCe.

From Propositions 4.4 and 4.5, Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, and Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.7, we obtain
the following relative completeness result between LJc and NJ.

Proposition 4.10 If Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object-level formulas, then Γ `lj C if and only if Γ `nj C.
Furthermore, if the formulas in Γ ∪ {C} contain neither ∨ nor ∃ then Γ `flj C if and only if Γ `nnj C.

Treating negation (in particular, falsity) in natural deduction presentations of intuitionistic and
classical logics is not straightforward. We show in [Nigam 2008c] that extra meta-logic formulas are
needed to encode these systems. Since the treatment of negation in natural deduction is not one
about focusing in the meta-level, we do not discuss this issue further here.

4.5 Natural Deduction with Generalized Elimination Rules

Schroeder-Heister [Schroeder-Heister 1984] considered a form of natural deduction where the indirect
style of elimination rules used for ∨ and ∃ (see Figure 4.11) were also applied to conjunction. Von
Plato [von Plato 2001] used that style of elimination rule for all connectives. In Figure 4.13 we
present an additive version of a natural deduction system with generalized elimination inspired by
one found in [Negri 2001, page 167]. The bracketed formula in an elimination rule is called the major
premise. To encode proofs in natural deduction using generalized elimination, we use the theory Lge

shown in Figure 4.14. Intuitively, Lge is obtained from L by using the formula StrL to insert ! and ?
connectives and using the identity rules to replace negative literals bCc⊥ by the positive atoms dCe.

In order to match focused proofs using Lge with the proofs in Figure 4.13, we assign negative
polarity to all b·c and d·e meta-level atomic formulas. For example, focusing on the formula (⊃E) in
Figure 4.14 yields the following derivation, where K = Lge ∪ bΓc:

` K : dA ⊃ Be ⇑
` K :⇓ !dA ⊃ Be

[!, R⇑]
` K : dAe ⇑
` K :⇓ !dAe

[!, R⇑]
` K, bBc : dCe ⇑
` K : dCe ⇓ ?bBc

[R⇓, ?]

` K : dCe ⇓ !dA ⊃ Be ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ ?bBc)
[2×⊗]

` K : dCe ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

We can repeat this computation for all formulas in Lge and in the process, prove the following
proposition.

Proposition 4.11 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object-level formulas and assume that all meta-level
atomic formulas are given a negative polarity. The sequent Γ ` C is provable in GE if and only
if ` Lge , bΓc : dCe ⇑ is provable in LLF. Furthermore, adequacy for derivations also holds between the
respective proof systems.
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Γ ` [A ⊃ B] Γ ` A Γ, B ` C
Γ ` C [⊃ GE]

Γ, A ` B
Γ ` A ⊃ B [⊃ I]

Γ ` [A ∧B] Γ, A,B ` C
Γ ` C [∧GE] Γ ` F Γ ` G

Γ ` F ∧G [∧I]

Γ ` [A ∨B] Γ, A ` C Γ, B ` C
Γ ` C [∨GE] Γ ` Ai

Γ ` A1 ∨A2
[∨I]

Γ ` [∀xA] Γ, A{t/x} ` C
Γ ` C [∀GE]

Γ ` A{c/x}
Γ ` ∀xA [∀I]

Γ ` [∃xA] Γ, A{c/x} ` C
Γ ` C [∃GE]

Γ ` A{t/x}
Γ ` ∃xA [∃I]

Γ, A ` A [I]
Γ ` t [tI] Γ ` ⊥

Γ ` C [⊥E]

Figure 4.13: The rules for intuitionistic natural deduction system with generalized elimination rules,
GE. The major premises of elimination rules is marked with brackets.

(⊃E) !dA ⊃ Be ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ ?bBc) (⊃I) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O dBe)
(∧E) !dA ∧Be ⊗ (?bAc O ?bBc) (∧I) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe& dBe)
(∨E) !dA ∨Be ⊗ (?bAc& ?bBc) (∨I) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊕ dBe)
(∀E) !d∀Be ⊗ ?bBxc (∀I) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀xdBxe
(∃E) !b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀x?bBxc (∃I) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ dBxe
(⊥) d⊥e (tI) dte⊥ ⊗>

(⊥E) dCe⊥ ⊗⊥
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥

Figure 4.14: The speci�cation Lge for intuitionistic natural deduction with generalized elimination
rules.
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Proof The proof is by structural induction over the height of derivations. We show here only some
of the cases, involving general elimination rules. The introduction rules are similar to the cases with
introduction rules in the encoding of Natural Deduction in Proposition 4.7. In the derivations below
K = Lge ∪ bΓc.

Γ ` [A ∧B] Γ, A,B ` C
Γ ` C [∧GE]

 

` K : dA ∧Be ⇑
` K :⇓ !dA ∧Be

[!, R⇑]

` K, bAc, bBc : dCe ⇑
` K : dCe ⇑ ?bAc, ?bBc

[2× ?]

` K : dCe ⇓ ?bAc O ?bBc
[R⇑,O]

` K : dCe ⇓ !dA ∧Be ⊗ (?bAc O ?bBc)
[⊗]

` K : dCe ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Γ ` [∀xA] Γ, A{t/x} ` C
Γ ` C [∀GE]

 

` K : d∀Be ⇑
` K :⇓ !d∀Be

[!, R⇑]
` K, bBtc : dCe ⇑
` K : dCe ⇓ ?bBtc

[R⇑, ?]

` K : dCe ⇓ !d∀Be ⊗ ?bBtc
[⊗]

` K : dCe ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

2

Given this linear logic theory, which encodes natural deduction with generalized elimination rules
at our strongest level of adequacy, we turn to showing how Lge relates back to the sets of formulas
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

Proposition 4.12 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas. Then, if `ll Lge , ?bΓc, dCe then
`ll LJ , Id1, Id

′
2, StrL, ?bΓc, dCe. Furthermore, if `ll LJ , Id1, StrL, ?bΓc, dCe then `ll Lge , ?bΓc, dCe.

Proof The second statement is proved in the same lines as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. For
the �rst statement, we use a theory L′J , equivalent to LJ , that is obtained by replacing literals of
the form bCc⊥ by the formula bCc⊥ O ⊥, in the clauses (∨L), (∧L), (⊃L), and (∀L) in LJ . Although
bCc⊥ and bCc⊥ O ⊥ are logically equivalent, they have di�erent focusing behaviors, as the latter
has negative polarity regardless of the polarity given to bCc. Now, we assign negative polarity to all
meta-level atoms and prove, by induction on the height of proofs, that if `llf Lge ,F1,F2 : dCe ⇑ then
`llf L′J , Id1, Id

′
2, StrL,F1 : F2, dCe ⇑, where F1∪F2 is a multiset of b·c meta-level atoms. In this proof,

when necessary, we use the formulas Id′2 and StrL in L′J to obtain a derivation for a sequent of the form
` L′J , Id1, Id

′
2, StrL,F1 : F2, bCc⊥ ⇑ with open premise of the form ` L′J , Id1, Id

′
2, StrL,F1,F2 : dCe ⇑.

The statement follows directly from this intermediate result and the focusing theorem. 2

Notice that from the lemma above, Lge 's expressiveness lies between a theory that does not contain
Id′2 and that theory with Id′2. From Corollary 4.6, however, we know that the Id′2 clause is admissible,
so the following corollary holds.

Corollary 4.13 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas. Then

`ll LJ , Id1, Id
′
2, StrL, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Lge , ?bΓc, dCe

Although we obtain a theory that encodes GE with the strongest level of adequacy, we �nd it
odd that Lge does not relate so easily with other intuitionistic/minimal theories, since we used cut-
elimination in the object-logic to establish the formal connection. We believe that the system as it
is written does not pinpoint exactly where the clause Id′2 is needed. A similar problem happens in
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Γ ` A ⊃ B ↓ Γ ` A Γ, B ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[⊃ GE] Γ, A ` B ↑
Γ ` A ⊃ B ↑ [⊃ I]

Γ ` A ∧B ↓ Γ, A,B ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[∧GE] Γ ` F ↑ Γ ` G ↑
Γ ` F ∧G ↑ [∧I]

Γ ` A ∨B ↓ Γ, A ` C Γ, B ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[∨GE] Γ ` Ai ↑
Γ ` A1 ∨A2 ↑

[∨I]

Γ ` ∀xA ↓ Γ, A{t/x} ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[∀GE]
Γ ` A{c/x} ↑

Γ ` ∀xA ↑ [∀I]

Γ ` ∃xA ↓ Γ, A{c/x} ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[∃GE]
Γ ` A{t/x} ↑

Γ ` ∃xA ↑ [∃I]

Γ, A ` A ↓ [I]
Γ ` A ↓
Γ ` A ↑ [M]

Γ ` A ↑
Γ ` A ↓ [S]

Γ ` t ↑ [tI]
Γ ` ⊥ ↓
Γ ` C ↑ [⊥E]

Figure 4.15: The rules for the natural deduction with generalized elimination rules and with annotated
sequents, GEA.

(⊃E) !bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ ?bBc) (⊃I) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O dBe)
(∧E) !bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O ?bBc) (∧I) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe& dBe)
(∨E) !bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc& ?bBc) (∨I) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊕ dBe)
(∀E) !b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ ?bBxc (∀I) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀xdBxe
(∃E) !b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀x?bBxc (∃I) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ dBxe
(⊥) b⊥c⊥ (tI) dte⊥ ⊗>

(⊥E) dCe⊥ ⊗⊥
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) bBc ⊗ !dBe

Figure 4.16: The speci�cation Lgea for intuitionistic natural deduction with generalized elimination
rules.
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traditional presentations of natural deductions that do not use annotated sequents and do not contain
the M and S rules (Figure 4.10). The S rule allows a natural deduction proof to have the major
premise of an elimination rule be the conclusion of an introduction rule. Negri and von Plato in
[Negri 2001] call such pairs of inference rules detour cuts and it is these pairs that correspond to the
cut rule in sequent calculus. We present a variant of GE, called GEA (Figure 4.15), that makes these
detour cuts apparent by using two types of annotated sequents: Γ ` C ↑ and Γ ` C ↓. We denote by
the judgment `gea provability in GEA (possibly containing the inference rule S and, hence, detour
cuts), and we denote by the judgment `d

gea, provability from GEA without the inference rule S.
To encode GEA, we use the theory, Lgea, shown in Figure 4.16, and we assign negative polarity

to all d·e meta-level atoms and positive polarity to all b·c meta-level atoms. As before with natural
deduction, the sequents Γ ` C ↑ and Γ ` C ↓ are encoded by meta-level sequents of the form
` Lgea, bΓc : dCe ⇑ and ` Lgea, bΓc : bCc⊥ ⇑, respectively. Now, the formula (⊃E) in Lgea encodes the
generalized elimination rule for implication in GEA, as illustrated by the following derivation, where
K = Lgea ∪ bΓc and F is either dCe or bCc⊥:

` K : bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⇑
` K : · ⇓ !bA ⊃ Bc⊥

[!, R⇑]
` K : dAe ⇑
` K : · ⇓ !dAe

[!, R⇑]
` K, bBc : F ⇑
` K : F ⇓ ?bBc

[R⇓, ?]

` K : F ⇓ !bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ ?bBc)
[2×⊗]

` K : F ⇑ [D2, 2× ∃]

We can repeat this style computation of focused derivation for every formula of Ld
gea, thereby proving

the following proposition.

Proposition 4.14 Let Γ∪ {C} be a set of object-level formulas and let Ld
gea = Lgea \ {Id2}. Assume

that all d·e atomic formulas are given a negative polarity and that all b·c atomic formulas are given
a positive polarity. Then

1) Γ `gea C↑ i� `llf Lgea, bΓc : dCe ⇑ 2) Γ `d
gea C↑ i� `llf Ld

gea, bΓc : dCe ⇑
3) Γ `d

gea C↓ i� `llf Ld
gea, bΓc : bCc⊥ ⇑ .

Proof The proof is similar to the proofs of Propositions 4.7 and 4.11. 2

The following proposition can be proved similarly to the proof of the Lemma 4.8. This proposition
provides the more careful placement of the Id′2 meta-level axiom that motivated our introduction of
the annotated proof system.

Proposition 4.15 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas and let Ld
gea = Lgea \ {Id2}. Then

1) `ll LJ , Id1, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Ld
gea, ?bΓc, dCe

2) `ll LJ , Id1, Id
′
2, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, ?dCe i� `ll Lgea, ?bΓc, dCe.

Negri and von Plato in [Negri 2001] identify another type of cut, called permutation cuts, which
occurs whenever the major premise of an elimination rule is the conclusion of another elimination
rule. They also propose a di�erent notion of normal proofs, called general normal form, for proofs
in natural deduction with generalized elimination rules where both detour and permutation cuts do
not appear. In particular, derivations in general normal form are such that the major premise of
elimination rules are assumptions. In other words, the major premises in the generalized elimination
rules shown in Figure 4.15, are discharged assumptions. We write Γ `n C to denote that there is a
general normal form proof of C from assumptions Γ. In our framework, this amounts to enforcing,
by the use of polarity assignment to meta-level atoms, that the major premises are present in the set
of assumptions. We use the theory Ln

ge obtained from Ld
gea, by replacing formulas of the form !bCc⊥

by bCc⊥, and assign negative polarity to all atoms of the form b·c and d·e, to encode general normal
form proofs, represented by the judgment `n.
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Γ ` ∆, A⇒ B Γ ` ∆, A Γ, B ` ∆
Γ ` ∆

[⇒ GE]

Γ, A⇒ B ` ∆ Γ, A ` ∆
Γ ` ∆

[⇒ GI1]
Γ, A⇒ B ` ∆ Γ ` ∆, B

Γ ` ∆
[⇒ GI2]

Γ ` ∆, A1 ∧A2 Γ, Ai ` ∆
Γ ` ∆

[∧GEi]
Γ, A ∧B ` ∆ Γ ` ∆, A Γ ` ∆, B

Γ ` ∆
[∧GI]

Γ ` ∆, A ∨B Γ, A ` ∆ Γ, B ` ∆
Γ ` ∆

[∨GE]
Γ, A1 ∨A2 ` ∆ Γ ` ∆, Ai

Γ ` ∆
[∨GIi]

Γ, A ` ∆, A
[I]

Γ,¬A ` ∆ Γ, A ` ∆
Γ ` ∆

[¬GI1]
Γ ` ∆,¬A Γ ` ∆, A

Γ ` ∆
[¬GI2]

Figure 4.17: The rules for free deduction, FD.

(⇒E) ?dA⇒ Be ⊗ (?dAe ⊗ ?bBc) (⇒I) ?bA⇒ Bc ⊗ (?bAc ⊕ ?dBe)
(∧E) ?dA ∧Be ⊗ (?bAc ⊕ ?bBc) (∧I) ?bA ∧Bc ⊗ (?dAe& ?dBe)
(∨E) ?dA ∨Be ⊗ (?bAc& ?bBc) (∨I) ?bA ∨Bc ⊗ (?dAe ⊕ ?dBe)

(¬GI1) ?b¬Ac ⊗ ?bAc (¬GI2) ?d¬Ae ⊗ ?dAe
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥

Figure 4.18: The speci�cation Lfd for free deduction.

Proposition 4.16 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object-level formulas. Assume that all meta-level atomic
formulas are given a negative polarity. Then Γ `n C if and only if `llf Ln

ge , bΓc : dCe ⇑. Furthermore,
adequacy for derivations also holds between the respective proof systems.

Proof Proof by structural induction on the height of derivations. 2

Proposition 4.17 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of object logic formulas. Then

`ll LJ , Id1, StrL,WR, ?bΓc, dCe i� `ll Ln
ge , ?bΓc, dCe

Proof This proposition is proved in a similar way as Proposition 4.4. 2

The following corollary is a direct consequence of Propositions 4.2, 4.5, 4.16, and 4.17.

Corollary 4.18 Let Γ ∪ {C} be a set of formulas. Then Γ `n C if and only if Γ `flj C.

4.6 Free Deduction

In [Parigot 1992], Parigot introduced the free deduction proof system for propositional classical logic
that employed both the generalized elimination rules of the previous section and generalized intro-
duction rules1. The inference rules for free deduction proof system are given in Figure 4.17. In order
to treat classical negation here, we introduce the negation ¬B directly here and do not treat it as an
abbreviation for B ⇒⊥.

We use the theory Lfd in Figure 4.18 to encode free deduction. To obtain the strongest level
of adequacy, we assign negative polarity to all meta-level atoms. For example, the formula (¬GI2)

1Later and independently, Negri and von Plato also introduced generalized introduction rules in [Negri 2001, p. 214].
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encodes the inference rule ¬GI2, as is illustrated in the following derivation, where K = Lfd∪bΓc∪d∆e:

` K, d¬Ae :⇑
` K :⇓ ?d¬Ae

[R⇑, ?]
` K, dAe :⇑
` K :⇓ ?dAe

[R⇑, ?]

` K :⇓ ?d¬Ae ⊗ ?dAe
[2×⊗]

` K :⇑ [D2,∃]

We can repeat this computation for all formulas in Lfd and in the process, prove the following
proposition.

Proposition 4.19 Let Γ∪∆ be a set of object-level formulas. Assume that all meta-level atomic for-
mulas are given a negative polarity. Then Γ ` ∆ is provable in FD i� ` Lfd, bΓc, d∆e :⇑ is provable
in LLF. Furthermore, adequacy for derivations also holds between the respective proof systems.

Proof The proof is by structural induction on the height of derivations. We show here some of
the cases only, involving general introduction rules. The cases for the general elimination rules are
similar to the corresponding cases in Proposition 4.11. In the derivation below K = Lfd ∪ bΓc ∪ d∆e.

Γ, A⇒ B ` ∆ Γ, A ` ∆
Γ ` ∆

[⇒ GI1]  

` K, bA⇒ Bc : · ⇑
` K :⇓ ?bA⇒ Bc

[R⇑, ?]

` K, bAc : · ⇑
` K :⇓ ?bAc

[R⇑, ?]

` K :⇓ ?bAc ⊕ ?dBe
[⊕1]

` K :⇓ ?bA⇒ Bc ⊗ (?bAc ⊕ ?dBe)
[⊗]

` K : · ⇑ [D2, 2× ∃]

Γ, A ∧B ` ∆ Γ ` ∆, A Γ ` ∆, B
Γ ` ∆

[∧GI]
 

` K, bA ∧Bc : · ⇑
` K :⇓ ?bA ∧Bc

[R⇑, ?]

` K, dAe : · ⇑
` K :⇑ ?dAe

[?]
` K, dBe : · ⇑
` K :⇑ ?dBe

[?]

` K :⇓ ?dAe& ?dBe
[R⇑,&]

` K :⇓ ?bA ∧Bc ⊗ (?dAe& ?dBe)
[⊗]

` K : · ⇑ [D2, 2× ∃]

2

In order to relate the theory Lfd back to other theories, we must �rst replace ¬ by �implies false.�
We do this by using the operator φ inductively on propositional formulas as follows: φ(FNG) =
φ(F )Nφ(G); for all binary connectives N, φ(¬F ) = (φ(F ) ⇒ ⊥); and φ(A) = A if A is an atom.
Moreover, φ(Γ) = {φ(F ) | F ∈ Γ}, where Γ is a multiset of formulas. We o�er the following theorem
as a means to related the provable formulas of Lfd with those in other classical theories.

Proposition 4.20 Let Γ ∪∆ be a set of object logic, propositional classical formulas. Then

`ll L, Id1, Id2,StrL, ?bφ(Γ)c, ?dφ(∆)e i� `ll Lfd, ?bΓc, ?d∆e.

Proof The ⇐ direction is proved in similar way as Proposition 4.3, by using the equivalences
obtained from the structural and identity rules.

The ⇒ direction is proved in similar way as in Proposition 4.3, by assigning negative polarity
to the meta-level atoms. However, for the inductive case when the clause Id2 is focused on, we use
Parigot's observation that any instance of a sequent calculus cut-rule is translated in Free Deduction
to a sequence of elimination and introduction rules whose main premises is the cut-formula. 2

From Propositions 4.3 and 4.20, we have the following relationship between sequents provable in
free deduction and those provable in the LK sequent calculus.
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Corollary 4.21 Let Γ and ∆ be sets of propositional, classical formulas. Then Γ ` ∆ is provable in
FD if and only if φ(Γ) ` φ(∆) is provable in LKc.

Parigot notes that if one of the premises of the generalized rules is �killed�, i.e., it is always the
conclusion of an initial rule, then one can obtain either sequent calculus or natural deduction proofs
with multiple conclusions. The �killing� of a premise is accounted for in our framework by the use
of polarities to enforce the presence of a formula in the context of the sequent. Our encoding of the
LK calculus could be explained by just using such a focusing restriction. A presentation of a natural
deduction with multiple conclusions could be obtained in a similar way as for the natural deduction
with single conclusion but with the main di�erence being that one has to also incorporate the StrR
rule in the theory by adding ? to positive occurrences of d·e atoms and negative occurrences of b·c
atoms.

4.7 The Tableaux Proof System KE

In the previous sections, we dealt with systems that contained rules with more premises than the
corresponding rules in sequent calculus or natural deduction. Now, we move to the other direction
and deal with systems that contain rules with fewer premises.

In [D'Agostino 1994], D'Agostino and Mondadori proposed the propositional tableaux system KE
displayed in Figure 4.19. Here, the only rule that has more than one premise is the cut rule. In the
original system, the cut inference rule appears with a side condition limiting cuts to be analytical
cuts, that is, rules where the cut-formula is a subformula of a formula in the end-sequent: since that
condition does not seem to be treated naturally in our context, we consider only the unrestricted cut
rule.

To encode KE, we use the theory Lke in Figure 4.20. To obtain an adequacy on the level of
derivations from Lke , we assign negative polarity to all atoms b·c and d·e. As before, the negative
occurrences of d·e and b·c enforce the presence of formulas in the sequent, but now, Lke contains
formulas with two negative occurrences of meta-level atoms. These formulas encode the KE rules
that contain only one premise. For example, the clause (⇒L2) encodes KE's inference rule ⇒L2, as
illustrates the following derivation, where K = Lke ∪ bΓ, A⇒ Bc ∪ d∆, Be:

` K :⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥
[I2]

` K, dAe : · ⇑
` K :⇓ ?dAe

[R ⇓, ?]
` K :⇓ dBe⊥

[I2]

` K :⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (?dAe ⊗ dBe⊥)
[2×⊗]

` K : · ⇑ [D2, 2× ∃]

By checking all the other the inference rules generated by focusing on formulas in Lke , we can conclude
with the following proposition.

Proposition 4.22 Let Γ ∪ ∆ be a set of object-level formulas. Assume that all meta-level atomic
formulas are given a negative polarity. Then Γ ` ∆ is provable in KE i� ` Lke , bΓc, d∆e :⇑ is
provable in LLF.

Proof The proof is by structural induction on the height of derivations. We show only some of
the cases. In the derivations below K = Lke ∪ bΓc ∪ d∆e.
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Γ, A,A⇒ B,B ` ∆
Γ, A,A⇒ B ` ∆

[⇒L1]
Γ, A⇒ B ` A,B,∆

Γ, A⇒ B ` B,∆ [⇒L2]
Γ, A ` A⇒ B,B,∆

Γ ` A⇒ B,∆
[⇒R]

Γ, A ∧B,A,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∧B ` ∆

[∧L]
Γ, A ` A ∧B,B,∆

Γ, A ` A ∧B,∆ [∧R1]
Γ, B ` A ∧B,A,∆

Γ, B ` A ∧B,∆ [∧R2]

Γ, A ∨B,B ` A,∆
Γ, A ∨B ` A,∆ [∨L1]

Γ, A ∨B,A ` B,∆
Γ, A ∨B ` B,∆ [∨L2]

Γ ` A,B,A ∨B,∆
Γ ` A ∨B,∆ [∨R]

Γ,¬A ` A,∆
Γ,¬A ` ∆

[¬L]
Γ, A ` ¬A,∆

Γ ` ¬A,∆ [¬R]

Γ, A ` A,∆ [I]
Γ, A ` ∆ Γ ` A,∆

Γ ` ∆
[Cut]

Figure 4.19: The rules for the classical propositional logic KE.

(⇒L1) bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc⊥ ⊗ ?bBc) (⇒R) dA⇒ Be⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O ?dBe)
(⇒L2) bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (?dAe ⊗ dBe⊥) (∧R1) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (bAc⊥ ⊗ ?dBe)
(∧L) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O ?bBc) (∧R2) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (?dAe ⊗ bBc⊥)
(∨L1) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe⊥ ⊗ ?bBc) (∨R) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (?dAe O ?dBe)
(∨L2) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc ⊗ dBe⊥)
(¬L) b¬Ac⊥ ⊗ dAe (¬R) d¬Ae⊥ ⊗ bAc
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) ?bBc ⊗ ?dBe

Figure 4.20: The speci�cation Lke for the system KE.
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Γ, A ∧B,A,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∧B ` ∆

[∧L]  

` K, bA ∧Bc :⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥
[I2]

` K, bA ∧Bc, bAc, bBc :⇑
` K, bA ∧Bc :⇑ ?bAc, ?bBc

[2× ?]

` K, bA ∧Bc :⇓ ?bAc O ?bBc
[R⇑,O]

` K, bA ∧Bc :⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O ?bBc)
[⊗]

` K, bA ∧Bc : · ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Γ, A ∨B,B ` A,∆
Γ, A ∨B ` A,∆ [∨L1]  

` K, bA ∨Bc, dAe :⇓ bA ∨Bc⊥
[I2]

` K, bA ∨Bc, dAe :⇓ dAe⊥
[I2]

K, bA ∨Bc, bBc, dAe : · ⇑
` K, bA ∨Bc, dAe :⇓ ?bBc

[R⇑, ?]

` K, bA ∨Bc, dAe :⇓ bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe⊥ ⊗ ?bBc)
[2×⊗]

` K, bA ∨Bc, dAe : · ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

2

The following proposition is proved by induction on the height of proofs, by taking into consider-
ation the equivalences obtained by the identity and structural rules, and by using the operator φ to
replace ¬ in formulas by its �implies false� meaning.

Proposition 4.23 Let Γ ∪∆ be a set of object logic, classical, propositional formulas. Then

`ll L, Id1, Id2, StrL, StrR, ?bφ(Γ)c, ?dφ(∆)e i� `ll Lke , ?bΓc, ?d∆e

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3. 2

The following result, establishing the equivalence between KE and propositional LKc, is a direct
consequence of Propositions 4.1, 4.3, 4.22 and 4.23.

Corollary 4.24 Let Γ and ∆ be a set of propositional formulas. Then Γ ` ∆ is provable in KE if
and only if φ(Γ) `lk φ(∆) is provable in the propositional fragment of LKc.

4.8 Smullyan's Analytic Cut System

To illustrate how one can capture another extreme in proof systems, we consider Smullyan's proof
system for analytic cut (AC) [Smullyan 1968a], which is depicted in Figure 4.21. Here, all rules except
the cut rule have no premises. As the name of the system suggests, Smullyan also assigned a side
condition to the cut rule, allowing only analytical cuts. As in the previous section, we shall drop this
restriction as it is not directly captured in our framework.

We again assign negative polarity to b·c and d·e atoms and use the theory Lac , shown in Figure
4.22, to obtain the strongest level of adequacy. For example, the formula (⇒L) corresponds to the
inference rule ⇒L in AC, as illustrates the following derivation, where K = Lac ∪bΓc∪ d∆e such that
A⇒ B,A ∈ Γ and B ∈ ∆:

` K : · ⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥
[I2] ` K : · ⇓ bAc⊥

[I2] ` K : · ⇓ dBe⊥
[I2]

` K : · ⇓ bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥)
[2×⊗]

` K : · ⇑ [D2, 2× ∃]

Again, the following proposition follows from repeating such constructions for all formulas in Lac .
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Γ, A ∨B ` A,B,∆ [∨L] Γ, A ` A ∨B,∆ [∨R1] Γ, B ` A ∨B,∆ [∨R2]

Γ, A ∧B ` A,∆ [∧L1] Γ, A ∧B ` B,∆ [∧L2] Γ, A,B ` A ∧B,∆ [∧R]

Γ, A,A⇒ B ` B,∆ [⇒L] Γ ` A,A⇒ B,∆
[⇒R1] Γ, B ` A⇒ B,∆

[⇒R2]

Γ,¬A,A ` ∆
[¬L] Γ ` A,¬A,∆ [¬R]

Γ, A ` ∆ Γ ` A,∆
Γ ` ∆

[Cut]
Γ, A ` A,∆ [I]

Figure 4.21: Smullyan's Analytic Cut System for classical propositional logic, AC, except that the
cut rule is not restricted.

(⇒L) bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥) (⇒R) dA⇒ Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe⊥ ⊕ bBc⊥)
(∧L) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe⊥ ⊕ dBe⊥) (∧R) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (bAc⊥ ⊗ bBc⊥)
(∨L) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥) (∨R) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (bAc⊥ ⊕ bBc⊥)
(¬L) d¬Ae⊥ ⊗ dAe⊥ (¬R) b¬Ac⊥ ⊗ bAc⊥
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) ?bBc ⊗ ?dBe

Figure 4.22: The theory Lac used to encode Smullyan's Analytic Cut System AC.

Proposition 4.25 Let Γ ∪∆ be a set of object-level, classical propositional formulas. Assume that
all meta-level atomic formulas are given a negative polarity. Then Γ ` ∆ is provable in AC i�
` Lac , bΓc, d∆e :⇑ is provable in LLF. Furthermore, adequacy for derivations also holds between the
respective proof systems.

Proof The proof is by structural induction on the height of derivations. We show only some of
the remaining cases.

Γ, A ∨B ` A,B,∆ [∨L]  

` K∨ : · ⇓ bA ∨Bc⊥
[I2] ` K∨ : · ⇓ dAe⊥

[I2] ` K∨ : · ⇓ dBe⊥
[I2]

` K∨ : · ⇓ bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥)
[2×⊗]

` K∨ : · ⇑ [D2, 2× ∃]

where K∨ = Lac ∪ bΓ, A ∨Bc ∪ d∆, A,Be.

Γ, A ∧B ` A,∆ [∧L1]  

` K∧ : · ⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥
[I2]

` K∧ : · ⇓ dAe⊥
[I2]

` K∧ : · ⇓ dAe⊥ ⊕ dBe⊥
[⊕1]

` K∧ : · ⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe⊥ ⊕ dBe⊥)
[⊗]

` K∧ : · ⇑ [D2, 2× ∃]

where K∧ = Lac ∪ bΓ, A ∧Bc ∪ d∆, Ae. 2

Again by using the equalities obtained from the identity and structural rules and the operator φ,
we obtain the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.26 Let Γ ∪∆ be a set of object logic, classical propositional formulas. Then

`ll L, Id1, Id2, StrL, StrR, ?bφ(Γ)c, ?dφ(∆)e i� `ll Lac , ?bΓc, ?d∆e

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3. 2

The following result follows directly from the Propositions 4.1, 4.3, 4.25, and 4.26.

Corollary 4.27 Let Γ and ∆ be a set of classical, propositional formulas. Then Γ ` ∆ is provable
in AC if and only if φ(Γ) ` φ(∆) is provable in the propositional fragment of LKc.

4.9 Related Work

A number of logical frameworks have been proposed to represent object-level proof systems. Many
of these frameworks, as used in [Felty 1988, Harper 1993, Pfenning 1989], are based on intuitionistic
(minimal) logic principles. In such settings, the dualities that we employ here, for example, bBc ≡
dBe⊥, are not available within the logic and this makes reasoning about the relative completeness
between object-level proof systems harder. Also, since minimal logic sequents must have a single
conclusion, the storage of object-level formulas is generally done on the left-hand side of meta-level
sequents (see [Hodas 1994a, Pfenning 2000]) with some kind of �marker� for the right-hand side (such
as the non-logical �refutation� marker # in [Pfenning 2000]). The �exibility of having the four meta-
level literals bBc, dBe, bBc⊥, and dBe⊥ is not generally available in such intuitionistic systems. While
it is natural in classical linear logic to consider having some atoms assigned negative and some positive
polarities, most intuitionistic systems consider only uniform assignments of polarities to meta-level
atoms (usually negative in order to support goal-directed proof search): the ability to mix polarity
assignments for di�erent meta-level atoms can only be achieved in more indirect fashions in such
settings.

The abstract logic programming presentation of linear logic called Forum [Miller 1996] has been
used to specify sequent calculus proof systems in a style similar to that used here. That presentation
of linear logic was, however, also limited in that negation was not a primitive connective and that all
atomic formulas were assumed to have negative polarity. The range of encodings contained in this
chapter are not directly available using Forum.

In [Ciabattoni 2008], Ciabattoni et al. consider a general approach to the speci�cation of structural
rules in sequent calculus which di�ers from our approach of specifying structural rules. In particular,
their method would not use the exponentials of linear logic, as we do in the clauses StrL and StrR,
but would rather treat structural rules more explicitly by having rules of the form

bBc⊥ ⊗ (bBc O bBc)

to encode the contraction-left rules (of the sequent calculus).

4.10 Conclusions and further remarks

We have shown that by employing di�erent focusing annotations or using di�erent sets of formulas
that are (meta-logically) equivalent to L, a range of sound and (relatively) complete object-level proof
systems can be encoded. We have illustrated this principle by showing how linear logic focusing and
logical equivalences can account for object-level proof systems based on sequent calculus, natural
deduction, generalized introduction and elimination rules, free deduction, the tableaux system KE,
and Smullyan's AC system employing only axioms and the cut rule.

We now point out some directions for future work:
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• Size of proofs � An interesting line of future research would be to consider di�erences in the
sizes of proofs in these di�erent paradigms since these di�erences can be related to the topic of
comparing bottom-up and top-down deduction. Thus, it might be possible to �exibly change
polarity assignments that would result in di�erent and, hopefully, more compact presentations
of proofs.

• Transform proofs between di�erent systems � Although we used the same theory to encode
(open) derivations of di�erent proof systems, we did not investigate how to transform a proof
in one system to a proof in another system. These transformations would have to deal not only
with the use of equivalent formulas, such as using additive or multiplicative conjunctions, but
also deal with the change in the polarity assignment of the meta-level literals.

One way of transforming a focused proof with one polarity assignment to another focused proof
with a di�erent polarity assignment is by using foculisation graphs (see Section 2.5). Let Ξ
be a focused proof with a polarity assignment. We �rst remove the focusing annotations from
Ξ, obtaining hence, the proof Ξ′. Then we transform Ξ′ into a focused proof with a di�erent
polarity assignment by using the foculisation graphs obtained with this new polarity assignment.

• Encoding natural deduction normal form proofs � In this chapter, we have only been able
to encode the natural deduction normal form proofs that did not contain disjunctions and
existential quanti�ers. When these connectives are allowed, normal form proofs contain not
only an introduction phase and an elimination phase, but also a phase between these two
phases called segment. The problem of encoding these type of proofs is that the encoding of the
existential and disjunction elimination rules does not enforce that these rules appear between
the introduction and elimination phase. However, it is easy to check that the derivations
encoding the other elimination rules permute over the derivations encoding the elimination
rules for existential quanti�ers and disjunctions. If one could permute downwards all derivations
encoding disjunction and existential elimination rules, we would be able to encode normal form
proofs. A way to do so is to use the notion of maximally multifocused proofs [Chaudhuri 2008a].
Multifocusing is a trivial generalization of focused systems, where not only one formula can be
focused on, but a set of formulas can be focused. Chaudhuri et al. showed the existence of
maximally multifocused proofs where one focuses on the multiset containing the most formulas.
We speculate that normal form proofs would correspond to maximally multifocused proofs.

• Analytic cuts � We were not yet able to give a logical account for the side condition on analytic
cut-rules. The answer for this problem does not seem easy. One way to do so, is to express the
subformula condition implicitly by using meta-level initial rules. For example, one could use
special tokens for analytic cut formulas, such as bAca and dAea, that would have to necessarily
�match� subformulas, bAc and dAe, of any formula in the endsequent in an meta-level initial
rule. Although this type of approach might work to express complete set of proofs for KE and
AC, there are at least two problems with this approach. First, we cannot encode all proofs
of AC and of KE, �only� a complete set of proofs. Second, one cannot check locally that the
cut-formula used satis�es the subformula condition, but only when the encoding of the analytic
cut is used in a meta-level initial.

• More �exible polarity assignments � We have only considered a global polarity assignment for
b·c and d·e meta-level atoms. One could imagine more �exible polarity assignments, where
some occurrences of b·c (resp. d·e) are assigned positive polarity and other occurrences negative
polarity. Since changing polarity assignments does not a�ect provability one would obtain yet
another complete proof system. Another future work is to �nd good applications for such proof
systems.
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While focusing at the meta-level clearly provides a powerful normal form of proof, we have not
described how to use the techniques presented in this chapter to derive object-level focusing proof
systems. Finding a means to derive such object-level normal form proofs is an interesting challenge
and we will tackle this problem in Chapter 6.





Chapter 5

Linear Logic with subexponentials

It is well known that the linear logic exponentials are not canonical: suppose that we have two pairs
of exponentials; one pair colored as blue, !b and ?b, and the second pair colored as red, !r and ?r, with
the following introduction rules:

` ?bΓ, F

` ?bΓ, !bF
[!b]

` Γ, F

` Γ, ?bF
[D?b] ` ?rΓ, F

` ?rΓ, !rF
[!r]

` Γ, F
` Γ, ?rF

[D?r]

One cannot show that !rF ≡ !bF for any formula F .
In fact, it is possible to �ll the gap between the �linear� modality and the ? modality in linear

logic with a preordered set of exponential-like operators. These intermediate modalities may or may
not permit weakening and contraction. We introduce the term subexponential for such modalities
since the exponential equation ?(A⊕B) ≡ (?A O ?B) fails when contraction and weakening are not
admitted for ?. In this chapter, we discuss linear logic proof systems that contain subexponentials.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.1 we introduce the linear
logic system SELL with subexponentials. Then in Section 5.2 we propose some focusing systems for
SELL, �rst considering the case where relevant formulas, which can contract but not weaken, are
not permitted, and then we consider the general case where such formulas are also permitted. In
Section 5.3, we propose an extension to SELL where subexponentials can be instantiated or created,
and propose a focused version of such a system. Finally, in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 we �nish the chapter
by commenting on related works and pointing out directions for future work.

References: parts of this chapter are in [Nigam 2009a].

5.1 Linear Logic with Subexponentials

Danos et al. proposed in [Danos 1993] a linear logic system that contains non-canonical connectives for
exponentials which we refer to as subexponentials. A subexponential signature is the tuple 〈I,�,W, C〉
where I is a set of indexes, with the �colors� of the subexponentials, � is a preordered relation1 over
the elements of the set of indexes I, and W and C are both subsets of I. Given a subexponential
signature Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉, the rules for SELLΣ are the same as in linear logic, except that we add
the following rules for the subexponentials.

• For each a ∈ I, add the usual dereliction rule for ?a;

` C,∆
` ?aC,∆

[D?a]

• For each a ∈ W, add the usual weakening rule for ?a; and for each b ∈ C, add the usual
contraction rule for ?b;

` ∆
` ?aC,∆

[W?a]
` ?bC, ?bC,∆

` ?bC,∆
[C?b]

1A preorder relation is a binary relation that is re�exive (a � a) and transitive (if a � b and b � c then a � c).
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• Add the following promotion rule for all a ∈ I:

` ?x1C1, . . . , ?xnCn, C

` ?x1C1, . . . , ?xnCn, !aC
[!a]

with the proviso that a � xi for all i = 1, . . . , n.

The setsW and C in the subexponential signature specify which subexponential indexes in I allow for
weakening and contraction, respectively. The preorder � is used only in the promotion rule. One can
only introduce a subexponential bang of index a (for short, a-bang), if there are only formulas whose
main connective is a subexponential question-mark of index x (for short, x-question mark) where
a � x. Hence, from an operational point of view, one must check if all indexes x are greater than a.
We will elide the subscript Σ from SELLΣ whenever the subexponential signature Σ is clear from the
context. Moreover, notice that when the subexponential signature is of the form 〈{u},�, {u}, {u}〉,
where the preorder is the trivial identity relation, then SELLΣ corresponds exactly to the usual
linear logic system. As we will point out later, this restriction over the subexponential signatures is
necessary to prove the cut-elimination theorem for such logics.

For any subexponential signature Σ, the De Morgan's laws for the subexponentials in Σ are
provable in SELLΣ

(!iF )⊥ ≡ ?iF⊥ (?iF )⊥ ≡ !iF⊥

As usual, we denote by F⊥ the negation normal form of F , obtained by using the De Morgan's laws
to push the negation inside the formula.

Since some subexponentials may or may not allow contractions and weakening of formulas, the
equivalences, which give exponentials their names, are not necessarily provable in SELL, but only
some directions, hence the name subexponentials. Consider the following subexponential indexes
c ∈ C, w ∈ W and u ∈ W ∩ C, then the following formulas are provable in SELL, for any formulas P
and Q:

• !c(P &Q)( (!cP )⊗ (!cQ); • (!wP )⊗ (!wQ)( !w(P &Q);
• ?w(P ⊕Q)( (?wP ) O (?wQ); • (?cP ) O (?cQ)( ?c(P ⊕Q);
• !u(P &Q) ≡ (!uP )⊗ (!uQ); • ?u(P ⊕Q) ≡ (?uP ) O (?uQ).

We also classify formulas into four di�erent groups: we classify as linear or bounded the formulas
that are not allowed to contract nor weaken; as a�ne the formulas that are not allowed to contract
but are allowed to weaken; as relevant the formulas that are allowed to contract, but not allowed to
weaken; and as unbounded the formulas that are allowed to weaken and to contract.

Danos, Joinet and Schellinx showed in [Danos 1993] that the cut rule is admissible in SELLΣ if
the subexponential signature satis�es the following condition: (i) if i ∈ C (resp. i ∈ W) then for
all j such that i � j, j must also belong to C (resp. W). That is, the subexponential indexes are
closed upwardly over contraction and weakening. From now on we only consider such subexponential
signatures. Moreover, they also showed that because of the re�exivity of the preorder relation, one
can use only atomic initial rules.

De�nition 5.1 A subexponential signature, Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉, is consistent if for all i, j ∈ I, if i ∈ W
(respectively C) and i � j, then j ∈ W (respectively C).

Proposition 5.2 Let Σ be a consistent subexponential signature. A formula F is provable in SELLΣ

if and only if it is provable in SELLΣ by only using instances of atomic initial rules.

Proof As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we use transformations of the form:

` !aF, ?aF⊥
[I]

 

` F, F⊥

` F, ?aF⊥
[D?a]

` !aF, ?aF⊥
[!a]
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Notice that this transformation works only because the relation � is re�exive. 2

Theorem 5.3 Let Σ be a consistent subexponential signature. Then, the cut elimination theorem
holds for SELLΣ.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of cut elimination in classical linear logic. We show here
only the cases involving the subexponential question-marks and bangs. First we show that, whenever
a rule is applied to a formula in the right (or left) premise of a cut rule, the cut rule can permute
over this rule. For example:

` Γ, P
` Γ, !aP

` ∆, Q, ?aP⊥

` ∆, !bQ, ?aP⊥

` Γ,∆, !bQ  

` Γ, P
` Γ, !aP ` ∆, Q, ?aP⊥

` Γ,∆, Q

` Γ,∆, !bQ

This transformation is valid because the relation � in Σ is a preorder. From the left branch of the
cut, we know that Γ contains formulas whose main connective is a x-question mark such that a � x,
and from the right-premise, it must be the case that b � a and that ∆ contains formulas whose main
connective is a y-question mark such that b � y. From transitivity of the preorder � it is the case
that b � x, and therefore the permutation works.

Now, we proceed with the elimination of cut. As usual, we �rst specify the degree δ(A) of a
formula A, inductively, as follows:

1. δ(A) = 1, if A is a literal;

2. δ(A⊗B) = δ(A O B) = δ(A&B) = δ(A⊕B) = max{δ(A), δ(B)}+ 1;

3. δ(!iA) = δ(?iA) = δ(A) + 1, where i is a subexponential index.

The degree of a cut is de�ned to be the degree of the cut-formula, and the degree of a proof the
supremum of the degrees of the cuts in the proof.

We show that one can reduce the degree of a proof by performing the following key transformations.
Here, we also assume that the degree of the subtrees have degree strictly less than the degree of the
proof-tree.

One can replace, for any subexponential index i, the derivation to the left by the derivation to
the right with lower degree:

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` ∆, A⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,∆  
` Γ, A ` ∆, A⊥

` Γ,∆

In the next transformation, the need for the restrictions imposed on subexponential signatures Σ
becomes apparent. Because of the application of the promotion rule for !i in the derivation on the left,
it must be the case that all formulas in Γ have as main connective a subexponential question-mark
with index greater or equal to i. Moreover, because of the weakening of the formula ?iA⊥, it must
be the case that i ∈ W, and hence, from the restrictions on consistent subexponential signatures, all
formulas in Γ can also be weakened. This allows us to use the derivation on the right with lower
degree.

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA
` ∆

` ∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,∆  
` ∆
` Γ,∆
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There is another transformation, called pseudo key-case (shown below), which involves contraction
and is necessary for the cut-elimination algorithm, but that does not decrease the degree of proofs.
This case highlights the need for the restriction that subexponentials indexes are upwardly closed
with respect to contraction. Here, since the promotion rule is applicable in the left branch of the
derivation to the left, the main connective of the formulas in Γ must be subexponential question-mark
with index greater or equal to i, and, therefore, one can also contract Γ because i ∈ C.

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` ∆, ?iA⊥, ?iA⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,∆  

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA ` ∆, ?iA⊥, ?iA⊥

` Γ,∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,Γ,∆
` Γ,∆

Then the proof proceeds as in the proof of cut-elimination in linear logic, by induction on the
height of trees and using the key-cases and pseudo key-cases to eliminate cuts in the proof. For
example, if the proof is of the form to the left, where (F )n−1 denotes that there are n − 1 copies of
the formula F , then we can permute the dereliction downwards, obtaining the derivation to the right:

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` ∆, (?iA⊥)n−1, A⊥

` ∆, (?iA⊥)n−1, ?iA⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,∆  

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` ∆, (?iA⊥)n−1, A⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥, A⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥, ?iA⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,∆

We then apply the pseudo key-case transformation and permute the cut upwards, obtaining the
derivation to the left and to the right respectively:

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` ∆, (?iA⊥)n−1, A⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥, A⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥, ?iA⊥

` Γ,∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,Γ,∆
` Γ,∆  

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` ∆, (?iA⊥)n−1, A⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥, A⊥

` Γ,∆, A⊥

` Γ,∆, ?iA⊥

` Γ,Γ,∆
` Γ,∆

Now, we can use the key-case to obtain the following derivation, on which we apply the induction
hypothesis to the adequate subtree, to obtain a proof of smaller degree:

` Γ, A

` Γ, A

` Γ, !iA

` ∆, (?iA⊥)n−1, A⊥

` ∆, ?iA⊥, A⊥

` Γ,∆, A⊥

` Γ,Γ,∆
` Γ,∆

Here, we do not show the rest of the proof, but we invite the more interested reader to have a
look at the technical report [Braüner 1996]. 2

5.2 Focusing in linear logic with subexponentials

To propose a focused system for SELLΣ, we follow the steps of Andreoli [Andreoli 1992] and of
Saurin et al. [Miller 2007b] by �rst proposing a proof system that incorporates the structural rules
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for contraction and weakening into the logical rules. However, since we are dealing with more than
two modalities, we propose, instead of a dyadic system, a polyadic system where there is one di�erent
context for each subexponential index.

As proof search is performed from the root towards its leaves, one wants to postpone as much
as possible the application of structural rules. In the dyadic system proposed by Andreoli, this
corresponds to applying weakening rules just before initial rules and contractions before the tensor
and dereliction rules. We will use the same motivation when proposing the polyadic system, but some
extra considerations arise when considering subexponentials.

Di�erently from linear logic, the weakening rule does not permute with all logical rules, namely it
does not permute over promotion rules. Consider for example the sequent ` ?aP, !bQ. Because of the
side condition in the promotion rule, the weakening of ?aP (here assuming that a ∈ W) will permute
over the promotion rule if b � a, otherwise one must �rst weaken ?aP . Hence, the polyadic system
for such a logic di�ers from Andreoli's dyadic system for linear logic, as weakening occurs not only
before initial rules, but also immediately before promotion rules.

Contraction is also a bit more involved than in Andreoli's dyadic system. Because of relevant
formulas, that is, formulas that can contract but not weaken, we cannot freely perform contraction of
this type of formulas since once contracted the new formulas created must later be used. On the other
hand, one can contract unbounded formulas without losing completeness because, once contracted,
the created formulas can be later weakened. In the next subsection, we start with the simpler case
for proof systems constructed using subexponential signatures, 〈I,�,W, C〉, such that C ⊆ W, that
is, proof systems that do not allow relevant formulas. Later, we will discuss the case when relevant
formulas are also permitted.

5.2.1 Case without relevant formulas

A polyadic system is constructed by using polyadic sequents. Polyadic sequents are speci�ed as
follows:

De�nition 5.4 Let Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 be a subexponential signature. Then a polyadic sequent for Σ
is a pair, written as ` K : Γ, with a multiset of formulas, Γ, and with a function, K, from the set of
subexponential indexes I to the set of multisets of formulas.

The polyadic sequent ` K : Γ denotes the linear logic sequent, ` ?l1K[l1], . . . , ?lnK[ln],Γ obtained
by collecting the formulas in the multiset K[li], for each li in the domain of K, and pre�xing all the
formulas in K[li] with the subexponential ?li . Moreover, we derive the function of the polyadic sequent
corresponding to a monadic sequent as follows: let S be the monadic sequent ` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?xnΘn,Γ,
then the function KS of a corresponding polyadic sequent ` KS : Γ is de�ned as follows:

KS [c] =
{

Θi if c = xi
∅ if c /∈ {x1, . . . , xn}

This is a straightforward generalization of Andreoli's dyadic sequent. Notice that Γ might contain
formulas whose main connective is a subexponential question-mark, and, therefore, the same monadic
sequent might have several associated polyadic sequents. However, we will make sure that it is clear
from the context which multisets Θi in a sequent S that we are using to construct the function KS .

Before we show the polyadic proof system for SELL, we �rst specify some operations over functions
of polyadic sequents K,K1 and K2 for a subexponential signature Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉:

• K ≤i [l] =
{
K[l] if i � l
∅ if i � l

where i ∈ I is a subexponential index.
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• K[J ] =
⋃
{K[i] | i ∈ J }

where J ⊆ I is a set of subexponential indexes.

• (K +l A)[i] =
{
K[i] ∪ {A} if i = l

K[i] otherwise

where A is a formula.

• Let J ⊆ I be a set of subexponential indexes, and ? ∈ {=,⊂,⊆} be a binary connective. Then
(K1 ?K2) |J is true if and only if ∀i ∈ J .(K1[i] ?K2[i]).

• (K1 ⊗K2)[i] =
{
K1[i] ∪ K2[i] if i /∈ C
K1[i] otherwise if i ∈ C ∩W

Here, we use the multiset union.

Notice that the function K1 ⊗ K2 is only well de�ned when C ⊆ W, which is assumed true in this
subsection. In the next subsection, we will �ll in the gap.

The rules for the polyadic system, SELLpΣ for SELLΣ, are given in Figure 5.1. The promotion rule
and the one introduction rules are the most interesting ones. Their side-conditions enforces that the
only side-formulas are those that allows one to introduce the main connective as seen in the previous
section. For example, in the promotion rule, one must make sure that the side-formulas premise only
contains formulas whose main connective is a question-mark with an index greater or equal to the
index of the bang introduced.

Theorem 5.5 Let Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 be a subexponential signature, such that {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ I and
C ⊆ W, and let S be the sequent ` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?xnΘn,Γ. Then,

S is provable in SELLΣ i� ` KS : Γ is provable in SELL
p
Σ

Proof We make use of the following lemma, which is proved by induction on the height of deriva-
tions.

Lemma 5.6 Let Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 be a subexponential signature, such that {y1, . . . , yn} ⊆ W, and let
Θ1, . . . ,Θn be multisets of formulas. If ` K1 : Γ has a proof in SELL

p
Σ then ` K2 : Γ has a proof of

the same height in SELL
p
Σ, where K2[yi] = K1[yi] ∪ {Θi}, for all i = 1, . . . , n, and K2[c] = K1[c] for

all c /∈ {y1, . . . , yn}.

Proof By induction on the height of proofs. 2

We prove the completeness direction by induction on the height of trees. Here we show some of
the inductive cases, according to the last rule in the proof of ` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?xnΘn,Γ.

• Case O:

` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?xnΘn,Γ, A,B
` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?xnΘn,Γ, A O B

[O]

If the premise of this rule is called S1 and its conclusion S, then, from the induction hypothesis,
there is a proof of ` KS1 : Γ, A,B in SELL

p
Σ. It is easy to check from their de�nitions that the

functions KS1 and KS are equivalent. Therefore, from the O introduction rule in SELL
p
Σ, there is

also proof of the sequent ` KS : Γ, A O B in SELL
p
Σ.

The cases for the rules >,⊥,&,⊕i, 1,∃, and ∀ are similar.

• Case ⊗:
` ?x1Θ1

1, . . . , ?
xnΘ1

n,Γ, A ` ?x1Θ2
1, . . . , ?

xnΘ2
n,∆, B

` ?x1Θ1
1, ?

x1Θ2
1, . . . , ?

xnΘ1
n, ?

xnΘ2
n,Γ,∆, A⊗B

[⊗]
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Assume that the premises of this rule are called S1 and S2 and its conclusion, S, then, by induction
hypothesis, there are proofs in SELL

p
Σ of the sequents ` KS1 ,Γ, A and ` KS2 ,∆, B. From Lemma

5.6, there are proofs of the same height for the sequents ` K′S1 ,Γ, A and ` K′S2 ,∆, B, but where
K′Si

[xi] = Θ1
i ∪Θ2

i for all xi ∈ C ∩W and K′Si
[c] = KSi [c] for all other indexes c. Hence, there is also

a proof of the sequent ` KS ,Γ,∆, A⊗B.
• Case D?xi : there are two subcases to be considered:

(1) If the dereliction occurs in a formula in Θi:

` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?x1Θi, . . . ?xnΘn,Γ, P
` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?x1Θi, ?xiP, . . . ?xnΘn,Γ

[D?xi ]

Assume that the premise of the rule is called S1 and its conclusion, S, then by the induction hypothesis
there is a proof of ` KS1 : Γ, P in SELL

p
Σ. Now, we distinguish two subcases: a) if xi /∈ C ∩W, then,

from the rule D2?xi , the sequent ` KS : Γ has a proof in SELL
p
Σ; b) if xi ∈ C ∩ W, then, from the

Lemma 5.6, the sequent ` KS : Γ, P has a proof in SELL
p
Σ of the same height. Finally, from the rule

D1?xi , the sequent ` KS : Γ is provable in SELL
p
Σ.

(2) If the dereliction occurs in a formula in Γ:

` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?xnΘn,Γ, P
` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?xnΘn,Γ, ?cP

[D?xi ]

In this case the reasoning is similar to the previous case, only that we �rst apply an instance of the
rule ?c rule:

` KS +c P : Γ
` KS : Γ, ?cP

[?c]

The cases for the rule C?c,W?c and !c are again similar. One just needs to use the fact that
contractions permutes over all rules except tensor and dereliction rules and that weakening permutes
over all rules except promotion rules.

Now we prove the soundness direction, which is also by induction on the height of proofs. Here
we show only some of the cases:

` K : A⊥, A
[I]

 

` A⊥, A
[I]

` ?x1K[x1], . . . , ?xnK[xn], A⊥, A
[m×W?xi ]

Notice that, only because of the side condition K[I \W] = ∅ in SELL
p
Σ's initial rule, we can weaken

all the formulas in the context.
The case for the rule 1 is similar.

` K : Γ, A,B
` K : Γ, A O B

[O]
 

` ?x1K[x1], . . . , ?xnK[xn],Γ, A,B
` ?x1K[x1], . . . , ?xnK[xn],Γ, A O B

[O]

The cases for &,∀,∃,>,⊥, and ⊕i are similar.

` K1 : Γ, A ` K2 : ∆, B
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B [⊗]

 

` Λu,Λ1
b ,Γ, A ` Λu,Λ2

b ,∆, B

` Λu,Λu,Λ1
b ,Λ

2
b ,Γ,∆, A⊗B

[⊗]

` Λu,Λ1
b ,Λ

2
b ,Γ,∆, A⊗B

[m× C?xi ]

where Λu = {?xiP | xi ∈ C and P ∈ (K1 ⊗ K2)[xi]} and Λjb = {?xiP | xi /∈ C and P ∈ Kj [xi]}, for
j = 1, 2.
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` K ≤l: A
` K : !lA

[!l]
 

` Λ≥, A

` Λ≥, !lA
[!l]

` Λ≥,Λ�, !
lA

[m×W?xi ]

where Λ≥ = {?xiP | l � xi and P ∈ K[xi]} and Λ� = {?xiP | l � xi and P ∈ K[xi]}. Notice that

we can weaken the set Λ� because of the side condition K[{x | l 6� x ∧ x /∈ W}] = ∅ in SELL
p
Σ's

promotion rule.

` K : A,Γ
` K : Γ

[D1?xi ]
 

` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?x1Θi, ?xiA, . . . ?xnΘn,Γ, A
` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?x1Θi, ?xiA, ?xiA, . . . ?xnΘn,Γ

[D?xi ]

` ?x1Θ1, . . . , ?x1Θi, ?xiA, . . . ?xnΘn,Γ
[C?xi ]

Notice that we can contract the formula ?xiA because of D1?c's side condition A ∈ K[C ∩W].

` K : A,Γ
` K +l A : Γ [D2?l]  

` ?x1Θ1, . . . ?xnΘn, A,Γ

` ?x1Θ1, . . . ?xnΘn, ?lA,Γ
[D?l]

2

Now we are ready to introduce the focused system SELLFΣ, depicted in Figure 5.2. As in An-
dreoli's tryadic system, we add the context to the left of the arrows ⇑ and ⇓ that contains only
positive formulas and literals. Notice that one could incorporate this new context in the function K
by assigning a new element in its domain, say −∞, such that K[−∞] returns the multiset of formulas
in this context. However, we do not have any good reason to do so, and, therefore, we prefer the
system closer to Andreoli's tryadic system.

For proving the completeness of SELLFΣ, we adapt the machinery introduced in the proof of
the focusing theorem for linear logic in Chapter 2 (see Theorem 2.8). Notice that we assume here a
global polarity assignment for literals. However, one could easily adapt the proof to accommodate
more �exible polarity assignments such as the ones proposed by Saurin et al. in [Miller 2007b].

De�nition 5.7 Let Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 be a subexponential signature. For all l ∈ I, the subexponential
connectives !l are classi�ed as synchronous and the subexponential connectives ?l as asynchronous.

Lemma 5.8 Let α be an inference rule and β be an asynchronous rule. Then α/β.

Proof The permutation cases are similar to those in Lemma 2.10. For example, the case for ⊗/&
is shown below:

` K1 : Γ, F,A ` K1 : Γ, F,B
` K1 : Γ, F,A&B

[&] ` K2 : ∆, G
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,A&B

[⊗]

the tensor rule permutes over the with rule as follows:

` K1 : Γ, F,A ` K2 : ∆, G
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,A [⊗]

` K1 : Γ, F,B ` K2 : ∆, G
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,B [⊗]

` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,A&B
[&]

The subexponentials do not cause problems. For example, the ⊕i rules permute over ?l rules:

K +l P : Γ, F

K : Γ, F, ?lP
[?l]

K : Γ, F ⊕G, ?lP
[⊕1]

 

K +l P : Γ, F
K +l P : Γ, F ⊕G [⊕1]

K : Γ, F ⊕G, ?lP
[?l]

2
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Logical Rules

` K : Γ, A ` K : Γ, B
` K : Γ, A&B

[&]
` K : Γ, A,B
` K : Γ, A O B

[O]

` K : Γ,> [>] ` K : Γ
` K : Γ,⊥ [⊥]

` K : Γ, A{t/x}
` K : Γ,∃xA [∃]

` K : Γ, A{c/x}
` K : Γ,∀xA [∀]

` K : Γ, Ai
` K : Γ, A1 ⊕A2

[⊕i]
` K1 : Γ, A ` K2 : ∆, B
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B [⊗, provided that (K1 = K2) |C∩W ]

` K : 1
[1, provided K[I \W] = ∅]

` K ≤l: A
` K : !lA

[!l, provided K[{x | l 6� x ∧ x /∈ W}] = ∅]

` K : A⊥, A
[I, provided K[I \W] = ∅]

` K : A,Γ
` K : Γ [D1?l, provided A ∈ K[C ∩W]]

` K : A,Γ
` K +l A : Γ [D2?l, provided l /∈ C ∩W]

Structural Rules

` K +l A : Γ
` K : Γ, ?lA

[?l]

Figure 5.1: The polyadic system SELL
p
Σ.
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Asynchronous Phase

` K : Γ ⇑ L,A ` K : Γ ⇑ L,B
` K : Γ ⇑ L,A&B

[&]
` K : Γ ⇑ L,A,B
` K : Γ ⇑ L,A O B

[O]

` K : Γ ⇑ L,> [>]
` K : Γ ⇑ L
` K : Γ ⇑ L,⊥ [⊥]

` K : Γ ⇑ L,A{c/x}
` K : Γ ⇑ L,∀xA [∀]

` K +l A : Γ ⇑ L
` K : Γ ⇑ L, ?lA

[?l]

Synchronous Phase

` K : Γ ⇓ Ai
` K : Γ ⇓ A1 ⊕A2

[⊕i]
` K1 : Γ ⇓ A ` K2 : ∆ ⇓ B
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆ ⇓ A⊗B [⊗, provided (K1 = K2) |C∩W ]

` K : · ⇓ 1
[1, provided K[I \W] = ∅]

` K : Γ ⇓ A{t/x}
` K : Γ ⇓ ∃xA [∃]

` K ≤l : · ⇑ A
` K : · ⇓ !lA

[!l, provided K[{x | l 6� x ∧ x /∈ W}] = ∅]

Reaction, Identity, and Decide Rules

` K : Γ ⇓ Ap
[I, provided A⊥p ∈ (Γ ∪ K[I]) and (Γ ∪ K[I \W]) ⊆ {A⊥p }]

` K +l P : Γ ⇓ P
` K +l P : Γ ⇑ · [Dl, provided l ∈ C ∩W]

` K : Γ ⇓ P
` K +l P : Γ ⇑ · [Dl, provided l /∈ C ∩W]

` K : Γ ⇓ P
` K : Γ, P ⇑ · [D1]

` K : Γ ⇑ N
` K : Γ ⇓ N [R⇓]

` K : Γ, S ⇑ L
` K : Γ ⇑ L, S [R⇑]

Figure 5.2: The focused system SELLFΣ. Here, Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 is a subexponential signature, such
that C ⊆ W; L is a list of formulas; Γ is a multiset of positive formulas and literals; Ap is a positive
polarity literal; P is not a negative polarity literal; S is a positive formula or a literal; N is a negative
formula.
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Lemma 5.9 Let α and β be two synchronous rules. Then α/β.

Proof The proof is similar to the Lemma 2.11. We show only some of the cases:
• (⊗/⊕1):

` K1 : Γ, F, P
` K1 : Γ, F, P ⊕Q [⊕1] ` K2 : ∆, G
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,P ⊕Q [⊗]

 

` K1 : Γ, F, P ` K2 : ∆, G
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,P [⊗]

` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,P ⊕Q [⊕1]

• (⊕1/⊕2):

` K : Γ, F,Q
` K : Γ, F, P ⊕Q [⊕2]

` K : Γ, F ⊕G,P ⊕Q [⊕1]  

` K : Γ, F,Q
` K : Γ, F ⊕G,Q [⊕1]

` K : Γ, F ⊕G,P ⊕Q [⊕2]

• (⊗/∃):

` K1 : Γ, F, P [t/x]
` K1 : Γ, F, ∃xP [∃] ` K2 : ∆, G
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,∃xP [⊗]

 

` K1 : Γ, F, P [t/x] ` K2 : ∆, G
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,P [t/x]

[⊗]

` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, F ⊗G,∃xP [∃]

2

We use the same de�nition of positive trunks given in De�nition 2.13. We also distinguish each
occurrence of formulas, F , created from dereliction rules, by assigning to it a di�erent number i, like
(F, i), as speci�es the following de�nition.

De�nition 5.10 Given a positive trunk, Π, of the sequent ` K : Γ, we assign to every occurrence of
a dereliction rule, D1?l and D2?l, in Π, a unique index (F, i) to the occurrence of formula F created.
The active formulas in Π are the active formulas in Γ and the indexed formulas (F, i).

We also use the same relation ≺f speci�ed in De�nition 2.15 and show that this relation is still
acyclic.

Lemma 5.11 The relation ≺f is acyclic.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.16. The new promotion and dereliction rules
do not cause any problems for the same reasons as in linear logic. 2

Lemma 5.12 Let Π be a positive trunk, S be the root sequent of Π such that it cannot be the con-
clusion of any asynchronous rule, and F be a minimal element in Π. If F is a formula created by a
dereliction, then there is a proof of S where F is created and a rule is applied to it last. Otherwise,
if F is not created by a dereliction, then there is a proof where a rule is applied to F last.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.18. 2

The completeness of SELLFΣ follows with the same reasoning as Theorem 2.8 by using the per-
mutations lemmas and the focalisation graph above.

Theorem 5.13 Let Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 be a subexponential signature, such that C ⊆ W. Then SELLFΣ

is sound and complete with respect to SELLΣ.
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5.2.2 Adding relevant formulas

In the previous subsection, we assumed that C ⊆ W and, therefore, performing contraction did not
a�ect provability because, after creating a formula by using the contraction rule, one could always
weaken this formula later. In this subsection, we drop this assumption and also allow relevant formulas
in the logic. In this case, contraction cannot always be done, as, once a relevant formula is contracted,
it can no longer be weakened and thus must be used in some logical rule.

As before, we try to postpone as much as possible the contraction of relevant formulas. The
contraction rule still permutes over all rules, except tensor rules and dereliction rules. For example,
contraction permutes over O rule:

` Γ, A,B, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A O B, ?cP, ?cP

[O]

` Γ, A O B, ?cP
[C?c]

 

` Γ, A,B, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A,B, ?cP

[C?c]

` Γ, A O B, ?cP
[O]

However, there are some cases when contraction rules do permute over tensor and dereliction rules,
namely when there are already at least two copies of the contracted formula, as illustrates the following
transformations:

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP, ?cP ` ∆, B
` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP, ?cP

[⊗]

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP
[C?c]

 

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP

[C?c]
` ∆, B

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP
[⊗]

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP ` ∆, B, ?cP
` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP, ?cP

[⊗]

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP
[C?c]

 

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A, ?cP

[C?c]
` ∆, B, ?cP

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP
[⊗]

` Γ, ?cP, ?cP, P
` Γ, ?cP, ?cP, ?cP

[D?c]

` Γ, ?cP, ?cP
[C?c]

 

` Γ, ?cP, ?cP, P
` Γ, ?cP, P

[C?c]

` Γ, ?cP, ?cP
[D?c]

Hence, whenever there is more than one copy of a relevant formula, ?cP , in the context, one can treat
these formulas as bounded formulas and split them in the tensor rule, postponing their contraction.
Moreover, even when there is only one copy of a relevant formula, ?cP , in the context, one can
permute its contraction over the tensor rule, namely when all copies goes to one of its branches, as
illustrates the following transformation:

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP ` ∆, B
` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP

[⊗]

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP
[C?c]

 

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A, ?cP

[C?c]
` ∆, B

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP
[⊗]

The only case when a contraction cannot permute over a tensor is when there is only one copy of
the formula in the context and after contracting it, the copies are split by the tensor (illustrated by
the derivation to the left); and the only case when a contraction cannot permute over a dereliction
is when there is only one copy of the formula in the context and before applying the dereliction rule,
this formula is contracted (illustrated by the derivation to the right):

` Γ, A, ?cP ` ∆, B, ?cP
` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP

[⊗]

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP
[C?c]

` Γ, ?cP, P
` Γ, ?cP, ?cP

[D?c]

` Γ, ?cP
[C?c]

Summarizing: for both the tensor and the dereliction rule, whenever there are two copies of a relevant
formula, ?cP , in the context, we do not need to contract them; otherwise, if there is only one copy of
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a relevant formula, then there are two options, either do not contract it, or contract it once and for
the tensor rule, split the two copies among its branches.

We formalize this intuition as follows: assume that l ∈ C \W, then (K1 ⊗K2)[l] is a sub-multiset
of the multiset K1[l] ∪ K2[l] such that all formulas in the multiset δ = K1[l] ∪ K2[l] \ (K1 ⊗ K2)[l]
have multiplicity one in the multisets δ,K1[l],K2[l] and (K1 ⊗ K2)[l]. Intuitively, δ represents the
formulas that were created by contracting formulas. The conditions over the formulas in δ guarantee
that only the formulas that appear once in (K1 ⊗ K2)[l] are contracted (given by the condition of
having multiplicity one in (K1 ⊗K2)[l]). Moreover these formulas are contracted only once (given by
the condition of having multiplicity one in δ) and the two copies are split in the functions K1 and
K2 (given by the condition of multiplicity one in K1[l] and K2[l]). We use the same tensor rule as in
SELLF:

` K1 : Γ ⇓ A ` K2 : ∆ ⇓ B
` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆ ⇓ A⊗B [⊗, provided that (K1 = K2) |C∩W ]

Now, for the dereliction rule, if we do not want to contract a relevant formula, P , we use the
following decide rule (that is already in SELLF):

` K : Γ ⇓ P
` K +l P : Γ ⇑ · [Dl, provided l /∈ C ∩W]

otherwise, if there is only one copy of P in the context, then we use alternatively the following decide
rule that contracts P :

` K +l P : Γ ⇓ P
` K +l P : Γ ⇑ · [Dl, provided l ∈ C \W and {P, P} * K[l]]

We call the system obtained by adding the rule above to SELLFΣ as SELLF+
Σ . The following

theorem is a direct consequence of the discussion above.

Theorem 5.14 Let Σ be a subexponential signature. Then, SELLF+
Σ is sound and complete with

respect to SELLΣ.

One could imagine even tighter conditions for when one does not need to contract relevant for-
mulas. Consider, for example, the subexponential indexes c � d such that c ∈ C \W and d ∈ C ∩W,
and that the formula P ∈ K[c] ∩ K[d]. In this case, one does not need to contract ?cP because one
can always use the �safe� copies created by contracting the formula ?dP .

We now consider an alternative focused system for SELLΣ, called SELLF
C
Σ , where the contractions

of relevant formulas are not implicit in the logical rules, but occur in a third focusing phase, between
the asynchronous and synchronous phases. The system SELLFCΣ is obtained by adding the following
rule to the system SELLFΣ:

` K +l P : Γ ⇑
` K : Γ ⇑ [C?c, provided P ∈ K[l] and l ∈ C \W]

and for the tensor rule, we do not contract relevant formulas, but split then. This is formalized by
de�ning (K1 ⊗ K2)[l], for l ∈ C \ W, as the multiset K1[l] ∪ K2[l]. Hence, (from bottom-up) at the
end of the asynchronous phase, one is allowed to either decide on a formula using the decide rules
in SELLΣ, or contract relevant formulas. This creates a new phase between the asynchronous and
synchronous phases, similar to the cut phase discussed in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3.

This new system is complete because all synchronous rules permute over contractions, hence we
can permute all contractions in a synchronous phase down to the beginning of this phase; and on
the other hand, since contraction rules permute over all asynchronous rules, we permute all contrac-
tions appearing in the asynchronous phase up to the end of this phase. We show here some of the
permutation cases involving synchronous rules and contractions:
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` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A, ?cP

[C?c]
` ∆, B

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP
[⊗]

 

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP ` ∆, B
` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP, ?cP

[⊗]

` Γ,∆, A⊗B, ?cP
[C?c]

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A, ?cP

[C?c]

` Γ, A⊕B, ?cP
[⊕1]  

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A⊕B, ?cP, ?cP

[⊕1]

` Γ, A⊕B, ?cP
[C?c]

` Γ, A[t/x], ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A[t/x], ?cP

[C?c]

` Γ,∃xA, ?cP
[∃]

 

` Γ, A[t/x], ?cP, ?cP
` Γ,∃xA, ?cP, ?cP

[∃]

` Γ,∃xA, ?cP
[C?c]

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP
` Γ, A, ?cP

[C?c]

` Γ, ?dA, ?cP
[D?d]

 

` Γ, A, ?cP, ?cP

` Γ, ?dA, ?cP, ?cP
[D?d]

` Γ, ?dA, ?cP
[C?c]

Theorem 5.15 Let Σ be a subexponential signature. Then, SELLFCΣ is sound and complete with
respect to SELLΣ.

It is worth noticing that we cannot permute all rules over contractions, and hence we cannot
consider just one �contraction phase� appearing at the bottom of the tree. The problem is that the
& rule does not permute over contractions, as illustrates the following derivation:

` Γ, A, ?cF, . . . , ?cF
` Γ, A, ?cF

[m× C?c]
` Γ, A, ?cF, . . . , ?cF
` Γ, A, ?cF

[n× C?c]

` Γ, A&B, ?cF
[&]

Since the number of contractions of ?cF is di�erent in the two di�erent branches (m times in the left
branch and n times in the right branch), we cannot permute the & rule over all contractions.

5.3 Creating and modifying subexponentials

Until now we assumed that there is a global subexponential signature specifying the existing subex-
ponentials and the relations among them. Now, we consider extending SELLΣ with new connectives,
e and d, that can change subexponential signatures of the logic or instantiate subexponentials. We
call SELLe the system that contains such connectives.

The sequents in SELLe contain a subexponential signature declaration, as in the sequent Σ ` Γ,
where Γ is a multiset of formulas and Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 a subexponential signature. The rules in
SELLe are depicted in Figure 5.3, where the following operations over subexponential signatures
Σ1 = 〈I1,�1,W1, C1〉 and Σ2 = 〈I2,�2,W2, C2〉 are de�ned as follows:

• Σ1 ∪ Σ2 is the tuple 〈I1 ∪ I2,�1 ∪ �2,W1 ∪W2, C1 ∪ C2〉;

• Σ1 ⊆ Σ2 i� I1 ⊆ I2,�1⊆�2,W1 ⊆ W2, and C1 ⊆ C2.

Theorem 5.16 The cut-elimination theorem holds for SELLe.
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Proof The proof is similar to the usual linear logic cut-elimination proof. Because of the new
connectives e and d, we have the following new key case:

Ξ1

Σ ∪ Σl ` Γ, P
Σ ` Γ,eΣl.P

Ξ2

Σ ` ∆, P⊥θ
Σ ` ∆,dΣl.P⊥

Σ ` Γ,∆  

Ξ1θ

Σ ` Γ, Pθ
Ξ2

Σ ` ∆, P⊥θ
Σ ` Γ,∆

where θ = [s1/l1, . . . , sn/ln].
It is easy to check that the derivation Ξ1θ is indeed a proof. We show this by induction on the

height of Ξ1. The only interesting case is when the last rule is the promotion rule:

Σ ` Γ, C
Σ ` Γ, !cC

[!c]

By the induction hypothesis, there is a proof of the sequent (Σ ` Γ, C)θ. Assume without loss of
generality that ?liP ∈ Γ, this would imply that c � li is valid in the signature Σ. Hence, it must be
the case that c � si is valid in the signature Σθ, and therefore there is a proof of (Σ ` Γ, !cC)θ. The
case when c ∈ {l1, . . . , ln} is similar. Then the proof proceeds as usual (see [Braüner 1996]). 2

The focused system for SELLe, called SELLFe, is similar to the focused system SELL+
Σ , just that

the subexponential signatures are now declared in the sequents of the rules. For example, the tensor
rule in SELLFe is

Σ ` K1 : Γ ⇓ A Σ ` K2 : ∆ ⇓ B
Σ ` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆ ⇓ A⊗B [⊗, provided that (K1 = K2) |C∩W ]

Moreover, we add the following two rules for the new connectives e and d:

Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ ⇑ L,C
Σ ` K : Γ ⇑ L,eΣl.C

[e]
Σ ` K : Γ ⇓ C[s1/l1, . . . , sn/ln]

Σ ` K : Γ ⇓ dΣl.C
[d]

with the proviso that Σ ∪ Σl is a consistent subexponential signature for the e rule, and the proviso
that Σl[s1/l1, . . . , sn/ln] ⊆ Σ for the d rule.

We use once more foculisation graphs to prove that SELLFe is complete. We classify the connec-
tive e as asynchronous and d as synchronous. The remaining de�nitions (for the foculisation graph,
≺f ) are used as before. We continue showing the permutation lemmas.

Lemma 5.17 Let α be an inference rule and β an asynchronous rule. Then α/β.

Proof We show only some of the cases involving the new connectives. Notice that augmenting
the subexponential signature does not a�ect provability, one just has to take care to rename the
�bounded� indexes when needed.
• (⊗/e):

Σ ∪ Σl ` K1 : Γ, A, P
Σ ` K1 : Γ, A,eΣl.P

[e]
Σ ` K2 : ∆, B

Σ ` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B,eΣl.P
[⊗]

 

Σ ∪ Σl ` K1 : Γ, A, P Σ ∪ Σl ` K2 : ∆, B
Σ ∪ Σl ` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B,P [⊗]

Σ ` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B,eΣl.P
[e]

• (&/e):

Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, A, P
Σ ` K : Γ, A,eΣl.P

[e]
Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, B, P
Σ ` K : Γ, B,eΣl.P

[e]

Σ ` K : Γ, A&B,eΣl.P
[&]

 

Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, A, P Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, B
Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, A&B,P

[&]

Σ ` K : Γ, A&B,eΣl.P
[e]
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Identity Rules

Σ ` P, P⊥
[I] Σ ` Γ, P⊥ Σ ` ∆, P

Σ ` Γ,∆
[Cut]

Logical Rules

Σ ` 1
[1]

Σ ` Γ,> [>] Σ ` Γ
Σ ` Γ,⊥ [⊥]

Σ ` Γ, Pi
Σ ` Γ, P1 ⊕ P2

[⊕i]
Σ ` Γ, P Σ ` Γ, Q

Σ ` Γ, P &Q
[&]

Σ ` Γ, P,Q
Σ ` Γ, P O Q

[O]
` Σ; Γ, P Σ ` ∆, Q

Σ ` Γ,∆, P ⊗Q [⊗]

Σ ` Γ, P [t/x]
Σ ` Γ,∃x.P [∃]

Σ ` Γ, P [c/x]
Σ ` Γ,∀x.P [∀]

Σ ` Γ, P
` Σ; Γ, ?cP

[D?c, provided c ∈ I]

Σ ` ?x1C1, . . . , ?xnCn, C

Σ ` ?x1C1, . . . , ?xnCn, !cC
[!c, provided xi, c ∈ I and c � xi, for all i = 1, . . . , n]

Σ ∪ Σl ` Γ, C
Σ ` Γ,eΣl.C

[e, if Σ ∪ Σl is consistent]

Σ ` Γ, C[s1/l1, . . . , sn/ln]
Σ ` Γ,dΣl.C

[d, if Σl[s1/l1, . . . , sn/ln] ⊆ Σ]

Structural Rules

Σ ` Γ, ?cP, ?cP
Σ ` Γ, ?cP

[C?c,provided c ∈ C] Σ ` Γ
Σ ` Γ, ?cP

[W?c, provided c ∈ W]

Figure 5.3: The inference rules for SELLe. Here Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉 and Σl = 〈Il,�l,Wl, Cl〉 are
subexponential signatures, such that Il = {l1, . . . , ln} is a set of new subexponentials, the preorder
�l⊆ Î × Î, the sets of indexes Wl, Cl ⊆ Î, and Î = Il ∪ I is set of subexponential indexes.
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• (d/e):

Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, Pθ,Q
Σ ` K : Γ, Pθ,eΣl.Q

[e]

Σ ` K : Γ,dΣ′l.P,eΣl.Q
[d]

 

Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, Pθ,Q
Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ,dΣ′l.Pθ,Q

[d]

Σ ` K : Γ,dΣ′l.P,eΣl.Q
[e]

• (e/e):

Σ ∪ Σ′l ∪ Σl ` K : Γ, P,Q
Σ ∪ Σ′l ` K : Γ, P,eΣl.Q

[e]

Σ ` K : Γ,eΣ′l.P,eΣl.Q
[e]

 

Σ ∪ Σl ∪ Σ′l ` K : Γ, P,Q
Σ ∪ Σl ` K : Γ,eΣ′l.Pθ,Q

[e]

Σ ` K : Γ,eΣ′l.P,eΣl.Q
[e]

where Pθ is a substitution instantiating some subexponential indexes in P . 2

Lemma 5.18 Let α and β be synchronous rules. Then α/β.

Proof We only show some of the cases involving the new connective d.
• (⊗/d):

Σ ` K1 : Γ, A, Pθ
Σ ` K1 : Γ, A,dΣl.P

[d]
Σ ` K2 : ∆, B

Σ ` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B,dΣl.P
[⊗]

 

Σ ` K1 : Γ, A, Pθ Σ ` K2 : ∆, B
Σ ` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B,Pθ [⊗]

Σ ` K1 ⊗K2 : Γ,∆, A⊗B,dΣl.P
[d]

• (d/⊕1):

Σ ` K : Γ, Pθ,A
Σ ` K : Γ, Pθ,A⊕B [⊕1]

Σ ` K : Γ,dΣl.P,A⊕B
[d]

 

Σ ` K : Γ, Pθ,A
Σ ` K : Γ,dΣl.P,A

[d]

Σ ` K : Γ,dΣl.P,A⊕B
[⊕1]

• (d/d):

Σ ` K : Γ, Pθ,Qθ′

Σ ` K : Γ, Pθ,dΣ′l.Q
[d]

Σ ` K : Γ,dΣl.P,dΣ′l.Q
[d]

 

Σ ` K : Γ, Pθ,Qθ′

Σ ` K : Γ,dΣl.P,Qθ′
[d]

Σ ` K : Γ,dΣl.P,dΣ′l.Q
[d]

2

It is easy to check (with the same reasoning as in Lemma 2.16) that the new connectives do not
a�ect the acyclicity of the relation ≺f .

Lemma 5.19 The relation ≺f is acyclic.

The following soundness and completeness theorem follows, as in Theorem 2.8, by using the
permutation lemmas above and the fact that ≺f is acyclic.

Theorem 5.20 SELLFe is sound and complete with respect to SELLe.

5.4 Related Works

Schellinx shows in [Schellinx 1993] that one can capture the dynamics of cut-elimination of the modal
logic S4 by using subexponentials. We need two colors of subexponentials, say 0 and 1, where the
subexponential 0 is bounded and is weaker than the unbounded subexponential 1. Intuitively, the
subexponential 0 is used to denote the modals ♦ and 2 in S4, and the subexponential 1 is used
to denote the usual linear logic exponentials. Then, Schellinx proposes a translation of modal logic
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formulas, which uses these subexponentials, for which the dynamics of cut-elimination in S4 are
captured in linear logic.

Elsewhere [Hernest 2008], Hernest and Oliva used two subexponentials, k and g, to mix two
di�erent functional interpretations of linear logic formulas, namely the unbounded subexponential
k for Kreisel's modi�ed realizability [Kreisel 1959] and the unbounded subexponential g for Gödel's
Dialectica interpretation [Gödel 1958], where k � g. In this hybrid interpretation, one can combine
features of these di�erent functional interpretations, such as the extensionality schema rule x

ρ
= y →

fx
τ= fy, by using Kreisel's modi�ed interpretation, or Markov's principle, ¬∀x.A(x) → ∃x.¬A(x),

by using Gödel's dialectica interpretation.

Closer to the contents of this chapter, Hodas proposed in his PhD thesis [Hodas 1994b, Chapter 8]
an intuitionistic linear logic system, called Omnibus Logic, containing only one subexponential index
for a�ne, relevant, and unbounded formulas2. These indexes were implicit in the logic by the presence
of di�erent contexts, as in our polyadic system, in the left-hand-side of sequents: Θu; Θr; Θa; Γ −→
C. Here, Θu is a multiset of unbounded formulas; Θr is a multiset of relevant formulas; Θa is
a multiset of a�ne formulas; and Γ a multiset of bounded formulas. Hodas also used di�erent
implications for each type of formula: the usual intuitionistic implication ⊃, the a�ne implication
a−→, the relevant implication

r−→, and the linear implication (. The translation of the non-linear
implications to linear logic is done as in Girard's translation (see end of Section 2.4), but by using the
corresponding subexponential bang for each type of implication. Hodas assumed no relation between
the subexponential indexes, so for example, the rule introducing an a�ne implication on the left was
of the form:

Θu; ·; Θ1
a; · −→ P Θu; Θr; Θ2

a; Γ, Q −→ C

Θu; Θr; Θ1
a,Θ

2
a; Γ, P a−→ Q −→ C

[
a−→]

Notice that, as in our polyadic system, the formulas in the unbounded context are contracted, while
the formulas in the a�ne context are split among the branches.

The treatment of unbounded, a�ne and bounded formulas in Hodas' system is close to the treat-
ment in our polyadic system. However, when it comes to the relevant formulas, Hodas uses the
following unsound rule, with respect to SELL, for dereliction of relevant formulas:

Θu, F ; Θr,Θa; Γ, F −→ C

Θu; Θr, F,Θa; Γ −→ C
[absR]

The problem occurs when we use this rule in combination with the a�ne bang rule, implicit in the
implication left introduction rule above. The contraction of the relevant formula F , which, in Hodas's
system, is performed in the unbounded context, is done in SELL in the relevant context. Moreover,
since the subexponential indexes are unrelated, when introducing an a�ne bang, one must be sure
that the relevant context is empty, which is not necessarily true with the use of the absR rule above,

2The fragment of this system, without the relevant subexponential, was also used by Chaudhuri in his PhD thesis
[Chaudhuri 2006, Chapter 3].
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as illustrates the following �proof� in Hodas' system:

F ; ·; ·;C −→ C
[I]

F ; ·; ·;D −→ D
[I]

F ; ·;P, P ;P ⊗ P a−→ D −→ D

F ; ·;P, P, P ⊗ P a−→ D; · −→ D
[absA]

F ; ·;P, P ⊗ P a−→ D; (P a−→ D)( C −→ C

F ; ·;P, P ⊗ P a−→ D; · −→ C
[absI ]

F ; ·;P, P ⊗ P a−→ D;C a−→ D −→ D
[?

a−→l]

F ; ·;P,C a−→ D,P ⊗ P a−→ D; · −→ D
[absA]

F ; ·;C a−→ D,P ⊗ P a−→ D; · −→ P
a−→ D

[
a−→r]

F ; ·;C a−→ D,P ⊗ P a−→ D; (P a−→ D)( C −→ C
[(l]

·; (P a−→ D)( C;C a−→ D,P ⊗ P a−→ D; · −→ C
[absR]

where F = (P a−→ C) ( C. Notice that the introduction of the left a�ne implication in ? is not
sound, because in fact the contraction of the formula F , done in the rule absI , would have to occur
before ? (seeing bottom-up) and, therefore, the relevant context would not be empty.

Finally, Chaudhuri in [Chaudhuri 2009] showed that the propositional multiplicative fragment of
SELL with three subexponentials (two bounded and one unbounded) can encode the transitions of
the two-register Minsky machine [Minsky 1961], which is Turing complete, showing, hence, that this
fragment of SELL is undecidable.

5.5 Conclusions and future works

In this chapter, we discussed the linear logic system, SELL proposed by Danos et al. [Danos 1993],
containing subexponentials, and then we proposed focusing systems for SELL. First, we considered the
case where relevant formulas are not permitted, proposing a straightforward extension to Andreoli's
LLF system, called SELLF. Later, we investigated the general case and we proposed two complete
focused systems for SELL: the �rst one where the structural rules are implicit in the logical rules
and the second one where contractions of relevant formulas appear in a third focusing phase between
asynchronous and synchronous phases. Finally, we proposed the system SELLe, an extension of
linear logic, where the subexponential signature is not assumed to be global but local in the sequents
and that contains two new connectives, d and e, that can instantiate or extend such signatures. We
showed that the cut-elimination theorem holds in SELLe and later we proposed a complete focused
version of this system called SELLFe.

We now point out some possible directions for future work.

• Liang & Miller in [Liang 2009] proposed the focused system LKU where linear, classical, and
intuitionistic logics coexist in a uni�ed system. Similarly to LU [Girard 1991], one can access
these logics by assigning polarities to the connectives and atoms of formulas: for example, linear
logic is captured if all connectives are assigned +/- 1 polarity, while classical logic is captured
if all connectives are assigned +/- 2 polarity. These two levels of polarities are quite natural, as
Liang & Miller used Andreoli's LLF focused system for linear logic to develop LKU . However, as
already forecasted by Girard [Girard 1991], there can be in�nitely many polarities. A direction
for future work could be to use, say SELLF, to construct a uni�ed focused proof system where
such a range of polarity assignments exists. There are several design choices to consider:

One could consider the design used by Liang & Miller [Liang 2009], where the polarity of
the formulas would specify in which �context� positive formulas are moved to, while negative
formulas are decomposed in the asynchronous phase. They also consider specialized systems
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that links the polarity assignment for literals to the context where they belong: for example,
a sequent that focuses on a +2 polarity literal, A, must be the conclusion of an instance of
the initial rule where the matching literal, A⊥, appears in the classical context. These type
of systems have great appeal, as often in the computation-as-proof-search paradigm, one needs
the following assumption for the speci�cation of algorithms using focused proof systems (see
Chapter 7 or [Simmons 2009]): the set of predicate names are divided into disjoint subsets
where each subset contains the name of predicates allowed in a particular context of polyadic
sequents. This assumption allows one to use the focusing initial rule and guarantee that the
literal consumed belongs to a particular context. A possible way to express such assumption in
the logic could be to link polarities to locations of literals.

On the other hand, as the equivalence !kA( !iA is provable in SELL, where the subexponen-
tials i, k ∈ I and i � k, one could choose the design closer to LU where contexts can contain
any type of formulas and they can move from a context with a higher index to a context with
a lower index.

• Although proof theory forecasts focused proof systems with relevant formulas, we have failed to
�nd good computer science related examples that require such formulas. Such examples could
help us decide which is the better design for a focused proof system of SELL containing relevant
formulas. Here we have identi�ed two such systems, one where the contraction of relevant
formulas are implicit in the logical rules, and another where these contractions are isolated in
a third focusing phase between asynchronous and synchronous phases.

• Here we have considered the case where subexponentials have only two degrees of structural
rules, namely one for contraction and another for weakening. A direction for future work could
be to extend SELL to contain subexponentials that do not allow exchange rules, and hence
encode logics such as ordered logics [Polakow 2001].



Chapter 6

Focusing in linear meta logic with

subexponentials

In this chapter we explore the increase of expressiveness obtained by using linear logic with subex-
ponentials as a meta-logic. We show that a wide range of proof systems can be encoded in SELLF

by using subexponentials to incorporate the structural restrictions of several proof systems for min-
imal, intuitionistic and classical logic, in a similar way as we did in Chapter 4, achieving always
the strongest level of adequacy: full completeness of derivations. We encode Gentzen's G1 system,
Maehara's multiconclusion system for intuitionistic logic and several focused proof systems, such as
Herbelin's LJQ∗ system and Liang & Miller's LJF for intuitionistic logic and LKF for classical logic.

6.1 Introduction

When designing a proof system, the structural restrictions imposed to its sequents, usually through
structural rules, play a role as important as the logical rules. Already in the �rst sequent calculus
systems designed by Gentzen [Gentzen 1969], the system for intuitionistic logic di�ered from the
system for classical logic by restricting in former system the right-hand-side of sequents to at most
one formula. Since then, several other proof systems have been proposed, which di�er more on these
structural restrictions than on their logical rules. For example, Maehara [Maehara 1954] proposed
the sequent calculus system for intuitionistic logic mLJ, where the right-hand-side of sequents are
allowed to contain more than one formula, while the premise of the implication and of the universal
quanti�er introduction right rules is restricted to contain only one formula on its right-hand-side.

In Chapter 4, we used the focused linear logic system LLF to encode proof systems. There the
structural restrictions of proof systems were captured by the use of exponentials. When trying to
encode other proof system, however, we quickly stumble on the limitations of these exponentials. For
example, it does not seem possible to encode sequent calculus systems, called G1 in [Troelstra 1996],
that restrict the contexts on the left and on the right of the turnstyle to be multisets and contain
explicit structural rules for contraction and weakening. This is because linear logic without subex-
ponentials provides only one linear context, while we would need two linear contexts to encode such
systems: one to store the object-logic formulas on the right-hand-side of the turnstyle and another to
store the object-logic formulas on the left-hand-side. For similar reasons we are not able to encode
focused systems that contain not only the contexts for the left and the right-hand-side of the sequent,
but also a context, called stoup, for the formula that is focused on.

In this chapter, we use the system SELLF, presented in Chapter 5, to encode sequent calculus
systems. We show that, additionally to the systems encoded in Chapter 4, we can encode a wide range
of more complicated proof systems with the adequacy of full derivations (see Subsection 4.2.2). After
some preliminary considerations, we start by proposing theories that encode the sequent calculus
systems G1 for minimal, intuitionistic and classical logics [Troelstra 1996], where the structural rules
for contraction and weakening are explicit. In Section 6.4, we describe a theory that encodes the
multi-conclusion system for intuitionistic logic, mLJ, proposed by Maehara [Maehara 1954], which,
di�erently from Gentzen's intuitionistic system, allows the right-hand-side of sequents to contain more
than one formula. Next in Section 6.5, we propose a theory for LJQ∗, a focused system based on
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mLJ and designed by Herbelin [Herbelin 1995, page 78] also appearing in [Dyckho� 2006]. Then in
Sections 6.6 and 6.7, we encode the focused sequent calculus systems LKF and LJF, for classical and
intuitionistic logics, proposed by Liang & Miller in [Liang 2008, Liang 2007]. Finally, in the last two
sections we discuss how to encode other focused proof systems and point out directions for future
work.

6.2 Preliminaries

As in Chapter 4, we propose theories that use, instead of exponentials, subexponentials in such a
way that the set of (open) derivations in SELLF obtained from these theories are in one to one
correspondence with the set of (open) derivations of the encoded proof systems. These linear logic
theories will, as in Chapter 4, contain two meta-level atoms, b·c and d·e, denoting the two senses
of formulas in sequent calculus, that is, formulas on the left and right-hand-side of sequents (see
Subsection 4.2.1).

To store these theories in sequents, we assume throughout this chapter the existence of a maximal
subexponential, denoted by∞, that is greater than all other subexponentials used. Moreover, to better
illustrate the dynamics of formulas in SELLF proofs, we explicitly show the formulas in the images
of the functions in their polyadic sequents. For example, assume that the set of subexponentials is
{x1, . . . , xn,∞}, then the following sequent:

` Θ :
x1 Θ1

:
x2 · · · :

xn Θn : Γ ⇑ L

denotes the SELLF sequent ` K : Γ ⇑ L, where K[∞] = Θ and K[xi] = Θi. Moreover, we use the
judgment `sellf to denote provability in SELLF.

In Sections 6.6 and 6.7, where we encode the focused systems LKF and LJF, we will need a proof
theoretic notion for �xed points, similar to the one introduced in Section 3.8, called de�nitions. They
will be used to specify the polarity of object-logic formulas. A de�nition is a �nite set of clauses

which are written as ∀x̄[p x̄ ∆= B]: here p is a predicate and every free variable of B (the body of the

clause) is contained in the list x̄. The symbol
∆= is not a logical connective but is used to indicate a

de�nitional clause. We consider that every de�ned predicate occurs at the head of exactly one clause.
The following two �unfolding� rules are added to SELLF.

` K : Γ ⇓ Bθ
` K : Γ ⇓ p t̄

[def ⇓]
` K : Γ ⇑ L,Bθ
` K : Γ ⇑ L, p t̄

[def ⇑]

The proviso for both of these rules is: ∀x̄[p x̄ ∆= B] is a de�nition clause and θ is the substitution that
maps the variables x̄ to the terms t̄, respectively. Thus, in either phase of focusing, if a de�ned atom
is encountered, it is simply replaced by its de�nition and the proof search phase does not change.

Notice that one could use, instead of de�nitions, the µ operator and the right introduction rule
for equality shown in Section 3.8. However, we prefer the simpler presentation, as, in fact, de�nitions
are not in the spot light of this chapter, but they are just used as a simple proof theoretic tool to
illustrate the encodings of proof systems via subexponentials.

6.3 G1{mic}

We now encode the sequent calculus systems G1m, for minimal logic, G1i, for intuitionistic logic,
and G1c, for classical logic [Troelstra 1996], which contain explicit structural rules for contraction
and weakening and multiplicative logical rules1. The system G1c is depicted in Figure 6.1, and we

1These systems are called G1 with context-independent rules in [Troelstra 1996, Remark 3.1.5].
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Γ1 ` ∆1, A Γ2, B ` ∆2

Γ1,Γ2, A⇒ B ` ∆1,∆2
[⇒ L]

Γ, A ` ∆, B
Γ ` ∆, A⇒ B

[⇒ R]

Γ, Ai ` ∆
Γ, A1 ∧A2 ` ∆

[∧iL]
Γ1 ` ∆1, A Γ2 ` ∆2, B

Γ1,Γ2 ` ∆1,∆2, A ∧B
[∧R]

Γ1, A ` ∆1 Γ2, B ` ∆2

Γ1,Γ2, A ∨B ` ∆1,∆2
[∨L]

Γ ` ∆, Ai
Γ ` ∆, A1 ∨A2

[∨iR]

Γ, A{t/x} ` ∆
Γ,∀xA ` ∆

[∀L]
Γ ` ∆, A{c/x}

Γ ` ∆,∀xA [∀R]

Γ, A{c/x} ` ∆
Γ,∃xA ` ∆

[∃L]
Γ ` ∆, A{t/x}

Γ ` ∆,∃xA [∃R]

Γ ` ∆
Γ, A ` ∆

[WL]
Γ ` ∆

Γ ` A,∆ [WR]

Γ, A,A ` ∆
Γ, A ` ∆

[CL]
Γ ` A,A,∆

Γ ` A,∆ [CR]

A ` A [I]
Γ1 ` ∆1, A Γ2, A ` ∆2

Γ1,Γ2 ` ∆1,∆2
[Cut] ⊥ ` · [⊥L]

Figure 6.1: The sequent calculus system G1c for classical logic. Here, Γ1,Γ2,∆1 and ∆2 are multisets
of formulas; in the rules ∃L and ∀R, the eigenvariable c does not appear free in Γ nor ∆; and i ∈ {1, 2}.

denote provability in this system by the judgment `g1c . From G1c we derive G1i by restricting the
right-hand-side of sequents to at most one formula and replacing the introduction rules for implication
by the following rules:

Γ1 ` A Γ2, B ` C
Γ1,Γ2, A ⊃ B ` C

[⊃l]
Γ, A ` B

Γ ` A ⊃ B [⊃r]

While the system G1m is the system G1i without the rule ⊥L. We use the judgments `g1m and `g1i

to denote provability in G1m and G1i, respectively.
To encode these systems, we use the following theories Lg1m,Lg1i and Lg1c obtained from the theory

Lg1 in Figure 6.2, the formulas (⊃L), (⊃R) and Id′2 in Figure 6.3, and the identity and structural rules
in Figure 6.4:

Lg1m = (Lg1 ∪ {Id1, Id
′
2,WL,CL, (⊃L), (⊃R)}) \ {(⇒L), (⇒R), (⊥L)}

Lg1i = Lg1m ∪ {WR, (⊥L)}
Lg1c = Lg1 ∪ {Id1, Id2,CL,CR,WL,WR}.

These theories use two unrelated and bounded subexponentials, l and r, where b·c and d·e meta-level
atoms are going to be placed. The theory Lg1m, for G1m, does not contain structural rules for d·e
meta-level atoms and does not contain the formula (⊥L), while the theory Lg1i , for G1i, contains the
formula WR that allows to consume d·e formulas and the formula (⊥L). Finally, the theory Lg1c ,
for G1c, contains all structural rules. Moreover, the formulas (⊃L) and Id′2 in the theories Lg1m and
Lg1i have some occurrences of !l, which are necessary to enforce that the right-hand-side of sequents
contain at most one formula. For each one of these theories, we obtain the strongest level of adequacy
by assigning negative polarity to all meta-level atoms.
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(⇒L) bA⇒ Bc⊥ ⊗ (?rdAe ⊗ ?lbBc) (⇒R) dA⇒ Be⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc O ?rdBe)
(∧L) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc ⊕ ?lbBc) (∧R) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (?rdAe ⊗ ?rdBe)
(∨L) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc ⊗ ?lbBc) (∨R) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (?rdAe ⊕ ?rdBe)
(∀L) b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ ?lbBxc (∀R) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀x?rdBxe
(∃L) b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀x?lbBxc (∃R) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ ?rdBxe
(⊥L) b⊥c⊥

Figure 6.2: The theory, Lg1 , for the G1 systems.

(⊃L) bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!l?rdAe ⊗ ?lbBc) (⊃R) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc O ?rdBe)
(Id′2) ?lbBc ⊗ !l?rdBe

Figure 6.3: Formulas for encoding the minimal and intuitionistic systems of G1.

(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) ?lbBc ⊗ ?rdBe (WR) dBe⊥ ⊗⊥
(CL) bBc⊥ ⊗ (?lbBc O ?lbBc) (CR) dBe⊥ ⊗ (?rdBe O ?rdBe) (WL) bBc⊥ ⊗⊥

Figure 6.4: Identity rules (cut and initial) and the structural rules (weakening and contraction).

Proposition 6.1 Let all meta-level atoms, d·e and b·c, be assigned negative polarity, let Γ∪∆∪{C}
be a set of object logic formulas, and let the subexponentials, l and r, be speci�ed by the signature
〈{∞, l, r}; {l � ∞, r � ∞}; {∞}; {∞}〉. Then

1. `sellf Lg1m
:
l bΓc :

r dCe : · ⇑ i� Γ `g1m C;

2. `sellf Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r dCe : · ⇑ i� Γ `g1i C;

3. `sellf Lg1c
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e : · ⇑ i� Γ `g1c ∆.

Proof We only show the case for minimal logic, as the other cases follow the same reasoning. We
prove both directions by induction on the height of proofs. The base cases are when the proof ends
with an instance of the initial rule or the ⊥L rule. We only show the former case:
• Initial Rule:

A ` A [I]
!

` Lg1m
:
l bAc :

r · : · ⇓ bAc⊥
[Il]

` Lg1m
:
l · :

r dAe : · ⇓ dAe⊥
[Ir]

` Lg1m
:
l bAc :

r dAe : · ⇓ bAc⊥ ⊗ dAe⊥
[⊗]

` Lg1m
:
l bAc :

r dAe : · ⇑
[D∞,∃]

• Cut Rule:

Γ1 ` A Γ2, A ` C
Γ1,Γ2 ` C

[Cut]
!

` Lg1m
:
l bΓ2, Ac :

r dCe : · ⇑

` Lg1m
:
l bΓ2c :

r dCe : · ⇓ ?lbAc
[R⇓, ?l]

` Lg1m
:
l bΓ1c :

r dAe : · ⇑

` Lg1m
:
l bΓ1c :

r · : · ⇓ !l?rdAe
[!l, ?r]

` Lg1m
:
l bΓ1,Γ2c :

r dCe : · ⇓ ?lbAc ⊗ !l?rdAe
[⊗]

` Lg1m
:
l bΓ1,Γ2c :

r dCe : · ⇑
[D∞,∃]

Notice that, because of the presence of the l-bang in Id′2, the atom dCe must move to the left branch.
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• Structural Rules: The cases for the structural rules are straightforward and we do not show
them here.

• ∧L1:

Γ, A ` C
Γ, A ∧B ` C [∧L1] !

` Lg1i
:
l bA ∧Bc :

r · : · ⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥
[Il]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r dCe : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r · : dCe ⇓ ?lbAc
[R⇓, ?l]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r dCe : · ⇓ ?lbAc ⊕ ?lbBc
[⊕1]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ, A ∧Bc :

r dCe : · ⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc ⊕ ?lbBc)
[⊗]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ, A ∧Bc :

r dCe : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

The case for the rule ∧L2 is similar to the derivation above for ∧L1, but, instead of using an
instance of ⊕1 rule, we use an instance of ⊕2 rule.

• ∧R:

Γ1 ` A Γ2 ` B
Γ1,Γ2 ` A ∧B

[∧R]
!

` Σ ⇓ dA ∧Be⊥
[Ir]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1c :

r dAe : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1c :

r · : · ⇓ ?rdAe
[R⇓, ?r]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ2c :

r dBe : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ2c :

r · : · ⇓ ?rdBe
[R⇓, ?r]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1,Γ2c :

r dA ∧Be : · ⇓ dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (?rdAe ⊗ ?rdBe)
[2×⊗]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1,Γ2c :

r dA ∧Be : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lg1i
:
l · :

r dA ∧Be : ·.
The cases for the disjunction left and right introduction rules are similar to the cases for the

conjunction introduction rules shown above.

• ⊃ R:

Γ, A ` B
Γ ` A ⊃ B [⊃ R]

!

` Lg1i
:
l · :

r dA ⊃ Be : · ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥
[Ir]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r dBe : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r · : · ⇑ ?lbAc, ?rdBe
[?l, ?r]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r · : · ⇓ ?lbAc O ?rdBe
[R⇓,O]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r dA ⊃ Be : · ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc O ?rdBe)
[⊗]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r dA ⊃ Be : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

• ⊃ L:

Γ1 ` A Γ2, B ` C
Γ1,Γ2, A ⊃ B ` C

[⊃ L]
!
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` Σ ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥
[Ir]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1c :

r dAe : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1c :

r · : · ⇓ !l?rdAe
[!l, ?r]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ2, Bc :

r dCe : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ2c :

r dCe : · ⇓ ?lbBc
[R⇓, ?l]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1, Γ2, A ⊃ Bc :

r dCe : · ⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!l?rdAe ⊗ ?lbBc)
[2×⊗]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓ1, Γ2, A ⊃ Bc :

r dCe : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lg1i
:
l bA ⊃ Bc :

r · : ·. Again, because of the presence of the
subexponential bang in the formula (⊃L), the formula dCe must go to right-most branch, obtaining,
hence, stronger levels of adequacy for the encodings of intuitionistic and minimal logic, i.e., full
completeness of derivations.

Finally, the cases for the quanti�ers are straightforward. Here we show only the cases for the right
universal and existential quanti�ers introduction.

• ∀R:

Γ ` B{c/x}
Γ ` ∀xB [∀R]

!

` Lg1i
:
l · :

r d∀Be : · ⇓ d∀Be⊥
[Ir]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r dBce : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r · : · ⇑ ∀x?rdBxe
[∀, ?r]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r · : · ⇓ ∀x?rdBxe
[R⇓]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r d∀Be : · ⇓ d∀Be⊥ ⊗ ∀x?rdBxe
[⊗]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r d∀Be : · ⇑
[D∞,∃]

Notice that the variable x is instantiated in the meta-logic derivation as an eigenvariable, similarly
as in the object logic rule.

• ∃R:

Γ ` B{t/x}
Γ ` ∃xB [∃R]

!

` Lg1i
:
l · :

r d∃Be : · ⇓ d∃Be⊥
[Ir]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r dBte : · ⇑

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r · : · ⇓ ?rdBte
[R⇓, ?r]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r d∃Be : · ⇓ d∃Be⊥ ⊗ ?rdBte
[⊗]

` Lg1i
:
l bΓc :

r d∃Be : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

2

6.4 Multi-conclusion Proof System for Intuitionistic Logic

The systemmLJ, depicted in Figure 6.5, is a proof system for intuitionistic logic, proposed by Maehara
[Maehara 1954], that, di�erently from the Gentzen system shown before, allows the right-hand-side
of sequents to have more than one formula. We use here the additive version of this system, where
the context are shared, and denote provability in this system by the judgment `mlj. The theory Lmlj

in Figure 6.6 encodes mLJ and uses two unrelated and unbounded subexponentials, l and r, where
the b·c and d·e atoms are stored. We obtain the adequacy on the level of derivations by assigning
negative polarity to all meta-level atoms, as states the following proposition.

Proposition 6.2 Let all meta-level atoms, d·e and b·c, be assigned negative polarity, let Γ ∪ ∆ be
a set of object logic formulas, and let the subexponentials, l and r, be speci�ed by the signature
〈{∞, l, r}; {l � ∞, r � ∞}{∞, l, r}; {∞, l, r}〉. Then

`sellf Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e : · ⇑ i� Γ `mlj ∆.
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Γ, A ⊃ B ` A,∆ Γ, A ⊃ B,B ` ∆
Γ, A ⊃ B ` ∆

[⊃l]
Γ, A ` B

Γ ` A ⊃ B,∆ [⊃r]

Γ, A ∧B,A,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∧B ` ∆

[∧l]
Γ ` A ∧B,A,∆ Γ ` A ∧B,B,∆

Γ ` A ∧B,∆ [∧r]

Γ, A ∨B,A,` ∆ Γ, A ∨B,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∨B ` ∆

[∨l]
Γ ` A ∨B,A,B,∆

Γ ` A ∨B,∆ [∨r]

Γ,∀xA,A{t/x} ` ∆
Γ,∀xA ` ∆

[∀l]
Γ ` A{c/x}
Γ ` ∆,∀xA [∀r]

Γ,∃xA,A{c/x} ` ∆
Γ,∃xA ` ∆

[∃l]
Γ ` ∆,∃xA,A{t/x}

Γ ` ∆,∃xA [∃r]

Γ, A ` A,∆ [I]
Γ ` B,∆ Γ, B ` ∆

Γ ` ∆
[Cut]

Γ,⊥ ` ∆
[⊥l]

Figure 6.5: The multi-conclusion intuitionistic sequent calculus, mLJ, with additive rules.

(⊃l) bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (?rdAe& ?lbAc) (⊃r) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ !l(?lbAc O ?rdBe)
(∧l) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc O ?lbBc) (∧r) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (?rdAe& ?rdBe)
(∨l) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (?lbAc& ?lbBc) (∨r) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ (?rdAe O ?rdBe)
(∀L) b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ ?lbBxc (∀R) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ !l∀x?rdBxe
(∃L) b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ ∀x?lbBxc (∃R) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ ?rdBxe
(⊥L) b⊥c⊥
(Id1) bBc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ (Id2) ?lbBc ⊗ ?rdBe

Figure 6.6: The theory, Lmlj, for the multi-conclusion intuitionistic logic system mLJ.
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Proof For both direction, we prove by induction on the height of proofs.
One of the base cases is when a proof �nishes with an initial rule:

• Initial Rule:

Γ, A ` A,∆ [I]
!

` Lmlj
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae : · ⇓ bAc⊥
[Il]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae : · ⇓ dAe⊥
[Ir]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae : · ⇓ bAc⊥ ⊗ dAe⊥
[⊗]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae : · ⇑
[D∞,∃]

Since all b·c and d·e are assigned negative polarity, it must be case that both atoms bAc and dAe are
present in the context whenever one focuses on the Id1 clause.

The other base case is when the proof ends with ⊥l,

• ⊥l:

Γ,⊥ ` ∆
[⊥l] !

` Lmlj
:
l bΓ,⊥c :

r d∆e : · ⇓ b⊥c⊥
[Ir]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓ,⊥c :

r d∆e : · ⇑
[D∞]

We only show the interesting inductive cases, as most of them follow the same reasoning as in the
proof of Proposition 6.1. We start with the case for the right implication introduction rule:

• ⊃r:

Γ, A ` B
Γ ` A ⊃ B,∆ [⊃r] !

` Σ ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥
[Ir]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r dBe : · ⇑

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r · : · ⇑ ?lbAc O ?rdBe
[O, ?l, ?r]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆, A ⊃ Be : · ⇓ !l(?lbAc O ?rdBe)
[!l]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆, A ⊃ Be : · ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ !l(?lbAc O ?rdBe)
[⊗]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆, A ⊃ Be : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆, A ⊃ Be : ·. The role of the subexponential bang in
the clause (⊃R) is crucial for the correct encoding of the object-logic rule, as it enforces that the d·e
formulas in the context to be weakened before the atoms bAc and dBe are moved to the context.

Another interesting case is the universal quanti�er right introduction rule:

• ∀r:

Γ ` A{c/x}
Γ ` ∆,∀xA [∀r] !

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆,∀xAe : · ⇓ d∀xAe⊥
[Ir]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r dAce : · ⇑

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r · : · ⇑ ∀x?rdAxe
[∀, ?r]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆,∀xAe : · ⇓ !l∀x?rdAxe
[!l]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆,∀xAe : · ⇓ d∀Be⊥ ⊗ !l∀x?rdBxe
[⊗]

` Lmlj
:
l bΓc :

r d∆,∀xAe : · ⇑
[D∞,∃]
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Γ, A ⊃ B → A; · Γ, A ⊃ B,B ` ∆
Γ, A ⊃ B ` ∆

[⊃l]
Γ, A ` B

Γ→ A ⊃ B; ∆
[⊃r]

Γ, A ∨B,A ` ∆ Γ, A ∨B,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∨B ` ∆

[∨l]
Γ ` A,B,∆

Γ→ A ∨B; ∆
[∨r]

Γ, A ∧B,A,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∧B ` ∆

[∧l]
Γ→ A; ∆ Γ→ B; ∆

Γ→ A ∧B; ∆
[∧r]

Γ, A→ A; ∆
[I]

Γ→ C; ∆
Γ ` C,∆ [D]

Γ,⊥ ` ∆
[⊥l]

Figure 6.7: The focused multi-conclusion system for intuitionistic logic - LJQ∗.

(Id1) bAc⊥ ⊗ dAe⊥ (⊥L) b⊥c⊥
(⊃L) bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!l?fdAe ⊗ !r?lbBc) (⊃R) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ !l(?lbAc O ?rdBe)
(∨L) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (!r?lbAc ⊗ !r?lbBc) (∨R) dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ !r(?rdAe O ?rdBe)
(∧L) bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ !r(?lbAc O ?lbBc) (∧R) dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (!r?fdAe ⊗ !r?fdBe)

Figure 6.8: The theory Lljq used to encode the system LJQ∗.

As in the previous case, the role of the subexponential bang is to weaken all the d·e formulas in the
context before the formula dAce is moved to the context. 2

6.5 A focused multi-conclusion system for Intuitionistic Logic

In the next sections, we move our attention to focused systems. We start with the focused multi-
conclusion system for intuitionistic logic LJQ∗, depicted in Figure 6.7, which is a variant of the
system proposed by Herbelin [Herbelin 1995, page 78] and was used by Dyckho� & Lengrand in
[Dyckho� 2006]. LJQ∗ has two types of sequents: unfocused sequents of the form Γ ` ∆ and focused
sequents of the form Γ→ A; ∆ where the formula A, in the stoup, is focused on. We use the judgment
Γ `ljq ∆ to denote that the sequent Γ ` ∆ is provable in LJQ∗ and the judgment Γ →ljq A; ∆ to
denote that the sequent Γ → A; ∆ is provable in LJQ∗. As is usual in focused systems, the stoup,
together with the decide rule D, restricts the proofs available by imposing some focusing discipline
to proofs. Here proofs are restricted as follows: the logical right introduction rules introduce only
focused sequents, while the left introduction rules introduce only unfocused sequents.

The theory depicted in Figure 6.8 uses three subexponentials: l, used to encode the left-hand-side
of object-logic sequents; r, used to encode the right-hand-side of object-logic sequents; and f , used to
encode the stoup of object-logic focused sequents. As it will become clear in the proof of Proposition
6.3, the restrictions to sequents imposed by the focusing discipline, via the decide rule, are encoded
implicitly by the use of the subexponentials. Therefore, the clauses encoding the inference rules that
introduce focused sequents will specify two object logic derivations: one derivation is the object-logic
inference rule whose conclusion is a focused sequent, and the other derivation is the object-logic
derivation composed of a decide rule and the corresponding object-logic inference rule.

Proposition 6.3 Let all meta-level atoms, d·e and b·c, be assigned negative polarity, let Γ∪∆∪{C}
be a set of object logic formulas, and let the subexponentials l, r and f , be speci�ed by the signature
〈{f, l, r,∞}{f � r � l � ∞}; {l, r,∞}; {l, r,∞}〉. Then

1. `sellf Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑ i� Γ `ljq ∆
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2. `sellf Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dCe : · ⇑ i� Γ→ljq C; ∆.

Proof We prove both directions by induction on the height of proofs. The base case is when a
proof �nishes with an initial rule or a ⊥l rule:
• Initial Rule:

Γ, A→ A; ∆
[I]

!

` Lljq
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ bAc⊥

[Il]
` Lljq

:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆e :
f dAe : · ⇓ dAe⊥

[If ]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆e :
f dAe : · ⇓ bAc⊥ ⊗ dAe⊥

[⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆e :
f dAe : · ⇑

[D∞,∃]

As decide rules are incorporated in the theory and not encoded explicitly by clauses in Lljq, there is
yet another focused derivation that introduces the formula Id1 that does not have any formula in the
context of the subexponential f , as illustrates the following derivation:

Γ, A→ A; ∆
[I]

Γ, A ` A,∆ [D]
!

` Lljq
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae :
f · : · ⇓ dAe⊥

[If ]
` Lljq

:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae :
f · : · ⇓ bAc⊥

[Il]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae :
f · : · ⇓ bAc⊥ ⊗ dAe⊥

[⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r d∆, Ae :
f · : · ⇑

[D∞,∃]

As the subexponential f does not allow weakening, it must be the case that either dAe is in the
context f or it is empty. Thus, satisfying the restrictions on focused proofs that only one formula is
focused on.

The other base case is when the proof ends with a ⊥l rule which is similar to the corresponding
case in Proposition 6.3.

We now proceed to the inductive cases starting with the left implication introduction rule.

• ⊃l:

Γ, A ⊃ B → A; · Γ, A ⊃ B,B ` ∆
Γ, A ⊃ B ` ∆

[⊃l] !

` K ⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥
[Il]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r · :
f dAe : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r · :
f · : · ⇑ ?fdAe

[?f ]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !l?fdAe

[!l]
` Lljq

:
l bΓ′, Bc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !r?fdBe

[!l, ?l]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!l?fdAe ⊗ !r?lbBc)

[2×⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where K is the set of formulas Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e and Γ′ is the set of formulas Γ ∪ {A ⊃ B}. The role
of the subexponentials bangs, !l and !r, in the clause (⊃L), is crucial to obtain the correspondence
between the meta-logic and object-logic derivations above. The l-bang enforces that the set of atoms,
d∆e, containing object-logic formulas in the right of the sequent, is weakened in the left open premise,
while the r-bang ensures that there are no focused atoms in the right open premise, that is, the f -
context is empty, and, hence, enforcing the focusing discipline that a formula on the left can be
introduced only if no formula is focused on.
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• ⊃r: The case for the right implication introduction rule, depicted below, follows a similar line
of reasoning as used in the previous case; we use a l-bang to weaken the formulas in the context of
the subexponential r.

Γ, A ` B
Γ→ A ⊃ B; ∆

[⊃r] !

` Σ ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥
[Ir]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ, Ac :

r dBe :
f · : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !l(?lbAc O ?rdBe)

[!l,O, ?r, ?l]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ⊃ Be : · ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ !l(?lbAc O ?rdBe)

[⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ⊃ Be : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ⊃ Be.

• ∨l:

Γ, A ∨B,A ` ∆ Γ, A ∨B,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∨B ` ∆

[∨l] !

` K ⇓ bA ∨Bc⊥
[Il]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′, Ac :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !r?lbAc

[!r, ?l]
` Lljq

:
l bΓ′, Bc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !r?lbBc

[!r, ?l]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (!r?lbAc ⊗ !r?lbBc)

[2×⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where K is the set of formulas Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e and Γ′ is the set of object-logic formulas Γ ∪ {A ∨
B}. Here, we again use r-bangs in the clause (∨L) to ensure that there are no formulas in the f
subexponential context, and, therefore, it is not the case that we conclude a meta-logic sequent that
encodes a focused object-logic sequent.

• ∨r:

Γ ` A,B,∆
Γ→ A ∨B; ∆

[∨r] !

` Σ ⇓ dA ∨Be⊥
[If ]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆, A,Be :
f · : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !r(?rdAe O ?rdBe)

[!r,O, 2× ?]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ∧Be : · ⇓ dA ∨Be⊥ ⊗ !r(?rdAe O ?rdBe)

[⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ∨Be : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA∨Be. As before, we use the r-bang to ensure that

the formula in the f -context is consumed in the left branch.

• ∧l:

Γ, A ∧B,A,B ` ∆
Γ, A ∧B ` ∆

[∧l] !

` K ⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥
[Il]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′, A,Bc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !r(?lbAc O ?lbBc)

[!r,O, 2× ?l]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ bA ∧Bc⊥ ⊗ !r(?lbAc O ?lbBc)

[⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]
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` [Θ, Pa],Γ
` [Θ],Γ, Pa

[[]]
7→ [Θ], P
` [Θ, P ]

[D]
` [Θ], N
7→ [Θ], N

[R]

7→ [Θ, A⊥p ], Ap
[I]

7→ [Θ], t
[t1] ` [Θ],Γ,⊥⊥

[⊥]
` [Θ],Γ

` [Θ],Γ, t⊥
[t2]

` [Θ],Γ, A ` [Θ],Γ, B
` [Θ],Γ, A ∧− B

[∧−]
` [Θ],Γ, A,B
` [Θ],Γ, A ∨− B

[∨−]

7→ [Θ], B{t/x}
7→ [Θ],∃xB

[∃]
` [Θ],Γ, B{c/x}
` [Θ],Γ,∀xB

[∀]

7→ [Θ], A 7→ [Θ], B
7→ [Θ], A ∧+ B

[∧+]
7→ [Θ], Ai

7→ [Θ], A1 ∨+ A2
[∨+]

Figure 6.9: The rules for LKF. Here, Ap is a positive literal, P is a positive formula, N is a negative
formula, Pa is a positive formula or a literal, Θ is a multiset of positive formulas or literals, Γ is a
multiset of formulas, and in the rule ∀, c does not appear free in Θ nor in Γ.

where K is the set of formulas Lljq
:
l bΓ′c :

r d∆e and Γ′ = Γ∪{A∧B}. Once again the r-bang enforces
that the context for the subexponential f is empty, which corresponds to the focusing discipline that
a formula on the left is introduced only if no formula is focused on.

• ∧r:

Γ→ A; ∆ Γ→ B; ∆
Γ→ A ∧B; ∆

[∧r] !

` Σ ⇓ dA ∧Be⊥
[If ]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dAe : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !r?fdAe

[!r, ?f ]
` Lljq

:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dBe : · ⇑

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f · : · ⇓ !r?fdBe

[!r, ?f ]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ∧Be : · ⇓ dA ∧Be⊥ ⊗ (!r?fdAe ⊗ !r?fdBe)

[2×⊗]

` Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ∧Be : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lljq
:
l bΓc :

r d∆e :
f dA ∧ Be. The use of the r-bangs has the same

motivation as in the clause (∨R), namely to ensure that there is at most one formula in the f -context.
2

6.6 LKF

Liang &Miller proposed in [Liang 2008, Liang 2007] the system LKF for classical logic whose fragment
is depicted in Figure 6.9, which is similar to the focused system LJF for intuitionistic logic that we
described in Chapter 3. As in LJF, we assign arbitrarily the polarity for literals and classify as positive
the formulas whose main connective is either ∧+, ∨+, ∃ or t and the positive literals. The remaining
formulas are classi�ed as negative. This classi�cation is speci�ed by the de�nitions pos , syn , asyn , lit ,

and litSyn depicted in Figure 6.11. Moreover, literals are speci�ed by using the terms litp and litn,
whose superscripts denote the polarity of a literal: p for positive polarity literals and n for negative
polarity literals. We restrict ourselves to the fragment without implications to avoid computing the
negation normal form of object-logic formulas.

The system LKF has three types of sequents: 7→ [Θ], P is the sequent focused on the formula
P ; ` [Θ],∆ is the unfocused sequent; ` [Θ] is the sequent that does not contain any asynchronous
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(∧+) dA ∧+ Be⊥ ⊗ (strsA⊗ strsB) (∧−) dA ∧− Be⊥ ⊗ (stra&AB)
(∨+) dA1 ∨+ A2e⊥ ⊗ (strsA1 ⊕ strsA2) (∨−) dA ∨− Be⊥ ⊗ (straOAB)
(∃) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ (strsBx) (∀) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ (straB)
(t1) dte⊥ ⊗> (t2) dt⊥e⊥ ⊗⊥
(⊥) d⊥⊥e⊥ ⊗> (Id1) dlitpAe⊥ ⊗ dlitnA⊥e⊥

Figure 6.10: The theory Llkf used to encode LKF.

syn A
∆= ∃A1A2(A = A1 ∧+ A2)⊕ ∃A1A2(A = A1 ∨+ A2)⊕ ∃B(A = ∃B)⊕ (A = t)

asyn A
∆= ∃A1A2(A = A1 ∧− A2)⊕ ∃A1A2(A = A1 ∨− A2)⊕ ∃B(A = ∀B)⊕ (A = ⊥)

lit A
∆= ∃A1[(A = litnA1)⊕ (A = litpA1)]

litSyn A
∆= ∃A1[(lit A1)⊕ (syn A1)]

pos A
∆= ∃A1[(A = litpA1)⊕ (syn A1)]

stra• AB
∆= [(litSyn A)⊗ (litSyn B)⊗ (?sdAe • ?sdBe)]⊕

[(litSyn A)⊗ (asyn B)⊗ (?sdAe • dBe)]⊕
[(asyn A)⊗ (litSyn B)⊗ (dAe • ?sdBe)]⊕
[(asyn A)⊗ (asyn B)⊗ (dAe • dBe)]

straA
∆= ∃B(A = λxB)⊗ {[litSynB ⊗ (∀x?sdAxe)] ⊕ [asyn B ⊗ (∀xdAxe)]}

strsA
∆= [(pos A)⊗ (!s ?fdAe)] ⊕ [(asyn A)⊗ (!sdAe)] ⊕ [∃A1(A = litnA1)⊗ (!s?sdAe)]

Figure 6.11: Set of auxiliary de�nitions encoding the structural focusing rules in LKF. Here, the
universal quanti�ers around the de�nitions are elided; and • is either the connective & or O.

formulas. We use the judgment `lkf [Γ],Θ to denote that the sequent ` [Γ],Θ is provable in LKF

and the judgment 7→lkf [Γ],Θ to denote that the sequent 7→ [Γ],Θ is provable in LKF. The structural
rules D, R and [] enforce the following focusing discipline on LKF proofs: in all sequents, Θ is only
composed of positive formulas and literals; a positive formula is introduced only when it is focused on
and when there are only positive formulas or literals in the context; and negative non-literal formulas
are introduced only when there is no formula focused on.

The theory Llkf in Figure 6.10 encodes the system LKF by using two unrelated subexponentials:
s which is unbounded and is used to encode the bracketed context of LKF's sequents; and f which
is bounded and is used to encode the stoup of LKF's focused sequents. The structural rules D,R
and [] are encoded implicitly by the use of the subexponentials s and f . The correct placement of
these subexponentials depend on the type of the object-logic formulas involved in the clauses, which
is speci�ed by the set of de�nitions stra&, straO, strs, and stra. The de�nitions stra&, straO, and stra

are used in the encodings of asynchronous rules and specify that positive subformulas and literals are
moved to the s-context. On the other hand, the de�nitions strsare used in the encoding of synchronous
rules and specify that positive subformulas and positive literals are moved to the f -context and that
negative literals are moved to the s-context. Notice, however, that we use these de�nitions just to
give a better presentation for the theory Llkf . One could alternatively present another theory, where
these de�nitions are not necessary and that contains a clause for each possible combination of the
principal formula's subformulas. For example, this theory would contain the following clause,

∃A1A2B1B2[d(A1 ∧+ B1) ∧+ (A2 ∨− B2)e⊥ ⊗ (!s?fdA1 ∧+ B1e ⊗ !sdA2 ∨− B2e)],
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which is obtained by replacing in the clause (∧+) the atoms strsA1 ∧+ B1 and strsA2 ∨− B2 by a
simpli�cation of the body of their de�nitions.

Strictly, we do not encode all LKF proofs but the LKF proofs that apply eagerly the structural
focusing rules: [], R, and D. One could construct a variant of LKF that incorporates these structural
rules into its logical rules. For example, instead of the ∧− rule in LKF, this system would contain
di�erent variants for this rule according to the type of subformulas of the introduced conjunction:

` [Θ, P 1
a ],Γ ` [Θ],Γ, B1

` [Θ],Γ, P 1
a ∧− B1

[∧−1 ]
` [Θ, P 1

a ],Γ ` [Θ, P 2
a ],Γ

` [Θ],Γ, P 1
a ∧− P 2

a

[∧−2 ]

` [Θ],Γ, B1 ` [Θ, P 1
a ],Γ

` [Θ],Γ, B1 ∧− P 1
a

[∧−3 ]
` [Θ],Γ, B1 ` [Θ],Γ, B2

` [Θ],Γ, B1 ∧− B2
[∧−4 ]

` [Θ, P 1
a ] ` [Θ], B1

7→ [Θ], P 1
a ∧− B1

[∧−5 ]
` [Θ, P 1

a ] ` [Θ, P 2
a ]

7→ [Θ], P 1
a ∧− P 2

a

[∧−6 ]

` [Θ], B1 ` [Θ, P 1
a ]

7→ [Θ], B1 ∧− P 1
a

[∧−7 ]
` [Θ], B1 ` [Θ], B2

7→ [Θ], B1 ∧− B2
[∧−8 ]

where P 1
a and P 2

a are positive or literal object-logic formulas and B1 and B2 are negative non-literal
object-logic formulas. This explosion on the number of rules also occurred when Girard used his
Unity of Logic system [Girard 1991] to de�ne classical and intuitionistic connectives. As in the rules
above, Girard used an introduction rule for each combination of polarities of the principal formula's
subformulas.

To obtain an adequacy level of derivations, we assign negative polarity to all meta-level atoms, and
since the structural focusing rules are encoded implicitly in the theory, we assume that the di�erent
contexts (bracketed, unbracketed, and stoup) contain the correct types of formulas.

Proposition 6.4 Let all meta-level atoms be assigned negative polarity. Let Γ be a set of positive
object-logic formulas or literals and ∆ be a set of negative non-literal object-logic formulas and C

be a positive object-logic formula. Let the subexponentials, s and f , be speci�ed by the signature
〈{∞, f, s}; {f � ∞, s � ∞}{s,∞}; {s,∞}〉. Then

1. `lkf [Γ],∆ i� `sellf Llkf
:
s dΓe :

f · : d∆e ⇑;

2. 7→lkf [Γ], C i� `sellf Llkf
:
s dΓe :

f dCe : · ⇑.

Proof We prove both directions by structural induction on the height of proofs. The base case is
when the derivation ends with an instance of the initial rule.

• Initial Rule:

7→ [Θ, A⊥], A
[I]

!

` Llkf
:
s dΘ, litnA⊥e :

f dlitpAe : · ⇓ dlitpAe⊥
[If ]

` Llkf
:
s dΘ, litnA⊥e :

f · : · ⇓ dlitnA⊥e⊥
[Is]

` Llkf
:
s dΘ, litnA⊥e :

f dlitpAe : · ⇓ dlitpAe⊥ ⊗ dlitnA⊥e⊥
[⊗]

` Llkf
:
s dΘ, litnA⊥e :

f dlitpAe : · ⇑
[D∞,∃]

Similarly as in the encoding of LJQ∗, because the object-logic rule D is implicit in the theory, there
is another derivation that introduces the formula Id1, where the context for the subexponential f is
empty. This derivation corresponds to the object-logic derivation composed of the rules D and I. The
other base cases for the rules t1 and ⊥ are similar to the previous case.
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We now proceed with the inductive cases, starting with the negative conjunction introduction
rule.

• ∧−: Since the [] rules are implicit in the theory Llkf , there are four cases to consider obtained
according to the type of subformulas, A and B, of the introduced conjunction. We consider the case
when A is a negative non-literal object-logic formula and B is a positive object-logic formula. The
other cases are similar.

` [Θ],Γ, A
` [Θ, B],Γ
` [Θ],Γ, B

[R]

` [Θ],Γ, A ∧− B
[∧−]

!

` Σ ⇓ dA ∧− Be⊥
[I]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓ, Ae ⇑

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓe ⇑ dAe
[R⇑]

` Llkf
:
s dΘ, Be :

f · : dΓe ⇑

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓe ⇑ ?sdBe
[?s]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓe ⇓ dAe& ?sdBe
[R⇓,&]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓe ⇓ stra&AB

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓ, A ∧− Be ⇓ dA ∧− Be⊥ ⊗ (stra&AB)
[⊗]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓ, A ∧− Be ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dA ∧− Be. Notice, however, that since the R rules are
also implicit in the theory Llkf , the following derivation can also introduce the formula (∧−):

` Σ ⇓ dA ∧− Be⊥
[I]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dAe ⇑

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇑ dAe
[R⇑]

` Llkf
:
s dΘ, Be :

f · : · ⇑

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇑ ?sdBe
[?s]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇓ dAe& ?sdBe
[R⇓,&]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇓ stra&AB

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f dA ∧− Be : · ⇓ dA ∧− Be⊥ ⊗ (stra&AB)
[⊗]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f dA ∧− Be : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

that corresponds to the object-logic derivation composed of the rules R,∧− and [ ] that introduces
the sequent 7→ [Θ], A ∧− B.
• ∨−: Again there are four cases obtained according to the type the subformulas, A and B, of the

disjunction introduced. We consider the case when A is a negative non-literal object-logic formula
and B is a positive object-logic formula.

` [Θ, B],Γ, A
` [Θ],Γ, A,B

[[]]

` [Θ],Γ, A ∨− B
[∨−]

!

` Σ : dA ∨− Be ⇓ dA ∨− Be⊥
[I]

` Llkf
:
s dΘ, Be :

f · : dΓ, Ae ⇑

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓe ⇑ dAe, ?sdBe
[R⇑, ?s]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓe ⇓ dAe O ?sdBe
[R⇓,O]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓe ⇓ straOAB

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓ, A ∨− Be ⇓ dA ∨− Be⊥ ⊗ (straOAB)
[⊗]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : dΓ, A ∨− Be ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]
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where Σ is the set of formulas :
s Llkf , dΘe

:
f · : dA ∨− Be. As with the case for negative conjunction

introduction rule, since R rules are encoded implicitly in the theory Llkf , there is another derivation
that introduces the formula (∨−), which corresponds to the object-logic derivation composed of the
rules R,∨− and [ ], introducing the sequent 7→ [Θ], A ∨− B.

The inductive cases for the other asynchronous rules follow a similar reasoning.
The cases for the synchronous rules are not di�erent from the cases for the asynchronous rules

shown before. We show here only the case for the positive conjunction introduction rule.

• ∧+: Assume below that A and B are both positive formulas.

7→ [Θ], A 7→ [Θ], B
7→ [Θ], A ∧+ B

[∧+]
!

` Σ ⇓ dA ∧+ Be⊥
[If ]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f dAe : · ⇑

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇓ !s?fdAe
[!s, ?f ]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇓ strs A

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f dBe : · ⇑

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇓ !s?fdBe
[!s, ?f ]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇓ strs B

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f · : · ⇓ strs A⊗ strs B
[⊗]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f dA ∧+ Be : · ⇓ dA ∧+ Be⊥ ⊗ (strs A⊗ strs B)
[⊗]

` Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f dA ∧+ Be : · ⇑
[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Llkf
:
s dΘe :

f dA ∧+ Be. Here the s-bang in the formula (∧+) ensures
that there is at most one formula in the context for the subexponential f , which corresponds in the
object-logic that there is at most one formula focused on and that the unbracketed context is empty.
As before, since the D rules are encoded implicitly in the theory Llkf , there is another derivation that
introduces the formula (∧+), which corresponds to the object-logic derivation composed of the rules
D and ∧+. 2

6.7 LJF

The focused system LJF for intuitionistic logic, also proposed by Liang & Miller [Liang 2008], is
depicted in Figure 6.12. We assign arbitrarily the polarity for atoms and classify as positive the
formulas whose main connective is either ∧+, ∨, ∃ or t and the positive polarity atoms. The remaining
formulas are classi�ed as negative. As before, this classi�cation is speci�ed by the �rst set of de�nitions
shown in 6.14. Moreover, we encode atoms by using the terms atomp and atomn, whose superscripts
denote the polarities of the object-level atom: p for positive polarity atom and n for negative polarity
atoms. Di�erently from LKF, the system LJF has two sided sequents, with the restriction that their
right-hand-side contexts have at most one formula, and four types of sequents, described in Section
3.4.

We show that the theory Lljf in Figure 6.7 encodes LJF. It uses three subexponentials: l is
an unbounded subexponential which, intuitively, encodes the left bracketed context; r is a bounded
subexponential, which encodes the right bracketed context; and f is a bounded subexponential that
encodes the focusing stoup. As before with the encoding of LKF, the structural rules []l, []r, Rl, Rr, Dl

and Dr in LJF are implicitly encoded in the theory Lljf , by using the de�ned atoms strsl, strsr, stral,
stral& , stralO , strar& , strarO , and strar to correctly place subexponentials connectives. The de�nitions
strsl and strsr are used in the encoding of introduction rules appearing in the synchronous phase and
specify that formulas are moved to the f -context and atoms are moved to the l-context or r-context.
On the other hand, the de�nitions stral, stral& , stralO , strar& , strarO , and strar are used in the encoding
of introduction rules appearing in the asynchronous phase and specify that formulas and atoms are
moved to the l-context or r-context. As in the encoding of LKF, we do not strictly encode LJF but
a variant of it that incorporates the structural focusing rules into its logical rules.
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[N,Γ] N−→ [R]
[N,Γ] −→ [R]

[Dl]
[Γ]−P→

[Γ] −→ [P ]
[Dr]

[Γ], P −→ [R]

[Γ] P−→ [R]
[Rl] [Γ] −→ N

[Γ]−N→
[Rr]

[Γ] An−−→ [An]
[Il]

[Γ, Ap]−Ap
→

[Ir]
[Γ, Na],Θ −→ R
[Γ],Θ, Na −→ R

[[]l]
[Γ],Θ −→ [Pa]
[Γ],Θ −→ Pa

[[]r]

[Γ],Θ,⊥ −→ R
[⊥l]

[Γ],Θ −→ R
[Γ],Θ, t −→ R

[tl] [Γ]−t→
[tr]

[Γ],Θ, A,B −→ R
[Γ],Θ, A ∧+ B −→ R

[∧+
l ]

[Γ]−A→ [Γ]−B→
[Γ]−A∧+B→

[∧+
r ]

[Γ]−A→ [Γ] B−→ [R]

[Γ] A⊃B−−−→ [R]
[⊃l]

[Γ] Ai−→ R

[Γ] A1∧−A2−−−−−→ [R]
[∧−l ] [Γ],Θ −→ A [Γ],Θ −→ B

[Γ],Θ −→ A ∧− B
[∧−r ]

[Γ],Θ, A −→ B

[Γ],Θ −→ A ⊃ B
[⊃r]

[Γ],Θ, A −→ R [Γ],Θ, B −→ R
[Γ],Θ, A ∨B −→ R

[∨l]
[Γ]−Ai

→
[Γ]−A1∨A2→

[∨i]
[Γ]

A{t/x}−−−−−→ [R]

[Γ] ∀xA−−−→ [R]
[∀l]

[Γ],Θ, A −→ R
[Γ],Θ,∃xA{c/x} −→ R

[∃l]
[Γ]−A[t/x]→
[Γ]−∃xA→

[∃r]
[Γ],Θ −→ A{c/x}

[Γ],Θ −→ ∀yA
[∀r]

Figure 6.12: LJF: Here, Γ and Θ are multisets of formulas, An denotes a negative atom, Ap a positive
atom, and P a positive formula, N a negative formula, Na a negative formula or an atom, and Pa a
positive formula or an atom. All other formulas are arbitrary and y is not free in Γ,Θ or R.

To obtain an adequacy level of derivations, we assume that the di�erent contexts (bracketed,
unbracketed, and stoup) contain the correct types of formulas and assign negative polarity to all
meta-level atoms, as states the following proposition.

Proposition 6.5 Let all meta-level atoms, d·e and b·c, be assigned negative polarity. Let Γ be a set
of negative object-logic formulas or atoms, ∆ be a set of positive non-atomic object-logic formulas,
Cp be a positive object-logic formula, Cn be a negative object-logic formula, P be positive object-logic
formula or an atom, and N be a negative non-atomic object-logic formula. Let the subexponentials,
l, r and f , be speci�ed by the signature 〈{f, r, l,∞}{f � ∞, r ≺ l � ∞}; {l,∞}; {l,∞}〉. Then

1. [Γ],∆ −→ N is provable in LJF i� `sellf Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : b∆c, dNe ⇑;

2. [Γ],∆ −→ [P ] is provable in LJF i� `sellf Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dP e :
f · : b∆c ⇑;

3. [Γ]−Cp
→ is provable in LJF i� `sellf Lljf

:
l bΓc :

r · :
f dCpe : · ⇑;

4. [Γ] Cn−−→ [P ] is provable in LJF i� `sellf Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dP e :
f bCnc : · ⇑.

Proof Again the proof follows by structural induction on the height of proofs. The proof follows
the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 6.4. In all the inductive cases there are several
cases to be considered, obtained according to the type of subformulas of the principal formula. Here
we show only some cases, starting with the inductive case for the left implication introduction rule.

• ⊃l: Here we assume that A is a positive formula and B is a negative formula. The other cases
are similar.
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(∧+
l ) bA ∧+ Bc⊥ ⊗ (stralO AB) (∧+

r ) dA ∧+ Be⊥ ⊗ (strsr A⊗ strsr B)
(∧−l ) bA1 ∧− A2c⊥ ⊗ (strslA1 ⊕ strslA2) (∧−r ) dA ∧− Be⊥ ⊗ (strar& AB)
(∨l) bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (stral& AB) (∨r) dA1 ∨A2e⊥ ⊗ (strsr A1 ⊕ strsr A2)
(⊃l) bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (strsr A⊗ strslB) (⊃r) dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (strarO AB)
(∃l) b∃Bc⊥ ⊗ (stralB) (∃r) d∃Be⊥ ⊗ (strsr Bx)
(∀l) b∀Bc⊥ ⊗ (strslBx) (∀r) d∀Be⊥ ⊗ (strar B)
(tl) btc⊥ ⊗⊥ (tr) dte⊥ ⊗ !s>
(⊥l) b⊥c ⊗ >
(Idp1) datompAe⊥ ⊗ batompAc⊥ (Idn1 ) datomnAe⊥ ⊗ batomnAc⊥

Figure 6.13: The theory Lljf used to encode LJF.

syn A
∆= ∃A1A2(A = A1 ∧+ A2)⊕ ∃A1A2(A = A1 ∨A2)⊕ ∃B(A = ∃B)⊕ (A = t)

asyn A
∆= ∃A1A2(A = A1 ∧− A2)⊕ ∃A1A2(A = A1 ⊃ A2)⊕ ∃B(A = ∀B)⊕ (A = ⊥)

atom A
∆= ∃A1[(A = atomnA1)⊕ (A = atompA1)]

atSyn A
∆= ∃A1[(atom A1)⊕ (syn A1)]

atAsyn A
∆= ∃A1[(atom A1)⊕ (asyn A1)]

pos A
∆= ∃A1[(A = atompA1)⊕ (syn A1)]

neg A
∆= ∃A1[(A = atomnA1)⊕ (asyn A1)]

stral• AB
∆= [(atAsyn A)⊗ (atAsyn B)⊗ (?lbAc • ?lbBc)]⊕

[(atAsyn A)⊗ (syn B)⊗ (?lbAc • bBc)]⊕
[(syn A)⊗ (atAsyn B)⊗ (bAc • ?lbBc)]⊕
[(syn A)⊗ (syn B)⊗ (bAc • bBc)]

stralA
∆= ∃B(A = λxB)⊗ {[atAsyn B ⊗ (∀x?lbAxc)] ⊕ [syn B ⊗ (∀xbAxc)]}

strslA
∆= [(neg A)⊗ (!r ?fbAc)] ⊕ [(syn A)⊗ (!rbAc)] ⊕ [∃A1(A = atompA1)⊗ (!r?lbAc)]

strar& AB
∆= [(atSyn A)⊗ (atSyn B)⊗ (?rdAe & ?rdBe)]⊕

[(atSyn A)⊗ (asyn B)⊗ (?rdAe & dBe)]⊕
[(asyn A)⊗ (atSyn B)⊗ (dAe & ?rdBe)]⊕
[(asyn A)⊗ (asyn B)⊗ (dAe & dBe)]

strarO AB
∆= [(atAsyn A)⊗ (atSyn B)⊗ (?lbAc O ?rdBe)]⊕

[(atAsyn A)⊗ (asyn B)⊗ (?lbAc O dBe)]⊕
[(syn A)⊗ (atSyn B)⊗ (bAc O ?rdBe)]⊕
[(syn A)⊗ (asyn B)⊗ (bAc O dBe)]

strar A
∆= ∃B(A = λxB)⊗ {[atSyn B ⊗ (∀x?rdAxe)] ⊕ [asyn B ⊗ (∀xdAxe)]}

strsr A
∆= [(pos A)⊗ (!l ?fdAe)] ⊕ [(asyn A)⊗ (!ldAe)] ⊕ [∃A1(A = atomnA1)⊗ (!l?rdAe)]

Figure 6.14: Set of auxiliary de�nitions encoding the structural focusing rules in LJF. Here, the
universal quanti�ers around the de�nitions are elided; and • is either the connective & or O.
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[Γ]−A→ [Γ] B−→ [R]

[Γ] A⊃B−−−→ [R]
[⊃l]

!

` Σ ⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥
[If ]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f dAe : · ⇑

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : · ⇑ ?fdAe

[?f ]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : · ⇓ !l?fdAe

[!l]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : · ⇓ strsr A

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dRe :
f bBc : · ⇑

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dRe :
f · : · ⇑ ?fbBc

[?f ]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dRe :
f · : · ⇓ !r?fbBc

[!r]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dRe :
f · : · ⇓ strsl B

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dRe :
f · : · ⇓ strsr A⊗ strsl B

[⊗]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dRe :
f bA ⊃ Bc : · ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (strsr A⊗ strsl B)

[⊗]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r dRe :
f bA ⊃ Bc : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f bA ⊃ Bc. Here, the role of the subexponential l and

r-bangs is most important: the latter bang ensures that the f -context in the right-most branch is
empty, and the former bang ensures that both the r and f contexts, in the middle branch, are empty,
enforcing that the atom bA ⊃ Bc is consumed in the left-most branch and that the atom dRe is moved
to the right-most branch. As the Dl rules are implicit in the theory Lljf , there is another derivation
that also introduces the formula (⊃l), which corresponds to the object-logic derivation composed of
the rules Dl and ⊃l.

• ∨1: Assume here that A1 is a positive polarity formula. The other cases are similar.

[Γ]−A1→
[Γ]−A1∨A2→

[∨1] !

` Σ ⇓ dA1 ∨A2e⊥
[If ]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f dA1e : · ⇑

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : · ⇑ ?fdA1e

[?f ]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : · ⇓ !l?fdA1e

[!l]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : · ⇓ strsr A1

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : · ⇓ strsr A1 ⊕ strsr A2

[⊕1]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f dA1 ∨A2e : · ⇓ dA1 ∨A2e⊥ ⊗ (strsr A1 ⊕ strsr A2)

[⊗]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f dA1 ∨A2e : · ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f dA1 ∨A2e. Once again the role of the subexponentials is

crucial for the correct encoding of the object-logic rule: the l-bang ensures that the subexponential
contexts for f and r are empty. There are other derivations that introduce the formula (∨r), which
correspond to the object-logic derivations composed of D and ∨ri, for i ∈ {1, 2}. These derivations
and the remaining rules appearing in the synchronous phase are similar to the two cases above.

• ∧+
l : Assume below that A is a positive non-atomic formula and B is a negative formula.

[Γ, B],Θ, A −→ R

[Γ],Θ, A,B −→ R
[[]l]

[Γ],Θ, A ∧+ B −→ R
[∧+
l ] !
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` Σ ⇓ bA ∧+ Bc⊥
[I]

` Lljf
:
l bΓ, Bc :

r · :
f · : bΘ, Ac, dRe ⇑

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘc, dRe ⇑ bAc, ?lbBc

[R⇑, ?l]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘc, dRe ⇓ bAc O ?lbBc

[R⇓,O]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘc, dRe ⇓ stral& AB

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘ, A ∧+ Bc, dRe ⇓ bA ∧+ Bc⊥ ⊗ (stral& AB)

[⊗]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘ, A ∧+ Bc, dRe ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where Σ is the set of formulas
:
l Lljf , bΓc :

r · :
f · : bA ∧+ Bc. Since the rules Rl are implicit in the

theory Lljf , there is another derivation that introduces the formula (∧+
l ), which corresponds to the

object-logic derivation composed of the rules Rl and ∧+
l .

• ∧−r : Assume that both A and B are negative non-atomic formulas.

[Γ],Θ −→ A [Γ],Θ −→ B

[Γ],Θ −→ A ∧− B
[∧−r ] !

` K : dA ∧− Be ⇓ dA ∧− Be⊥
[I]

` K : bΘc, dAe ⇑
` K : bΘc ⇑ dAe

[R⇑]
` K : bΘc, dBe ⇑
` K : bΘc ⇑ dBe

[R⇑]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘc ⇓ dAe& dBe

[R⇓,&]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘc ⇓ strar& AB

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘc, dA ∧− Be ⇓ dA ∧− Be⊥ ⊗ (strar& AB)

[⊗]

` Lljf
:
l bΓc :

r · :
f · : bΘc, dA ∧− Be ⇑

[D∞, 2× ∃]

where K is the set of formulas
:
l Lljf , bΓc :

r · :
f ·. Since the rules Rl are implicit in the theory Lljf ,

there is another derivation that introduces the formula (∧−r ), which corresponds to the object-logic
derivation composed of the rules Rl and ∧−r . 2

6.8 Other Focused Proof Systems

Liang & Miller also show in [Liang 2008, Liang 2007] how to encode the focused systems LJQ'
[Dyckho� 2006], LJT [Herbelin 1995] and λRCC [Jagadeesan 2005] in LJF. They encoded these
systems by modifying the synthetic connective of object-logic formulas, by, for example, changing
the polarity assignment of atoms, or by using equivalent formulas that might have di�erent focusing
behaviors, such as the formulas F and F ∧+ t, when F is a negative formula. Given the encoding
Lljf for LJF, one can easily obtain encodings for these other focused proof systems by using the same
translations used by Liang & Miller.

6.9 Conclusions and future works

We have illustrated that, by using subexponentials, a wide range of proofs systems can be encoded
in the same declarative way as done in Chapter 4 and with the strongest level of adequacy � the
full completeness of derivations. For example, we encoded the G1 sequent calculus for minimal,
intuitionistic and classical logic; the multi-conclusion system for intuitionistic logic, mLJ; and several
focused proof systems: LJQ∗, LJF and LKF. The subexponentials present in the theories encoding
these logics played an important role to correctly specify the structural restrictions of these systems,
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such as, in intuitionistic logic, the right-hand-side of sequents contain at most one formula or, in the
focused systems, the decide, release and react rules that specify the focusing discipline on proofs.

Although these theories are declarative and describe exactly the proofs systems encoded, we have
not yet given equivalence results between any two theories of the same logic, that is, for example, the
theory for LKF proves the same theorems as the theory for G1c. One consequence of such equivalences
would correspond to the focusing theorem for LKF stating the completeness of the focusing discipline.
However, the equivalence arguments seem to be harder than the reasoning used in Chapter 4, as one
would have to relate speci�cations that use di�erent subexponentials. As future work one could try
to relate di�erent theories by using linear logic equivalences or simple proofs by induction.

Miller & Pimentel [Miller 2002] presented necessary conditions for assuring that an encoded sys-
tem satis�es cut-elimination. In that paper, they assumed linear logic theories that did not contain
subexponentials. A direction for future work could be to use the dualities in linear logic with subex-
ponentials to �nd similar conditions for systems encoded in linear logic with subexponentials.

Many other systems have structural restrictions that seem hard to specify by using subexpo-
nentials. For example, in the G3 systems [Troelstra 1996], the main formula of an inference rule is
consumed, while the side formulas are contracted. Subexponentials do not seem to capture this type
of behavior because contexts can only be seen either as sets or multisets, and therefore either the
whole context is contracted, including the encoding of the main formula, or no formula in the context
is contracted.

Miller & Saurin proposed, in [Miller 2007b], the multifocusing system for linear logic that allows
the focusing on more than one formula. We do not encode this system here, but it seems to be possible
to do so, by using, instead of SELLF, its multifocused version. One still would need to understand
how to relate a synchronous derivations in the meta-logic with object-logic derivations.





Chapter 7

Algorithmic speci�cations in linear

logic with subexponentials

In this chapter, we continue to exploit the increase of expressiveness obtained by using linear logic
with subexponentials for the speci�cation of algorithms. In particular, we use subexponentials to
assign locations to multisets of formulas within a linear logic programming setting. Treating locations
as subexponentials greatly increases the algorithmic expressiveness of logic. To illustrate this new
expressiveness, we show that focused proof search can be precisely linked to a simple algorithmic
speci�cation language that contains while-loops, conditionals, and insertion into and deletion from
multisets. We also give some general conditions for when a focused proof step can be executed in
constant time.

Reference: parts of this chapter appeared in [Nigam 2009a].

7.1 Introduction

Computation in the proof-search paradigm (a.k.a. logic programming) can be characterized as the
process of searching for a cut-free sequent proof. The expressiveness of logic programming can be
judged, in part, by examining the kind of changes that can take place within sequents during the
search for a proof. Let Ξ be a cut-free proof of Γ ` ∆ and let Γ′ ` ∆′ be a sequent occurring in
Ξ. The dynamics of proof search in this setting can be partially judged by examining the possible
di�erences that can occur between Γ and Γ′ and between ∆ and ∆′.

When proof search is conducted within intuitionistic logic, Γ is usually treated as a set of formulas
and ∆ as a single formula. If we restrict further to Horn clauses, we �nd that Γ = Γ′ and that ∆
and ∆′ are atomic formulas. Thus, the only real dynamics during proof search with Horn clauses
is that atomic goals change as we move upward through a proof. As a result, all data structures
and their various relationships must be encoded as terms within atomic formulas: that is, all the
dynamics of computation is buried within non-logical contexts (within the scope of predicates). If
one uses hereditary Harrop formulas instead of Horn clauses, slightly richer changes are possible: in
particular, Γ ⊆ Γ′. When proof search is conducted within linear logic, both Γ and ∆ can be treated
as multisets and the logic program is free to specify arbitrary, computable relationships between Γ
and Γ′ and between ∆ and ∆′. In linear logic, some data structures and their relationships can be
encoded directly in the logical context of proofs.

Of course, many data structures can be encoded naturally as sets or multisets of atomic formulas:
for example, a graph given by a set of nodes N and an adjacency relation A can be encoded as the
multiset of atomic formulas

{node x | x ∈ N} ∪ {adj x y | 〈x, y〉 ∈ A},

where node and adj are predicates. A major obstacle to describing algorithms using linear logic
programs is that data encoded into contexts does not support enough tests on data. While it is
possible in linear logic to detect that the global multiset context is empty, it is not possible to
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perform this test on less than the entire context. Given the multiset encoding of graphs above, linear
logic provides a simple mechanism to detect that both the set of nodes and the adjacency information
are empty but the logic does not provide a means to check emptiness of just N or just A.

Subexponentials can be used to �locate� data and the promotion rule can be used to test selected
locations for emptiness. These subexponentials provide linear logic speci�cations with enough checks
on data to allow for a range of algorithms to be emulated exactly via (focused) proof search. We
shall illustrate this claim by specifying a simple programming language, called Bag, containing loop
instructions, conditionals and operations that insert into and delete from a multiset, which is powerful
enough to specify complicated algorithms, such as Dijkstra's algorithm for �nding the shortest dis-
tances in a positively weighted graph. We then show that for any Bag program there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of its (partial) computations and the set of (open) focused proofs of
its logic interpretation.

Since there is an exact correspondence between synthetic connectives in the logic and steps in
the algorithmic language, we can vary the operational semantics of the algorithmic language by
varying certain focusing-related features of the logic. In particular, by either inserting or removing
delay operators into a logic speci�cation, we can package more or fewer operations inside a synthetic
connective. For example, reading two items from a multiset can be described as two algorithmic steps
or as one algorithmic step.

In order to turn a logic speci�cation into an algorithm, one must usually adopt an inter-
preter for the logic and then understand algorithmic nature of that interpreter. Top-down, depth-
�rst interpreters are traditionally used to describe the algorithmic content of, for example, Horn
clauses as Prolog programs. Other algorithmic rendering of logic clauses use bottom-up interpreters
[Ganzinger 2001]. In this chapter, we shall not use any explicit interpreter for this role: instead, recent
advances in proof theory will be used to organize proof search in algorithmically explicit but still fully
declarative ways. In particular, we use the focused proof system for SELL for which possibly large
sets of connectives can be treated as a single, monolithic, synthetic connective and where, in many
situations, the inference rules related to such synthetic connectives can be applied in constant time.
As a result, the particular nature of whichever interpreter one eventually uses for �nding proofs can
be largely eliminated when attempting to understand the algorithmic content of a logic speci�cation.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in Section 7.2 we illustrate with a small
example the increase of expressiveness obtained by using subexponentials. Section 7.3 contains some
preliminary machinery we use in order to demonstrate how to specify algorithms in SELLF. We re-use
the notion of de�nitions to specify arithmetic operations. We then explain how data is represented
and stored by using subexponentials. Finally, we specialize the logic SELLe to allow for the creation
of new locations. Section 7.4 introduces the syntax of the Bag programming language and shows
how di�erent intended semantics for it can be captured by using SELLF formulas. Sections 7.5 and
7.6 present some example algorithm speci�cations along with some comments about proof search
complexity. Finally, in Section 7.7, we describe some related work, and in Section 7.8, we conclude
by proposing some directions for future work.

7.2 Example: a minimal element of a multiset

Before we enter into the technical material, we illustrate with a small example the increase of ex-
pressiveness obtained by using subexponentials. Consider the nonempty multiset of natural numbers
{m1, . . . ,mn}. Let 〈{∞, l, k}, {k � ∞, l � ∞}, {∞}, {∞}〉 be a subexponential signature where l and
k are not �-comparable. Also, assume that all atoms are assigned negative polarity and let K be the
indexed context where K[∞] is the set

{ ∃x∃y[l(x)⊥ ⊗ l(y)⊥ ⊗ (x ≤ y)⊗ ?ll(x)], ∃x[l(x)⊥ ⊗ !kmin(x)] },
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K[k] = ∅, and K[l] = {l(m1), . . . , l(mn)}. This context contains exactly two positive formulas and,
hence, there are only two formulas on which to focus. We now derive in detail these two synthetic
connectives.

Focusing on the �rst formula requires building the following derivation bottom-up:

` K : · ⇓ l(mi)⊥ ⊗ l(mj)⊥ ⊗ (mi ≤ mj)⊗ ?ll(mi)

` K : · ⇓ ∃x∃y[l(x)⊥ ⊗ l(y)⊥ ⊗ (x ≤ y)⊗ ?ll(x)]
[2× ∃]

` K : · ⇑ [D∞]

Continuing this phase of the proof requires �nding four indexed contexts such that K1 ⊗K2 ⊗K3 ⊗
K4[l] = K[l] for all indexes l and such that the following four sequents ` K1 : · ⇓ l(mi)⊥, ` K2 : · ⇓
l(mj)⊥, ` K3 : · ⇓ mi ≤ mj , and ` K4 : · ⇓ ?ll(mi) are provable. The �rst two sequents are provable
if and only if K1[l] = {l(mi)} and K2[l] = {l(mj)}1. The third sequent is provable if mi is less than
or equal to mj and K3[l] = {}. This means that K4 is the same as K except that K4[l] is the multiset
K[l] less the two distinct elements l(mi) and l(mj) (hence, n > 1). The remainder of this proof phase
is necessarily of the form:

` K4 +l l(mi) : · ⇑ ·
` K4 : · ⇑ ?ll(mi)

[?l]

` K4 : · ⇓ ?ll(mi)
[R⇓]

In other words, the synthetic connective arising from focusing on the �rst formula in the logic
speci�cation provides a proof of the sequent ` K : · ⇑ · from the premise ` K′ : · ⇑ · exactly when K[l]
contains at least 2 elements and K′ is the same as K except that K′[l] results from K[l] by deleting
one atom holding an integer greater than or equal to another integer in that multiset.

If we focus on the second formula, the resulting �macro� rule is built from the following �micro�
rules.

` K1 : · ⇓ l(m)⊥
[I]

` K2 : min(m) ⇑
` K2 : · ⇑ min(m)

[R⇑]

` K2 : · ⇓ !kmin(m)
[!k]

` K : · ⇓ l(m)⊥ ⊗ !kmin(m)
[⊗]

` K : · ⇓ ∃x[l(x)⊥ ⊗ !kmin(x)]
[∃]

` K : · ⇑ · [D∞]

Here, K1 ⊗ K2 = K and K1[l] = {l(m)}. Also, K2[l] is empty, a fact guaranteed by the promotion
rule and the fact that l and k are not �-comparable. Thus, the corresponding synthetic connective
provides a proof of the sequent ` K : · ⇑ from the premise ` K′ : min(m) ⇑ only when K[l] contains
exactly one element (m) and K′ is the result of setting the multiset K′[l] to the empty multiset.

The logic speci�cation above clearly computes the minimal member of a multiset in a structured
fashion: if the number of elements in the multiset (in location l) is one, then the minimum is found;
and if the number of elements is more than one, then one element is discarded that does not a�ect
the minimum. These two steps are described by focusing on di�erent clauses. Notice that a proof
using these clauses does not involve any backtracking from the point of synthetic connectives, while
internal to the synthetic connective one might envision possible backtracking search (for example, to
�nd mi and mj such that mi ≤ mj).

1Remember that atoms, such as l(m), are assigned negative polarity and, hence, l(m)⊥ is assigned positive polarity.
Moreover, only the initial rule can introduce a focused literal with positive polarity.
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7.3 Preliminaries

In order to better illustrate some algorithms speci�cations in SELLF, we introduce the following
machinery. First, we show how to specify arithmetic operations by using de�nitions. We then
explain how we can represent data structures in SELLF by using subexponentials to locate such data
structures. Finally, we propose a specialization of SELLe that allows for the creation of new locations.

We also assume that the subexponential signature is Σ = 〈I,�,W, C〉.

7.3.1 Including de�nitions and arithmetic operations

Several of the examples and algorithms that we consider in this chapter will need integers and some
basic arithmetic operators on them. These all can be accommodated easily within SELLF in a
purely �positive� setting. In particular, the arithmetic comparisons for integers, ≤, <,=, 6=, >,≥, are
available as binary predicates within SELLF by using de�nitions (see Section 6.2). For example the
de�nition for ≤ is

x ≤ y ∆= [x = z]⊕ [∃x′y′(x = s x′)⊗ (y = s y′)⊗ x′ ≤ y′].
The left disjunct speci�es the base case when the �rst element is zero, denoted by the constant z, and
the right disjunct speci�es the recursion over the elements of the comparison. The other arithmetic
comparisons are speci�ed in a similar way.

If H denotes one of these relations, then the formula mHn is positive and provable instances of it
are composed of exactly one positive phase and without the consumption of any formulas from the
context. More formally, if K is an indexed context then ` K : Γ ⇓ mHn is provable if and only if m
and n are integers that stand in the relation intended by H and Γ ∪ K[I \ W] is empty. We write H̃
to be the comparison that is the complement to the one denoted by H: e.g., s ≤̃ t is s > t.

We assume that basic integer addition and multiplication are also available as purely positive
synthetic connectives. In particular, expressions such as x ≤ y+w are replaced by ∃u.plus y w u⊗x ≤
u, where plus y w u denotes the relation between y and w and their sum u and is speci�ed by the
following de�nition:

plus y w u
∆= [y = z ⊗ w = u]⊕ [∃y′u′(y = s y′)⊗ (u = s u′)⊗ plus y′ w u′].

The left disjunct speci�es the base case when the �rst element of the sum is zero, and the second
disjunct speci�es the recursion over the �rst element of the sum.

7.3.2 Representing Data Structures

As we described in Section 7.1, most of the dynamics of logic programming within classical and
intuitionistic logic occurs within atomic formulas: thus, data structures are usually encoded as term
structures so that they can appear within the scope of predicate constants. For example, a set of
pairs {〈x1, y1〉, . . . , 〈xn, yn〉} can be encoded as the term ((x1 :: y1 :: nil) :: · · · :: (xn :: yn :: nil) :: nil),
where :: and nil are the non-empty and empty set constructors. In SELLF, it is possible to encode
many data structures using multisets of formulas instead of terms. For example, the same set of pairs
can be represented as

?lrel(x1, y1), . . . , ?lrel(xn, yn)

in which the subexponential l provides a �location� for this data structure. Furthermore, the collection
of formulas above encodes a set if l ∈ C or a multiset if l /∈ C.

In the rest of this chapter, we constrain indexed contexts as follows: for any subexponential l ∈ I,
the multiset K[l] contains only atomic formulas and these are built with a predicate whose name is
the same as l. Linking the predicate name of atomic formulas to their locations in this way is a
convenience for the examples we shall consider. We also assume that all atoms used to encode data,
i.e., atoms in K[l] will be assigned negative polarity.
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L ∪ {loc} ` K, C
L ` K,elloc.C

[el, provided loc is a new location]

L ` K, C[s/loc, ŝ/l̂oc]
L ` K,dlloc.C

[dl, provided s ∈ L]

Figure 7.1: The introduction rules for el and dl. Here L is a set of locations.

7.3.3 Complements of locations

Since we will soon turn our attention to algorithm speci�cations in SELLF, we shall make two further
restrictions in how we deploy SELLF.

First, we shall assume that all locations, l, except the special unbounded maximal location ∞, are
bounded (that is W = C = {∞}) and only related to ∞ (that is l � ∞). Thus, data structures can be
stored in di�erent locations and no two locations will be considered sublocations.

Second, as the example above illustrated, testing that a given location l is empty required the
promotion rule with a location k such that k 6� l. To ensure that we have the ability to perform all
such tests, we shall de�ne the complement to the subexponential signature 〈{∞} ∪ I,�, {∞}, {∞}〉 to
be the signature 〈{∞} ∪ I ∪ Î , �̂, {∞}, {∞}〉 where Î is a copy of I containing elements of the form l̂

whenever l ∈ I. The order relation � is extended with all pairs l̂ �̂ k such that l and k are distinct
members of I. Thus, in the complemented signature, l̂ can be seen as a sublocation of all locations

in I di�erent from l. The promotion rule with the subexponential !l̂ succeeds only if the indexed
context is empty at location l: all other locations need not be considered. We shall not �store� data
in complemented locations: that is, K[l̂] will always be empty.

7.3.4 Creation of new locations

Up to now, all locations are �xed throughout a proof. However, we have already proposed in Chapter 5
the proof system SELLe that allows for the creation of new subexponential indexes. We propose here
a specialization of such system, called SELLel , that, instead of considering general subexponential
signatures, assumes only a set L, containing all the bounded locations available to store data, and the
existence of their complement locations, as discussed Subsection 7.3.3. It contains the connectives el
and dl, whose introduction rules are given in Figure 7.1. The introduction rule for el creates a new
location and its complement location, while the introduction rule for dl instantiates all occurrences
in C of loc by s and of l̂oc by ŝ. As in the focused system for SELLe, we consider the connective el
as asynchronous and dl as synchronous.

7.4 Specifying Algorithms

There is a high-degree of �algorithmic context� in the description of synthetic connectives within
SELL, especially once we made a few restrictions to that logic. In order to make the scope of such
algorithmic speci�cations more evident, we present a small speci�cation language that can be used to
describe some single-threaded algorithms: while multi-threaded algorithmic speci�cations are possible
in linear logic (see, for example, [Miller 1996]), we focus here on more traditional and determinant
algorithmic speci�cations.

The following grammar introduces a high-level syntax for a small speci�cation language we call
Bag. We consider a �xed set of constants C that contains the natural numbers plus other tokens that
we may need, such as blue, red, etc. We allow for two kinds of variables: members of var ∈ V denote
variables over the �rst-order domain C, while members of K ∈ K denote variables over programs
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(continuations). To facilitate the construction of speci�cations in Bag, we introduce a new kind of
variable L ∈ L for locations and introduce a set of constants name ∈ N for module names. The other
syntactic classes can be de�ned as follow.

t ::= c ∈ C | var tup ::= 〈t1, . . . , tn〉 (n ≥ 0)
pat ::= tup | λvar.pat

conda ::= t1Ht2 condl ::= is_empty locb

cond ::= conda | condl
prog ::= load tup loc prog | unloadi loc pat bprog

| while conda (λK.prog) prog

| loopi locb kprog prog | new loc λL.prog

| if cond prog | prog 8 prog | K | end
bprog ::= prog | λvar.bprog

kprog ::=λK.prog | λvar.kprog

lprog ::=λK.prog | λL.lprog | λvar.lprog

mod ::= name × lprog .

Conditions (tests) are of two kind: conda are arithmetic tests (see Section 7.3.1) and condl will
be used to test if a given location is empty. The syntactic variable locb ranges over all bounded
locations (here, all locations other than ∞ and complement locations). In the unloadi (respectively,
loopi) instruction, we will also insist that pat and bprog (respectively, kprog) both have exactly i
variables bindings. Moreover, when a module is used in a program, execution proceeds by computing
the program resulting from performing the necessary beta reductions. Keeping with the single-
threadedness of Bag, modules contain one and only one abstracted continuation variable.

The eight kinds of program types in Bag are described brie�y as follow. (1) (load tup loc prog) in-
serts the tuple tup in the location loc and then continues with prog . (2) (unloadi loc pat bprog) picks
an element, 〈t1 , . . . , tn〉, from the location loc such that it matches with the term pat t1 · · · ti for some
tj ∈ {t1 , . . . , tn} and then executes the program (bprog t1 · · · ti). (3) (while conda (λK.prog) prog)
repeatedly applies λK.prog until the condition is not true; then prog is executed. (4)
(loopi locb pat bprog) repeatedly executes (unloadi locb λx1 . . . λxi.〈x1, . . . , xi〉 bprog), where all
xj ∈ V, until the location loc is empty. Intuitively, this loop is used to process all members of a loca-
tion. (5) (new loc λL.prog) creates a new location loc and then executes the program (λL.prog)loc.
(6) (if cond prog) executes prog if the condition cond holds. (7) (prog1 8 prog2) is an alternative
instruction, where the computation proceeds to either prog1 or prog2. Lastly, (8) end ends the
computation thread. Notice that this language is similar to Dijkstra's Guarded Command Language
(GCL) [Dijkstra 1976]: in particular, the 8 instruction is similar to GCL's if constructs, and the
while and loop instructions are similar to GCL's loop constructs.

Our wish here is not to describe a new speci�cation language but to highlight the algorithmic
aspects already present within focused proof search in SELL. To this end, we show how the intended
operational semantics of the Bag language can be speci�ed by mapping it directly into SELL formulas.
In particular, we will illustrate that the non-determinism that exists in an algorithmic description
with, say, Bag, matches exactly the non-determinism in SELLF's at the level of synthetic connectives.
There is still more non-determinism one can imagine within proof search in SELLF, but those are
contained within the construction macro-level inference rules. Later in Section 7.6, we shall discuss
that in many cases, the construction of macro-level rules can, in fact, be done in constant time.

Being able to specify when a synthetic connective ends is critical for our claims about how focused
proof search and algorithms in the Bag language relate. The two delay operators δ−(·) and δ+(·) can
be used to replace a formula with a provably equivalent formula of a given polarity. In particular,
δ−(C) is negative no matter what polarity C is: it can be de�ned as C O ⊥. Similarly, δ+(C) is
positive no matter what polarity C is: it can be de�ned as C ⊗ 1.
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load 〈t̄〉 l prog
∆= ?l l(t̄) O δ+(prog)

unloadi l pat bprog
∆= l(pat v1 · · · vi)⊥ ⊗ [δ−(bprog v1 · · · vi)]

while (t1Ht2) (λK.prog) prog
∆= [(t1Ht2)⊗ δ−((λK.prog) (while (t1Ht2) (λK.prog) prog))]

⊕[(t1H̃t2)⊗ δ−(prog)]

loopi l kprog prog
∆= [l(v1, . . . , vi)⊥ ⊗ δ−((kprog v1 · · · vi) (loopi l kprog prog))]

⊕!l̂(prog)
prog1 8 prog2

∆= prog1 ⊕ prog2

if is_empty l prog
∆= !l̂(prog)

if (t1Ht2) prog
∆= t1Ht2 ⊗ δ−(prog)

new loc λL.prog
∆= elloc prog

end
∆= ⊥

Figure 7.2: The de�nition clauses for specifying the execution of Bag programs.

The de�nition D in Figure 7.2 speci�es a �proof theoretic� semantics of the Bag language. (For
readability, we have suppressed writing the outermost universal quanti�ers on these clauses.) The

alternation of polarities, the use of the subexponential !l̂, and the placement of delays in this de�nition
are particularly important to notice. For example, the meaning of the load command is given by
using a negative formulas as its body: this command proceeds without needing any coordination with
anything in the context, as illustrates the following derivation:

` K +l l(t̄) : · ⇑ δ+(prog)

` K : · ⇑ ?l l(t̄), δ+(prog)
[?l]

` K : · ⇑ ?l l(t̄) O δ+(prog)
[O]

` K : · ⇑ load 〈~t〉 prog
[def ⇑]

Because of the positive delay δ+(·), it must be the case that the negative phase ends by performing
R⇑. Thus, this speci�cation for load corresponds to the intended operation of loading exactly one
tuple in a location.

All other instructions (except for end and new) are de�ned by positive formulas. In these cases,
choices must be made and backtracking might be necessary inside a positive phase. For example, if
one is focused on a while instruction then that focus continues on a formula of the form

⇓ [(t1Ht2)⊗ δ−(C)]⊕ [(t1H̃t2)⊗ δ−(D)]

At the �micro-rule level,� proof search must pick between the two branches of the⊕ and then determine
which branch succeeds: at this level, some search may be required to compute the proper macro-step,
but in the end, proof search will continue with either ⇑ C or with ⇑ D (the occurrences of δ−(·) forces
the �ip of ⇓ to ⇑): here, the choice is completely determined by the guards and this is re�ected also
with the �macro-level� inference rules.

Notice that there are no delays written into the de�nition of the 8 operator since we wish that
the choice provided by that operator is merged with choices in the instructions it accumulates. For
example, the instructions

(if (x ≤ y) prog1) 8 (if (is_empty l) prog2)
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are equated, via the de�nition mechanism, to the formula

((x ≤ y)⊗ δ−(prog1))⊕ !l̂prog2.

This synthetic connective combines internally the test x ≤ y with the emptiness check of location l.
The correspondence between focused inference rules and algorithmic steps is precise: in particular,

all partial proofs involving synthetic connectives match exactly the algorithmic steps that are possible.
Thus, algorithmic steps that lead to failures are matched exactly with partial proofs that cannot be
extended to complete proofs. As the behavior of an algorithm corresponds to the set of all its possible
computation runs, this implies that the focused derivations obtained from Figure 7.2 capture exactly
the behavior of Bag programs.

We now take the opportunity provided by this type of full adequacy to illustrate that by controlling
the size of synthetic connectives, via the use of delays, we are able to capture di�erent intended
semantics for Bag and change the behavior of its programs. Consider the alternative operational
semantics for alternation 8, where a step would correspond to only picking one of the non-deterministic
choices and not executing the �rst command of the chosen program. We can capture such intended
semantics by reducing the size of alternation's synthetic connective with the use of negative delays,
as shown below:

prog1 8 prog2
∆= δ−(prog1)⊕ δ−(prog2).

Because of the extra negative delay operators, the positive phase must stop before applying the �rst
instruction of the selected program. In this case, while the number of successful computation runs of
a program does not change, the number of computation runs that fail might increase.

On the other hand, increasing the size of synthetic connectives, by removing delay operators,
increases the amount of operations packaged in a synthetic connective, increasing, hence, the size of
its corresponding transition step. These choices can also have deep consequences to the behavior of
the system. Consider for example, a new de�nition for the unload instruction that does not contain
a negative delay operator. In this case, one captures the intended semantics where all consecutive
unload commands are performed in a single step. Since the non-determinism involved in picking
the right tuples to unload is contained in the execution of a single transition step, the number of
computation runs that succeed does not change, but the number of computation runs that fail might
decrease.

Notice that since the unload and load operations are de�ned using dual connectives (⊗ and O,
respectively), they cannot be part of the same synthetic connective. Such a restriction on a synthetic
connective (and on the associated algorithmic step) is sensible since the order in which one performs
these operations can lead to di�erent results.

7.5 Examples

The module extractMin, that extracts the minimum element from a multiset, is depicted in Figure
7.3. (For readability, the λ-abstractions associated with unload and new statements are elided, and
we denote programs of the form A (B C) as (A; B C).) This module takes three locations, li , lo , and
min, and a continuation program prog . The module moves the minimum element of the multiset,
located in li , to the location min, and moves its remaining elements to the location lo .

The Bag program PGbp in Figure 7.4 checks if a graph, G, is bipartite. It takes as input three
locations, for which all, except ver, are empty. Initially, all nodes are gray and later their color can
change to blue or red. We use the location ver to store the nodes that are gray and the location col

to store the nodes' color information. First, we create two auxiliary locations pr and edges. The �rst
loop performs the initialization of the nodes' colors. Then, the second loop starts to traverse a new
component of the graph, by picking any node from ver, assigning it the color blue, and inserting it
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extractMin = λliλloλminλprog . //li - input location with a multiset of numbers;
//lo � output location with the remaining elements;
//min � output location with the minimum element.

unload2 li 〈n, v〉 //unload any element and set it as minimum
load 〈n, v〉 min

loop2 li λn1λv1λlcont //loop through the elements in li and update minimum element
unload2 min 〈nm, vm〉

if (vm ≤ v1)
load 〈nm, vm〉 min (load 〈n1 , v1〉 lo lcont)

if (vm > v1)
load 〈n1 , v1〉 min (load 〈nm, vm〉 lo lcont)

prog //no more elements in li ; minimum element in min; and the remaining elements in lo .

Figure 7.3: Extracting the minimum element

in the auxiliary location pr. The inner loop, that traverses through a component of the graph, starts
by picking any node, s, in pr. It then invokes the module getEdges that loads the edges connected
to s in the location edges. This module can be seen as a series of alternatives of if instructions, that
checks the input node and loads accordingly the edges in a speci�ed location. The third loop traverses
through these edges. There are two alternatives, either s is blue or it is red. If it is blue, the program
checks if all adjacent nodes, adj, are assigned the correct color (red), or assigns it the correct color
and insert it in the location pr, or alternatively if adj is blue then the answer no is loaded in location
ans and program �nishes by proceeding to prog . A similar procedure is performed when s is red. If
all nodes in ver are consumed then the graph is bipartite and the answer yes is loaded in the location
ans.

The second example is the Dijkstra's algorithm that �nds the shortest distance in a positively
weighted graph, G, which is speci�ed by the program, PGdj, depicted in Figure 7.5. It contains two
modules, the main module initializes the location ver by assigning the distance to all nodes to in�nity,
except the source node, src, whose distance is zero, and then calls the second module dijkstra. This
module starts with two alternatives: if ver is empty, then the program ends with the shortest distances
located in dist; or, it invokes the extractMin module, described before, to extract from ver the node,
nm, that has the minimum distance, which will be located in the auxiliary location min. The remaining
nodes are transferred to the auxiliary location ver ′. Then it adds nm together with its distance in the
location dist. Next, it invokes the module getEdges which loads in the auxiliary location edges all
nodes adjacent to nm with the associated cost of the edge. The program proceeds by looping among
these edges and updating the distances of all nodes adjacent to nm, in ver ′, accordingly. Finally, the
dijkstra module is called again but this giving as input the auxiliary location ver ′, as the remaining
nodes are now located there.

7.6 Complexity Analysis

The strong adequacy obtained for the encoding of Bag only ensures that any logic interpreter that
searches for focused proofs by decomposing synthetic connectives will construct objects that cor-
respond to computation runs of Bag programs. However, in order to analyze the complexity of
algorithms, we must enter into implementation details. We now brie�y propose an implementation
that can, in many situations, compute in constant time if a synthetic connective can be used to help
prove a given sequent. In particular, it is easy to show that it takes constant time to build a focusing
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bipartite = λcolλverλansλprog . //col - location with the colors of the nodes;
//ver � location with the graph's unvisited vertices;
//ans � output location with the answer yes or no.

new pr; new edges //create auxiliary locations.
loop1 ver λnλlcont //set node colors to gray .
load 〈n〉 ver; load 〈n, gray〉 col lcont

loop1 ver λnλlcont1 //pick a vertex, n, from a new component of the graph.
unload0 col 〈n, gray〉 //n must be gray .

load 〈n,blue〉 col; load 〈n〉 pr //set n's color as blue, and store it in pr.
loop1 pr λsλlcont2 //unload a vertex, s, that is in the same component.

getEdges s edges //loads the edges connected to s in the location edges.
loop2 edges λsλadjλlcont3 //loop over the neighbors of s.
unload0 col 〈s,blue〉; load 〈s,blue〉 col //if the color of s is blue.

unload0 col 〈adj, red〉 //and if the neighbor of s is red

load 〈adj, red〉 col lcont3 //proceed.
8 unload0 col 〈adj,blue〉 //if the neighbor of s is blue.

load 〈no〉 ans prog //graph not bipartite.
8 unload0 col 〈adj, gray〉 //if the neighbor of s is gray ,

unload0 ver 〈adj〉〉 //then it has not been yet visited, hence
load 〈adj, red〉 col (load 〈adj〉 pr lcont3) //assign it with the color red.

8 unload0 col 〈s, red〉 //similar to the �rst alternative.
lcont2

lcont1

load 〈yes〉 ans prog //all nodes visited, hence the graph is bipartite.

Figure 7.4: Bipartite graph checking PGbp

phase with the body of the load, while, and if clauses, since arithmetic operations and comparisons
can be assumed to be evaluated in constant time. Checking that the body of an alternative can be
decomposed requires a search over all alternatives, which is bound by the size of the program, again
a constant. The more interesting case involves determining if the body of an unload clause can be
used since this clause involves pattern matching. In order to do pattern matching in constant time,
we shall restrict tuples to be at most to arity 2. In that case, we represent the contents of such
binary locations by using three linked hash-tables: one for when the pattern matching is on the �rst
element; another hash-table when the pattern matching is on the second element; and �nally the
third hash-table is used when the pattern matching is on both elements. Hence, pattern matching is
reduced to simple hash-table look-ups. Notice that one could do, in a similar fashion, constant time
pattern matching even if tuples had arity greater than two: however that would come with a high
cost in space.

Many algorithms, such as those described in Section 7.5, do not need to backtrack since all of their
computation runs yield the same output. In the case of Dijkstra's algorithm, all of its computation
runs end and have the same �nal output: namely the multiset containing the shortest distances. For
these algorithms, we can use an interpreter that picks among several possible synthetic connectives
and does not backtrack. Since decomposing a synthetic connective can take constant time, we can
infer the complexity of an algorithm by counting the number of decide rules (the number of synthetic
connectives) in a derivation that witnesses a complete computation run of an algorithm. For example,
any derivation obtained from (PGbpcol ver ans end) where ver contains the nodes of the graph and
all other locations are empty, contains O(|N |+ |E|) decide rules, where |N | and |E| are the number
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dijkstra = λverλdistλprog .
new ver ′; new min; new edges //create auxiliary locations
if (is_empty ver) prog //�nish if there are no more nodes to traverse
8 extractMin ver ver ′ min //otherwise, call the extractMin module.
unload2 min 〈nm, cm〉; load 〈nm, cm〉 dist //unload the minimum node, nm.

getEdges nm edges //get the edges connected to nm.
loop2 edges λadjλdλlcont //update the distances of nm's neighbors, adj.
unload1 dist 〈adj, c〉 //either, the shortest distance to adj is already computed,

load 〈adj, c〉 dist lcont //then proceed;
8 unload1 ver ′ 〈adj, c〉 //otherwise, check if there is a shorter path to adj.

if (c ≤ d+ cm) (load 〈adj, c〉 ver ′ lcont)
8 if (c > d+ cm) (load 〈adj,d + cm〉 ver ′ lcont)

dijkstra ver ′ dist prog //call the dijkstra module.

main = λnodesλdistλsrcλprog . //nodes � location with the graph's nodes;
//dist � location with the shortest distances.
//src � name of the source node.

new ver //create auxiliary location
loop1 nodes λnλlcont //set the distance of all nodes to ∞, except the source node.
if (n 6= src) (load 〈n,∞〉 ver lcont)
8
if (n = src) (load 〈s, 0〉 ver lcont)

dijkstra ver dist prog //call the dijkstra module.

Figure 7.5: Dijkstra's algorithm PGdj.

of nodes and edges in a graph. Nodes are used at most three times and edges are used at most four
times. Hence, the complexity of PGbp is O(|N |+ |E|).

7.7 Related Work

Various proposals for describing algorithms via rewriting multisets have been developed in the past.
Probably one the earliest such proposals is the Gamma programming language [Banâtre 1996] al-
though the even older speci�cation language of Petri nets is also closely related to multiset rewriting.
The Linda coordination model [Gelenter 1986] also makes use of primitive operations similar to those
used in the manipulation of multisets. The close relationship between multiset-based computation
and linear logic has been known and exploited for many years within early linear logic program-
ming languages such as LinLog [Andreoli 1992], Lolli/Forum [Miller 1996], MSR [Cervesato 2001],
and Lollimon [López 2005].

It is often di�cult to directly relate the search for proofs (say, in a logic programming setting) to
performing computations in a step-by-step, algorithmic sense. Probably the largest single problem in
making this connection is the need to do backtracking during the search for proofs. Such backtracking
might be acceptable if it can contained within �internal� and invisible processing steps, but it is
unacceptable if such backtracking is done between �visible� steps, such as inputting and outputting.
In this chapter, we tried to group possible backtracking points that are to be internal into single,
macro-level inference steps: other non-deterministic choices are then left to the algorithm developer
to organize appropriately.

Another approach for the treatment of backtracking is more global. One can describe computation
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as a kind of forward chaining, generative model of computation. If one saturates a set of forward
chaining rules with all possible consequences of a set of formulas, then failure to prove some atomic
goal with respect to that saturation does not lead to backtracking. If some forward chaining is used
but saturation is not done, then the failure to prove an atomic formula might be due to its not being
provable or to not having accumulated this particular consequence yet: in the later case, one would
need to backtrack and attempt to add more consequences. Saturation has been used in both the
Gamma and the Lollimon setting as such a mechanism for dispelling backtracking. We have not
pursued this approach here since we know of no proof theoretic treatment of saturation.

McAllester & Ganzinger [McAllester 2002, Ganzinger 2001, Ganzinger 2002] developed a style of
algorithm speci�cation, called �logical algorithms,� that was inspired by bottom-up, logic program-
ming speci�cations. In order to account for more algorithms, they moved beyond logic in order to
incorporate the deletion of atomic formulas and the assignment of priorities to inference rule applica-
tions. Their framework was able to specify algorithms that e�ciently solved problems from domains
such as graph theory (e.g., bipartite checking and the shortest distance problem), e�cient data struc-
tures (e.g., the Union/Find algorithm) and polymorphic type inference [McAllester 2003]. Simmons
& Pfenning [Simmons 2008] revisited this style of logic speci�cation and used linear logic inspired
proof search to provide a sound foundation for the deletion of atomic facts.

Common to both the approaches by McAllester & Ganzinger and Simmons & Pfenning is the use
of a bottom-up, generative interpreter that relies on saturation to control the scope of backtracking.
By a careful and, at times, complex analysis of that particular interpreter, it is possible to guarantee
e�cient implementations for the speci�ed logic programs.

There are two essential di�erences between our work and that on �logical algorithms.� First, we
have remained entirely within logic (in our case, linear logics with subexponentials) and have focused
on not only soundness but also completeness. In fact, we have asked for more: we have insisted
that the focused proofs that are built within that logic are in one-to-one correspondence with the
steps of a simple algorithmic speci�cation language. Second, we have not introduced the notion of
an interpreter that directs search: in the �logical algorithm� papers, an algorithm's description is
split between the logic speci�cation and the interpreter. Here, there is no interpreter and the only
structure given to proof search is that derived directly from focused proofs.

7.8 Conclusions and future works

In this chapter, we have investigated the increase of expressiveness resulted by adding subexponentials
to linear logic. In particular, we have shown that a wide range of algorithms can be faithfully speci�ed
in SELLF. We used subexponentials to locate data structures, namely multiset of tuples, and proposed
a simple programming language containing loop instructions and conditionals that manipulate these
data structures. Then, we showed that several operational semantics for this programming language
could be speci�ed in SELLF, in such a way that there is a one-to-one correspondence between its
(partial) computation runs and (open) derivations. We illustrated that more complicated algorithms,
such as a bipartite checking algorithm and Dijsktra's shortest distance algorithm, can be expressed
in such way.

We now point out some future research directions:

• Implementation - Still an implementation of a logic programming engine for SELLF is missing.
One could imagine extending engines used for linear logic, e.g., Lygon [Winiko� 1995], Lolli
[Hodas 1994a], Lollimon [López 2005] and Forum [Miller 1996], to support subexponentials. It
seems straightforward to extend the techniques proposed by Hodas et al. [Cervesato 1996,
Hodas 1994b] to e�ciently manage resources in SELLF: one must use, instead of one single
bin with resources, several bins, each corresponding to a subexponential and associate to each
bin the structural properties of the subexponential, weakening and contraction. One could use
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some data structure to represent the preorder over the subexponentials, containing the number
of elements in each bin, and when applying the non canonical bang rule, one would check if it
is applicable by using such data structure.

• Access Control - For the security in computer systems, often, access control policies are estab-
lished that determine if an agent's request should be processed. For example, an agent can only
access a �le in the system if it has authority over this �le or if some authority is passed from an-
other agent that has authority to do so. Recently, several specialized logics have been proposed
as frameworks to specify and reason with such policies [Abadi 2003, Bowers 2007, Garg 2008].
It seems possible to use the preorder of the subexponentials in SELLF to specify, in a general
framework, such control access policies: we use a global unbounded subexponential u for the
general policy rules, and for each agent (or principal), A, we assign two subexponentials, ua and
ba, such that ua is bounded and ba is a�ne and that ba � ua � u. We use the former subexpo-
nential, ua, to store agent A's persistent authority (or knowledge); for example, the authority of
an agent to see the contents of its bank account (or the knowledge of its bank statement); and
we use the latter subexponential ba to store agent A's consumable authority (or consumable
resources) [Bowers 2007]; for example, an agent's consumable authority to spend money from
its account. Notice that the subexponentials, ua and ba, of one agent are �-unrelated to the
subexponentials of another agent. Now, whenever we want to prove that an agent, A, knows
or has the authority to perform some action, F , we try to prove the formula !baF . To prove
this formula, we must �rst use the ba-bang rule, which forces that the formulas in the locations
assigned to all other agents are weakened and only the formulas in the context ba, ua and u

are used. On the other hand, if we want to add some knowledge or give some authority, F , to
an agent, we can use the formula ?uaF or ?baF , depending if the knowledge or the authority is
persistent or consumable. For example, if the agent B has authority over a �le f , and it wants to
give one-time �le access permission to the agent A, we specify this operation by using the clause
aut(B, f , A)⊥ ⊗ ?baper(f ), where the predicate aut denotes that the agent B is giving access
to the �le f to the agent A. Since we add a consumable authority, speci�ed by the ba-question
mark, the agent A would only be authorized to access the �le f once. Furthermore, it is easy
to infer noninterference theorems: for example, if one adds new knowledge or authority to any
other agent, the knowledge or authority of all other agents is unchanged.

A direction for future work could be to check which properties or examples can be shown by
using SELLF formulas to specify Access Control policies.

• Concurrent Systems - In this chapter, we investigated how to specify only sequential algorithms.
Therefore, in all the clauses of the speci�cations, the macro-rule introducing a clause's synthetic
connective has only one premise, and, therefore, there is only one continuation thread in Bag's
instructions. One could imagine to specify algorithms that run in di�erent computers by al-
lowing clauses to have more than one premise, where each premise would represent a process
in a di�erent processor. This idea is similar to the AND-concurrency of Andreoli and Pareschi
[Andreoli 1990b, Andreoli 1990a]. There is yet another direction one could pursue, namely by
using, instead of single focused systems, such as SELLF, a multifocused system [Miller 2007b],
where more than one formula can be focused on. In such system, one could allow more than
one execution thread to be executed concurrently by focusing simultaneously on all de�ned for-
mulas. Synthetic connectives in such system would correspond to transition steps where these
threads are executed in parallel.

• Playing with polarities � Here, we have assumed that all atoms are given negative polarity. How-
ever, we know that more �exible polarity assignments could be given, without a�ecting provabil-
ity, but a�ecting the shape of focused proofs. A direction for future work could be to investigate
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the algorithmic content captured by such proofs where some atoms are assigned positive po-
larity. It seems possible, for example, to specify constraint systems, as in [Jagadeesan 2005],
although without the one-to-one correspondence of partial computations and open derivations.

• Chemical Abstract Programming - Berry and Boudol [Berry 1990] proposed an alternative
paradigm of programming, the chemical abstract programming. Consider initially that there is
a multiset of elements and a sequence of sets of rewrite rules. The elements of the multiset react
according to a set of rewrite rules, emulating a chemical process, and when no further reaction
is possible, the next set of rules, in the sequence, is used to proceed with the computation. This
approach was carried forward by Banâtre and Métayer in the GAMMA programming system
[Banâtre 1996]. Later, Bruscoli and Guglielmi [Bruscoli 1996] used linear logic clauses in the
computation-as-proof-search paradigm to give a purely logical account for GAMMA style pro-
grams, without the sequentiality operator. The problem to account for sequentiality was again
the incapability of linear logic without subexponentials to specify when, only, certain linear
resources are consumed. With the use of subexponentials, it seems now possible to specify the
sequentiality operator in most of the examples shown by Banâtre and Métayer [Banâtre 1996],
more speci�cally in those cases when the sequentiality is linked with the consumption of some
speci�c resources. Another research project could be of investigating how far we can go with
SELLF.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

We have exploited two non-canonical aspects of sequent calculus, namely the polarity assignment in
focused proofs and the linear logic exponentials, by using the computation-as-proof-search paradigm
in three di�erent domains of computer science: tabled deduction, logical frameworks and algorithmic
speci�cations.

At the end of each chapter, we have already discussed some pointers to future work directions.
Now we just summarize the main contributions of this thesis.

• We provided a proof theoretic explanation for tabled deduction. More precisely, we have consid-
ered two cases: the �rst when tables contain only �nite successes and the second when tables
also contain �nite failures. We then described, in Section 3.3, that we can incorporate a table
into a proof by using multicut derivations and proposed, in Sections 3.6 and 3.9, focused proofs
systems for the two cases considered. In some subsets of logic, namely hereditary Harrop formu-
las and the fragment of intuitionistic logic with �xed points used in [Tiu 2005], the only proofs
and open derivations available in these systems are those that do not attempt to reprove tabled
formulas. Later, we illustrated these results with several examples, including winning strategies,
simulation, and a declarative speci�cation for let-polymorphism type checking [Milner 1978].

• In Chapters 4 and 6, we demonstrated that linear logic can be used as a general framework for
encoding proof systems for minimal, intuitionistic and classical logics. The proposed theories are
such that the focused derivations obtained from them and the derivations of the encoded proof
systems are in one-to-one correspondence. We also showed, in Chapter 4, that one can directly
infer relative completeness results between di�erent encoded proof systems; for example, that
sequent calculus and natural deduction systems for intuitionistic logic prove the same theorems.

• We investigated, in Chapter 5, the proof theory for subexponentials and proposed di�erent
focused systems containing these non-canonical exponentials. First in Subsection 5.2.1, we
considered the case when relevant formulas are not allowed and then in Subsection 5.2.2, we
proposed two focused proof systems for logics containing relevant formulas. Later in Section
5.3, we proposed an extension to linear logic that allows for the creation and modi�cation of
subexponential indexes.

• Our last contribution consisted in illustrating what kinds of algorithms can be faithfully speci�ed
by using subexponentials. We use subexponentials to locate multiset of tuples and show, in
Chapter 7, that the operational semantics of a simple programming language, containing loop
instructions, conditionals and operations that include to and delete from a multiset, can be
captured by using linear logic with subexponentials. Finally, we illustrate this result with
several graph algorithms, such as Dijkstra's algorithm for �nding the shortest distances in a
positively weighted graph, and an algorithm for checking if a graph is bipartite.





Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Natural deduction rules and their linear logic encodings

We list below several examples of how natural deduction rules are accounted for by focused deduction
in linear logic. The following correspondences can be used to prove Proposition 4.7. In the derivations
below, K = L∪ {StrL, Id1, Id2} ∪ bΓc and all d·e given negative polarity and all b·c are given positive
polarity.

Γ, C ` C ↓ [I]
!

` K, bCc : bCc⊥ ⇓ bCc
[I1]

` K, bCc : bCc⊥ ⇑
[D2]

Γ ` A ↓
Γ ` A ↑ [M]

!

` K : bCc⊥ ⇑
` K :⇓ bCc⊥

[R⇓, R⇑]
` K : dCe ⇓ dCe⊥

[I1]

` K : dCe ⇓ bCc⊥ ⊗ dCe⊥
[⊗]

` K : dCe ⇑
[D2,∃]

Γ ` A ↑
Γ ` A ↓ [S]

!

` K : bCc⊥ ⇓ bCc
[I1]

` K : dCe ⇑
` K :⇓ !dCe

[!, R⇑]

` K : bCc⊥ ⇓ bCc ⊗ !dCe
[⊗]

` K : bCc⊥ ⇑
[D2,∃]

Γ ` F ↑ Γ ` G ↑
Γ ` F ∧G ↑ [∧I]

!

` K : dF ∧Ge ⇓ dF ∧Ge⊥
[I1]

` K : dF e ⇑
` K :⇓ dF e

[R⇓, R⇑]
` K : dGe ⇑
` K :⇓ dGe

[R⇓, R⇑]

` K : dF ∧Ge ⇓ dF ∧Ge⊥ ⊗ dF e ⊗ dGe
[2×⊗]

` K : dF ∧Ge ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Γ ` F ∧G ↓
Γ ` F ↓ [∧E]

!

` K : bF ∧Gc⊥ ⇑
` K :⇓ bF ∧Gc⊥

[R⇓, R⇑]
` K : bF c⊥ ⇓ bF c

[I1]

` K : dF ∧Ge ⇓ bF ∧Gc⊥ ⊗ (bF c ⊕ bGc)
[⊗,⊕1]

` K : bF c⊥ ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Γ ` Ai ↑
Γ ` A1 ∨A2 ↑

[∨I, i ∈ {1, 2}]
!

` K : dA1 ∨A2e ⇓ dA1 ∨A2e⊥
[I1]

` K : dAie ⇑
` K :⇓ bA1c ⊕ dA2e

[⊕i, R⇓, R⇑]

` K : dA1 ∨A2e ⇓ dA1 ∨A2e⊥ ⊗ (bA1c ⊕ dA2e)
[2×⊗]

` K : dA1 ∨A2e ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]
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Γ ` A ∨B ↓ Γ, A ` C ↑(↓) Γ, A ` C ↑(↓)
Γ ` C ↑(↓)

[∨E]
!

` K : bA ∨Bc⊥ ⇑
` K :⇓ !bA ∨Bc⊥

[!, R⇑]

` K, bAc : dCe (bCc⊥) ⇑
` K : dCe (bCc⊥) ⇑ ?bAc

[?]
` K, bBc : dCe (bCc⊥) ⇑
` K : dCe (bCc⊥) ⇑ ?bBc

[?]

` K : dCe (bCc⊥) ⇓ ?bAc& ?bBc
[R⇓,&]

` K : dCe (bCc⊥) ⇓ !bA ∨Bc⊥ ⊗ (?bAc& ?bBc)
[⊗]

` K : dCe (bCc⊥) ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Γ, A ` B ↑
Γ ` A ⊃ B ↑ [⊃ I]

!

` K : dA ⊃ Be ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥
[I1]

` K, bAc : dBe ⇑
` K :⇑ ?bAc, dBe

[?, R⇑]

` K :⇓ ?bAc O dBe
[R⇓,O]

` K : dA ⊃ Be ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ (?bAc O dBe)
[⊗]

` K : dA ⊃ Be ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Γ ` A ⊃ B ↓ Γ ` A ↑
Γ ` B ↓ [⊃ E]

!

` K : bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⇑
` K :⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥

[R⇓, R⇑]
` K : dAe ⇑
` K :⇓ !dAe

[!, R⇑]
` K : bBc⊥ ⇓ bBc

[I1]

` K : bBc⊥ ⇓ bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (!dAe ⊗ bBc)
[2×⊗]

` K : bBc⊥ ⇑
[D2, 2× ∃]

Γ ` t ↑ [tI]
!

` K : dte ⇓ dte⊥
[I1] ` K :⇓ > [R⇓,>]

` K : dte ⇓ dte⊥ ⊗>
[⊗]

` K : dte ⇑
[D2]

Γ ` ⊥ ↓
Γ ` C ↑ [⊥E]

!

` K, bΓc : dCe ⇓ dCe⊥
[I1]

` K, bΓc : · ⇑
` K, bΓc :⇓ ⊥

[R⇓,⊥]

` K, bΓc : dCe ⇓ dCe⊥ ⊗⊥
[⊗]

` K, bΓc : dCe ⇑
[D2,∃]

Γ ` A{c/x} ↑
Γ ` ∀xA ↑ [∀I]

!

` K : d∀xAe ⇓ d∀xAe⊥
[I1]

` K : dA{c/x}e ⇑
` K :⇓ ∀x dAe

[R⇓,∀, R⇑]

` K : d∀xAe ⇓ d∀xAe⊥ ⊗ ∀x dAe
[⊗]

` K : d∀xAe ⇑
[D2,∃]

Γ ` ∀xA ↓
Γ ` A{t/x} ↓

[∀E]
!

` K : b∀xAc⊥ ⇑
` K :⇓ b∀xAc⊥

[R⇓,∀, R⇑]
` K : bA{t/x}c⊥ ⇓ bA{t/x}c

[I1]

` K : bA{t/x}c⊥ ⇓ b∀xAc⊥ ⊗ bA{t/x}c
[⊗]

` K : bA{t/x}c⊥ ⇑
[D2,∃]
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The pairing for the ∃I and ∃E rules are similar.
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